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ABSTRACT
In its capacity as a cornerstone of social capital, interpersonal trust is identified as a key 
element for tlie functioning of civil society and tlie development and maintenance of 
democracy. In the wake of claims that social capital is d w in d l in g  in die United States of 
America (Putnam 1995, 2000), much research has tracked trends over time and across 
populations to better understand tlie causes and consequences of interpersonal trust. The 
association between interpersonal trust and gender, however, has never been made clear. It is 
tliis lacuna that the thesis addresses.
The research focuses on tlie ways in which women’s interpersonal trust, as measured by 
questions in social surveys, is different to men’s. It is argued that currently trust research falls 
short of integrating theoretical insights with empirical results and tliat linking theories of 
trust to individual survey-based trust questions assists notably in tliis process. The tliesis also 
examines tlie impact of measurement in relation to trust and its relationsliip with gender.
Tlie empirical analyses rely upon 5 different measures of interpersonal trust, across UK 
cross-sectional probability sample surveys. Multiple regression, multiple group confirmatory 
factor analysis and multi-level modelling techniques are applied.
Findings indicate tliat the concept o f interpersonal trust, as well as tlie 5 survey items by 
which it is measured, can be divided into ‘moralistic’ and ‘strategic’ forms of trust. Gender 
differences in these forms are argued to result, in part, from gender differences in risk 
aversion and relational, care-based ethics. Empirical analyses find discrepancies in gender 
differences across the 5 trust measures. Women are less trusting tlian men in the context of 
strategic forms of trust, wltilst men are less trusting tlian women in tlie context of moralistic 
forms of trust. The tliesis goes beyond essentialist analyses of gender difference by 
evidencing some diversit)r amongst women and men’s trust according to socio-demograpliic 
and socio-economic differences. The findings also support facets of social capital theory, 
liighhghting that an individual’s interpersonal trust is determined by the neighbourhood in 
wliich they live. Yet results additionally indicate tliat national averages of gender differences
in trust do not always hold at the local level. An examination of how men and women 
respond to the various trust questions suggests tliat they interpret some of the items 
differently.
Linldng the measurement of trust to appropriate theories of trust, the tliesis provides tlie 
first conceptually-grounded empirical evidence base of tlie association between interpersonal 
trust and gender. In so doing, the tliesis contributes botli substantively and metliodologically 
to academic work on trust, as well as social capital.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Concerns over the healtli o f civil society are not new. Tracing back as far as pre-industrial 
times and the seminal work of Alexis de TocqueviUe in the 1830’s (1969 reprint), it is 
apparent tliat social change has consistently been deemed to tlireaten die fabric of society. 
The 20*'' and 21®* centuries have seen a surge in interest regarding macro-level social changes. 
Political and economic alliances, such as die United Nations, NATO and the European 
Union requite governments to be accountable to, and for their nations. Such representation 
on a global stage necessitates an unprecedented level of information about die socio­
economic and socio-demograpliic profile of a state, leading to a demand for population-level 
data. In national politics ‘taking the nation’s pulse’ has become a key to securing political 
leadership, as is evidenced by die media’s and politicians’ reliance on polls in die 2008 
American Presidential and 2010 British General elections. These pressures have meant that 
today’s theorists concerned widi civil decline have particularly powerful tools at their 
disposal. Population surveys carried out by nations across the world allow analysts to make 
statements about changes in, and differences across societies, statements diat make claims of 
external validity and reliability. The force of such evidence-based dieories of civil decline is 
formidable.
One of die most influential dieories of civil decline to have based itself on population data 
available over die latter half of die 20*'' century is die social capital diesis, as developed by 
Hanifan (1916), B our dieu (1983) and Coleman (1990), and most recendy adapted by Putnam 
(1993; 1995; 2000). Fitting in widi salient discussions of other forms of capital, notably 
economic and human capital, die social capital diesis has gadiered much momentum, 
catching the interest of policy makers as well as social scientists from across a range of 
disciplines. Rooted in the American fiinctionalist tradition, social capital is seen as an asset 
with which communities can better join togedier to pursue common goals and access odier 
forms of capital. It refers to “die collective value of aU ‘social networks’ [who people know] 
and die inclinations diat arise from diese networks to do tilings for each otiier [norms of
1
reciprocity]” (The Saguaro Seminar: 2009). Putnam’s work (1995; 2000) presents engagingly 
written and extensively documented accounts of the decline of social capital in the United 
States of America. Seen by some as concerning evidence of the endangerment of civil 
society, BoivlingÆone: The Collapse and Pevival of American Community (2000) led to an explosion 
of existing interest in the tracking of, and tlierefore measurement of, social capital.
Putnam’s version of social capital is particularly alluring in so far as it is grounded in 
empirical elements. Operationalising tlie concept, Putnam argued for its division into several 
components that are each measureable using survey items. On the one hand, social capital 
consists of networks of associations that people form with one another. On tlie other hand, 
it consists of die trust diat diey place in people around diem. Providing the empirical 
foundations widi which to track trends o f social capital over rime, bodi of diese components 
have been measured in social survey time series across die globe. With regards to 
associations, die Multi-National Time Use Survey (Released October 2010), for example, has 
collated data on participant’s networks since die 1960’s. In the UK, specifically, the National 
Child Development Survey started collecting panel data in 1958, which included tracking die 
social activities of die participants across die lifecourse. The two most extensive time series 
with regards to trust, die General Household Survey and die American National Election 
Study, based in the United States, have been asldng people whether diey feel others can be 
trusted since die early 1970’s. Tlie fielding of questions to tap into aspects o f social capital 
has increasingly been viewed as a priority, and at die time of writing close to a dozen UK 
population surveys regularly include such measures in dieir time series.
Since Putnam’s initial evidencing of the decline in both die associational and trust-related 
components of social capital in die United States, diere has been a flurry o f studies seeking 
to test the validity of Putnam’s findings, as weU as to examine dieir applicability to social 
circumstances in other nations. In die United Kingdom, diere is mixed evidence. HaU (1999) 
finds diat overall social capital is not being eroded in die same way as in die USA. 
Specifically, he suggests diat associational membership has remained stable since the 1950’s, 
wliilst trust has declined. Tliis finding is qualified, however, since HaU finds evidence to 
s u re s t  diat diese aggregate over time trends liide diversity amongst die population, 
particularly along gender and class Unes. Updating Hall’s analysis in 2006, Grenier and
Wright are less confident of the robustness of social capital in tlie UK. Whilst diey find no 
continued decline in trust, diey underline diat associational membership is increasingly 
concentrated amongst middle class groups. So aldiough aggregate levels of social capital may 
look stable, Grenier and Wright (Grenier and Wright 2006) argue diat its distribution is 
becoming increasingly class-based in UK society.
Studies aimed to address trends in social capital more generally in practice devote much of 
dieic discussion to die distinction between, and dynamics of, its constitutive parts. Evidence 
indicates, for example, diat levels of associational membersliip and trust in die UK have not 
run parallel over time, nor are diey necessarily distributed equally widiin society. These 
findings suggest diat social capital researchers may benefit from considering die constitutive 
parts of social capital separately, in order to better understand the concept as a whole. 
Adopting diis approach, die UK Economic and Social Research Council funded a project 
from 2006 to 2008 to examine die causes and consequences of trust in the UK. Run by 
Professor Patrick Sturgis and Dr Nick AUum, and based at the University o f Surrey, die 
research project employed a doctoral and a post-doctoral researcher. Tliis diesis is die result 
my work widtin die former of diese two positions.
1.1 The relevance of studying trust
In addition to being a key component of die influential social capital diesis, trust is itself 
recognised as an important issue. Tlie interest we see in trust in die UK, bodi from a 
research and policy perspective mirrors what we find on a global scale. Tliis may be due in 
part to die fact diat western capitalist democracies share many similarities in dieir systems of 
governance. Wliat is identified by one nation as being a salient Issue will very likely also be of 
importance to anodier. Over a century before die hailing of fully-fledged globalisation, an 
increasingly interconnected world meant that European readers of de Tocqueville’s Democm^ 
in America (1835, 1840) recognised die value in reflecting on social and political elements of 
American society, including die place of trust and reciprocity, in order to shed light on
circumstances in their own nations. Over 150 years later, tlie same cross-border appeal is 
seen witli die social capital diesis.
Scholars concentrating on die trust component of the macro-concept that is social capital 
have proclaimed trust’s importance for society as a whole. Trust has been hailed as “an 
important social lubricant” (Putnam 2000:134, 140), “the chicken soup of social life” 
(Uslaner 2002:1), and “the essence of social capital” (Newton 2004:15). Trust has also been 
identified by die media and politicians as a key component of effective societal functioning. 
Tlie 2001 OECD report entided Wellbeing of Nations clearly sets out trust as a priority 
resource in social and economic policy, stating diat “societies founded on networks of trust 
and co-operation can help to realise human potential” (Cote and Healy 2001:39). Tliis recent 
interest in die concept of social capital and its components has also been explained in part 
by political context, widi audiors arguing that “the term captures the political Zeitgeist of 
our time” (Halpern 2005:1) given diat it has “a hard-nosed economic feel whde restating die 
importance of die social” (Halpern 2005:1). There is, therefore, widespread interest in how 
diis resource is distributed in society and over time.
A distinction is often made between ‘political’ trust and ‘interpersonal’ trust. Political trust 
refers to die trust diat individuals place in institutions and authority figures, such as die 
police, die courts, MP’s, and government. Interpersonal trust, on die odier hand, refers to 
die trust diat individuals have in dieir fellow citizens. Both types of trust are addressed 
within academic and political debate in die UK. Much is made of the potential importance of 
political trust for effective governance (Inglehart 1999; Stoneman 2005; Uslaner 1999). 
Against a backdrop of sharp decline in trust in political institutions and audioiities in the 
United States and Western Europe (Inglehart 1999; Patterson 1999; Uslaner 1999), diere is a 
discussion of the place of political trust and indeed distrust widiin die functioning of 
democracy (Warren 1999b). On die one hand political trust is seen as necessary element in 
die solving of collective action problems addressed by die state (Offe 1999), yet on die 
odier hand, it is argued diat democracy duives upon a critical citizenry holding its 
government and political institutions accountable for dieir actions (Hardin 1999). Tlius 
healdiy distrust of political institutions and audioiities is seen by some to be beneficial to 
democracy.
In addition to discussion of tlie “ambiguous, even paradoxical, nature” (Warren 1999b: 1) of 
tlie association between democracy and trust, tlie literature addresses the relationsliip 
between political trust and interpersonal trust. Tliere is evidence to s u re s t that individuals 
who are more likely to trust dieir fellow citizens are also more hkely to trust political 
institutions, and vice versa (Brehm and Rahn 1997; Paxton 1999). Yet wlidst diey are 
associated, interpersonal trust and political trust are found to be empirically distinct concepts 
(AUum, Patukiy et al. 2010; Uslaner 2002: 53). The way in wliich diey are prioritised over one 
anodier depends upon context. Political ideology itself may affect die degree of focus on 
eidier political or interpersonal trust. If  die solutions to societal problems are perceived to be 
die responsibUity of government, dien trust in government is critical. Moving away from ‘big 
government’ as under New Labour’s Tliird Way politics, and most recendy, towards a ‘Big 
Society’ under a Conservative-Liberal Democrat coalition however, interpersonal trust can 
be seen as furtiier gaining in importance as die ‘problem of trust’ is devolved, in greater part, 
to local communities. As Warren (1999b:4) states “if justified, trust could in some instances 
relieve die burdens of political decision-making for bodi individuals and institutions”. Thus, 
interpersonal trust is seen as a worthwhUe concept to study sociologicaUy in the United 
Kingdom, in part because it is seen to support die current focus on civU society, rather dian 
government, as die locus for solving collective action issues.
A wide range of disciplines have engaged in die study of trust, each from slighdy different 
angles. Political scientists, for example, have a more natural jurisdiction over political trust, 
examining its importance for die functioning of political institutions and systems of 
governance. Economists pay particular attention to trust as a mechanism for effective 
transactions and the distribution of resources, bodi on a macro-system and individual level. 
Psychologists also focus on die individual-level components of interpersonal trust, widi a 
particular interest in trust as a predisposition or form of social intelligence. Sociological 
analysis can accommodate approaches diat consider trust to be a property of both 
individuals and of social systems, resulting in die examination of both interpersonal and 
political trust. Tlie sociological approaches also encourage die study of trust widiin a wider 
social framework, diereby contextualising trust in terms of concepts such as gender, class 
and edinicity.
Interpersonal trust is increasingly tlie focus of dieoretical work in the social sciences. These 
contributions, made across a range of disciplines, particularly concern diemselves widi die 
definition of trust. Yet conceptual approaches vary widely. Rational-choice based 
understandings o f interpersonal trust, common to dieories originating in economics and 
psychology, broadly define trust as “incentive compatibility or rational expectations of die 
behaviours of die trusted” (Hardin 2000:5). These dieories rely heavily on assessments of 
costs, benefits and risks associated widi trusting. Trust is beneficial to society in so far as it 
serves to facilitate effective exchange between individuals and reduces die reliance on 
resource-heavy systems of formal regulation such as contract law, die courts and tribunals. 
Accounts diat root trust in social norms and attitudes, however, broadly define trust as a 
belief “based upon a fundamental ediical assumption: diat other people share your 
fundamental values” (Uslaner 2002: 2). Tliis conceptualisation, mosdy seen in sociological 
work, characterises trust as a value that is largely stable over die lifecourse that is Hnlced to 
altruism, optimism and morality, and diat benefits society by connecting people in a way 
wliich works towards an egalitarian ideal.
In addition to die conceptual work on interpersonal trust, die social sciences have invested 
significant efforts and research funding into empirically deterrnining its causes and 
consequences. Tliis research uses a variety of game-based experiments and a range of survey- 
based questions to measure trust. These measurement instruments have evolved over time, 
often originating in odier substantive areas of research. The standard ‘trust game’, for 
example, can be linlced back to the Prisoner’s DÜemma, wliilst the most frequendy-used 
survey question on trust has been traced back to Rosenberg’s ‘faith in people scale’ 
(Rosenberg 1956). Therefore, current empirical research on interpersonal trust is based on 
die foundation o f a range of measurement tools. Tliese instruments are crucial in the 
development of valid evidence surrounding trust. Analyses are often only able to determine 
correlation, radier dian causality, widi respect to die associations widi trust, neverdieless, the 
body o f evidence suggesting trust is a key ingredient in society is accumulating.
1.2 The gap in existing knowledge
Wliilst research over the last two decades has developed a considerable evidence base of tlie 
empirical associations between trust and key socio-demograpliic, socio-economic and 
structural factors, diere is a notable gap in die literature. There is no available systematic 
account of die association between gender and interpersonal trust. This is somewhat 
surprising. Whilst social capital has been examined from a gender perspective, this work has 
largely conjfined itself to die associational dimension of die concept (Ameü 2006; Franklin 
2005; Lowndes 2000; 2004), leaving interpersonal trust under-researched. Existing studies of 
trust have fcequendy included gender in dieir analyses, yet diey have largely used it a ‘control’ 
variable, radier dian as a key variable of interest. As a result, the mixed evidence widi regards 
to die association between trust and gender has never explicidy been die subject of study, 
and currendy there is a distinct lack of consensus concerning diis relationship in the 
empirical literature. Tliis situation is in stark contrast to other areas o f sociological research 
where there is a formidable literature on gender and attitudes more generally. Women’s 
labour market participation, employment status, education levels and parenting patterns have 
changed substantially in die last century and diere is a wealdi of evidence to suggest diat 
men and women’s attitudes have shifted in a variety of ways over this time. Men and 
women’s attitudes to gender roles and labour market participation (Berrington, Hu et al.
2008), importance of family and relationsliips (Scott 1997; 2006), abortion, sexual behaviour, 
family responsibilities (Bolzendalil and Myers 2004), to name but a few issues, have been 
extensively examined, and differences in diem are recognised as being important in our 
understanding of diese social attitudes and dieir role in shaping societal change. In die 
context of a potential decline in social capital, it is relevant to consider die ways in wliich 
diese documented changes in gender attitudes, and women’s experiences more generally, 
may intersect widi differences in interpersonal trust.
In addition to die gap in existing knowledge regarding die empirical association between 
trust and gender, tiiere is also a deardi of dieoretical approaches widi wliich to understand 
diis relationsliip. Wliilst interpersonal trust is die focus of much dieoretical work, diese 
contributions rarely extend to differences between individuals and dieit levels of trust.
Consequently, no established conceptual firameworks have, as yet, been built upon in order 
to develop eidier expectations or understandings o f gender differences in trust.
1.3 The current thesis
The ESRC-funded research project on interpersonal and political trust, widiin wlûcli this 
diesis is located, began its inquiries by examining both individual and aggregate causes and 
consequences of trust. During the initial months o f die project it stood out to me diat much 
existing and emerging research focuses on the strongest predictors o f trust. Wliilst tliis 
increases understanding of key variables, it leaves unexplored the more marginal, yet 
potentially interesting and important factors, such as die association between gender and 
trust. As an important component of social capital, empirical evidence has sought to 
understand which groups are currendy the ‘trust builders’ in society, and why. If  trust is 
indeed as critical a resource in civil society as academia and policy makers suggest, dien it is 
evidendy important to understand die extent to wliich die distribution o f trust is gendered. 
Therefore, diis diesis seeks to examine die extent to which, and the ways in wliich, women’s 
interpersonal trust, as measured in social surveys, is different to men’s.
Existing dieoretical work on interpersonal trust rarely extends to understanding of 
differences between individuals and dieir levels of trust. The diesis aims to tap into existing 
dieoretical and conceptual frameworks of bodi interpersonal trust and gender differences, 
connecting diem in order to provide a basis widi which to make sense of men and women’s 
trust.
As well as examining substantive gender differences in trust, die diesis seeks to contribute to 
discussions of measurement of trust widiin the context of social surveys. Questionnaire 
items available for the study o f trust vary across social surveys, and wlidst academic study 
has been exairdning die impact of question and survey design on data quality for several 
decades (Ddlman 1978; Groves 1989), die application of diis knowledge to measures of trust 
is still in its early stages (Miller and Mitamura 2003; Sturgis and Smith 2010; Uslaner 2007).
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Little is known about the extent to wliich design issues such as question wording, response 
categories and social desirability bias might affect vahditj'  ^of each trust question. In addition 
to tliis, there has been limited examination o f the differences between trust questions and 
the implications diese may have for substantive outcomes. As a result, die diesis aims to 
investigate die most widely used trust questions in relation to differences in their design, and 
question wording.
Tlie value o f empirical findings generated by responses to survey questions is heightened by 
integration between dieoretical knowledge and empirical measures of trust. In linldng 
individual trust questions to appropriate dieories of trust, it is hoped diat die diesis will 
provide die first conceptually-grounded empirical evidence base of die association between 
trust and gender. In doing so, die diesis aims to make both substantive and mediodological 
contributions to die literature.
Overall, die thesis seeks to develop the empirical evidence base on the association between 
trust and gender, to apply dieoretical approaches with which to understand diese empirical 
associations, to critically evaluate different survey measures of trust, and to integrate 
dieoretical knowledge and empirical tools in order to move towards a more dieoreticaUy- 
grounded empirical enquiry of interpersonal trust and gender.
Chapter 2 considers die dieoretical literature on interpersonal trust. It provides an overview 
of die ways in wliich trust is defined and conceptuaUsed in die field. The chapter also 
reviews what Utde conceptual work diere is about gender and trust, in particular. Finding a 
gap in die Uterature, die chapter aims to build on dieoretical frameworks widi wliich to 
understand differences between men and women’s trust. Ficsdy, a distinction is made 
between two forms of interpersonal trust, namely ‘strategic’ and ‘moralistic’ trust. Secondly, 
two existing dieoti.es of gender differences are drawn upon, and expectations are set up 
regarding differences between men and women in relation to die two forms of trust.
Chapter 3 considers the empirical Uterature on interpersonal trust. Chapter 3 proceeds to 
criticaUy review the tools used widiin empirical research on trust, covering bodi survey 
instruments and experiments. The objective is to link commonly used survey-based trust
items to theoretical conceptualisations reviewed in Chapter 2, examining how tliey fit into 
schemas of tire different forms of trust. The Chapter provides an overview of evidence 
regarding the known individual-level and community-level causes and consequences of trust. 
Tlie review finds little consensus regarding tlie empirical association between trust and 
gender. Finally, integrating tlieoretical understanding o f trust and its association witli gender 
witli empirical tools used widiin survey-based trust research. Chapter 3 sets out expectations 
regarding gender differences in responses to individual trust questions and concludes by 
setting out more nuanced research questions to refine die broader aims o f die diesis.
1 0
2 THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON 
INTERPERSONAL TRUST AND GENDER
2.1 Introduction
Tliere has been a great deal of interest in the subject of trust over die past century. The 
salience of die topic has not only been recognised in an academic setting, but also in die 
political and media arenas. Botii die dieoretical and empirical approaches adopted by tiiese 
different settings vary, and both are crucial in die development of coherent work on trust. 
Recognising die importance of the dieoretical and die empirical, and arguing diat diey are 
not integrated to a satisfactory degree in academic trust research, I have chosen to review 
them in two stages, commencing here widi die dieoretical, and following on widi die 
empirical in Chapter 3. Bodi chapters end widi a reflection of how die theoretical and 
empirical might best be integrated, given the content o f each chapter.
The first aim of this chapter is to provide insight into die variety of ways in which trust has 
been conceptualised in research across die social sciences to date. By focussing on a few key 
ways in which die conceptualisations differ, and by providing an overview radier than a 
detailed account o f each separate dieory, I argue diat it is help fill to condense diis diversity 
into die distinction between ‘morahstic’ and ‘strategic’ tiieories of trust. I suggest what the 
wider implications of adopting one approach over die other might be and maintain diat in 
order for empirical work on trust to contribute meaningfully to Imowledge in the field, it 
must be grounded in dieoretical understanding of die subject. Tliis chapter aims to provide 
such grounding for die research presented in diis diesis.
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The second aim of this chapter is to link conceptual work on interpersonal trust to work on 
gender. There is very little theoretical work tliat specifically addresses the association 
between gender and trust, wliich is important for making sense of subsequent empirical 
findings. I attempt to do so here, employing botli tiieories of ‘risk aversion’ and ‘ethics of 
care’, in turn. As a result, this chapter not only prepares tlie ground work for later empirical 
chapters, but it also explores new connections in this underdeveloped theoretical field.
2.2 Key differences in conceptualisations of interpersonal trust
Tlie theoretical literature on interpersonal trust is extensive, with contributions spanning 
from die 19‘*' century to present day. Theorists pay considerable attention to detail regarding 
die intricacies of what constitutes trust. Radier tiian talting a detailed historical tour dirough 
diese writings, diis chapter points to die most influential concepmaHsations and groups diese 
on die basis of some of the key differences between diem.
2.2.1 Grammars of trust
A central concern of dieorists writing about interpersonal trust is definition. Each account 
dedicates a substantial amount of time to delineating what precisely is meant by die term. 
Admittedly, diis challenge is common to all areas of dieoretical work, yet it is particularly 
gruelling with respect to trust. The problem of definition is so acute due, in part, to die use 
of die word in common parlance (Mansbridge 1999). In order to provide clarity widi regards 
to die different definitions it is helpful to employ die idea of tiiere being a ‘grammar’ to trust 
dieory (Potter 2002; Uslaner 2002), allowing for die comparison between trust dieories.
Every conceptualisation of trust has as its starting point a ‘giver’ of trust, often called the 
‘truster’. This actor is usually an individual, altiiough it can be a group of individuals. For die 
purposes of the ‘grammar’ of trust, the truster is a constant. I shall refer to diis actor as A .
1 2
Tlie most basic of trust grammars, as argued by Uslaner (2002: 28), is the following:
G ram m ar 1 A  tmst(s).
There are concepmaHsations that employ this grammar of trust, and, as is argued below, 
diese can broadly be referred to as ‘moralistic’ dieories of trust (Uslaner 2002: 21). Yet, die 
majority of dieories call for additional components in dieir grammar. Building upon the 
basic grammar, dieories often incorporate a subject of trust, as in die following:
G ram m ar 2  A  tmst(s) B.
B, die subject of trust, can, again, be an individual or a group of individuals. The focus on 
interpersonal, radier tiian political trust in diis diesis specifies that B, die subject o f trust, 
excludes instimtions and publicly recognised authority figures. Instead, dieories of 
interpersonal trust often explore instances where B is any individual in ^ ’s community, a 
person in A^s neighbourhood, a business partner, family, friend, or a combination of diese. 
Bringing B into the grammar of trust implies conditionality in die circumstances under which 
trust is given. It reduces die scope of yf’s trust to particular subjects, namely B, but 
potentially not to C or D, for example. In tliis sense, tiiere may be a ‘strategic’ (Uslaner 2002: 
22) element to trust here, wliich wiU be furdier discussed below.
A third component is added to die grammar of trust in certain conceptualisations, serving to 
further specify die conditions of trust. Not only is die simation specific to die subject of 
trust (B), but it is also dependent on die object of trust, X. A  may trust B to do X, but not to
do Y  or Z, for example. Tliis diird grammar o f trust can be grouped widi die second, given
diat it also adopts a ‘strategic’ approach to the giving of trust.
G ram m ar 3 A  tmst(s) B to cio X
Each of diese diree grammars of trust is different from die odier two. As a result, die 
Hteramre is peppered widi fierce debates about what can and cannot validly be called ‘trust’. 
Tiiere is no consensus, and researchers routinely adopt one view or anodier, rarely
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addressing the full breadth of possible conceptualisations except with tlie aim of validating 
tlieir chosen one. Tliis diesis argues diat die differences between die conceptualisations are 
so substantial, that tiiese may perhaps be better described as distinct forms of trust, radier 
tiian as competing trudis. The chapter first examines theories of trust that use either 
Grammar 2 or Grammar 3 as oudined above. It dien turns to diose employing die first, 
most simple form of Grammar.
2.2.2 Strategic forms of trust
To trust is most often diought about as a strategically evaluated action. Tliis may be due to 
die fact diat much trust dieory seeks to explain individual-level behaviour and interaction, 
being grounded in economic and social psychological approaches. An alternative 
conceptualisation locates trust at a more macro-social level, such as political science’s interest 
in bodi structured (e.g. government and die state) and unstructured (civil society) forms of 
organisation. Sociology’s interest in the dynamics of social systems and its scepticism in 
relation to methodological individualism, as well as philosophy’s emphasis on morality and 
its impact on group norms also tend towards the more macro-level approach. I address this 
alternative concepmaHsation of trust in section 2.2.3 below, and first turn to trust viewed at 
die level of die strategic individual. A number of features of diese types of approaches stand 
out.
Frrstiy, dieorists writing about strategic forms of trust share die assumption diat individuals 
trust because it is reasonable for diem to do so. This locates dieir work widiin a rational choice 
framework in wliich “all human behavior can be viewed as involving participants who 
maximize their utilitjr” (Becker 1978:14), and where trust is granted on the condition diat to 
do so maximises the truster’s interests, radier tiian those of others. Coleman, for example is 
upfront about tliis assumption when talldng about tlie parties involved in a trust exchange: "I 
win assume bodi of diem to be purposive, having die aim of satisfying dieir interests" 
(Coleman 1990:96). Such exchanges must be mutually advantageous. For trust to be a 
rationally evaluated reaction, it also necessarily needs to be cognitive, as Hardin emphasises 
(Hardin 2006:17).
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Tlie second feature of strategic forms of trust has been touched upon earlier: an individual’s 
decision to trust is always dependent upon whom they are trusting. So for A  to trust 
rationally, there must always be a B to consider. Some concepmaHsations, such as Uslaner’s 
(2002) idea of ‘particularised’ trust, further discussed below, find tliis two-part relation 
sufficient. Therefore, simations where ‘A  trusts B’ are considered witliout constraining tliis 
trust to any particular circumstances. Other theorists argue that trust wiH always be reserved, 
not only for particular individuals or groups (B), but also for particular simations or tasks 
(X). Hardin’s concepmaHsation of trust falls into this latter category, requiring a three-part 
relation of A  imsts B to do X  (Hardin 2006:19). As wiH be discussed in Chapter 3, most 
experiment-based measures of trust adopt this latter approach (Eimisch, Gambetta et al.
2009).
A tliird feamre of theories o f strategic forms of trust is that information and experience botli 
hold important positions in relation to the granting of trust (Ermisch, Gambetta et al. 2009; 
Hardin 1996:27). As seen, all strategic concepmaHsations of tmst depend upon tlie 
judgement o f B. Tliis judgement is made on the basis of information and experience 
previously gained, and therefore these tiieories of trust are almost aH also interested in 
trustïvorthiness. This is a point diat is made in detail by die audior of one o f the most clearly 
articulated accounts of strategic trust, Hardin (2006). Wliilst it is a point weU made, Hardin 
claims that ?nost accounts of trust are really accounts of trustwordiiness (2006:17,33); a 
contention I disagree widi on the grounds that moraHstic concepmaHsations of trust, as seen 
below, are not information-based or dependent on die characteristics of who is being 
trusted, distinguisliing tiiem markedly from strategic concepmaHsations.
A fourth notable feature of dieorists writing about strategic forms of trust is that they also 
share an interest in the notion of risk. In most concepmaHsations die giving of trust assumes, 
and indeed requires, a degree of uncertainty (Yamagislii and Yamagislii 1994:160), and 
dierefore individuals are only Hkely to grant it if diey perceive die benefits to outweigh die 
risks. Luhmann (2000) argues that risk distinguishes ‘trust’ from the concept of ‘confidence’. 
The latter involves no consideration of alternative courses of action on die part of the 
individual, wliilst die former is characterised by choosing “one action in preference to otiiers 
in spite of the possibiHty of being disappointed” (Luhmann 2000:96). Thç default position of
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not extending tmst must be overcome, and this is usually in tlie context of an exchange of 
some form (Gambetta 1988). Thus, trust is only rationally given in circumstances where 
enough information exists about tlie tmstwortltiness o f B (witli respect to in order to 
mitigate the potential risks involved in such tmst.
Given tliat tmst is only considered to be rationally given if sufficient information is present 
to reduce tlie risks involved, trusting is not seen as a good in itself by theories adopting a 
strategic approach to trust. Tliis represents a fiftli notable feature o f theories o f strategic 
trust. Hardin acmaUy advances tlie claim tliat not only is trusting not morally praisewortliy, 
but that it can in fact be immoral to trust in certain simations (Hardia 2006:55-56). As a result, 
the tiieories advocating a strategic view of trust do not call for more tmst, eitlier firom 
individuals or in society as a whole. A reduction in rationally-given tmst, it is argued, reflects 
a reduction in perceived trustworthiness. Provided that the latter is rationally assessed, tlie 
reduction in tmst is not in itself problematic\ Certain tiieories of strategic tmst therefore call 
for tmstwortlirness, instead of trust, as a good to cultivate. Potter (2002:12), for example, 
concludes that "whilst it is not one's moral responsibility to tmst otiiers, it is one's 
responsibility to cultivate proper tmst. [...] one way we can responsibly cultivate tmst is to 
develop a trustworthy character". So whilst Potter aligns herself with most theorists of 
strategic tmst in so far as she rejects tlie idea tliat tmst is morally praisewortliy, she does 
argue for a strong element of morality in tlie pursuit of tmstworthiness.
The sixtii key feature of tiieories of strategic tmst concerns tlie identity of the person being 
tmsted: B Given that tiieories of strategic tmst prioritise information, rational interest 
maximisation and risk reduction, it is not surprising tiiat they largely focus on interactions 
between people who know each other to some degree. Thus, theories that employ eitlier the 
A  trusts B or the A  tmsts B to do X  grammars of tmst largely limit tliemselves to tmst witiiin 
smaller networks, where B is likely to be known to A . Much terminology has been developed 
to differentiate these forms of tmst relations from tiiose involving individuals who are less
1 The political tmst literature engages in heated debate on tliis issue. The principle question on wliich there is 
discord is whether trust in government is in hxct desirable, or whether a base of distrust is more appropriate for 
the mechanisms o f democratic governance. For more debate on tliis, see Warren Demoerag andTmst (1999).
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closely connected to each other. So ‘strategic’ (Uslaner 2002:15) forms of trust have also 
been described as ‘diick trust’ or ‘bonding trust’ (Putnam 2000:22), as well as ‘particularised 
trust’ (Uslaner 2002:28). They are based on ‘strong ties’ (Granovetter 1973). ‘Thick trust’, a 
concept originally formulated by WiUiams (1988), “is generated by intensive, daily contact 
between people, often of the same tribe, class or etlmic background. Communities of tliis 
kind are generally socially homogenous, isolated, and exclusive, and able to exercise strict 
social sanctions necessary to enforce thick trust.” (Newton 1997, 578, cited in Uslaner 2002; 
29). Thus, ‘thick trust’ develops in situations of a relatively liigh-information, low-iisk 
context. ‘Particularised’ trust is reserved specifically for individuals in vd’s ‘moral community’ 
(B), where B is narrowly defined" and is based on information about others. As Uslaner 
(2002:28) states, "Placing faitli only in our own kind is particularis^ eà trust. [...] Particularized 
trust has an informational foundation".
In summary, conceptualisations tliat I group under the term ‘strategic trust’ advance a view 
of trust as a rational, interest maximising response on tlie part of H , which is dependent on a 
second party, B, and sometimes a particular circumstance, X. In coming to a decision to 
trust, information and experience are crucial and tiiese are balanced against perceived risks 
associated with B defecting. This balance inevitably involves an assessment of B’s 
trustwordiiness, wliich, if found lacking is cause for trust to be witiiheld. Trustwordiiness is 
most easily assessed for individuals known to and therefore tiiese types o f trust are 
usually negotiated between people within close communities of one sort or another or in the 
context of one-on-one interactions. Tiiere is no nostalgia for strategic trust since it is never 
seen as a good in itself.
These six common features of theories advocating what I group as ‘strategic’ views of trust 
provide an overview of an extensive field of work. This grouping is similar, yet more flexible 
tiian existing groupings of tiieories of trust. Returning to the ‘grammars of trust’, for 
Uslaner, iu particular, ‘strategic trust’ refers only to simations in wliich A  trust B to do X. In
- In contrast to tlie narrowly defined moral community involved in ‘particularised’ trust, trust becomes 
‘generalised’ when the scope o f the moral community is broader, including individuals unlaiown to the tmster 
A  (Uslaner 2002).
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other words, for trust to be ‘strategic’, Uslaner requires tiiere to be botli a subject (B) and an 
olject (X) of trust. In situations where tiiere is no specific object o f trust, A  trusts B, Uslaner 
uses the term ‘particularised trust’ (Uslaner 2002:28). Thus, Uslaner’s ‘strategic trust’ is a 
more restrictive category tlian the one I use here, where specificity widi regards to either die 
subject or object of trust is treated as sufficient ground to label an instance as involving 
‘strategic’ trust.
I aclmowledge that higlilighdng similarities rather dian differences between diese dieories of 
strategic trust over-simplifies each individual dieory. Yet, it allows for a useful syntiiesis 
wliich serves as a point of comparison widi a contrasting approach to trust dieory, namely 
one in wliich trust is conceptualised as having grounding in morality. It is to diis type of 
concepmaUsation diat the discussion now turns.
2.2.3 Moralistic forms of trust
Aldiough strategic forms of trust are die most prevalent in die dieoretical literature, there is 
a substantial body of work diat addresses trust from a different perspective. Whilst I do not 
hold die view diat diese approaches are dichotomous, diey are sufficiendy different in die 
way diat diey conceive of trust to warrant diem being juxtaposed. As previously seen, 
strategic views of trust seek to understand individual-level behaviour and interaction. 
Theories of moralistic forms of trust, in contrast, are often focussed on more macro-societal 
dynamics and die place of trust widiin these. Trust, widiin diis broader setting, is explored in 
relation to a cohesive, cooperative functioning of society. In addition to diis, diere are a 
number of ways in which dieories about tliis form of trust differ from diose examining 
strategic trust. These key differences are explored here.
Tlie first key feature of dieories of strategic trust was die assumption that trusting is the 
result of rational individuals cognitively maximising dieir interests. Certain dieorists believe, 
however, that trust can be die result of less individualistic motives, such as altruism and 
moral codes. In diis view, rational choice tiieories do not explain human behaviour 
sufficiendy (Yak 2007). Fukuyama (1995b), for example, suggests diat a rational choice 
account of human interaction based on die acquisition of material wealdi is incomplete.
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Drawing on Hegel’s (1977) concept of a ‘struggle for recognition’, Fukuyama locates tlie 
foundations of trust in the “desire of all human beings to have their essence as free, moral 
beings recognized by other human beings”(1995b:358), and tliat witliin that “trust is the 
expectation tliat arises witliin a community of regular, honest, and cooperative behaviour, 
based on commonly shared norms, on the part o f odier members of that community” 
(Fukuyama 1995b:26). Mansbridge talks of moralistic trust in terms of it being ‘altruistic’. 
She employs die term “when it results from empathy or from a principle intended to benefit 
odiers or uphold an idea diat usually benefits others"(Mansbridge 1999:291). One of die 
most vocal defenders of theories of moralistic trust is Uslaner, according to whom “trust in 
odier people is based upon a fundamental ediical assumption: that other people share your 
fundamental values" (Uslaner 2002:2). These theorists emphasise diat trust is about 
connection to odiers and that diis connection should be fostered.
Proponents of strategic forms of trust are less likely to dicectiy acknowledge die possibility 
of moralistic forms o f trust than moralistic dieorists are to take into account strategic trust. 
Wliat aclmowledgement diere is of moralistic trust is tentative. It is, on die odier hand, rare 
for dieorists of moralistic trust to discount strategic trust completely. Mansbridge, for 
example, points to the relevance o f bodi conceptualisations of trust, using the terms 
'predictive' and 'altruistic' to differentiate between tliem.
"Everyday English suggests at least two meanings for trust. The first is a matter of 
rational, probabilistic expectation, in regard to eidier some specific matter (simation- 
specific trust) or a large set of matters (more generalized trust). Trust in this sense 
involves prediction. [...] A second, less dominant, meaning also colors the 
contemporary use of die word [...] In diis usage, 'trust' includes a stance toward one's 
probabilistic expectations in which one gives die other 'die benefit o f the doubt'. 
Tliat stance commits one to making, in eidier one instance or a large number of 
instances, a leap of faith” (IVIansbridge 1999:290-291)
Fulaiyama also highlights die need for a moralistic view of trust to complement the 
otherwise incomplete strategic view. "Human beings ftequentiy do not act lilce rational utility
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maximisers in any narrow sense of the term utility, but they invest economic activity witli 
many of tlie moral values of tlieit broader social lives." (Fukuyama 1995b:360). In contrast, 
Uslaner argues strongly for moralistic conceptualisations to tmmp strategic ones. He 
challenges that “it is not at all clear why strategic trust should be of interest to anyone otlier 
tlian game theorists, who are interested in why people cooperate in different strategic 
simations, and philosophers, who make their living parsing tlie intricacies of daily 
interactions. Most critically, tiiere is a wide range of trusting behaviour that simply doesn't 
fall under traditional conceptions of strategic trust" (Uslaner 2002:17). Tliis quotation 
confirms tliat Uslaner emphatically prioritises tlie smdy of cooperation and collective action 
over the understanding of more individual-level interaction.
The second key feature of concepmaHsations of strategic trust, as seen above, is tliat they caU 
for a rninimum of two-, if not three-part relations for trust to exist. They are concerned with 
circumstances in which A  trusts B, or where A  trusts B to do X; therefore, trust is always 
dependent on B. MoraHstic concepmaHsations o f trust, however, tend to eitlier discount B 
altogetlier, or to open tlie definition up to include a wider group of people. When A  tmsts 
fiom a moral perspective, he or she does so by default and is consistent in tliis approach 
across tlie whole spectrum of possible Bs and X s. “Wliereas knowledge-based tmst is Hmited 
to particular objects (people or organisations), general tmst is a beHef in die benevolence of 
human nature in general and thus is not limited to particular objects” (Yamagislii and 
Yamagislii 1994:139). Strategic trusters display ‘particularised’ or ‘diick’ trust based on 
‘strong ties’ wliich cause tliem to ‘bond’ with people who tliey are Hlrely to share 
characteristics with and who tliey are Hlcely to know. In contrast, moraHstic trusters display a 
‘generaHsed’ (Uslaner 2002:28) or ‘tliin’ (WilHams 1988) form of tmst which may be based 
on ‘weak ties’ (Granovetter 1973) which cause them to ‘bridge’ (Pumam 2000:22) tlie gap 
between themselves and otiiers in tiieir wider community, whom tliey may not know or ever 
meet. It is tliis Hnlting between individuals who do not necessarily share characteristics such 
as ethnicity or class that leads to claims about tlie importance of moraHstic tmst for social 
cohesion and tlie fiinctioning of civil society. Rahn and Transue observe that “social, or 
generalized, tmst can be viewed as a 'standing decision' to give most people - even those 
whom one does not know from dkect experience - tlie benefit of tlie doubt” (Rahn and 
Transue 1998:545). Although setting this more ‘generaHsed’ or ‘tiiin’ trust up as an opposite
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to tiie more ‘particularised’, or ‘diick’ trust is helpful concepmaUy, it has been argued tliat 
tiiese categories are better seen as ends of a continuum (Putnam 2000:466).
The third key feature of strategic forms o f trust is tliat they rely on information and 
experience. As the phrase ‘A  tm sti suggests, moralistic tiieories of trust put far less reliance 
on tiiese factors. Mansbridge, for example, argues that: “in altruistic trust, one trusts the 
otlier more than is warranted by the available evidence, as a gift, for the good of botli tlie otlier and 
the community” (Mansbridge 1999:290, emphasis my own). Uslaner follows suit, stating 
boldly tliat “presuming strangers are trustworthy can't be based on evidence. So it must have 
a different formdation, and I maintain that it is a moral foundation” (Uslaner 2002:2). Due to 
its relative immunity to information and experience, it is argued tliat moralistic trust is a 
value tliat is cultivated during the course of an individual’s moral development, and tliat it is, 
therefore, a largely stable disposition throughout tlieir life. Wltilst strategic trust is constantly 
being negotiated on the basis of new information and experience, it is argued tliat moralistic 
trust is developed early on in life, often in the context of values held be otlier family 
members (Uslaner 2002). I argue tliat tlie absence o f a specific receiver of trust (B) and die 
relatively low priority of information and experience involved in moralistic 
concepmaHsations mean tliat tiiese truly are tiieories o f trust, and not, as Hardin suggests, 
theories of trustworthiness.
As mentioned before, theories of moraHstic trust do not necessarily discount die relevance 
of information, should it be available. Yet, due to die fact that such trust does not limit itself 
to exchanges between specific individuals, but exists rather between die truster and society 
more generaHy, there is rarely pertinent information available. Where information is 
available, it is possible for moraHstic trust to be over-ridden by strategic forms of trust. 
Tapping into diis, Uslaner underlines die fact diat moraHstic and strategic trust are not 
mumaUy exclusive:
“It is hardly contradictory for someone who places great faidi In people to check out 
the quaHfications and honesty of specific persons, such as contractors, mechanics, and 
doctors. MoraHstic trust is not faidi in specific people; rather it is faith in die 
'generalized odier'. On the other hand, people who are not generaHzed trusters can
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only rely on strategic trust. For them, 'trust' means experiences witli specific 
persons.” (Uslaner 2002:24)
Thus it is suggested tliat moralistic trusters can also trust on tlie basis of strategy. I would 
describe their moralistic trust as a ‘default’ position, wliich may be adjusted in the presence 
of information, causing them to trust strategically.
A frequent criticism of moralistic conceptions is that diey encourage trust in situations where 
it is not warranted, leaving individuals vulnerable and open to exploitation. Extending trust 
in such situations is actually constructed as particulady socially undesirable. Mansbridge 
(1999) argues diat being overly cautious, and dierefore distrusting is seen as more acceptable 
than being overly trusting. Those who are too trusting are easily seen as ‘suckers’, whilst 
those who are not trusting enough are adopting an attitude that is “indistinguishable from 
cleverness. If  self-interest is die logic of die game, defecting is rational” (Mansbridge 
1999:292). To guard dieir tiieories against diis Itind of criticism, writers on moralistic trust 
have carefully distinguished trust from concepts such as gullibility. Rotter (1980), for 
example, specifies that in his view ‘trust’ is trust in die absence of evidence to the contrary 
whilst guUibihty is trust in die presence of evidence to die contrary. Putnam (2000) echoes 
Rotter’s point: "only a seeker of saindiood will be better off being honest in the face of 
persistent dishonesty. Generalised reciprocity is a community asset, but generalised gullibility is 
(2000:136, emphasis in original). Baier (1986) also sets out parameters for what she calls 
‘reasonable’ trust. “Reasonable trust will require good grounds for [...] confidence in 
anotiler's good wül, or at least die absence of good grounds for expecting dieir iU wül or 
indifference. Trust dien ... is accepted vulnerability to anodier's possible but not expected ill 
win (or lack of good wiH) toward one”(1986:234-235). This form of clarification allows 
dieorists to say diat whilst moralistic trust is not based on rationality, it is not irrational, 
either.
As seen above, strategic concepmaHsations do not consider trust to be a ‘good’ in itself. 
MoraHstic dieories, however, do value trust, finding it ediicaUy praisewordiy on die part of 
die individual (Mansbridge 1999:306), as weU as beneficial to society as a whole. De 
TocqueviUe’s Democracy in America, written in die 1830’s, is an early example o f work in wliich
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trust is seen as a good in itself. More recent examples of such dieorising are found in 
Uslaner’s works (1999; 2002; 2002) and in die influential writings of Putnam (1993; 1995; 
2000). Putnam does not clearly distinguish between trust, reciprocity and honesty in liis 
theory budding, yet he makes it clear that they are worthy of pursuit from a functional 
perspective, Idcening diem to fundamental maxims that are central for the foundation of 
society. “Tlie norm of generalized reciprocity is so fundamental to civilised life that ad 
promdient moral codes contain some equivalent of the Golden Rule. Conversely, die ironic 
perversion of diis principle — T>o unto odiers before they do unto you’ - came to epitomize 
die self-interested ‘me decade’.”(Putnam 2000:135),
Moralistic dieories of trust, therefore, are interested in net levels o f trust in any given 
community. Recent suggestions diat trust is in fact declining in particular nations (Had 1999; 
Paxton 1999) is alarming to proponents o f moralistic trust. Aldiough die empirical evidence 
lags behkid widi respect to robusdy substantiating diese kinds of claims^, dieory has 
suggested diat moralistic trust is important to social and economic development (Kovalainen
2005), die workings of democracy (Warren 1999a), die maintenance of honesty and civil 
society (Putnam 2000), as well as in the solving of collective action problems (Uslaner 
2002:50). The reduction of a resource that is at die centre of so many important aspects of 
society has, therefore, been taken very seriously by theorists. Their warning has struck a note 
widi policy makers internationally as wed, and mechanisms by which trust could be increased 
are comparatively liigh on the political agenda (OECD 2001).
Despite the pervasive idea among dieorists of moraHstic trust diat the latter is a ‘good’ in 
itself, there are those who caution against diis view on die grounds diat it encourages and 
reproduces a hegemonic value system. MoraHstic trust is dieoiised to be a product of shared 
norms and cooperation. Advocating widespread trust, it is argued, sdences dissenting voices 
and represses diversity in normative systems. Arned (2006), for example, argues diat 
promoting trust, widiin die context of social capital, is in fact contrary to commitments to 
equaHty, including gender equaHty. “The emphasis on shared norms, trust and unity widiin a
3 Putnam liimself describes the causal links between tmst and key concepts as being “As tangled as well-tossed 
spaghetti” (2000: 137).
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functional theory of social capital may prove to be in tension [...] witli multiculmral 
commitments to diversity and difference” (Arneil 2006:12). Lister (2005) advances a similar 
critique, advocating a tlieory of feminist citizensliip over social capital on tlie grounds that 
tlie former “more easily lends itself to an emphasis on diversity and difference and to more 
disruptive forms of action, challenging tlie status quo, for it is not linked to social cohesion 
in the same way that social capital frequently is” (Lister 2005:25). There are, dierefore, a 
minority of theorists who adopt moralistic concepmaHsations of trust, but who disagree widi 
odiers regarding die deskabdity of increasing it in society as a whole.
In summary, dieories addressing moraHstic trust are in die minority, aldiough diey have 
drawn die attention of poHcy makers concerned with social cohesion and coUective action 
problems. Such trust is overwhekningly seen as a good in itself and is credited widi 
connecting individuals in inclusive, radier dian exclusive ways. Its decline is taken seriously, 
yet it is difficult to address given that such tmst is often dieorised to originate in individuals’ 
early moral development and family relationships (Cote and Healy 2001:46; Uslaner 2002). 
Based on ediical convictions radier dian self-interest maximising principles, tliis form of 
tmst does not fit easily into a neoHberal society where emphasis on rationaHty and self- 
interest mean that overly trusting individuals are potentially classified as ‘suckers’, whilst 
overly cautious individuals are seen as prudent.
I re-emphasise diat die dichotomisation of strategic and moraHst tmst has been helpful widi 
respect to the akns of diis work, but diat the nature of die dieoretical field is such diat diese 
two accounts are not mumaUy exclusive. Rather, individuals who adopt a moraHstic form of 
tmst might weU choose to be strategically trusting or distmsting given sufficient information 
to weigh up risks and benefits. Bringing the two togedier, and highlighting die complexity 
behind die concept, Fulmyama (1995b) argues that tmst may start out as a rational response 
to envkonmental factors but diat over time such a response becomes habit and evenmaUy 
crystalHses into a norm or value. Fie argues diat communities of trust are formed “not on the 
basis o f expHcit rules and regulations but out o f a set of ediical habits and reciprocal moral 
obHgations internaHsed by each of die community’s members” (Fukuyama 1995b:9). So 
theorists can at times mix elements of strategic and moraHstic concepmaHsations of tmst. 
Putnam’s work is a case in point. Whilst he writes of interpersonal tmst as a value, he also
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su^ests tliat it is not stable within tlie individual, but rather is determined by life experiences 
such as financial stability, urban living, partnersliip history, experience of being a victim of 
crime or of prejudice on the grounds of ethnicity (Putnam 2000:138).
Having provided an overview of the key elements in tiieories of trust which will provide a 
tiieoreticaUy grounded, analytical framework for the rest of tlie diesis, I now suggest what 
die wider implications of adopting one approach over the odier might be. In particular I 
review potential policy impHcations, sociological implications and analytic implications of 
adopting eidier strategic or moralistic trust concepmaHsations.
2.3 Implications of strategic and moralistic conceptualisations
The repercussions of how trust is theorised and defined are not negHgible. Much time and 
effort has been channeUed into researcliing trust yet die multipHcity of concepmaHsations 
has meant that this investment has, in part, had ambiguous outcomes and has not led to 
clear targets with respect to future research. In particular, the range of dieories has different 
impHcations for poHcy, for sociological enquiry, as well as for wider analytical goals.
2.3.1 Policy Implications
As seen above, dieories of strategic trust see it as an individual-level phenomenon which is 
negotiated and renegotiated on the basis of information and experience. Under diis 
concepmaHsation trust is not seen as a good in itself, nor is it necessary for die adequate 
functioning of society. Wliilst it is aclaiowledged diat strategic trust reduces die need for 
individuals to rely on formal regulatory mechanisms, such as the law of contract and the legal 
system, die latter are seen as acceptable alternatives to trust. From a poHcy perspective, a 
strategic concepmaHsation of trust has comparatively few repercussions. The primary 
pressure on government resulting from this formulation of trust is die requirement for the 
maintenance of effective formal regulatory frameworks.
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Tiieories of moralistic trust, however, potentially call for a far liigher degree of policy 
involvement. Such trust, as was seen above, is considered to be a crucial element of die 
maintenance of democracy and civil society. It is seen as a key ingredient, and argued to be a 
diminishing one at that. A considerable amount of funding, much of it presumably from 
public coffers, has been dedicated to scholarship on establishing die direction and 
fluctuation of trends in interpersonal trust, political trust and civic associational membersliip 
(Grenier and Wright 2006; Hall 1999; Park, Curtice et al. 2010; Paxton 1999; Putnam 1995; 
2000). Tliis preoccupation widi trends is emblematic of the social capital literature in general, 
and social surveys tapping into the ‘stock’ of diis resource are crucial instruments within this 
movement. In addition, policy makers are not clear how tliis resource can in fact be 
stimulated since diere is disagreement about die causal padiways involving interpersonal 
trust (Cote and Healy 2001). Some contend, for instance, diat moralistic trust can only be 
nurtured early in people’s lives (Uslaner 2002), throwing up the potential need for far- 
reaching programmes of fostering social values; a formidable task for any policy maker.
2.3.2 Sociological Implications
Sociological investigations of trust concern themselves widi die distribution of trust in 
society and die implications this may have for well-being and equality (Cote and Healy 2001). 
Having distinct dieories of trust confuses diis aim since patterns of who trusts and why may 
well differ as a function of which form of trust we look at. Strategic trust is potentially very 
differendy distributed in society dian moralistic trust. The former, as we saw, is heavily 
dependent upon access to information and experience. If diis form of trust allows for a 
shortcutting of formal regulatory frameworks dien those people who are able to access 
information and who can draw on a backlog of experience wUl be advantaged in so far as 
diey wül be able to rely on trust rather than cosdy and time-consuming legal procedures. 
This results in a positive feedback mechanism akin to ‘die rich get richer’, also Imown as die 
Matthew principle'*, or what Putnam (2000:138) calls die “virmous citcle”, malting strategic
■* Tliis principle is attributed to Saint Matthew with reference to Matthew 25:29: “For unto every one that hath 
shall be given, and he shall have abundance: but from him that hath not shall be taken away even tliat wliich he 
hath”.
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forms of trust a potential source of inequality in society. Moralistic trust, as Arneil (2006) 
points out, is deemed to be a resource that tends to benefit society as a whole, radier dian 
die truster liim or herself. Tlius the actual distribution of moralistic trusters is not die same 
as the distribution of people benefitting from moralistic tmst. Implications of inequality in 
diis form of trust are, dierefore quite different from diose associated with strategic tmst.
2.3.3 Analytical Implications
Having distinct theoretical frameworks o f trust, such as diose seen for strategic and 
moralistic forms of tmst, has inevitable implications for analytical work in die field. Robust 
research mediodology requires us to adapt our tools of inquiry to suit our dieoretical aim. 
Tlius die way in wliich tmst is measured must reflect die way die concept is dieorised to 
avoid a mismatch between what we diink we are measuring and what we are acmaHy 
measuring. As Chapter 3, and indeed die remainder of the diesis, highlights, the matcliing of 
analytical tools widi particular conceptualisations of trust is potentially problematic. Tlie 
survey instruments and experiments diat have been used to operationalise tmst in research 
need to map onto eidier strategic or moralistic concepmaHsations of trust, depending on 
wliich is being investigated.
2.4 Linking theories of tmst to gender
Tliis diesis has as its aim to answer die question ‘in what ways and to what extent is women’s 
interpersonal tmst, as measured by social surveys, different to men’s’? I have already shown 
diat a great deal of work has been done on dieorising tmst but also diat diere is no 
consensus in die Hteramre on how to conceive of die topic. In addition to diis complexity, 
diere is very Htde work dieoreticaHy linking tmst and gender specificaUy. I address diis gap in 
die Hteramre by drawing on two dieories in particular, wliich aHow me to develop a baseline 
concepmal framework for Hnking tmst and gender. I begin by reviewing what Htde work 
exists on die association between tmst and gender, foUowing this widi suggestions of why 
die extent of diis work is so Hmited. Addressing the two forms of tmst separately, I dien
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suggest tliat theories of ‘risk aversion’ may help us to connect strategic trust and gender, 
wliilst the ‘etliics of care’ tlieory may help us do the same witli gender and moralistic trust. It 
becomes apparent that, as suggested in Section 2.3.2 on sociological implications, tliis 
theoretical worlc in fact leads us to expect different associations between strategic trust and 
gender than might be found between moralistic trust and gender.
2.4.1 A gap in the literature: gender and trust
That very little has been written about trust and gender is surprising given that much work 
has been done on both of tiiese concepts separately. Gender theorists have written more 
about social capital as a whole (Arneil 2006; Franklin 2005; Lowndes 2000; 2004) than they 
have about trust specifically. Within this work, critique has been directed at the focus diat 
early social capital theory had on die public sphere and formal networks o f association 
(Lowndes 2000). It is argued diat such focus ignores much valuable social networlting that 
takes place in die private sphere; in informal settings, in particular diose centred around 
cltild-rearing and caring more generally (Lowndes 2000:535). Tiiese forms of informal 
sociability are primarily undertaken by women. It is argued, therefore, diat men and women 
are Hlcely to be engaged in die formation of gender-specific contributions to social capital, 
and that women’s contributions have yet to be fully recognised. Odier gender-focussed work 
concentrates on die relationsliip between social capital and power (Bruegel 2005), as weU as 
die underlying commitment to communitarian values and social cohesion inherent in social 
capital theory and its effects on discourses of diversity and disruptive action (Arneil 2006; 
Lister 2005). Yet, as argued in die introduction, work on interpersonal trust, specificaUy, is 
notably absent. Tlie focal point of trust dieories, as weU as the mediods used to examine 
trust empiricaUy, are potential explanations for tiiis gap in the Hterature.
Much of trust theory is eidier aimed at examining macro-social dynamics, or is based in 
rational choice theory, neidier of wliich is Hlcely to lead to interest in die tmst-gender nexus. 
Studies of macro-societal dynamics do not tend to spend much time exarnining individual- 
level causes and consequences, and are, therefore, unHkely to focus on how men and 
women’s experiences of trust compare or come about. It is commonplace that die 
mechanisms beliind the associations between characteristics such as education, age and
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social class and social capital or trust are discounted within tlieory that favours more macro­
level influences. This may, in part, explain why dieorists of more moralistic forms of trust 
have not expressly investigated die association between gender and trust. Rational choice 
dieory, on the odier hand, deals dhrecdy widi die individual. Yet widiin tliis, diere is litde 
acknowledgement of die ways in wliich social inequalities may come to bear upon an 
individual’s behaviour and attitudes. Describing die rational choice approach as ‘asocial’ 
Kovalainen (2005:78) argues diat it is inherendy problematic for feminist sociology since 
“die agent is not only without social ties, but also presented as a socially atomic, abstract 
masculinity”. Hardin (2006:34-35) states tiiat “substantial power differences virmaUy wreck 
die possibility and meaningfulness of trust [....]”, underlining die tendency for strategic forms 
of trust to be conceived of as being negotiated between equals — an assumption diat is 
deeply problematic widi regards to gender dieory. Feminist work on gender, in contrast, 
emphasises die importance of positionality and sensitivity to differences in power and 
resources between groups (Arneil 2006; Bruegel 2005). This may, in part, explain why 
dieorists o f more strategic forms of trust have not investigated die association between 
gender and trust.
An additional potential reason for die dearth of research on gender and trust is diat die latter 
has primarily been researched using quantitative methods. Some feminist researchers have 
argued diat quantitative mediods “embody masculinist approaches to scientific inquiry in 
wliich knowledge and tmtii are fixed and only known dirough detached observation and 
testing” (Lawson 1995:450). This epistemological concern regarding die main-stream 
mediodology used to study trust may have resulted in fewer researchers widi a specific 
interest in gender addressing die topic.
The next sections of diis chapter aim to address die gap in die dieoretical literature 
surrounding trust and gender. Arguments originating in die dieory of ‘etliics of care’ are used 
alongside rational choice-based ideas of ‘risk aversion’ in order to theorise gender differences 
in trust.
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2.4.2 Gender, moralistic trust and ‘ethics of care’
As seen above, theorists o f moralistic trust focus on social cohesion and collective action 
problems. Trust is seen as a good in itself and is credited with connecting individuals in 
inclusive, rather tlian exclusive ways. Such trust is theorised to largely originate in individuals’ 
early moral development (Uslaner 2002) and is based on ediical convictions radier dian self- 
interest maximising principles. Theorising the ways in which diis form of trust may be 
gendered is facilitated by die well-established dieory of ‘ediics of care’.
Put forward by Carol Gilligan in 1982 in her text In a Different Voice: Pychological Theory and 
Women's Development, die ‘ediics of care’ dieory is rooted in developmental psychology, and is 
born out of research designed to explore conceptions of morality and self widiin die context 
of gender. It provided additional tools widi wliich to dieorise gender differences, adding to 
explanations that hinged on die experience of mothering and die division of labour 
(Chodorow 1978; Diamond and Hartsock 1981). The ediics of care dieory argues diat caring 
is socially engendered in women more dian men and diat, dierefore, women live more 
connected and relational lives dian men do (Gilligan 1982). Governed more strongly than 
men by ediics of care, women prioritise the maintenance of relationsliips tlirough time, are 
more odier-focussed and see reciprocal responsibilities and processes of communication as 
key. Tliis ethic is contrasted widi ‘ediics of justice’ in wliich morality is conceived of “as 
substantively constituted by obligations and rights and as proceduraüy constimted by die 
demands of fairness and impartiality” as well as independence (Flanagan and Jackson 
1987:623). Wliilst it is aclmowledged diat men and women do use bodi ethics of justice and 
ediics o f care in their discourse about moral issues, women have been found to 
predominandy use die latter, whilst men predominandy use die former (GiUigan and Wiggins 
1987).
Is diere empirical evidence, besides that generated by die developmental psychology 
literature, diat women are more ‘other-focussed’ dian men? Scott’s work (1997) around 
changing household structure in Britain examined die importance of family life in the 
context of claims that diis has been replaced widi individualism. Two findings are of 
particular relevance. Tlie first is diat despite the decline of the ‘traditional’ nuclear family, 
when people talked about tilings diat had happened over die past year diat mattered most to
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diem, “family events were, by far and away, regarded as die most important” (1997:614). The 
second is that women were far less Hkely dian men to talk about events concerning 
diemselves, and were more likely to refer to events concerning odiers. These findings 
reiterate die argument tiiat both men and women are, to a great extent, ‘other-oriented’ and 
diat this orientation is not in opposition to increasing individuaHsm in society. Yet die results 
also support the contention that women are perhaps ''‘more relationsliip-oriented tiian men” 
(Scott 1997: 615, emphasis my own). Scott is careful to quaHfy her findings, stating diat diey 
should not be over-interpreted, particularly given die extensive debate surrounding gender in 
die context of emotional responsiveness and relationships more generaHy (Budgeon and 
RoseneH 2004; Buncombe and Marsden 1993; Umberson, Chen et al. 1996).
GHHgan’s work generated much discussion indeed, not least amongst feminist theorists 
voicing dieir concern on a number of points. It is argued diat in contrasting ediics of care 
widi ediics of justice, GilHgan tends towards essentiaHsm, and diat diere are in fact a 
multipHcity of moral voices associated widi interactions between race, class, reHgion, 
edinicity and gender (Moody-Adams 1991; Nicholson 1983), voices wliich are not present in 
GHHgan’s account. Tronto (1993), for example, states diat care should not be considered to 
be a gendered issue as much as an issue diat relates to disadvantage and privilege. Woiidng 
classes and people of colour do a large proportion of caring and Tronto feels it is unwise to 
view diis concept from a gender-focussed perspective alone.
Anodier concern has been that emphasising the importance of morality based on ediics of 
care may provide continuing support for oppressive patriarchal structures diat rely upon die 
sociaHsation of women into such caring roles (Kerber 1986).
The approach adopted in this diesis takes into account these criticisms of GHHgan’s dieory. 
Wltilst aggregate differences between men and women are of interest, these are also broken 
down beyond die essentiaHst duahsm in order to understand whether sub-groups of men 
and women demonstrate different levels o f bodi moraHstic and strategic forms of trust. 
Using interactions between gender and socio-demograpltic characteristics, different groups 
of men and women are examined separately in Chapter 5. This recognises diat men and 
women are not homogenous groups and that women, for example, may differ firom each
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otlier regarding tlieit etliics of care depending on tlieir own caring roles. Campbell (2006), 
writing on gender and voting patterns in die UK, adopts a similar approach to the use of this 
dieory. She uses it to dieorise the complex differences in political preferences and voting 
behaviour between sub-groups of men and women. Campbell distinguishes between ‘sex’ 
and ‘gender’ in her analysis (2006:6), highlighting the importance of sub-group differences 
and situating men and women widiin social and economic contexts.
In the context of die research presented here, the more relational morality embodied within 
‘etliics of care’ is argued to result in gender differences in moralistic trust. Ediics of care 
prompt women to develop trusting attimdes to people around diem, to prioritise die 
fostering of social relationsliips to a greater degree dian men. Thus under diis line of 
argument moralistic trust is developed early on in life (Uslaner 2002) as a normative attitude 
to a greater extent for women dian men, and die difference is maintained and reproduced 
diroughout the life course due to gendered roles in society, including die sexual division of 
labour and occupations (Campbell 2006:129-130). Baier (1985) and Govier (1992) come 
closest to making this connection in dieir work on morality and trust. Baier argues that 
society relies upon commitments to obligations and to what she calls ‘ediics of love’. Tlie 
former can be hltened to GiUigan’s etliics of justice, and the latter to her ediics of care. 
Indeed Baier argues diat diese two commitments are gendered in a similar way. Trust, Baier 
argues, is vital for the survival of bodi forms of morality. Commitments to obligations rely 
on trust in those individuals charged widi enforcement, as weU as in odiers in society to hold 
the latter accountable. Thus, in order for the more ‘male’ morality to survive, society requires 
political trust as well as a degree of interpersonal trust. The survival o f an ediic of love, 
however, requires trust in those individuals, mosdy women, who are charged widi die care 
and moral education o f die next generation (Baier 1985:23). Thus, the more ‘female’ ediic of 
love requires primarily interpersonal trust to survive. So, according to Baier (1985), die stability 
of society rests on die maintenance of diese etliics, therefore, on die maintenance of trust. 
Yet, kl die context of diis thesis, an ediic of obligation or ‘ediics of justice’, more prevalent 
for men, primarily fosters political tmst, wliilst ‘etliics of love’ or ‘ethics of care’, more 
prevalent for women, fosters primarily interpersonal trust. Women are, dierefore, more likely 
to prioritise interpersonal tmst than men. Not only does their own etliical orientation
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su re s t  this, but the dominant ediic of obligation expects, and relies on women prioritising 
love and interpersonal trust in order for die caring roles in society to be filled (Baier 1985),
The ediics of care theory, therefore, provides a hnk between gender and moralistic forms of 
interpersonal trust, as well as prompting die expectation of a gender difference in moraHstic 
forms o f trust, widi men expected to be less trusting dian women.
2.4,3 Gender, strategic trust and risk aversion
Tiiese expectations under die ‘ediics of care’ thesis are also potentially useful when it comes 
to dieorising gender differences in strategic forms o f trust. If women are more aware of dieir 
place in a web of relationsliips diey are also Hlcely to be acutely aware of direats to this 
network. Being more connected and invested in social relationsliips is Hkely to mean a 
heightened sense of repercussions of one’s own actions on others. Linking diis back to 
strategic trust specifically, trusting odiers potentially has impHcations for die respondent 
personaUy, but also for die people in die respondent’s social network. Tliis is where insights 
from risk research are helpful, specificaUy widi regards to strategic forms of trust.
The kinds of risks potentiaUy involved in strategic forms of trust vary widely. Much has been 
written on lay individuals’ risk perception in relation to audiorities and experts (Beck 1992; 
Giddens 1990) as weU as widi respect to die management of risks related to technological 
advancement, such as nuclear power and GM foods (Beck 1999; GaskeU, AUum et al. 2000; 
GaskeU, AUum et al. 2004) and social poHcies, such as retirement income poHcy (BHtzstein, 
IvIitcheU et al. 2006; HamUton 2010) and health care (Petersen and Lupton 1996). The risks 
diat are considered in die context of strategic trust are Hkely to depend on the circumstances 
of die simation. Returning to die notion of die grammar of trust, die risks considered by an 
individual wiU depend on both die subject and the object of trust, namely who diey are diinldng 
of trusting and what diey are diinldng of trusting them with. Chapter 3 wiU examine diis 
furdier, in die context of strategic trust as it is measured by social surveys. Further reference 
here to risks wUl contend widi generic perceptions of these, radier dian discussing 
perceptions in relation to specific types of risk.
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Even if tiiere were no gender differences in risk perception and aversion, we would expect 
women to have a heightened awareness o f risk in relation to strategic forms of trust. Their 
relatively higher prioritisation o f social connectedness alone is likely to result in tlieir 
perceiving their actions to have more consequences on otiiers. Yet, as Gustafson states “it is 
widely accepted among risk analysts that women and men \d6\ differ in their perceptions of 
risk” (1998:806). Women have been found to worry more than men about particular risks 
(Ermisch, Gambetta et al. 2009), as well as worrying about different (Boliohn 1998; Gove 
1985; Miller and Stark 2002; Powell and Ansic 1997; Veevers and Gee 1986). O f particular 
interest are findings that suggest tliat, due in part to differences in social roles, women are 
particularly aware of tlireats to people with whom tliey are connected which “seems to 
reflect a greater overall concern about the well-being of others” (Gustafson 1998:808). What 
is Hlcely to be seen as solely a personal risk from tlie point of view of an individual is 
transformed into a coUective risk for a person with heightened ethics of care. Therefore, in 
tlie context of strategic trust, women are expected to have a heightened awareness of, and 
aversion to, risk, malcing tliem less trusting tiian men in tlie context of strategic trust.
In addition to potentiaUy affecting women’s level of moraHstic trust, and in Hne with 
empirical evidence (Lowndes 2000:536), the ‘ethics of care’ theory suggests tliat women are 
more embedded witliin tlieir local communities and networks tlian men are due in part to 
tiieir prioritisation of relationsliips and cooperation. If women are more embedded in their 
neighbourhoods tiian men, we may expect tiiat neighbourhood characteristics are more 
influential on women’s levels of strategic trust tlian on men’s.
Women’s relative socio-economic disadvantage may also be saHent in tiieorising gender 
differences in strategic trust, Disadvantage contributes to women’s rational assessment of 
tlie risk associated witli trusting and it is plausible that tliis combines with tiieir weU- 
documented heightened fear for personal safety (Hough and Mayhew 1983; Stanko 1995; 
Vanderveen 2006) in tiieir evaluation o f otiiers and tlie resultant trust tliey are willing to 
bestow. As suggested above, tlie distribution of strategic trust in society is Hlcely to mean that 
such trust is expressed by tlie ‘winners’ in society (Newton 1999; Pumam 2000:138), going 
hand-in-hand with liigher levels of education, higher occupational class status, liigher income 
and so forth. Whilst women’s experiences have grown more and more diverse as certain
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groups of women access liigher levels o f education and pursue full-time careers more than 
ever before, tliere are stdU women whose access to education and die job market is limited, in 
line with traditional gender roles. If the more disadvantaged in society trust less because tiiey 
have less access to information and resources to nainirnise risk, tiien it is to be expected dais 
will include groups of women who do not pursue higher levels of education and who have 
lower occupational status, who are often filling caring roles as well as working, more of 
whom are not supported by a partner.
2.5 Towards a theoretically-grounded empirical enquiry of 
interpersonal trust and gender: Part 1
The aim of tills chapter was to summarise the range of dieoretical perspectives on 
interpersonal trust. It became clear tiiat theories of trust are extraordinarily diverse, ranging 
from constantiy re-assessed individual rational assessments of utiHty maximisation, to stable 
etiiics promoting die collective good. It is expected that empirical work basing itself on these 
different tiieoiies would result in significantly disparate outcomes. I suggested tiiat 
theoretical contributions can helpfully be conceived o f eitiier as contending with more 
‘strategic’ or more ‘moralistic’ forms of trust. Although these categories are not strict 
dichotomies and can be competing concerns witiiin one individual, the distinction provides a 
usefiil framework, both for the purposes of summarising the literature and die subsequent 
analytical aims of die diesis.
Given my interest in examining in what ways and to what extent women’s interpersonal 
trust, as measured by social surveys, is different to men’s, it was necessary to develop 
dieoretical foundations specific to die association between trust and gender. These were 
found to be conspicuously absent in die literature. Borrowing from wider dieoretical work, I 
developed die expectation tiiat men and women’s strategic and moralistic trust vary as a 
fiinction of tiieir risk aversion and their etliics of care. If diese dieoretical expectations hold, 
empirical analyses should find tiiat women are Hkely to be more risk averse, and therefore less
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strategically trusting than men, but also that women are more Hkely to be sociaHsed into 
caring roles which foster more morahstic trust tiian men are Hkely to develop.
Chapter 3 proceeds to tlie examination o f empirical work on trust. Retaining tlie insights 
developed in tliis chapter, it connects existing survey-based measurement instruments of 
trust to botli strategic and moraHstic conceptuaHsations. Tliis process informs subsequent 
analysis chapters, aUowing them to develop tlieoretically-grounded empirical inquiries of 
interpersonal trust and gender.
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3 MEASURING AND EXPLANING INTERPERSONAL 
TRUST
3.1 Introduction
Just as much recent scholarsliip has addressed dieoretical investigations into interpersonal 
trust, empirical work on die subject has flourished over die past two decades. These 
developments have been largely separate, however, which raises some important questions 
concerning die Hnk between theory and empirical work in die field of trust research. An area 
in wliich such a hnk is particularly important is die measurement of trust, specifically die 
conceptual approach of the indicators used. After all, “we want to be able to trust die 
measures of trust” (Ermisch and Gambetta 2006:4) in order for our empirical research on 
die topic to be meaningful.
Existing empirical evidence on die association between trust and gender is based on a 
multiple measures o f trust, including trust games and several different survey-based 
questions. As argued in Chapter 2, how trust is conceptualised is important in relation to 
substantive associations widi other variables. In particular, the chapter argued tiiat gender 
has a different association widi moralistic forms of trust tiian it does with strategic forms of 
trust. In order to examine this contention, diis chapter considers die ways in which trust is 
measured in social science research, with die particular aim of grouping measurements 
according to whedier diey adopt strategic or moralistic conceptualisations of trust. This will 
allow subsequent analysis chapters to test die expected association between gender and trust, 
wltilst drawing die analytic and theoretical distinction between forms of trust.
This chapter begins by critically reviewing die tools used widiin empirical research on trust, 
covering bodi trust games and survey instruments. The objective is to Hnlc trust measures to 
dieoretical conceptuaHsations reviewed in Chapter 2, examining how diey fit into schemas of
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strategic and moralistic forms of trust. Having reviewed five most frequently used survey items, 
tlie case is made for the remainder of the diesis to focus on survey-based measures o f trust, 
since die latter are argued to cover bodi conceptualisations of trust. Thereafter, existing 
empirical work on trust is reviewed, providing an overview of what is known about the 
correlates of interpersonal trust measures, bodi at an individual and a macro-societal level. 
Evidence of die association between gender and trust is examined. The final section of die 
chapter sets out die case for a comprehensive study of interpersonal trust and gender which 
draws on dieoretical understandings and how diese intersect widi contemporary empirical 
tools.
3.2 Experiments and games measuring interpersonal trust
Empirical research relies upon both experiments and survey-based measures of interpersonal 
trust. Whilst survey-based measures of interpersonal trust have been preferred by die areas 
of political science, sociology and community studies, psychology and economics have made 
far more use of measures developed in experimental or ‘game’ settings. Such experiments are 
said to tap into trust as a form of behaviour, and are dius contrasted widi survey measures 
tapping into trust as an attitude. Tliese games, essentially exploring problems of cooperation, 
have been widely researched, often under other banners, including ‘prisoner’s dilemma’, 
‘collective action’ and ‘social düemma’ games ÇHardin 2006:43). As such diey are older 
approaches, now used to tap into a newer concept: trust. In diis section I will review what 
has come to be seen as die ‘standard’ trust game, illustrating its key features as well as 
pointing to ways in which it has been critiqued in die literature.
Trust games usually involve two individuals who do not Imow each otiier and who remain 
anonymous diroughout die course of die experiment. Tliese individuals then interact by 
passing (or not passing) money between them, either once — as in die case of one-shot 
games, or repeatedly. Although some experiments have die interactions take place over a 
course of a few weeks, often it is the case tiiat die game takes place in synclironicity. 
Experimenters are specific about die stakes of the engagement, setting out possible risks and
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rewards related to different behaviours. Tlie games are also often limited to easily accessible 
sub-populations such as university students and participation is often incentivised. 
Researchers commonly adjust features of tlie standard trust games in tlie hope of tapping 
more effectively into their particular concepts of interest. Tliis means tliat die measurement 
instruments in die experiment-based field of trust research are not as easily summarised as 
diose in survey research.
The standard ‘trust game’ is credited to Berg, Dickliaut and McCabe (1995), and is neady 
summarised by Ermisch and Gambetta (2006):
"[it] consists of two players, often called first and second mover (FM and SM). FM is given a 
sum of money and tiien die choice to pocket it or to transfer any amount of it, from 0 to die 
whole sum, to SM (who also may receive an initial endowment of money), with whom FM 
has been randomly matched by the experimenter. If  FM decides to transfer some money to 
SM, diis amount is increased by die experimenter — usually twice or thrice die sum and 
passed on to SM, who is dien asked to decide how much of it, from 0 to die whole amount, 
to return to FM. Bodi FM and SM know everydiing about die game and the payoffs of their 
choices, but neither is told anydiing about die otiier, except diat he or she is anodier human 
participating in die same experiment. If SM sends back more dian FM sent to him, then FM 
gains, else he loses some of or all die amount diat he sent to SM. ‘Trust’ is then calculated 
eidier as die proportion o f FMs who send some positive amount or as die average amount 
sent on by the FMs.” (Ermisch and Gambetta 2006:2)
Tliis traditional trust game is based on Coleman's (1990) definition of trust which. Chapter 2 
argued, is a strategic conceptuahsation. There are diree key components to trust in die game 
(Berg, Dickliaut et al. 1995:126). Firsdy, v l’s sending money (‘trusting’) B is rislty since B may 
not reciprocate. Secondly, B needs to give up money (take a risk) in order to reciprocate, 
radier dian reject, v4’s trust. Tliirdly, both ^  and B are bodi better off after die trusting 
exchange dian they would have been had ^  never placed trust in B.
There are several characteristics o f diis set-up diat make such experiments more akin to 
conceptualisations of strategic trust dian moralistic trust. Firsdy, die trust game employs die
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tlikd ‘grammar’ of trust: A  trusts B to do X . In particular, the X  clearly refers to tlie 
expectation tliat tlie second mover will return some of the money sent by tlie first mover. 
Tliis frames tlie exchange as a purely economic one, rather than extending it to cover general 
human interaction. Such specificity is a hallmark of a situation in wliich strategic trust is 
expected. A strong proponent of strategic conceptualisations of trust, Hardin sees tliis 
specificity as a benefit: “No sane person trusts everyone equally and witli respect to any and 
every level of risk. It is a merit of game experiments on trust tliat tliey do not allow such 
vacuous generality of what X can be” (Hardin 2006:61).
Secondly, tlie whole game is set up in such a way as to allow tlie first mover to rationally 
weigh up die chances of their trust being fulfilled and to calculate die potential payoffs of 
dieir choices. Tliis set-up impHcidy expects individuals to consider die information and the 
risks inherent in trusting, wliich lends it more to measuring strategic forms of trust dian 
moralistic ones. Yet, despite die very architecture of die measure being imbued widi a 
strategic conceptuahsation of trust, these type o f experiments have tapped into behaviour 
diat challenges die foundations of micro-economic tiieory in so far as diey are fibding diat 
people do not behave in strictiy self-interested ways (Berg, Dickliaut et al. 1995:46; Hardin
2006). First movers routinely extend trust to second movers, actions wliich are not in line 
with expectations under classical rational choice dieory (Ermisch and Gambetta 2006:2). 
Given tiiat die first mover has no information about the second mover, extending trust in 
such a situation implies diat participants are in fact trusting in more o f a morahstic way than 
die strategically-focussed game gives reason to expect.
Tliere are many examples of behavioural experiments diat use the standard trust game and 
variants of it. For an extensive review, see Camerer (2003). Despite dieir popularity, 
however, this game and its variants have been critiqued on a number of fronts. As 
mentioned previously, these games are generally administered to groups that are not 
representative samples of die wider population as a whole. Often, they are run within a 
university. There are very few exceptions to diis in die UK, but Ermisch etal.’s study (2009) 
is one. They use a sub-sample of respondents diat had been on die British Household Panel 
Study (BHPS), resulting in a representative sample o f individuals about whom we have a 
wide selection of other data, collected over time by die BHPS. Pointing out diat die cost of
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die experiment is manageable if undertaken on sub-samples, die audiors argue for die 
experiment to be carried out repeatedly in panel surveys like die BHPS.
A second limitation is diat die games are limited to trust which occurs in financial situations, 
and as such die trust displayed within diat context may very well not be generahsable to 
other circumstances. Indeed, the whole simation of a trust experiment hardly resembles any 
form of human interaction due to die lack of realistic context Tliis makes it so far removed 
from situations in which trust might occur diat the benefits of tapping into ‘behavioural’ 
manifestations of trust over attitudinal ones are gready reduced. Similarly, Hardin states diat 
diis abstraction from realistic context “blocks access to relational elements of die 
interactions and tiierefore blocks any chance of dieir representing trust relations” (Hardin 
2006:49).
A diird limitation is that the participants are most Hkely to be playing the game widi dieir 
own money, but radier widi money promised by die experimenter. It has been argued diat 
diis would reduce die sense o f ownersliip over die money since losing it represents no net 
loss, which may result in an inflated willingness to extend trust (Ermisch and Gambetta 
2006:6). From the point of view of strategic conceptualisations of trust, diis is a significant 
problem. According to diese dieories, trust is only trust if diere is an element of risk 
involved. Tliis perception of risk may well be gready reduced if die asset wliich is at stake in 
die interaction is not perceived to belong to die potential truster.
A fourdi limitation is diat framing die interaction as a game might well cause participants to 
behave in a way that is reserved for games (Ermisch and Gambetta 2006:11) and diey may 
act more self-interested manner dian diey do in Hfe. So for fear of framing die experiment in 
a particular way, die traditional trust game in fact generates confusing stimuli to the players.
A fifdi difficulty of the standard game is diat aldiough it is sometimes called an ‘investment 
game’ (Berg et al 1995) or a ‘social dilemma game’ (Fehr et al. 2002) or a ‘trust and 
reciprocity game’, die outcomes are nearly universally interpreted in terms o f ‘trust’ and 
‘trustwordiiness’.” (Ermisch and Gambetta 2006:10). As seen in section 3.3, diis is actually 
what happens widi survey questions too - tiiere is an assumption diat die instrument
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tlie concept of interest, but this is largely unquestioned, and quite possibly 
i.
measures 
unfounded
In summary, experiment-based measures are firmly grounded in strategic conceptualisations 
of trust. That they do find participants behaving in ways that are not explainable simply in 
term of maximisation of self-interest is an indication that tliere may be individuals for whom 
a purely strategic approach to trusting is unrealistic. Hardin recognises this, saying tliat “for 
the cooperative first movers, there appears to be either a strong normative motivation or, 
perhaps failure to grasp the strategic logic of the payoff structures” (Hardin 2006:52). Tliese 
may well be people who first and foremost adopt a moralistic attitude to trusting others 
wliich is upheld until evidence to the contrary, or reasons to strategically i/Ârtrust, are 
presented. Tlie wealoiesses in tlie design o f tlie game are fairly weU-recognised and it is not 
uncommon for researchers to adjust particular aspects of the set-up in order to address Some 
of the problems discussed above. In the interest of brevity and clarity, I shall not review 
each o f these adjustments. Readers who would like to see examples of studies implementing 
and justifying changes to tlie standard game might Eke to look at Ermisch and Gambetta’s 
work, in particular their 2006 paper in which they advocate the use of a ‘framed binary 
game’, as weU as Naef and Schunk’s (2009) work on two-shot games embedded in die 
German Socio-Economic Panel Study, designed to examine the impact of experience on 
trust.
3.3 Survey measures of interpersonal trust
In addition to data from games and experhnents, interpersonal trust research has reEed 
heavily on data generated by social surveys. Time series on trust in the UK reach back as far 
as die 1950’s, and many current large population surveys include at least one measure of die 
concept. There has been bodi national and international Eiterest in coEecting data on trust, 
widi countries running dieir own nationally representative surveys, such as die British Social 
Attitudes Survey or die German Socio-Economic Panel study, as well as various comparative 
surveys that span numerous continents, such as the European Social Survey and die World
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Values Survey. The instruments used to measure trust within diese surveys began as a fairly 
disparate array, but have, over time, narrowed to a set of 5 questions wliich are repeated in a 
more or less comparable manner across surveys in the nations of die United Kingdom and 
elsewhere,
Tliis section reviews diese trust measures, starting with an illustration of die variety of 
indicators diat have been used, and then moving on to a more in depth examination of the 
most frequendy used questions at the start o f die 21®* century. Tlie section provides some 
liistory of die instruments and die extent to which diey can be said to be ‘fit for purpose’. 
The issue of measurement, it will be argued, has been recognised as problematic widiin die 
field of trust research. Putnam (2000:137) liimself states diis: “pollsters have been asking 
Americans standard questions about interpersonal trust and honesty for many decades. 
Unfortunately, die responses contain an irreducible element of ambiguity”. By the end of the 
section I will have proposed a way in which we can start to understand what each survey 
item might be measuring on die basis of theoretical conceptualisations of trust.
Tlie variety of trust questions that have been administered widiin a survey context reflects 
the widespread interest in the topic. Aldiough recent work in die field has tended towards 
standardisation of trust measures, a great many different questions have been fielded over 
time. Examples of these include the 25 items that made up Rotter’s Interpersonal Trust Scale 
(1967), items which, asking about trust in parents, teachers, physicians, politicians, classmates 
and friends of die respondents, aimed to tap into trust of “a great variety of social subjects” 
(Rotter 1967:653) in order to shed further light on individuals’ social learning processes. 
Some examples of these items, all asked on a 5-point answer scale ranging from ‘strongly 
agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’, are shown below (Rotter 1967:654).
In dealing with stt'angers one is better off to be cautious until they have pmvided evidence that they are 
trustwotihy.
Parents usually can be relied upon to keep theirpwmises.
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Parents and teachen are likely to say what they believe themselves and not just what thy think is good for the 
child to hear.
Most elected public officials are really sincen in their campaign promises.
These examples of Rotter’s items are notable in tlieir specificity. Referring back to Chapter 2, 
we saw tliat conceptualisations of trust differ in the extent to wliich they require aU tliree 
parts of the plirase A  trusts B to do X. In the first of the above questions we see that B refers 
to strangers and tliat tliere is no X. The second, third and fourth questions are more specific 
with respect to B, limiting this to parents and pubhc officials. These three questions also 
frame what tlie parents or officials are being relied upon to do: X  corresponds to them 
keeping tlieir promises, saying what tliey believe diemselves and being sincere. As was seen 
in Chapter 2, diis degree of specificit}  ^widi regards to both who is being trusted and with what 
is characteristic of more strategic forms o f trust. In aU but die first of these questions die 
respondent can provide an answer based on die specifics of die situation as well as on dieir 
past experiences. In addition to this, an individual’s answer to diese items may change over 
die course of dieir life time as diey experience different circumstances involving parents or 
public officials and their respective promises. The first of die four questions, on die other 
hand, maps more neady onto moralistic conceptualisations of trust, ‘strangers’ being a vague 
category and diere being no direct X  in die question. Yet die question asks specifically about 
odier people’s trustworthiness, implying diat die respondents’ trust would necessarily be 
reliant upon it. Tliis introduces some mixed stimuli into die question, potentiaUy asking 
respondents to choose between strategic and moralistic approaches to trust. Tliis may be 
problematic given diat it is possible for an individual to draw on both conceptualisations. 
Requiring die prioritisation of one over the odier in die answering of die question would 
dien lead to uncertainty in the interpretation of die resultant data.
Yamagislii’s five item Trust Scale (1986:112), I would argue, is focussed on more moralistic 
forms of trust than Rotter’s Scale, given diat die items are not specific with respect to the 
identity of B: Tliis scale was used to examine cooperation in die absence o f sanctioning 
systems and consisted of die foUowing statements so wliich respondents agree or disagree:
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Most people tell a lie when they can benefit by doing so.
Those devoted to unselfish causes are often exploited by othen.
Some people do not cooperate because they pursue only their own shori-tem self-interest. Thus, things that can 
be done well ifpeople cooperate often fa il because of these people.
Most people are basically honest.
There will be more people who will not work i f  the social security system is developed further.
Anotlier early scale that was intended to measure misanthropy and its effect on political 
ideology and activity, but has since been hypothesised to tap into trust as well, is the 
Rosenberg Faith in People Scale (1956),where answers are binary. The scale consisted of the 
foUowing items:
Some people say that most people can be tmsted. Others say you can't be too canful in your dealings with 
people. How do you feel about it?
Would you say that most people are mon inclined to help others or more inclined to look outfor themselves? 
I f  you don't watch yourself, people will take advantage of y  ou.
No one is going to care much what happens to you, when you get right down to it.
Human natun is fundamentally cooperative.
Over time individual items from tliese scales have been combined witli other trust questions 
in studies tapping into trust and related concepts. Yamagishi and Yamagishi’s ‘Trust and 
Commitment in the United States and Japan’ (1994) is an example o f such a study, having 
used items from Rotter’s Interpersonal Trust Scale (1967), Yamagislii’s Trust Scale (1986), 
Wrightsman’s Pliilosopliies of Human Nature Scale (1974), Rempel and Holmes’ Trust Scale
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and Rosenberg’s Faidi in People Scale (1957). Population surveys, however, rarely have 
space for more dian a few items on trust and dius choices must be made about wliich of the 
tested measures should be used. Once die decision has been taken by one influential 
population survey, it is often die case diat the choice of items becomes entrenched, resulting 
in somewhat arbitrary, yet persistent use of particular items. Time series put a premium on 
maintaining comparable measures and new surveys often adopt existing measures to 
facilitate connection between data sources. Tliis has certainly been the case widi measures of 
interpersonal trust. Wliilst there are exceptions to die rule, as well as instances in wliich 
surveys run experiments to evaluate established items against potential new ones (Uslaner 
2007), it is now die case diat we can identify five key measures that support the vast majority 
of survey-based work on interpersonal trust. I have decided to refer to these questions as the 
Ttust vs. Caution question, the Trust vs. No trust question, the Trust in Neighbours question and 
die Perceivedfairness and Perceived helpfulness questions.
3.4 Critiquing and theorising five key survey-based trust measures
Tliis section focuses on die question wording and design of each of die 5 most frequendy- 
used survey-based trust measures. The section also applies die distinction between moralistic 
and strategic trust, as put forward in Chapter 2, and aims to categorise die trust measures 
according to which conceptualisation diey adopt. As argued in Chapter 2, die two 
conceptualisations o f trust are expected to have different associations witii gender. Women, 
it is anticipated, are less trusting dian men with regards to strategic forms of trust, wliilst diey 
are expected to be more trusting than men in die context of moralistic forms of trust. 
Therefore, grouping die trust measures according to wliich conceptualisation of trust diey 
are hlcely to be tapping into is helpful analytically since it allows for expectations to be set up 
regarding gender associations with each of the measures.
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3.4.1 The Trust vs. Caution question
The most firequentiy used measure of trust, botii in UK and international population surveys 
has been attributed to Elisabedi NoeUe Neumann in West Germany in 1948 (ZmerH and 
Newton 2006), although it is best known for its’ part in Rosenberg’s Faith in People Scale.
Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted or that you can't be too careful in dealing 
with people?
Surveys differ widi respect to die answer scales diey apply to diis question, varying from a 2- 
point dichotomous format to an 11-point scale widi ‘people can be trusted’ and ‘you can’t be 
too careful’ at opposite ends. Wliüst it is widely referred to as die ‘generalised trust question’ 
or die ‘GTQ’, this question contrasts a trusting attitude widi a cautious one, giving rise to my 
chosen label of Tmst vs. Caution for diis measure.
The Trtist vs. Caution measure forms die corner stone of a number of highly influential 
empirical analyses of trust, not least Putnam’s tour de force: Bowling Alone: The Collapse and 
Revival of American Community (2000) wliich, as argued in Chapter 2, was die catalyst for a 
tremendous surge in research interest in trust and its place widiin die topic of social capital. 
Whilst Putnam employed the measure in conjunction with odiers in liis model of social 
capital, Uslaner’s (2002) work, focussing in particular on trust itself, depended entirely on the 
Trust vs. Caution item.
Despite the heavy reliance o f much empirical research on die Trust vs. Caution measure, it is 
widely recognised diat it is not flawless. As Hooghe and Reeskens summarise “almost every 
single word in die standard question on generalized trust is inlierendy problematic” (2007:2). 
Tliere is disagreement widi regard to whom die trust is extended to (B), as well as what it is 
diat is to be entrusted (X). Some question whether it is meaningful to place ‘you can’t be too 
careful in dealing widi people’ as die alternative to ‘people can be trusted’. Each of these 
concerns is discussed below.
In the Trust vs. Caution measure the respondent is not provided with any reference point with 
respect to who is meant by ‘people in general’, and aldiough this is deliberate in so far as it is
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trying to ascertain trust levels in tlie ‘generalised odier’, die approach has been heavily 
criticised for being too vague and bordering on meaningless (Ermisch, Gambetta et al. 2009; 
Glaeser, Laibson et al. 2000; Hardin 1999; Sturgis and Smith 2010). Hooghe and Reeskens 
state that “as researchers, we do not have a clue who die respondent has in mind when s/he 
diinks about “most people” (2007:2). The question aims to measure ‘generalised’ trust, so 
ideally die respondent should be thinldng about the unlmown odier in dieir moral 
community, an abstract representation of humanity in general. Yet diere is scepticism as to 
whedier this is what is actually going on.
Burns and Kinder (2000), for example, are critical of die notion of ‘generalised’ trust. This 
leads diem to query bodi die who and die ivhat in relation to die Trust vs. Caution question. 
“We suspect that trust is domain-specific, but the measures of interpersonal trust tiiat 
dominate die empirical literature are based upon an entirely different assumption: namely, 
diat people have in mind stable views about the trustworthiness of human nature in general” 
(Bums and Kinder 2000:4). Tliis critique indicates diat Burns and Kinder prefer a 
conceptualisation of trust tiiat is more strategic (and therefore ‘domain-specific’) dian 
moralistic.
Questioning the practical ramifications of die fact diat the Trust vs. Caution question does not 
specify who is being trusted, Uslaner examined data from a ‘tiiink aloud’ experiment 
embedded in die 2000 American National Election Study pdot survey. From diis Uslaner 
alleges tiiat respondents interpreted the question “in terms of a general world view radier 
dian as reflecting their personal experiences” (Uslaner 2002:72-75). Examining the same 
issue and applying a similar mediodology to British data, Sturgis and Smitii (2010) sought to 
establish die frame of reference used by respondents when diey answer die question. 
Contrary to Uslaner, diey argue that die Tmst vs. Caution question “conflates generalized and 
particularized trust into a single evaluation [which] has serious implications for our 
interpretation o f variation in responses to [it] across individuals, social groups, local areas, 
and countries” (Sturgis and Smitii 2010:90). Such mixed evidence leaves open the concern 
diat the Trust vs. Caution trust question does not actually measure generalised trust as 
precisely as diought, but rather that it taps into an element of sometliing closer to 
particularised trust.
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Even if individuals were thinldng of similar groups with respect to ‘most people’, and even if 
tliese groups were as ‘generalised’ as the question intended them to be, Hardin (2006:36) 
points to the fact that the category of ‘most people’ does not remain tlie same people over 
time due to increasing urbanisation and increasing etlinic diversity witiiin tlie majority of 
societies across tlie western world. Individuals are now surrounded by a different mixture of 
people tiian tliey might have been several decades ago. Tliis, he argues, endangers die 
validity of the item’s comparability over time. Tliis argument is lilcely to have particular 
implications in relation to gender. Increased labour market participation amongst women 
will have widened women’s networks, relative to half a century ago.
A furdier critique of the item concerns die contrasting of trust with caution, radier dian widi 
distrust. Doing so arguably provides two equally viable alternatives and diereby guards 
against potential social desirability bias: it is possible diat saying that “one can’t be too 
careful in dealing with people” is more desirable dian saying diat one generally thinks people 
cannot be trusted. However, it has been argued that trust and caution are not natural 
opposites. Wudinow (1998) and Miller and Mitamura (2003), for example, challenge that by 
setting up diis polarisation of trust and caution, die Trust vs. Caution question does itself a 
disservice. It is argued diat the polarisation is false: “it is possible for a person to believe 
most people can be trusted, and at die same time believe that it is prudent to be cautious” 
(Miller and Mitamura 2003:63). Fielding die two halves of die Trust us. Caution separately, 
Wuthnow’s findings (1998) support diis idea given diat die majority of individuals agreed 
that ‘most people can be trusted’ (62%) and that ‘you can’t be too careful in dealing with 
people’ (71%). Secondly, it is argued diat die two parts of die question tap into conceptually 
different issues, stating diat “how one answers die above question will depend on two 
factors: an assessment of otiier people's trustworthiness, and an assessment of one's own 
willingness to take risks” (2003:64). MUler and IVIitamura argue diat diis complicates die 
interpretation of answers to die question. One concern that diey raise is particularly relevant 
to diis diesis: they point out that women have been shown to be more risk averse dian men 
(Gove 1985; Miller and Stark 2002; Powell and Ansic 1997; Veevers and Gee 1986). 
Considering die issue empirically, Yamagishi and Yamagishi (1994) run factor analyses on 
questions diat examine trust and caution. They find diese are separate concepts and that
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“tliere seem to be people who are trusting and yet prudent [...] Low trusters are mostly 
cautious in dealing with others, whereas some of the higher trusters are prudent and some 
are not. Actually, trusting and prudent can be die best strategy in dealing widi the problem 
of social uncertainty” (Yamagislii and Yamagishi 1994:150). Tliis is an important point. As 
mentioned earher in section 3.3 widi regards to one of die items in Rotter’s Interpersonal 
Trust Scale (1967), forcing respondents to choose between being trusting and being prudent 
may well be creating a false dichotomy diat has significant consequences for the validity of 
the data collected.
Despite die critiques levelled at die Trust m. Caution measure, it is an established item, having 
been used in a range of surveys over die last half a century. Newly established time series, 
such as the European Social Survey (ESS), allocate scarce survey space to this question. 
Practically dien, it is unlikely that we wdl see diis question being dropped in die near future. 
Left widi this item as one of die primary indicators of interpersonal trust, it is important to 
draw upon die dieoretical understanding o f trust at our disposal in order help us think about 
what die question might be measuring. Where possible, we can dien validate such 
expectations.
Drawing on the distinction developed in Chapter 2 between moralistic and more strategic 
forms of trust, I put forward die argument diat die Trust vs. Caution measure embodies 
elements of bodi conceptualisations, a feature which brings with it considerable 
complications. As seen above, it has been recognised elsewhere (iVIkler and IVIitamura 2003; 
Yamagishi and Yamagishi 1994) diat die first half of die question taps into trust, wliilst die 
second half introduces die idea of caution. Asldng a respondent whether diey diink that 
‘generally speaking, most people can be trusted’ matches onto particular aspects of moralistic 
trust. The focus on ‘most people’ is non-specific, encouraging individuals to be broad in 
dieir evaluation of whom they are trusting: die identity of ‘B’ is vague. In addition to diis, 
opening die question widi ‘generally spealdng’ frames it as an assessment of an average set of 
circumstances rather than a very specific situation: ‘X  is deliberately general. Both of these 
features lead me to argue diat tliis first half of die Tmst vs. Caution question taps into 
moralistic conceptualisations of trust. Tliis is not die case for die second half of die item, 
however. Closing the question widi ‘you can’t be too careful in dealing widi people’ puts
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forward a strategic conceptualisation of trust in which trusting is seen as a risk. As seen in 
Chapter 2, tliis is how rational choice theory conceives of trust. In tlieir examination o f bodi 
die Trust vs. Caution measure and trust games, Ermisch, Gambetta and colleagues (2009) 
support diis argument, finding diat risk aversion is associated widi survey measures of trust. 
They aclcnowledge, in particular, that die Trust vs. Caution question is liliely to tap into risk. 
Interestingly, they find diat women are more risk averse, supporting expectations developed 
in Chapter 2, and tested in Chapter 4.
It is likely diat die data collected as a result of die Tmst vs. Caution question reflects the 
dieoretical confusion described here. Tlie question is in effect asldng whether individuals 
hold a morally trusting view or a strategically distrusting one. Not only are we comparing 
metaphorical apples and pears (for, as seen in Chapter 2, strategic and moralistic forms of 
trust are sufficiently distinct as to represent different concepts), but we are also forcing 
respondents to choose between two competing, yet not mutually exclusive values. Thus, it is 
entirely possible that an individual has cultivated a morally trusting oudook in their Hfe but 
diat diey also choose to be distrustful in certain situations. Thus, their default position when 
in a situation of social uncertainty is a trusting one. Yet given information and die benefit of 
experience, die same individual might, in particular circumstances, choose to over-ride dieir 
default position of trust, adopting instead a strategically distrusting approach at diat time.
How would this individual answer die Tmst vs. Caution question? Would they base dieir 
answer on dieir stable, default moraHsticaUy trusting attitude, or would die aggregate of their 
strategically distrusting reactions be sufficient to maire them answer diat ‘you can’t be too 
careful in dealing widi people’? Is this a question about trust or about caution, or both? 
Chapter 2 set out the expectation diat women are less trusting than men in die context of 
strategic forms of trust, wliilst diey are more trusting dian men in die context of morahstic 
forms of trust. Therefore, it is unclear what gender differences we might expect in responses 
to die Tmst vs. Caution question, given diat die question is potentially about bodi forms of 
trust.
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3.4.2 The Trust vs. N o Trust question
The second form of trust measured in social surveys is similar to the Tmst vs. Caution 
measure, as well as being crucially different:
On balance, would you say that mostpeople can't be tmsted or that most people can be tmsted?
Used far less frequently dian die Tmst vs. Caution measure, it maintains die focus on the 
‘generalised other’ but radier than contrasting trusting people in general with some odier 
socially desirable value, such as caution, diis form o f trust simply contrasts trust with an 
absence of trust. This has two important consequences. Firsdy, die measure is likely to be 
subject to higher levels o f social desirabihty bias dian die Tmst vs. Caution measure. Instead of 
providing two equally socially acceptable values to choose between, namely trust and 
caution, the Tmst vs. No trust question asks respondents to choose between a pro-social 
attitude and die absence diereof. Secondly, it is more likely to capture variations in trust 
specificaEy, as opposed to confounding diis widi variations in the respondent’s propensity to 
be cautious. Bodi of diese factors are likely to cause trust levels as measured by diis item to 
be liigher than diose measured by die Tmst vs. Caution question. Examining a range of trust 
questions included in Niemi, Mueller and Smidi’s review of public opinion surveys (1989), 
Putnam noticed diis too and wrote diat “adding die distrustful alternative lowers measured 
trust by about twenty percentage points” (Putnam 2000:467).
Connecting diis survey question to dieories of trust examined in Chapter 2 ,1 argue diat Tmst 
vs. No trust primarily taps into moralistic conceptualisations of trust. As was die case with the 
Tmst vs. Caution measure, it keeps die object and subject of trust (‘B’ and ‘X  in die phrase A  
trusts B to do X ) general, discouraging strategic designation of trust on die basis of 
particular circumstances to particular individuals. It is expected, tiierefore, diat women are 
more trusting on diis measure dian men. This is tested in Chapter 4.
3.4.3 The Trust in Neighbours
The diird category of trust measure concerns items diat ask about trust in people in die 
respondent’s neighbourhood;
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Would you say that many of the people in your neighbourhood can be trusted? Some can be tmsted? A  few 
can be tmsted? Or that none of the people in your neighbourhood can be tmsted?
Tlie reference point here is clearer, with a defined group of people corresponding to ‘B’ in 
the plirase 'A  trusts B to do X . Yet arguably the answer to such a question could say more 
about tlie respondent’s neighbourhood than about how trusting tliey are. Contrasting tliis 
form of trust witli Tmst vs. Caution and Tmst vs. No tmst, Tmst in Neighbours is Hkely to have 
what Realo et. al (2008) and Delhey (2009) have termed a different ‘radius’, with the 
questions on tmst in people in general drawing on a wider reference group tlian tliis question 
on tmst in people in the respondent’s neighbourhood. Tmst in Neighbours also differs from 
Tmst vs. Caution and Tmst vs. No tmst in so far as it specificaUy requires respondents to assess 
die proportion of people in dieir neighbourhood diey tmst. Tliis is a noteworthy difference, 
given diat one approach assesses how much respondents tmst odiers (the Tmst vs. Caution and 
Tmst vs. No trust measures) wliilst die odier measures how many others the respondent tmsts 
(Trust in Neighbours). An additional shortcoming of die question is diat the answer categories 
of ‘many’, ‘some’, ‘a few’ and ‘none’ are neither symmetric (the opposite of ‘none’ is aU, not 
‘many’) nor are they clearly distinct (die difference between ‘some’ and ‘a few’ is unclear) 
(GaskeU, O’Muircheartaigh et al. 1994). It may be due to diis uneven distribution in response 
categories tiiat die responses to diis question are more often dian not skewed, with very few 
people responding diat ‘none’ of the people in their neighbourhood can be tmsted.
As seen above, diere has been some debate about how ‘generaHsed’ the answers to Tmst vs. 
Caution and Trust vs. No trust reaUy are given that a not insignificant proportion of 
respondents have been shown to impose frames of reference upon die questions (Smrgis 
and Smidi 2010) It is possible diat neighbours form part of such frames of reference for 
diese two questions, resulting in Htde difference in answers between Tmst vs. Caution, Tmst vs. 
No tmst and Tmst in Neighbours. Exarnining different forms of tmst, Uslaner conducts a factor 
analysis o f a series of 16 trust questions, including items measuring forms o f poHtical trust, 
and finds three factors diat reflect tmst in friends and family, trust in strangers and tmst in 
government (Uslaner 2002:53). Whilst Tmst vs. Caution loads only onto the trust in strangers 
factor, Tmst in Neighbours loads onto bodi the tmst in strangers factor and die tmst in friends
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and family factor. This suggests diat distinctions between Tmst vs. Caution and Tmst in 
Neighbours are not clearly defined. Respondents may not Imow all the people in dieir 
neighbourhood, and may diink of many of them as strangers, diey are neverdieless more 
likely to be able to be strategic in their answering of Tmst in Neighbours, given diat diey can 
frame dieir answers in die context of the information and experience diey have widiin dieir 
neighbourhoods. However, die Tmst in Neighbours question does not specifically probe for a 
response based on lisk-aversion in the same way diat the Tmst vs. Caution question does. I 
tiierefore expect Tmst in Neighbours to tap into more strategic forms of trust, radier than into 
moralistic forms, yet due to die absence of a risk-specific stimulus, it is not clear whedier 
women are less trusting on diis survey measure than men are.
3.4.4 The Perceived fairness and Perceived helpfulness questions
The fourth and fifth categories of trust measures tap into the respondent’s level of trust but 
do not actually use the word ‘trust’ in die question or in the answer categories. Similarly to 
die Tmst vs. Caution measure, these two items in their current form are adaptations from 
Rosenberg’s Faith in People Scale (1956).
Do you think that most people would try to take advantage of you i f  they got a chance or would they tty to be 
fair?
Would you say that most of the time people tty to be helpful or are they mostly looking outfor themselves?
Tliese items are rarely used to measure trust individually and are generally used in addition to 
the Tmst vs. Caution measure. Given die absence of the key term ‘trust’ widiin the questions, 
diese two items are open to die criticism diat it is debatable whether diey measure trust at 
aU. With diis concern in mind, Brelim and Rahn (1997) test whedier these two questions tap 
into interpersonal trust by using a confirmatory factor analysis of die General Social Survey 
in die US in a structural equation framework. Tliey find diat die measurement model 
comprising die diree questions, Tmst vs. Caution, Perceived fairness and Perceived helpfulness fits 
die data well, indicating diat diese questions reflect a general trust in odiers (Brelim and 
Rahn 1997).
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Linldng the Perceivedfairness and Perceived helpfulness questions to conceptualisations of trust as 
seen in Chapter 2, they emerge as somewhat complex. Tlie first three trust items reviewed 
here (Trust vs. Caution, Trust vs. No trust and Trt/st in Neighbours) aU incorporate tlie respondent 
by asking about liis or her own propensity to trust otliers. As such they are self-assessments. 
Perceived fairness and Perceived helpfulness, however, are assessments made about an external 
otiier. At no point do tliese forms of trust ask tlie respondent about their own behaviour. 
This means that Hardin’s (2006) criticism of trust measures in general might well stand in 
tliis instance: tliese survey items may well be about die perceived trustworthiness o f odiers 
rather dian direcdy about the trusting nature of the respondent. However, aldiough tliis 
focus on trustwordiiness is often a feature of strategic forms of trust, neidier of die 
questions bears any odier hallmarks of a strategic conceptuahsation. Tliey are general about 
both die ‘B’ and ‘X  in the phrase ‘A  trusts B to do X  and do not provide any sense of 
personal risk to the respondent: stating diat odiers are helpful is a risk-free endeavour, as is 
asserting diat diey are mosdy looking out for themselves. Therefore, it is argued diat diese 
two measures are likely to behave more like moral conceptualisations of trust dian like 
strategic ones when used in empirical analyses.
3.4.5 Summary of indicators: theoretical and empirical connections
Tliis section has reviewed die most frequendy used trust measures in social surveys. Existing 
research raises points of concern about die validity of each of diese measures. In die context 
of diis relative uncertainty I have put forward some suggestions as to what forms of trust 
each o f die items might be measuting.
Using dieoretical understandings set out in Chapter 2, I argue diat die Trust vs. Caution 
measure is lilcely to be requiring respondents to prioritise between strategic and moralistic 
ways of tliinking about trust. I suggest that diis is problematic because diese two 
conceptualisations are not mutually exclusive and should best be examined separately. In 
addition, diis juxtaposition of risk-related strategic and moralistic forms of trust means diat it 
is unclear what gender differences are expected in relation to die Trust vs. Caution measure. 
Tlie Trust in Neighbours question is expected to tap into strategic forms of trust due to its
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focus on a specific, ‘particularised’ group of people. Tliis characteristic does not, however, 
provide sufficient information to set up an expectation regarding possible gender differences 
in responses to this question. The Trust vs. No tmst, tlie Pemived fairness and Perceived helpfulness 
questions, I argue, are likely to tap into moralistic ways of tliinking about trust. Accordingly, 
is expected that women are more trusting tiian men on these tliree measures.
That these key trust questions are expected to measure different forms of trust is important. 
Tliey are often used interchangeably in empirical work. Comparing findings across studies is 
reliant on the assumption that researchers are comparing like witli hlce. Expectations 
developed in Chapters 2 and 3 indicate that existing research may rather have been 
comparing metaphorical apples and pears. Tliis concern is relevant in relation to findings 
based on die comparison of individual trust items, yet it also arises when research combines 
several questions in a multiple indicator approach.
3.5 Multiple indicators of interpersonal trust
Tlie measures reviewed in sections 3.4.1 dirough 3.4.4 are used as both individual indicators 
of trust and as components o f a multiple indicator approach. The Pemived fairness and 
Pemived helpfulness questions are usually only used in die latter. Practice differs across studies 
widi regards to whedier and how diese items are combined and diere is some debate about 
die advantages and disadvantages of doing so. Concerned widi reliability  ^of the survey items, 
Hooghe and Reeskens (2007) test whether it is beneficial to include more dian one 
interpersonal trust question in a survey, or whether simply using the Tmst vs. Caution is 
preferable. The audiors are in agreement with Rosenberg diat “trust should be measured by 
using a scale, not just by taking out die most characteristic, and admittedly most powerful 
item on diat scale”, namely die Tmst vs. Caution item (2007:27). Overall, diey conclude that 
“in line with previous methodological research, questioning trust by multiple indicators and a 
continuous response scale should be preferred above single items and dichotomous response 
scales” (Hooghe and Reeskens 2007:1).
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Uslaner, however, is against tlie use of die three-question battery (Trust vs. Caution, Perceived 
helpfulness and Perceivedfairness) of interpersonal trust indicators (Uslaner 2002). He argues for 
die use of only die Tmst vs. Caution item and outlines several reasons why. Saying that trust, 
helpfulness and fairness are not die same, Uslaner believes that one could make a statement 
about how helpful someone is widiout malting reference to one’s own values. For Uslaner 
being trusting is essentially a value, or norm, differentiating it from the belief diat others are 
helpful. Therefore, measuring trust using one item that taps into a respondent’s values and 
two odiers diat do not is problematic. He also points out diat die diree questions do not 
display die same trend over time at die aggregate level. Whilst he finds a steep decline over 
time in trust, die decline is less steep for fairness and even less steep for helpfulness. Tliis 
would indicate, Uslaner argues, diat diey do not measure the same thing and should 
dierefore not be combined. At the individual level assessments of others’ helpfulness and 
fairness are not as stable over die life course as a trusting attitude is. In addition to this, and 
focusing on the ‘bridging’ potential of trust, Uslaner finds diat neidier helpfuhiess nor 
fairness cause people to reach out to strangers in die same way diat trust does, in so far as 
die survey items do not predict civic engagement as strongly as die Tmst vs. Caution does. 
Uslaner concludes by saying that “the overall message is straightforward: Since the standard 
trust question really seems to measure generalized trust, why bodier to make it more 
compHcated dian it needs to be— and ought to be?” (Uslaner 2002:70).
As we have seen, diere is already a substantial degree of dieoretical complexity surrounding 
each of die items individually, and this complexity remains when multiple questions are 
combined into a scale or latent construct. Such an approach relies on die assumption diat 
die different items are each meaningful indicators of a common concept, such as trust. So 
whilst it is acknowledged diat each question brings widi it a different aspect o f the concept 
o f interest, diis diversity among the indicators is side-lined in favour of shared variance when 
die items are combined. Aldiough diere are considerable analytical benefits of using multiple 
indicators of tmst, there is also value in examining questions separately. Tliis is particularly 
useful when the aim is to examine new ground, such as the ways in which men and women’s 
interpersonal trust might differ. It has been argued that die interpersonal tmst questions tap 
into strategic or morahstic concepmahsations of trust in different ways, and diat furdier 
analysis of die differences between die individual measures is concepmaUy useful. Before
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discarding diversity of association across different measures therefore, it is fruitful to 
examine and document it. This may help shed light on some previously unexplained 
empirical associations. I have, therefore, decided against the use of multiple indicator 
assessments of interpersonal trust in this tliesis, eitlier in a scale form or in a latent variable 
form.
3.6 Comparing survey measures with experiment-based measures of 
trust
This chapter has highlighted tlie differences between games and surveys in relation to how 
they measure trust. These differences suggest that it is unHlcely that tliese two metliods tell 
comparable ‘stories’ regarding trust. Neverdieless, if bodi are used to measure trust dien 
ideally diey ought to generate similar results. This issue has been explored in the empirical 
literature and it is common for such comparisons to choose one measure as an ‘accepted’ or 
baseline approach against wliich other forms o f measures are judged. This means diat a 
mismatch between measures is often presented as one measure ‘failing’ to match up to 
another. As seen above, bodi die survey and experiment-based forms of trust measures have 
dieir drawbacks, depending on die aim of diose using them. Neither of diem is inherendy a 
better way of measuring trust, yet it is useful to examine where they have been found to be 
similar and different.
Naef and Schupp (2009a) set out a list of studies that have systematically examined die 
relation between survey and experiment-based measures of trust. One of these is a study by 
Glaeser et al (2000) in wliich diey argue diat die survey-based measures do not in fact 
measure trust, but rather trustworthiness. Tliis argument mirrors points made in trust dieory, 
particularly by proponents of strategic trust. Labelling individuals’ actions in experiments as 
their ‘actual’ trust levels, Glaeser et. al. (2000) find diat answers to survey measures of 
trusting attitudes do not predict trusting behaviour from experiments in so far as diey are 
not significandy correlated.
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Ermisch et. al. (2009) also find that the survey measure (Trust vs. Catttion) “has absolutely no 
predictive power for people’s trusting behaviour as measured in our experiment” (2009:759), 
but they do find that the survey measure is weakly correlated witli trustwordiiness, as 
measured in die experiment.
Rotter (1967) reflects upon diis issue, seeking to validate his survey-question based trust 
scale against behavioural measures, he ends up by deciding not to do so against die standard 
trust game since, he argues, die latter taps kito a level of competitiveness diat is not 
comparable widi the trust scale. Rotter’s work suggests that it is valuable to question the idea 
diat games (in whatever form) are an appropriate benchmark against wliich to measure die 
validity of die trust items. “The two-person non-zero-sum game seems like a face-valid 
procedure to investigate interpersonal trust. However, die results of diese studies suggest 
that die situation is reacted to by many if not all subjects as a competitive game, often 
regardless of special instructions” (Rotter 1967:659).
Seeking to provide empirical and theoretical insights into the ways in wliich, and extent to 
wliich women’s interpersonal trust is different to men’s, it is critical to be clear about wliich 
measures of trust are being examined. Chapter 2 indicated diat conceptualisations of trust 
range from moralistic to strategic approaches, and diat diese are differentially related to 
gender. Tliis chapter has shown diat survey measures cover bodi morahstic and strategic 
forms of trust, wlihst trust games focus primarily on stratège conceptuahsations. In order to 
allow for empirical examination of die distinction between diese two conceptuahsations of 
trust and dieir relationsliip widi gender, the remainder o f the diesis focuses on survey-based 
measures of trust.
3.7 Empirical research on interpersonal trust
Empirical research on interpersonal trust has largely focussed on identifying die strongest 
and most stable predictors of trust. As we have seen, such research rehes heavily on data 
generated by social surveys, but also on results of so-caUed ‘trust games’, bodi of which were
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reviewed earlier in the chapter. Examining causes and consequences of trust, empirical 
approaches vary in whether drey treat trust as a property of individuals or of communities 
(Halpern 2005; Inglehart 1999). The former examine individual-level factors drat are 
associated widi trust, whilst dre latter examine differences between communities and how 
dris affects trust levels of individuals dierein. These approaches will be referred to as 
‘individual-level’ and ‘macro-level’ analyses of interpersonal trust. Partially as a result of 
Putnam’s claim (1995) drat social capital is declining in dre United States, many studies are 
also concerned widi tracking aggregate levels of trust, often over time (Grenier and Wright 
2006; Hall 1999; Park, Curtice et al. 2010; Paxton 1999). Tire following drree sections review 
findings from studies based on survey data, providing an overview of current empirical 
knowledge regarding interpersonal trust. They begin by reviewing macro-level analyses, 
proceed to individual-level analyses, and conclude with an assessment o f what is known 
about dre empirical association between gender and interpersonal trust, specifically.
3.7.1 Macro-level analyses
Aldrough establishing causation is widely recognised as problematic, much research has 
uncovered important correlations between trust and macro-societal characteristics using data 
from national social surveys. These studies are engaged in mapping die role o f trust widiin 
die framework of wider structural factors and policy initiatives. The OECD’s 2001 report 
entided Wellbeing of Nafions, for example, examines die place of trust, widiin die context of 
social capital. The report reflects on international targets of economic growth and how diese 
relate to human and social capital. It places particular emphasis on die societal benefits to 
trust (Cote and Healy 2001), many of which are politically salient issues, including die 
association between trust and crime, democracy, economic development, corruption and 
equality. Findings on each of diese associations are reviewed below.
Interpersonal trust has been linked to levels of violent crime (Kawaclii, Kennedy et al. 
1999b; WiUdnson, Kawachi et al. 1998), aldiough diere is mixed evidence as to die strengdi 
of this relationship (Halpern 2001). Research has found diat trust is key to levels of 
collective efficacy, and diat communities demonstrating such efficacy have lower overall 
levels of violence, in comparison to communities diat are less collectively oriented
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(Sampson, Raudenbusla et al. 1997). High trusting nations also demonstrate more democratic 
systems of governance (Inglehart 1997; Putnam 1993), liigher rates of economic 
development (Fulcuyama 1995a; Knack and Keefer 1997; Kovalainen 2005; Putnam 1993), 
lower political corruption (Rothstein and Uslaner 2005) and liigher income equality (Knack 
and Keefer 1997; Uslaner 2002). Trust is also found to be relevant to the better functioning 
of organisations (Fukuyama 1995b; La Porta 1997), allowing for a lower level of government 
involvement in business.
Social capital research, in particular, has fostered interest in trust in tlie context of tlie 
structure of civil society. In particular, there has been much recent academic and policy 
interest surrounding the association between social capital, trust and the etlinic and social 
diversity of communities (Leigh 2004; Letki 2005; Soroka, Johnston et al. 2005). In die 
context of debates on die potential implications of increasing immigration, research findings 
suggesting a negative link between ethnic diversity and trust in communities (Putnam 2007) 
have drawn considerable attention. Yet responses (Sturgis, Read et al. 2010) to diese findings 
have shown mixed results, and have indicated diat factors such as economic deprivation and 
lower levels of social connectedness of individuals are substantially more damaging to trust 
dian die edinic diversity of an areas.
3.7.2 Individual-level analyses
In addition to identifying macro-level factors that are associated widi liigher community-or 
country-level interpersonal trust, much empirical research has investigated die characteristics 
that are associated with individuals’ higher levels of trust.
One of die most widely recognised positive correlates o f individual level trust is education 
(Hall 1999; Hooghe and Reeskens 2007; Nie, Junn et al. 1996; Putnam 2000), yet it is not 
sure whedier trusting individuals attain higher levels of education, whether liigher levels of 
education encourage trust, or whedier bodi are true.
Work on social capital and trust has been recognised as relevant within die context of health 
smdies. In particular, strong cross-sectional correlations have been found between mortality
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rates and the indicators of social capital, including interpersonal trust. Tliis negative 
relationship remains, even after controlling for income and poverty levels. (Kawaclii, 
Kennedy et al. 1997). Self-rated liealdi too, has been found to be related to interpersonal 
trust (Kawachi, Kennedy et al. 1999a; Rose 2000).
Higher income levels are also linked to interpersonal trust (Inglehart 1999; Knack and 
Keefer 1997), altliough, similarly to tlie association between trust and education, it is still 
unclear whetlier liigher income causes higher trust (Brelim and Rahn 1997), or whetlier more 
trusting individuals are likely to be rewarded widi liigher salaries. There is some evidence to 
suggest diat the association with income is not linear, widi results showing diat diose with 
die liigliest and lowest self-reported financial situations are more trusting of others dian 
diose in middle income groups (Ermisch, Gambetta et al. 2009).
Individual-level trust is negatively associated with being unemployed and positively 
associated widi employment widiin professional occupations (Brelim and Rahn 1997; Hall 
1999; Li, Picldes et al. 2005). Many studies find diat younger people are less trusting than 
older people, yet diere is debate about whedier diis is a cohort effect (Ermisch, Gambetta et 
al. 2009; Hall 1999; Putnam 2000; Rahn and Transue 1998). Putnam finds diat adverse 
personal Hfe experiences such as financial distress, urban living, divorce, experience of being 
a victim of crime or of prejudice on die grounds of edinicity are all negatively related to 
individual’s interpersonal trust levels (Pumam 2000:138). Overall, empirical evidence 
suggests that people who are trusting are also people who are in positions of relative 
advantage and are generally “society’s winners” (Newton 1999:185).
3.7.3 Gender and interpersonal trust in existing empirical research
A review of die empirical evidence suggests diat gender is not a stable, strong predictor of 
interpersonal trust. Within survey research, existing knowledge about die association 
between trust and gender largely comes from studies where gender was simply included into 
die model as a socio-demographic control variable. Tliis approach is not singular to trust 
research. Exarnining gender and voting patterns in die UK, Campbell (2006) identifies a 
similar tendency in die empirical literature. “Estimating the impact of bacltground
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characteristics on vote choice is problematic. If tlie sex variable is simply plugged into an 
already complete model of vote it has Ktde dieoretic power” (Campbell 2006:2). Add to this 
die fact that trust research leans on several potentially conceptually significandy distinct 
survey measures, and it is not surprising diat no clear picture has emerged as to die nature of 
the association between the two concepts.
Tliere is a much greater degree o f consistency o f association between trust and gender when 
experiment-based measures of trust are used than when survey-based measures are used*. In 
general women are found to be significandy less trusting in a games setting and diere is a 
good deal of evidence to suggest diat diis is attributable to dieir heightened aversion to risk 
(Bellemare and Kroeger 2007; Chaudliuri and Gangadliam 2003; Croson and Buchan 1999; 
Fehr 2009; Schechter 2007; Wang and Yamagishi 2005). Survey-based smdies, however, vary 
between finding women to be more trusting dian men, finding men to be more trusting dian 
women, and finding no gender difference. The considerable range in gender differences 
recorded in existing survey-based empirical research on trust is summarised in Table 3.1. 
Tliese findings must be qualified on die grounds that the models used different covariates to 
suit die particular purposes of die research. Thus die association between gender and trust in 
one smdy, for example, might be conditional on variables in die model which were absent in 
a second smdy. Neverdieless, it is certainly noticeable that diere is a greater degree of 
consistency o f association between trust and gender in smdies diat used die same survey 
items. This finding is in line widi expectations set up in bodi Chapter 2 and in this chapter. 
The range in gender differences suggests that there are indeed different forms of trust 
represented amongst die 5 most frequendy used survey questions on trust. As I have 
suggested in Chapter 2 and 3, it is possible diat diese questions have different associations 
widi gender due to die extent to wliich tiiey tap into risk-based strategic trust, or moralistic 
trust.
5 A notable exception is Kiyonari, T., T. Yatnagislii, K.S. Cook and C. Chesliire (2006). "Does Trust Beget 
Trustwortliiness? Trust and Trustworthiness in Two Games and Two Cultures: A Research Note." Sodal 
Pÿ/cbologiQuarterly 69 (3): 270-283. where no gender difference was found regarding the trust game.
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Table 3.1 Gender differences in interpersonal trust as found in previous studies of survey 
data
Gender effect Measure Data source Study
Women more 
trusting than men
Scale of Trust os. Caution, 
Perceived helpfulness, 
Perceived fairness
Michigan socialisation study 
1965,1973,1982
(Claibourn and Martin 
2000)
Scale ofTmst vs. Caution, 
Perceived helpfulness. 
Perceived fairness
European Social Survey 
2002
(Hooghe, Reeskens et al. 
2006)
Scale ofTmst vs. Caution, 
Perceived helpfulness. 
Perceived fairness
Monitoring the Future 
Project, survey of American 
high school seniors
(Rahn and Transue 
1998)
Tmst in Neighbour's Ipsos-MORI General 
Omnibus survey
(Sturgis and Smitli 2010)
Perceived helpfulness Belgian Youth survey (only 
16 yr olds
(Hooghe and. Reeskens 
2007)
No significant 
gender difference
Scale of Trust vs. Caution, 
Perceived helpfulness, 
Perceived fairness
2000 National Election 
Study, Special Topic Pilot - 
USA
(Burns and Kinder 
2000)
Scale ofTmst vs. Caution, 
Perceived helpfulness. 
Perceived fairness
European Social Survey 
2002
(Norris, Lovenduski et 
al. 2004)
Trust in Neighbours British General Household 
Survey 2000
(Coulthard, Walker et al. 
2002)
Trust in Neighbours British General Household 
Survey 2001
(Lowndes 2004)
Trust vs. Caution Ipsos-MORI General 
Omnibus survey
(Sturgis and Smith 2010)
Trust vs. Caution Sample from Idalio’s 
immigrant Latino population
(Chavez, Wampler et al. 
2006)
Trust vs. Caution Belgian Youth Survey (only 
16 yr olds)
(Hooghe and Reeskens 
2007)
Tmst vs. Caution Student sample from 
Hokkaido University, Japan, 
and UCLA, USA
(Miller and IVIitamura 
2003)
Trust vs. No Tmst Dutch panel study ‘Giving in 
die Netlierlands’
(Bekkers 2006)
Scale ofTi'ust vs. Cautio n 
and Perceived helpfulness
3-wave national telephone 
survey of Americans 2001, 
2002, 2002
(Gross, Aday et al. 2004)
Multiple item (Rotter’s 
scale)
Connecticut college students (Rotter 1967)
Multiple items Convenience sample of 
students in USA and Japan, 
and sample drawn from 
phone books of population 
of Sapporo, Japan and 
Seattie, USA
(Yamagishi and 
Yamagishi 1994)
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Continuation from Table 3.1
W om en less trusting 
than m en
Tmst vs. Caution German Socio­
economic panel 2003
(Naef and Schupp 
2009b)
Trust vs. Caution World Values Survey 
2001, range of 
countries
(Norris and Inglehart 
2003)
Tmst vs. Caution World Values Survey 
1990
(Hall 1999)
Trust vs. Caution General Social Survey 
1972 - 1994
(Patterson 1999)
Trust vs. Caution General Social Survey 
1972 - 1994
(Glaeser, Laibson et al. 
2000)
Trust vs. Caution European and World 
Values Survey 1995-97 
1999-2000
(Leigh 2006)
3.8 Towards a theoretically-grounded empirical enquiry of 
interpersonal trust and gender: Part II
This chapter has shown tliat much empirical research has been done on interpersonal trust 
but also that tliis work is not wholly unproblematic. Firstly, existing studies report 
contradictory findings regarding the association between trust and gender. Secondly, tliere is 
no consensus regarding how trust is to be measured in empirical work, witli analysts using 
botli survey-based and experiment-based measures. Tliese approaches to tlie measurement 
of trust differ markedly in tlieir tlieoretical underpinnings, which is likely to mean tliat they 
in fact tap into different forms of trust. Tliirdly, even witliin one measurement tradition, 
such as tlie survey-based approach, tliere are numerous question formulations wliich are 
often used interchangeably. Tliere is little work which evaluates how tlie tlieoretical 
concepmaHsations of trust do or do not map onto tlie empirical measurements of trust. 
Exarnining tliese questions individually, the chapter argued tliat tliey each have disadvantages 
regarding tlieir design, including potential social desirability bias, problematic response 
categories or lack of focal clarity (Groves 1989). In addition to this, it was argued tliat the
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questions are lilrely to tap into a different conceptualisation of trust. Most notably, tlie Tmst 
vs. Caution measure, upon which a great deal of influential trust research is based, can be said 
to juxtapose strategic and moralistic conceptualisations of trust, thereby malting respondents 
choose between two priorities diat are in fact not mutually exclusive.
The chapter sought to integrate dieoretical understandings widi empirical tools used to study 
trust. Categorising each trust measure according to whedier it was likely to be measuring 
strategic trust or moralistic trust allowed for expectations to be set up regarding die 
association between each of die measures and gender. Whilst researchers have accumulated 
knowledge about the association between interpersonal trust and a variety of macro as well 
as individual-level factors, diere is very littie understanding about die mechanisms beliind 
some of diese associations. Wliy should education be so strongly associated widi trust, for 
example? For all die consensus on die existence o f this association, I have yet to find research 
diat seriously endeavours to explain that association. Until such mechanisms are addressed, it 
is difficult to go beyond mere searches for ‘strong’ predictors of trust. Tliis diesis aims to 
contribute to die literature by suggesting theoretically informed explanations for the 
mechanisms beliind the association between trust and gender, as measured by social surveys.
3.8.1 The current thesis and outline of analyses
Tills section outlines die insights provided by the reviews of die theoretical and empirical 
literature covered in Chapters 2 and 3. Doing so gives rise to a more nuanced set of research 
questions and expectations diat refine die broader aims of die diesis.
Chapter 2 Illustrated that social capital is seen as a critical resource in civil society by bodi 
policy makers and academia. Tlie concept of social capital comprises different elements, 
broadly defined as associational membersliip and interpersonal trust. Much academic work 
looks at diese components separately, in order to better understand die workings of the 
‘umbrella’ concept of social capital. In die context of fears surrounding the potential decline 
of social capital, diere is considerable interest in understanding wliich groups are currendy 
die ‘trust builders’ in society and why. Chapters 2 and 3 argued, however, diat most of the
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current work on trust focuses primarily upon tlie strongest predictors of the concept and 
tliat very little is Imown about tlie potential differences between men and women’s trust.
Chapter 2 also set out tlie ways in which trust is examined theoretically. It showed that wliilst 
much work has been done in tlie field, tliere are no theoretical frameworks witliin which to 
understand die various empirical associations between gender and trust. Tlierefore, in 
addition to diere being litde understanding of the empirical relationship between gender and 
trust, diere is also a lack of dieoreticaUy-derived expectations regarding diis relationship. It is 
unclear in die literature whedier one would expect to find any differences between men and 
women’s interpersonal trust, and if so, what die nature and explanations of diese would be.
As a result. Chapter 2 attempted to generate such theoretical tools. It grouped trust dieory 
into moralistic and strategic conceptualisations, providing a framework for analytical 
discussion. The chapter dien linked diese conceptualisations to tiieoiies of gender difference, 
namely risk aversion, as well as ediics of care. By doing so, the expectations were set up diat 
women, due to dieir socialisation into higher prioritisation of relationships and propensity to 
be ‘other-focussed’, may be more Hltely dian men to prioritise the cooperative functioning of 
society and altruistic motives, making diem more likely to espouse die ediical convictions 
diat make an individual trusting in the context of moralistic trust. In die context of strategic 
trust, however, women, due in part to dieir socialisation into caring roles, may be more 
averse to taking risks in general, making them less lilcely to choose to trust in circumstances 
characterised by uncertainty.
Wltilst Chapter 2 identified that diere is a need for a theoretical framework widiin which to 
understand gender differences in interpersonal trust, and wliilst it addressed diis need by 
putting forward the expectations outlined above, die chapter also recognised die potentially 
essentiaUst nature o f diese expectations. It was recognised that it is inappropriate to assume 
diat all women and all men prioritise ethics of care to the same degree. Analysis of difference 
amongst, as well as between, men and women was highlighted as a possible mediod tlirough 
which to alleviate die concerns around essentialism.
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Complementing insights into theories of trust witli understandings o f how trust is studied 
empirically, Chapter 3 provided a critique of the ways in wliich trust is currently measured. 
Factors such as tlie distribution o f responses tliey provide, die potential for response bias 
and the extent to wliich die response categories used are in line with best practice in survey 
mediodology (Groves 1989) were identified as potentially problematic with regards to 
individual trust questions. Over and above tills, it was discovered diat die 5 most frequendy 
used survey questions on interpersonal trust are unhltely to be wholly comparable, given diat, 
in seeking to categorise individual survey questions, it was found that they variously measure 
moralistic and strategic trust.
Tlie concern diat die various survey-based trust items may be measuring different forms of 
interpersonal trust was strengdiened widi a review of existing empirical studies. The review 
of the literature found very htde consistency in gender differences in interpersonal trust, yet 
when studies were grouped according to the nature of die gender effect found; it became 
apparent that gender differences may well be clustered widiin survey questions.
Overall die diesis aims to examine die ways in which women’s interpersonal trust, as 
measured by questions in social surveys, is different to men’s. The insights gained in the 
review of die dieoretical and empirical literature on trust give rise to a number of additional 
issues wliich provide a more nuanced set o f research questions and expectations, refining 
diis broader aim of die diesis.
Firsdy, in addition to providing die first systematic examination the gender-trust association 
found in UK social survey data, I aim to ascertain whether the distinct lack o f consistency in 
die association between gender and trust in previous studies might be due to the fact that die 
various items are measuring slighdy different forms o f trust. I therefore expect diat gender 
differences found will be consistent across identical survey items, and across groups of items 
diat have been argued to tap into die same form of trust.
Secondly, I aim to examine whedier any gender differences found are in line widi die 
expectation of women being more moraHstically trusting, and men being more strategically 
trusting. These first two research questions are examined in Chapter 4. Conscious of the
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essentiaUst tendency inlieient in tlie consideration of main effect differences, a tiiird research 
question examines whetlier by modelUng men and women’s trust separately, and by testing 
group differences using interaction terms between gender and various socio-demograpliic 
characteristics, it becomes apparent tliat tliere is variation amongst women and amongst men 
in tlieir tendency to prioritise ethics of care and risk aversion. It is expected that men and 
women who are engaged in caring roles have liigher levels of trust, relative to their 
counterparts, and tliat women who are engaged in male-dominated work roles will be most 
lilre men witli respect to tlieir trust levels. Tliis is addressed in Chapter 5.
So far the tliesis has thought about explaining potential gender differences in interpersonal 
trust in terms o f tlie various survey questions taping into substantively different forms of 
trust, namely strategic trust and moraUstic trust; and tliat men and women vary in tlieir levels 
of tliese. As such, the assumption is tliat any gender differences can be interpreted as ‘real’ 
and substantive. A fburtli aim of the diesis is to test whetlier diis assumption holds, since an 
alternative explanation for gender differences in trust is diat die survey items mean different 
diings to men and women because diey are interpreted differendy, depending on question 
wording. Chapter 6 aims to test for any such variations in interpretation of the survey items.
Connecting findings back to die social capital literatiue, where relevant, die diesis aims to 
determine whedier, as a pivotal component of social capital, interpersonal trust is a propertj^ 
of communities as well as of individuals (Pumam 2000: Chapter 18). Chapter 7 uses multi­
level modelling to address a fifdi research aim: to determine to what extent individual’s trust 
levels, as measured by die Tmst vs. Caution question and die Tmst in Neighbours question, are 
affected by where people live. Building on research evidence diat indicates that women are 
more embedded in dieir communities diat men are (Lowndes 2000), and that therefore dieir 
trust and social capital is likely to be more affected by dieir surroundings, a sixdi research 
aim tests die expectation diat women’s trust varies more dian men’s according to 
neighbourhood characteristics.
Wliilst addressing diese 6 more specific research aims, I seek to improve our understanding 
in relation to various broader issues. Having proposed die distinction between strategic and 
moralistic trust, I aim to reflect on how helpful diese theoretical approaches are in die
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understanding of differences between men and women’s trust. In linking individual trust 
questions to appropriate tlieories of trust, it is hoped that the tliesis will provide die first 
conceptually-grounded empirical evidence base of the association between trust and gender. 
In doing so, the diesis aims to make bodi substantive and methodological contributions to 
die literature. As well as exarnining substantive gender differences in trust, die diesis also 
seeks to contribute to die discussions o f measurement of trust widiin die context of UK 
social surveys. In particular, it aims to investigate die most widely used trust questions in 
relation to differences in dieir design, and question wording.
Overall, during the course of the diesis, I aim to develop die empirical evidence base on die 
association between trust and gender, to build upon theoretical approaches widi which to 
understand diese empirical associations, to critically evaluate die survey measures of trust, 
and to integrate dieoretical knowledge and empirical tools in order to move towards a 
dieoretically-grounded empirical enquiry of interpersonal trust and gender. Chapter 4 
proceeds to die first empirical analysis presented in diis diesis.
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4 DIFFERENCES IN MEN AND WOMEN’S TRUST
4.1 Introduction
Previous research has not explored the association between forms of interpersonal trust and 
gender in much depdi. There is no definitive position on die nature o f any such association 
and even less work done into theorising and testing what form it might take. Chapters 2 and 3 
began to address this gap by setting up testable expectations regarding men and women’s 
interpersonal trust. This chapter takes a number of diese expectations forward.
One of die ideas explored in Chapters 2 and 3 is diat the most frequendy used survey items 
actually tap into different forms of interpersonal trust. In particular, it is expected diat they 
differ in the degree to wliich diey measure ‘strategic’ and ‘moralistic’ forms of trust. Section 
3.4 o f Chapter 3 categorised the 5 commonly used trust measure in terms of strategic and 
moralistic trust. It is particularly pertinent to diis diesis diat, as argued in Chapter 2, men and 
women are expected to have different propensities towards die two forms of tmst, with 
women expected to be more moraHstically trusting, and less strategically trusting dian men. This 
chapter aims to test these expectations, adding to die extant research by focusing on die 
association between gender and varying forms o f trust and by developing a coherent picture 
across a number of data sources and measures. It is posited diat previous research has failed 
to come up widi a coherent gender-trust picture due in part to die fact that studies have used 
a variety of different trust measures widiout much consideration for whedier these measures 
are in fact comparable widi one anodier.
The chapter begins by briefly reviewing die different measures of trust diat exist in surveys 
across die UK, dieir expected aHgnment with strategic or moraHstic conceptuaHsations, and in 
wliich surveys diey can be found. By developing a template for an empirical model that 
contains some of die known socio-economic and socio-demograpliic predictors of trust, as 
well as including gender, diis chapter is able to go some way to assessing die comparabHity of 
the trust measures. The template model is applied to a range of data sources diat use different
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measures of interpersonal trust and die differences in die main effect of gender, as well as die 
way in wliich odier covariates predict die forms o f trust, is examined and discussed. In Une 
widi expectations set up at the end of Chapter 3, particular attention is given to die following 
questions:
o Do trust questions that appear to tap primarily into moralistic forms of trust show 
women to be more trusting dian men? 
o Do tmst questions diat appear to tap primarily into strategic tmst show women to be 
less trusting dian men? 
o Wlien asked to choose between moralistic trust and strategic tmst, wliich do 
individuals prioritise?
o Are socio-economic and socio-demograpliic characteristics more important in 
predicting strategic tmst dian moralistic trust?
The chapter concludes by reflecting on die implications generated by die analyses for work 
on gender and tmst. Shortfalls o f die analyses are liiglilighted and links to the next empirical 
chapter are made.
4.2 Review of trust measures and expectations
As discussed in Chapter 3, a variety of survey items exist diat are designed to measure tmst 
across die population of die United Kingdom. Limiting die search to questions diat can be 
said to measure interpmonal, rather than political trust, die 5 most frequendy used measures 
were identified. Chapter 3 also United each trust measure to one of two dieoretical 
concepmaHsations o f tmst. Theories o f gender differences were drawn upon to develop 
expectations regarding die association between each measure of tmst and gender. The 
expected association widi gender for each measure is briefly reviewed below.
i) Generally speaking  ^would you say that most people can be tmsted or that you can't be too canful in dealing 
with people? (Trust vs. Caution)
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The case was made in Chapters 2 and 3 that the Trust vs. Caution question directly contrasts a 
moralistic conceptualisation o f trust witli a strategic one. It was also argued tliat women are 
likely to be more moraHstically trusting tlian men, due to dieir prioritisation of ediics of care 
(GiUigan 1982). Due to dieir heightened risk aversion (Gustafson 1998), however, women are 
also expected to be less strategically trusting dian men. As a result of diese competing 
pressures, it is unclear what gender difference, if any, to expect widi regards to die Trust vs. 
Caution measure.
Ü) On balance, would you say that most people can't be tmsted or that most people can be trusted? (Tmst vs. 
No tmst)
The Tmst vs. No tmst question does not explicidy draw attention to the risk associated widi 
trusting odiers in general. It is, dierefore, expected to tap primarily into moralistic trust, 
leading to die expectation diat women are more trusting than men on diis measure.
iii) Would you say that many of the people in your neighbourhood can be tmsted? Some can be tmsted? A. few 
can be trusted? Or that none of the people in your neighbotirhood can be tmsted? (Trust in Neighbours) 
Respondents may not know all die people in dieir neighbourhood, and may tliinlc of many of 
diem as strangers, yet diey are neverdieless more likely to be able to be strategic in their 
answering of Tmst in Neighbours, given that they can frame dieir answers in die context of the 
information and experience diey have widiin dieir neighbourhoods. However, diis question 
does not invoke issues around risk specifically. Tlierefore, Trtist in Neighbours is expected to 
tap primarily into strategic trust, yet it is unclear whether there is lilcely to be a gender 
difference in responses to this question.
iv) Do you think that most people would try to take advantage of y  ou if they got a chance or would they try to 
be fair? (Perceived fairness)
v) Would you say that most of the time people try to be helpful or are they mostly looking outfor themselves? 
(Perceived helpfulness)
The Perceived helpfulness and Perceived fairness measures are assessments made about an external 
individual. At no point do diese questions ask die respondent about dieir own behaviour. It is 
hypothesised that diis reduces die perception of risk associated widi providing a ‘trusting’ 
response. As a result, it is expected diat women’s heightened ethic of care, un-moderated by 
risk aversion, causes diem to be significandy more likely dian men to feel diat others try to be
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fair and helpful. Tliese two questions are, therefore, expected to primarily tap into moralistic 
forms of trust, meaning that it is expected diat women wiH be more trusting dian men on 
bodi of diese measures.
4.3 Data
As shown in Table 4.1, diis chapter draws on 7 data sources, variously covering England, 
Northern Eeland, Scodand and Wales, which togedier contain 16 questions on trust: 6 
versions of Tmst vs. Caution, 2 versions of Tmst vs. No Tmst, 3 versions of Trust in Neighbours, 3 
versions of Perceivedfairness, and 2 versions of Perceived helpfulness. Each o f the data sources is a 
recent wave of die survey since the year 2000 in order to provide a recent overview of die 
association between trust and gender. Each data source is a cross-sectional study applying 
probability sampling teclmiques. More detail on die data sources, including dieir sample sizes, 
response rates, and general organisation is provided in Appendix A.
The most notable discrepancies across die data sources are diat diey do not sample from die 
same populations due to differences in countries covered within die UK, eligibility in terms of 
age and lengdi of response scales for the same trust items. There are, however, no systematic 
differences in trust between these different populations, so estimates are compared across die 
surveys. It is recognised that die surveys are Hlcely to differ with respect to particular design 
issues, such as where in die survey die trust item(s) are located widiin the survey instrument. 
Tliis may affect trust estimates due to question order effects, for example (Berent, Bulloch et 
al.: in progress; Smidi 1991) yet not enough is known about such effects to control for diem 
here. In each case a weight is applied to die data that corrects for unequal selection 
probabilities.
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Table 4.1 Data sources used in the evaluation of comparability across trust measures
Data source Coverage Sample 
size
Age
Interpersonal trust 
questions
Trust
vs.
Caution
Trust 
vs. N o  
Trust
Trust in 
Neighbours
Perceived
Fairness
Perceived
Helpfulness
European Social 
Survey 2002, 2004, 
2006 (ESS)
England, Wales,
Scotland,
Northern Ireland 6343 15+ 1 0 0 1 1
General Household 
Survey 2004-05 
(GHS)
England 
Scotland, Wales
20421 16+ 1 0 1 0 0
British Election 
Study 2005 (BES)
England
Scotland, Wales 4791 18+ 0 1 0 1 0
Health Survey for 
England 2006 
(HSE)
England
21399 16+ 1 0 0 1 1
British Social 
Attitudes Survey 
2006 ^SA)
England, Wales,
Scotland,
Northern Ireland 4290 18+ 1 1 0 0 0
Taking Part Survey 
2005-07 (TPS)
England
23641 16+ 1 0 1 0 0
Citizensliip Survey 
2007 (CS)
England, Wales
14095 16+ 1 0 1 0 0
Total n= 16 6 2 3 3 2
4.4 Testing the comparability of trust measures: setting up the model
Halting set up various expectations concerning men and women’s trust levels and that tlie 
difference between diem will vary depending upon how trust is measured, diis section sets 
out a proposed strategy to test diese expectations. The test of comparability wül consist of die 
following: each measure of interpersonal trust is regressed on key socio-demograpliic and 
socio-economic variables, including gender. If die trust measures are indeed comparable dien 
diey should all have similar associations widi diese covariates. If diis is not die case, and if 
associations between trust and gender in particular differ in die expected ways, dien the
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conclusion is effectively that the trust measures are not capturing theoretically interchangeable 
concepts.
4.4.1 Key socio-demographic predictors
The chapter examines tlie gender effect on tlie various measures of trust wliilst taldng into 
account otlier key individual-level predictors. Socio-demograpliic variables in die models 
include age, partnership status and die presence of cltildren in die household. Socio-economic 
variables included are economic status, occupational class and income. These two groups of 
variables will be referred to simply as ‘socio-demographic’ variables in the remainder of the 
diesis. Aldiough ethnicity has been shown to be associated widi tmst it is not examined here 
due to small sub-group sample sizes.
Miniinising deviations from die model presented below is cmcial to die effectiveness of die 
comparability test, yet due to die fact diat several data sources are used in the analysis diere 
are a number of unavoidable differences between models. For example, not aU surveys used 
individual-level measures of income, but some measured income at die household level. This 
is problematic when gender is the focus of die research since die approach confounds men 
and women’s experiences.
i) Gender
The gender variable is represented by a dichotomous coding for sex. It is acknowledged diat 
diis in itself is an insufficient operationalisation (Campbell 2006) of die more complex 
concept that is gender. Recognising die limitations o f essentiaUst conclusions based solely 
upon aggregate gender differences. Chapter 5 revisits the analysis presented here widi an 
evaluation of differences between men and women by socio-demograpliic characteristics.
ii) Age
Age is modelled in 10 year age groups radier dian as a continuous variable given that age has
important departures from a linear relationsliip widi other variables. The 10-year blocks allow
for a detailed age effect. Tlie models use 35 to 44 year olds as die reference category since
diese individuals are most likely to possess die characteristics diat make diem “society’s
winners” (Newton 1999:185) and, therefore, dieoretically, most trusting. These characteristics
include being eidier single or married and being in employment. Tliis decision is in line widi
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tlie rest of tlie coding in tlie models, where the most trusting group are defined as tlie 
reference category.
iii) Education
Respondents are divided into 4 groups according to dieir liighest educational attainment, 
ranging firom no qualifications dirough to degree level qualifications and above. The latter are 
die reference category and, as discussed in Chapter 3, people who have tliis level of education 
are overwhelmingly and consistendy high trusters (Hall 1999; Hooghe and Reeskens 2007; 
Putnam 2000). Including education in die models is also relevant firom a gender-focussed 
perspective in so far as women on the whole have increasingly been accessing liigher levels of 
education over die last centur} .^ Education being strongly correlated widi trust levels, diis 
over-time increase in women’s education may well have influenced dieir trust levels over time.
iv) Partnership status
Partnership status compares diose who are married/in a civil partnership to single, 
divorced/separated and widowed respondents. It is expected diat being in a legally recognised 
parmersliip, whedier it be marriage or a civil partnersliip, is positively correlated widi trust. As 
Chapter 3 showed, diose whose relationship has broken down are lilcely to be the least 
trusting (Putnam 2000). This measure does not specify whedier or not die respondent lives 
widi dieir spouse, partner, or previous partner. Given die liiglily dynamic nature of household 
membersliip in die UK, and given diat diere is evidence to suggest diat individual’s emotional 
and material links are often sustained as diey move though household contexts (Scott 1997), it 
is appropriate diat diis variable is not linked to household formation.
v) Presence of dependent children in the household
Respondents who have cltildren under the age of 16 living in their household are compared 
widi diose who do not. It is hypodiesised diat whedier or not die respondent is the biological 
parent of die cltild is less important to trust. There is no consensus on die effect diat having 
cltildren has on interpersonal trust yet diis variable is neverdieless included in die model due 
to its salience widi respect to shaping women’s experiences. In particular, it is expected that 
die presence of cltildren may heighten an individual’s ediics of care, making liim or her more 
moraHstically trusting.
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vi) Economic status
Those in paid employment have been found to be more trusting than other groups of die 
population, as discussed in Chapter 3. Tliis analysis splits full-time and part-time work given 
diat diis distinction is a liighly gendered one. Tliiity hours o f work a week is die direshold 
between part- and full-time employment used here. The analyses also distinguish between 
those who are unemployed, in full-time education, diose who are primarily carers and home­
makers, diose who are sick or disabled and diose who are retired. Being sick or disabled, and 
being unemployed are consistent predictors of low levels of trust found in previous research 
reviewed in Chapter 3. Again, it is particularly relevant to work on gender diat economic 
status be included in the model. Women’s participation in die labour market has increased 
substantially in die latter half of die 20''' century and research has indicated diat women in 
employment are more similar to men dian dieir non-employed counterparts on a range of 
attitudes and priorities (Scott 1997). However, it should be noted that respondents can only 
be recorded as having one economic status, wliich may be misleading in the (relatively 
numerous) simations where women are working full or part-time but are also engaged in the 
majority of die domestic responsibilities (Scott 2006).
vii) Occupational class
Occupational class is coded according to die 5-classes National Statistics Socio-Economic 
Classification (NS-SEC), widi die managerial and professional occupations as die reference 
category. Tliis classification combines information about an individual’s socio-economic 
status with information about dieir occupation and is comprehensive of the adult population 
in die nations of the UK, categorising bodi die unemployed and die economically inactive 
(Rose and Pevalin 2003). The chosen reference group is shown in die literature, discussed in 
Chapter 3, to be consistendy more trusting dian other groups across a variety of trust 
measures.
viii) Income
Wliere possible, individual income is used. Yet, as described above, tliis is not always 
available, in wliich case household income is used. The variable usually exists in a finely- 
graded categorical form in datasets and has been modelled as a linear variable. Tliere is no 
consistent previous evidence diat income is a strong predictor of interpersonal trust.
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Table 4.2: Socio-demographic variables in the evaluation of comparability between different 
forms of trust
Variable Categories
Gender Female
Male (ref)
Age in years Under 24
25 to 34
35 to 44 (ref)
45 to 54
55 to 64
65 to 74
75 to 84
Over 85
Education No qualifications
GCSE, O-level or equivalent
A-level, NVQ
Degree (ref)
Partnership Status Single
Divorced or separated
Widowed
Married (ref)
Presence of children under 16 in the
household No (ref)
Yes
Full-time paid employment
Economic status (ref)
Part-time paid employment
Unemployed
Full-time student
Housework and caring as
main activity
Sick/ disabled
Retired
Other (inc Gov training)
Managerial and Professional
Occupational class (Salariat) (reQ
Intermediate employee
Small employers and self
employed
Lower supervisory and
technical
Routine and semi-routine
occupations
Never worked and long-term
unemployed
Individual income
Income Household income
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Table 4.2 provides an overview of each of these variables as well as the categories used to 
measure tliem. Wliilst the analyses have attempted to replicate tliis categorisation across all 
datasets, tliere are neverdieless some inconsistencies widi coding. These are identified in each 
model.
4.4.2 Model development and analytical strategy
The measures of interpersonal tmst are regressed on die various socio-demograpliic 
characteristics, using bodi ordinary least squares and logit models, depending on die response 
scales. Tlie consistency of die direction and strengdi of die gender effect on trust across the 
different measures is of most interest, providing an overview of die main effect o f gender on 
measures of trust. It wdl provide a sense of whedier diere are any differences in die aggregate 
extent to wliich men and women tmst odiers and of whedier any such differences are still 
significant having adjusted for the odier socio-demograpliic variables. Tlie contributions of 
the socio-demographic variables in explaining each form of trust is noted, yet diis is not the 
primary focus of the chapter, and dierefore the association between individual socio- 
demograpliics and trust wül not be discussed extensively.
To examine how each socio-demograpliic variable affects die overall gender difference in 
trust the model was constructed block by block, illustrated in Table 4.3. The model aims to 
provide a form of causal ordering to die analysis, beginning widi variables that precede odiers 
in an individual’s life course. Gender is the natural starting point, both from a causal 
perspective and in relation to die aims of diis analysis. Age, based on year o f birth, is a natural 
progression from there. The third variable introduced into the model is education, of wliich 
gender and age are bodi antecedents. Partnership status is also logically preceded by gender, 
age and education. Tlie presence of cltildren under 16 in die household is dependent, in part, 
upon die variables in Step 1 dirough 4, justifying it’s entry into the model at Step 5. Step 6 
introduces economic status, wliich is at least partially determined by die gender, age, 
education, partnersliip status and caring responsibilities o f die respondent. Economic status is 
logically prior to die next variable, introduced in Step 7, namely occupational class. 
Occupational class can then be hypodiesised to be a determinant, along widi die other 
variables in die model, of income.
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Table 4.3: Block- by-block construction o f regression m odel to be applied to each measure of trust
Block
1
Block
2
Block 3 Block 4 Block 5 Block 6 Block 7 Block 8
Gender Gender Gender Gender Gender Gender Gender Gender
Age Age
Education
Age
Education
Age
Education
Age
Education
Age
Education
Age
Education
Partnerships Partnerships
Children
Partnerships
Cliildren
Economic
Status
Partnersliips
Children
Economic
Status
Occupational
Class
Partnerships
Children
Economic
Status
Occupational
Class
Income
A number of these variables can be conceived of as botli priors and consequences of each 
odier, such diat die logic of causal progression is not fully covered by tliis simple model 
(Davis 1985). An example of diis is that die presence of children in die household may 
influence die economic status of a respondent, especially women, but also diat die economic 
status of die respondent may influence whedier or not there are cliildren in die household. In 
addition to diis, any one of die independent variables may also have an indirect effect on trust 
through one of the odier independent variables, padiways which are not modelled here. 
However, in the interests of clarity, and since die primary interest is die gender effect on die 
different forms of trust diroughout die models, diis model progression is deemed to be die 
most appropriate for die present purposes.
Constructing the model in this way allows an examination of die direct main effect of gender 
on each trust measure in Block 1. Each subsequent step of die model controls for more 
characteristics, which in turn may or may not mediate any existing association between gender 
and die trust measure. Any significant change in die gender effect when an additional variable 
is brought into die model wül eidier be reducing the difference between men and women’s 
trust levels, or it wül be increasing diem (in die event of a suppressor effect). Sections 4.5 
through 4.9 examine the findings for each type of trust question in turn.
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4.5 Gender and T rust vs. Caution
When used in surveys tlie Tmst vs. Caution measure is most frequendy found in die following 
format:
Generally speakingf would you say that most people can be tmsted or that you can't be too careful in dealing 
with people?
Response options vary across surveys, with some applying a dichotomous answer format 
whilst odiers place the ‘you can’t be too careful’ and ‘people can be trusted’ at opposite ends 
of an ordinal scale. Tlie block-by-block model is run on die 6 datasets containing this trust 
question. Figure 4.1 (a-f) plot die unstandardised main effect of gender on Tmst vs. Caution in 
each case. In all but Figure 4.1(a), die estimates are logits, given the binary answer scales.
The line graphs (a) dirough (Q in Figure 4.1 show how gender is associated widi die Tmst vs. 
Caution measure across each of die surveys and how diis effect changes when the other socio­
demographic variables are controlled for. The data points correspond to women’s trust level 
at each stage in the model, and die zero Hne corresponds to men’s trust level. The first data 
point represents die unstandardised effect of gender on die trust measure when no odier 
socio-demographic variables are in die model. The second data point represents die gender 
effect once age is added into die model alongside gender. Tliis pattern continues so diat the 
final data point corresponds to the gender effect on Tmst vs. Caution net of age, education, 
partnersliip status, die presence of children in the household, economic status, occupational 
class and income.
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From Figures 4.1 (a-£) it is clear that, based on the T^/s^ vs. Caution measure in 6 surveys, 
women are significantly less trusting and as a corollary more cautious than men in 5 out o f 6 
datasets. Interpreting diis in the light o f previously developed expectations, these results 
suggest that women’s strategic trust, influenced by risk aversion as stimulated by tlie second 
half o f the question, outweighs their moraUstic trust, influenced by etiiics of care as 
stimulated by tlie first half of tiie question. In addition to titis, the gender difference does 
not change much as the models add controls for age, education, partnership status, the 
presence of children, economic status, occupational class and income. This suggests that 
particular life experiences or socio-demograpliic circumstances do not affect the difference 
between men and women’s trust.
The gender effect is particularly prominent in the British Social Attitudes Survey (Figure 
4.1(e)), wliilst tlie Health Survey for England (Figure 4.1(f)) suggests no real gender 
difference. It is notewortiiy tiiat the Health Survey for England is tlie only data source used 
wliich collects responses to the trust questions using a self-completion booklet, ratiier than 
face-to-face interviewing. Wliilst previous research on mode effects in tlie context o f trust 
has not been conclusive (Berent, Bulloch et al. 2010) tiiis mode difference might affect men 
and women’s relative trust levels. Despite these more extreme results, the largely stable and 
consistent difference witii men being more likely than women to prioritise trust in people in 
general over caution when dealing witli people, botli witliin tlie individual models and across 
datasets, is an interesting finding. The gender differences found in relation to the Tmst vs. 
Caution suggest tliat when faced witli a choice between strategic trust and moralistic trust, 
women prioritise tlie former, resulting in tlieic having lower scores on tliis measure tlian 
men.
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Table 4.4 provides tlie unstandardised estimates, standard errors, odds ratios (where 
appropriate) significance tests and model fit statistics that are the result o f predicting Trusties. 
Caution from the full model o f gender, age, education, partnership status, presence of 
children, economic status, occupational class and income. It confirms that most o f tlie socio- 
demograpliics are important in determining individual trust levels on tliis measure, yet tlie 
consistent main effect of gender on trust across die successive blocks in die model suggests 
diat die effect o f diese socio-demograpliics may be similar for men and women. Table 4.4 
shows that age has a broadly positive relationship widi Trust vs. Caution., widi younger people 
being less and older people being more trusting. Tliis association is not always linear 
however, widi effect sizes tapering off towards die liigher age groups in die CS, die TPS and 
die BSA. In keeping widi previous research, liigher levels of education are associated widi 
higher tmst for all datasets. Being married or in a civil partnersliip is also associated widi 
higher trust levels than odier partnersliip statuses, aldiough diis is not as consistent a 
predictor of Trust vs. Caution as age or education. Surprisingly, the presence o f children does 
not have a significant effect in any of die 6 datasets.
Widi regards to economic status, diose in full-time paid employment are die reference 
category, and only diose in part-time employment and diose in full-time education are ever 
significandy more trusting in die datasets examined. The fact diat diose in part-time 
employment are more trusting dian diose in full-time employment according to 3 datasets is 
an interesting finding. It is possible diat some of diese individuals are in fact more 
advantaged dian dieir counterparts in so far as they may not ‘need’ to work full-time. 
Chapter 5 will explore whedier diis effect is similar for men and women. Respondents who 
are permanendy sick or disabled are significandy less trusting dian diose in fuU employment 
in 3 o f die datasets examined. Economic status is not as consistent in its association widi 
Trust vs. Caution across the 6 datasets as age, education or the presence of children. Being in 
the salariat is associated widi die liighest levels o f trust, and diose in lower supervisory, 
technical, semi-routine and routine occupations are almost consistentiy significandy less 
trusting dian this group. Higher levels of income are associated widi liigher levels of trust in 
almost every dataset.
The extent to which individuals’ socio-demograpliic profiles affect variations in trust differs 
across the datasets, widi R-squared and pseudo R-squared estimates ranging from 0.05 to
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0.19. It is expected that tliese estimates are higher than those to be seen for the questions 
tapping into more moralistic forms o f trust.
In summary, die characteristics o f die most trusting groups on Trust vs. Caution across die 
datasets are being male, older, being more highly educated, being married or in a civil 
partnership, being in eitiier part-time or dill-time work, being in die salariat and having 
higher levels of income. That diese factors are important for individuals’ trust suggests that 
answers to Tmst vs. Caution may not be stable over the course o f respondents’ lives, but 
radier, diat diey may peak and fall in accordance widi factors such as age, marital status, 
employment status and income. Tliis, as well as women’s prioritisation of caution over trust 
on tliis measure, would suggest diat Trust vs. Catition taps into people’s strategic trust levels 
more than into their moralistic trust levels.
4.6 Gender and T ru st vs. N o  T ru st
Tliis section examines die second type o f trust question, namely measures diat tap into trust 
in people in general widiout contrasting this widi caution. It has already been suggested at 
the start of diis chapter, diat diis contrast may be pivotal to a gendered response to die 
question. Under the expectations set up regarding gender differences in moralistic and 
strategic trust, when trusting in odiers is no longer contrasted widi caution, women are 
expected to report higher levels of trusting, relative to men.
Two data sources, the 2005 British Election Study and the 2006 British Social Attitudes 
Survey ask about trust in people in general without contrasting trust with caution. The 
British Election Study asks the Trust vs. No Trust question on an 11-point scale, which is 
modelled via ordinary least squares (OLS) regression:
On balance, would you say that most people can't be trusted or that most people can be tmsted?
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The British Social Attitudes Sur\"ey version o f  this trust item is somewhat different and asks
the following 5-point question:
To what extent do yon a^ ree or disa^ee with the following statements'?
'There are only a few people I can trust completely”
- Agree strongly
- Agree
- Neither a^^e nor disagree
- Disagree
- Disagree strongly
This BSA adaptation of the Tmst vs. No Tmst question is different to the BRS one. 
Disagreeing with the statement is considered as the most ‘trusting’ response. Such an answer 
suggests that the respondent feels that there are more than just a few people they can trust 
completely. Moralistic trusters would be expected to give such an answer, given that their 
trust is generalised, rather than only extended to a specific few. I therefore expect this 
question to tap into moralistic trust more than strategic trust, even though it does so in a 
slightly different way to the BRS example of Tmst vs. No Tmst. In the BSA question due low 
cell counts at the ‘disagree’ end of the scale, the 5-point scale is collapsed into a 3-point scale 
and modelled in an ordered logit model.
Figure 4.2 Main effect o f gender on measures o f Trust vs. No Trust
(a) British Election Study (BBS) 2005, 11 -point scale
0.20
2 0.00 
.E -0.10
c 0.30
key. ♦ - non —significant, ♦- p<  0.1, ♦- p< 0.05
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(b) British Social Attitudes Survey (BSA), 3-point scale
u -0.20
E -0.40
-0.80
key: ♦ - non —significant, ♦- p< 0.1, ♦- p< 0.05
Figure 4.2 indicates that the Tn/st vs. No Trust question seems to have the expected effect on 
men and women’s trust relative to each other. Women are more trusting than men, although 
they differ significantly only in one o f the two datasets. Expected to tap primarily into 
moralistic trust, Tnut v.f. No Trtist demonstrates notably different gender effects that those 
seen in Tmst vs. Caution.
The full models in Table 4.5 indicate that socio-demographic background plays a similar role 
in predicting Tmst vs. No Tmst as it did witb Tm.ft vs. Caution. Increased age is a positive 
predictor of Tmst vs. No Tmst, as seen previously. Having completed higher levels of 
educational qualifications is also again a strong predictor of a trusting attitude in both 
datasets, as was the case with Tmst vs. Caution. Presence o f dependent children in the 
household is not important in differentiating between high and low levels of Trust vs. No 
Tmst among individuals. Partnership status and income are inconsistent in their importance. 
Tm.ft vs. No Tmst responses appear to be less variable by economic status, however, than 
answers to Tmst vs. Caution.
Model fit statistics for these two examinations of Tmst vs. No Tmst indicate that about 10% 
of variation in answers to the question are explained by differences in socio-demographic 
characteristics. Tliis is not dramatically less the Tru.ft vs. Caution questions.
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In summary, tliis section has provided evidence in line with expectations. Women were 
either similar to men, or more trusting tlian men according to die Trust vs. No Trust measure. 
This supports die idea diat diis form of trust measure does not tap into strategic trust in the 
way diat die Trust vs. Caution measure does, but rather taps into moralistic trust, increasing 
women's trust relative to men’s. Results from the BSA are more in line with expectations 
than those from die BES, since an absence o f risk stimulus should leave only an ediics of 
care stimulus, wliich should result in women being more trusting dian men, and not just as 
trusting as men.
4.7 Gender and T ru st in  N eig h b o u rs
The third interpersonal trust measure examined here asks respondents about dieir trust in 
people in dieir neighbourhood. As argued in Chapter 3, this question has a different ‘radius’ 
(Delhey 2009; Realo, AUik et al. 2008), dian those tapping into trust in people in general 
(Tmst vs. Catition and Trust vs. No Trust). That is to say that respondents are likely to use 
different cognitive frames o f reference to answer these two questions, as compared to die 
Trust in Neighbours question. The Trust in Neighbours question contains mixed stimuli regarding 
moralistic trust and strategic trust. Whilst women are more Ulcely to rely on trust in their 
connected relational lives, and therefore widiin die neighbourhood, they are also more likely 
to qualify diat trust carefully, and not to extend it as widely. However, Chapter 3 argued diat 
despite some mixed stimuli within die question, it is likely diat Trust in Neighbours taps 
primarily into strategic trust. It anchors respondents’ frame of reference to a particular group 
o f people, namely neighbours, and dierefore allows for a strategic evaluation of dieir 
tmstwordiiness, given the experience and information gadiered by die respondent. It is 
expected, dierefore, diat women will be less trusting dian men according to die Trust in 
Neighbours question.
The association between men and women’s Tmst in Neighbours is tested using 3 data sources 
that ask about trust in people in the respondent’s neighbourhood: the General Household 
Survey (GHS) 2004-05, die Citizensliip Survey (CS) 2007 and die Taking Part Survey (TPS) 
05-07. AH three surveys formulate die question in the same way:
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Would you say that many of the people in your neighbourhood can be trusted? Some can be tmsted? A. few 
can be tmsted? Or that none of the people in your neighbourhood can be tmsted?
The small number of answer categories makes this question problematic for linear 
modelling. The answer categories are ordered from trusting none of tlie people in tlie 
respondent’s neighbourhood to trusting most of the people in the respondent’s 
neighbourhood, tlius modelling these categories as fully nominal and independent is losing 
some information in tlie data. For diis reason, ordinal logistic regression was applied to die 
data. Neverdieless, diis mediod assumes diat die diresholds between die answer categories 
are meaningful. The problem widi diis, as aheady touched upon in Chapter 3, is diat die two 
middle categories are labelled ‘a few people’ and ‘some people’, making them too close to be 
put into a meaningful order. These issues make the modelling of this variable somewhat 
problematic. Having tried modelling on several possible re-coded versions o f die variable, I 
setde on die ordered logistic version presented here, yet the reader’s attention is drawn to 
diis concern for die sake of transparency.
Figure 4.3(a-c) show die main effect o f gender on trust in people in the respondent’s 
neighbourhood across die different stages o f die model. Overall die trend looks similar to 
diat demonstrated by die Tmst vs. Catition measure: women are trusting o f fewer o f dieir 
neighbours than men, net o f the socio-demographic variables, in two out o f die diree 
datasets containing die Trust in Neighbours question. Only in one dataset, namely die Taking 
Part Survey, is diere no gender difference. The other findings indicate that, as expected, die 
Trust in Neighbours question taps into a more strategic than moralistic form of trust.
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Table 4.6 shows that age, education, presence o f children and income all have the familiar 
associations witli trust. Partnership status is found to be important across all datasets, 
indicating that married people and those in civil partnerships are more likely to trust in their 
neighbours than all other marital status groups. This suggests that being in a family unit of 
some form may be more important to Tmst in Neighbours than to either Trust vs. Caution or 
Tmst vs. No trust. We find diat retired respondents join die part-time employed in being more 
trusting of thek neighbours than diose in full-time employment. Tliis finding makes sense 
given diat retired people and diose in part-time employment are likely to be more embedded 
in dieir neighbourhood and are dierefore more likely to report trust in a higher proportion 
of its inhabitants dian die full-time employed. The latter are likely to spend a significandy 
higher proportion o f dieir time outside o f their neighbourhood. The permanendy sick or 
disabled and diose respondents who are unemployed are significandy less trusting dian die 
reference group. The salariat are again die most trusting, and this time occupational class 
seems to differentiate between more class groups, including diose in lower supervisory and 
technical jobs, diose in routine and semi-routine jobs and diose who have never worked. 
Income is a positive predictor across all diree datasets as was seen with the Tmst vs. Caution 
measure. These two last findings may be tapping into the fact diat occupational class and 
income are likely to influence die type o f neighbourhood a respondent is able to live in. 
Those in liigher occupational groups and widi higher incomes may be more able to move to 
neighbourhoods diat are deemed safer and more desitable, which in turn lowers the 
perceived risk in trusting odiers in such neighbourhoods.
Model fit statistics suggest that socio-demographic variables matter slightly more in 
determining variation in Trust in Neighbours dian tiiey did widi Trust vs. Caution., widi R- 
squared and pseudo R-squared estimates ranging between 11% and 16%. These results are in 
line widi die expectation diat Tmst in Neighbours is dependent upon strategic trust. The latter 
is likely to be changeable across the life course and re-evaluated according to particular 
circumstances. Higher estimated model fit suggests diat die largely changeable socio- 
demograpliic characteristics are responsible for more variation in this type o f trust, providing 
evidence for die fact diat Tmst in Neighbours is in part strategic.
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Overall tlien, Tmst in Neighbours demonstrates gender differences that suggest it taps into 
strategic conceptualisations of trust, as expected. In two out of the three datasets women are 
trusting of fewer of the people in tlieir neighbourhood than men. Socio-demographic 
characteristics affect tlie proportion o f people in their neighbourhood that a respondent is 
likely to trust. Although this suggests a strong strategic component to Trust in Neighbours, it is 
also possible that moralistic, stable high trusting individuals, who are more likely to belong to 
demographicaUy advantaged groups, move selectively into safer neighbourhoods where more 
people can be trusted. The extent to wliich answers to this question are affected by die type 
of neighbourhood in which an individual lives is explored in Chapter 7.
4.8 Gendet and P erceived  fa irn ess
The fourdi type o f trust question enquires about the fairness o f odiers, contrasting diis widi 
whether others are Hlcely to take advantage o f die respondent. This measure, crucially, does 
not require die respondent to hypothesise about his or her own behaviour in relation to 
odiers. The respondent can assess others without any concern for personal repercussions. As 
set out in Chapter 3, an ‘ethics of care’ argument leads to the expectation diat in die absence 
of an element o f risk to themselves, women are more Idcely than men to express pro-social, 
relational opinions on this measure. That is to say diat it is expected that women will be 
more likely dian men to report diinking diat others are fair.
The Terceived fairness measure is present in the European Social Survey (ESS) 2002-06, die 
Healdi Survey for England (HSfE) 2006 and the British Election Study (BES) 2005:
Do you think that most people would try to take advantage of y  ou f  they got a chance or would thy try to be 
fair?
Figure 4.4 suggests tiiat die expectation outlined above is upheld as women are consistentiy 
and significandy more Kkely dian men to feel that others are fair as opposed to likely to take 
advantage. This aggregate gender difference is largely consistent diroughout the models, widi 
only slight fluctuations as a result o f controlling for socio-demograpliic variables.
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Turning to the role o f tlie socio-demographic predictors in Table 4.7, they largely behave as 
tliey did with tlie previous 3 trust measures. Age and education are positive predictors o f 
Terceived fairness (altliough the latter is not picked up as such in tlie Healtli Survey for 
England). Wliether or not tliere are dependent children in tlie household is again not a 
distinguishing factor witli regards to perceived fairness. Being married or in a civil 
partnersliip and having a higher income are associated with higher Perceived fairness in two of 
die diree datasets, wliilst diere is some inconsistency widi regard to die effects of 
employment status and occupational class.
Between 6% and 10% of variation in Perceived fairness is due to differences in socio­
demographic circumstances. This is slighdy less than that found widi respect to Trust in 
Neighbours, and similar to that found in Trust vs. No trust. Aldiough diese differences and 
similarities are not particularly pronounced, diey neverdieless are in line widi expectations.
Women are consistentiy significandy more lilcely dian men to diink odiers try to be fair. This 
finding is in support of die expectation diat Perceived fairness is tapping into a more moralistic 
dian strategic conceptualisation o f trust. In line widi diis, the expectation was diat socio­
demographic characteristics would not be as important in determining answers to Perceived 
fairness. Widi an expected base o f stable, moralistic trust. Perceived fairness was found to be 
slighdy more resilient to differences in Hfe circumstances dian its more strategic 
counterparts.
4.9 Gender and P erce ived  h elpfu ln ess
Finally, die perceived helpfulness o f others measure wiH be explored. The question asked of 
respondents in die European Social Survey 2002-2006 and the Healdi Survey for England 
2006 is the following:
Wouldjou say that most of the time people try to be helpful or are they mostly looking out for themselves?
As explained in Chapter 3, it is expected that this measure of trust operates in a similar way 
to the Perceived fairness measure, namely diat the question taps into more moralistic trust. As a 
result, women are expected to be more trusting than men on this item and, on aggregate,
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socio-demographic characteristics are expected to be less important, given the more stable 
nature of moralistic forms of trust across the life course.
Figure 4.5(a-b) indicate some discrepancy between the two data sources examined here as to 
the effect of gender on perceived helpfulness o f others. Contrary to expectations set out in 
Section 4.2, the European Social Survey finds no significant gender difference. The 1 lealth 
Sur\^ey for England data, on the other hand, is in line with expectations, showing women as 
significantly more likely than men to feel that people try to be helpful.
Figure 4.5 Main effect of gender on measures of Perceived helpfuines^^
(a) ESS 2002, 2004, 2006 combined, 11 -point scale
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Key: ♦ - non —significant, ♦- p< 0.1, ♦- p< 0.05
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Table 4.8 indicates diat bodi datasets show age to be an important predictor of perceived 
helpfulness, yet die other socio-demographic variables are less consistent. Education is again not 
a significant predictor of helpfulness in die Healdi Survey for England, wliilst it is in the 
European Social Survey — findings diat mirror diose obtained for Perceivedfairness. Occupational 
class and income are important in die Healdi Survey for England wliilst diey are not in die 
European Social Survey. Yet despite this role of occupational class and income die gender effect 
size in die Health Survey for England Is substantial and does not reduce diroughout die model, 
indicating diat differences in the socio-demograpliic characteristics are not responsible for 
differences in die way men and women assess die helpfulness of others.
Model fit statistics s u re s t that socio-demograpliic characteristics are even less important in 
deterrnining Perceived helpfulness dian diey were in deterrnining Pemived fairness. The R-squared and 
pseudo R-squared estimates are as low as 0.04 and 0.07 on this trust question. It certainly seems 
to be die case diat perceived helpfulness, and indeed perceived fairness, are not as strongly 
determined by differences in socio-demograpliic variables as die odier forms o f trust, indicating 
diat diey may indeed be tapping into a more stable moralistic form of trust.
4.10 Conclusions on gender differences in measures of interpersonal 
trust
Tlie aim of this chapter has been to consider die range of most-firequendy used trust 
measures diat are available in social surveys in the United Kingdom and to explore dieir 
association widi gender and a set o f odier socio-demograpliic characteristics in light of 
expectations developed in Chapter 3. It provided a systematic overview of die association 
between interpersonal trust and gender based on 7 survey data sets from across die UK. As 
expected, diere were differences in diis association across die 5 widely-used survey measures, 
differences diat indeed appear to be aligned widi die items’ propensity to tap into either 
strategic or moralistic trust.
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The interpersonal trust measures available were divided into five types: tliose that ask 
respondents whether diey trust people in general whilst contrasting diis widi caution ÇPmst 
vs. Caution), diose diat ask respondents whether diey trust people in general widiout 
contrasting diis widi caution {Tm 't vs. No Trusi), those diat ask respondents rouglily what 
proportion o f die people in tiieir neighbourhood diey trust (Tmst in Neighbours), and diose 
diat ask respondents to assess how fair odiers try to be {Perceivedfairness), and how helpful 
odiers try to be (Perceived helpfulness).
Using insights from die ‘ediics of care’ dieory as well as from risk theory, it was suggested 
diat women are more Hkely dian men to develop, prioritise and maintain pro-social attitudes, 
including trust and die perception diat others are Hcely to try to be fair and helpful. It was 
also argued, however, diat due to die importance placed on relationsliips, connectedness and 
concern for die welfare o f odiers, as well as due to risk aversion women’s trust in people in 
general and in dieh neighbours will be heavily moderated by die competing need for caution. 
In die evaluation of whedier to extend die various forms of tmst to odiers, women are more 
mcely to factor in die associated risk, bodi to diems elves and to diose in theic social 
networks.
These expectations were largely upheld across die models. Analysis o f survey questions diat 
were anticipated to primarily tap into moralistic forms of trust, namely die Tmst vs. No trust 
question, as well as die Perceived fairness and helpfulness questions, found diat women were 
eidier equally or more trusting dian men. Tlie survey questions diat were anticipated to also 
tap into strategic forms of tmst, namely die Trust vs. Caution question and die Tmst in 
Neighbours question, botii showed women to be generally less tmsting dian men. The former 
had been identified as tapping into strategic tmst due to its emphasis on the risk associated 
widi tmsting, and therefore the gender difference found was as expected. Tlie Trust in 
Neighbours question, however, was identified as tapping into strategic tmst due to its 
specificity regarding the cognitive frame provided. Chapter 3 failed to provide an expectation 
regarding die gender differences widi respect to diis question. Tlie analyses presented here, 
however, indicate that in two out o f die diree surveys fielding diis question women are 
trusting of fewer of diek neighbours dian men are.
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Tliere were examples where questions in particular datasets did not demonstrate tlie 
expected gender differences, resulting in findings of no gender effect. Tliis is more 
concerning in instances where tliere are but a few exemplars of a particular trust measure. 
For example, in tlie case of Tmst vs. No tmst and Perceived helpfulness only one out of two 
exemplars of tlie question was found to have the expected gender effect. Such a result would 
best be seen as tentative and research on more exemplars of tliese questions is 
recommended. In addition to tliis, research into die impact of differences in survey design 
on substantive answers to die trust questions would allow for more insight into die causes of 
discrepancies between datasets (Fischhoff, Slovic et al. 1980).
Subject to a few exceptions, gender shows greater differentiation between die different 
forms of trust dian die odier socio-demographic variables modelled. As argued in Chapter 2 
and 3, it is expected diat moralistic trust is less affected by potentially changing Hfe 
circumstances dian strategic trust. As a result it was anticipated diat on aggregate socio­
demographic variables would be less important in predicting Tmst vs. No tmst. Perceivedfairness 
and Pemived helpfulness dian in predicting Trust vs. Caution and Trust in Neighbours. Results 
suggested that diis was die case in so far as taking into account people’s socio-demograpliic 
grouping resulted in generally higher proportions of explained variance in answers to Tmst vs. 
Caution and Tmst in Neighbours dian in answers to Trust vs. No tmst, Perceived fairness or Perceived 
helpfulness.
Tliere are various wealcnesses in the analyses wliich might have affected die results 
somewhat. Firstiy, the socio-demographic characteristics examined in die analysis did not 
represent optimal examples of frequentiy changing circumstances. Wliilst die average UK 
resident may not remain in, or out of a partnersliip for Hfe, or may transition from part-time 
to full-time employment, diese states are not Hlcely to change very frequentiy, or, in some 
cases, hardly at all. As such, comparing die effects of diese Hfe experiences on different trust 
items may not have been a very robust test of sensitivity to changing circumstances. Analysis 
of longitudinal data diat captures a respondent’s level of interpersonal trust alongside 
changes in dieir circumstances would provide a more appropriate test.
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Secondly, tlie way in wliich these socio-demograpliic characteristics were modelled made it 
difficult to compare tlieir impact across different trust measures since no inferential test was 
used to evaluate die relative importance of the variables for each type of trust measure. Tliis 
would only have been possible widi a greater number of exemplars of each trust question, 
which would have provided robust enough data for a meta-analysis of the importance of 
socio-demographic characteristics on each trust measure.
Thirdly, die analyses presented here assume comparability between men and women’s 
answers to die 5 trust questions in so far as diey assume die gender differences to be 
substantive. It is possible diat, rather dian gender differences in responses to trust questions 
representing actual substantive differences, that men and women may make sense of die 
items in distinct ways. This possibility is explored furdier in Chapter 6 where multiple group 
confirmatory factor analysis and data from a verbatim diink-aloud experiment are used to 
examine the evidence for differences in interpretation of trust questions by men and women.
Overall die results presented in diis chapter support die contention that the measures used 
to tap into interpersonal trust in population surveys across the UK are in fact measuring 
different forms of trust. Tlie idea diat diese measures vary with respect to how much diey 
tap into strategic or moralistic trust appears to hold. These differences in dieoretical 
foundations of die measures have been largely over-looked in die literature so far and tliis 
may go some way to explaining why no consistent gender-tmst association has previously 
been documented. It is notewordiy diat it seems to be specifically gender, radier than any of 
the other socio-demographic variables, diat is sensitive to differences in forms of trust. 
Socio-demograpliic characteristics are found to be slighdy more important in determining an 
individual’s level of strategic trust dian diek level of moralistic trust, aldiough die difference is 
not as conclusive as expected.
The chapter has made bodi substantive and mediodological contributions to Imowledge 
about trust and gender by documenting important aggregate differences between men and 
women, yet it has done so from an essentiahst perspective. Aclcnowledging diat men and 
women’s experiences may weU intersect with characteristics of age, education and class, for 
example, to produce variation in trust, I now go on to examine sub-groups of men and
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women in Chapter 5. Are particular groups of women or men more Hkely than others to 
prioritise morahstic trust over strategic trust? The analyses wtH illuminate more nuanced 
associations between gender and trust as well as furthering understanding of the ways in 
wliich the 5 survey questions differ witli regards to tlieit measurement of trust.
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5 DOES SOCIAL BACKGROUND MATTER SIMILARLY 
TO MEN AND WOMEN’S TRUST?
5.1 Introduction
Chapters 2 and 3 put forward a possible explanation for gender differences in trust, namely 
diat trust can be conceived of both in strategic and moralistic terms and diat each may give 
rise to different answers in men and women. It was argued diat strategic conceptualisations 
of trust liinge on evaluations of advantages and risks associated widi trusting, with die giving 
of trust being constandy re-evaluated. The importance of risk perception and ti.sk aversion in 
diis form of trust leads to a gendered propensit}?  ^ to trust given diat women are likely to be 
more risk averse than men. Under tliis conceptualisation, therefore, women are expected to 
be less trusting dian men. The overview of gender differences across various trust questions 
presented in Chapter 4 backed up diis expectation of women being less trusting when 
notions of ti.sk are embedded widiin trust questions. Moralistic conceptualisations of trust, 
however, liinge on stable, generalised beliefs, valuing the idea of trusting odiers as a ‘good’ in 
society. Linking diis to ideas around moral philosophy and competing ediical fcameworks, I 
argued that women’s socialisation and the reproduction of traditional views surrounding the 
division of labour and caring roles may cause women to prioritise tmst widiin dieir moral 
frameworks to a greater extent dian men. The overview of gender differences across various 
tmst questions presented in Chapter 4 backed up diis expectation of women being more 
tmsting dian men when more risk-free notions of moralistic tmst are presented.
Yet, diese aggregate gender differences are potentially essentialist and diey may well be 
obscuring more nuanced associations between gender and die different measures of tmst. In 
particular, levels of risk aversion and degrees of commitment to an ediics of care may well 
vary amongst women, as well as amongst men (Campbell 2006), resulting, for example, in
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particular groups of women being more similar to men than other women in their approach 
to moralistic and strategic forms o f trust. Tliis chapter explores tire differences in trust 
amongst women and amongst men, examining the ways in which particular combinations of 
socio-demograpliic circumstances might sharpen or dampen risk aversion and individuals’ 
etJiics of care to produce different trust outcomes.
Having identified tire consistently strong socio-demographic predictors o f tire various trust 
questions, tltis chapter will examine whether particular groups of men and women are more 
lilcely to provide trusting answers than others. Witli some notable exceptions, tlie analysis is 
largely exploratory in nature rather tlian testing set expectations. The reason for this has 
been touched upon in earlier chapters: existing trust research has provided few adequate 
tlieories to help us understand tlie mechanisms beltind widely established correlations with 
trust. Tltis tliesis endeavours to address tltis gap with respect to tlie association between trust 
and gender, yet the same still needs to be done regarding tlie association between trust and 
most otlier socio-demographic variables. For example, it is difficult to set up tlieoretical 
expectations regarding how educational attainment might affect men and women’s trust 
differently when we have little theory tliat explains how education itself affects trust in tlie 
first place.
The few expectations tliat can be set up are derived from an evaluation o f wlticli socio- 
demograpltic factors are most likely to be related to eitlier risk aversion or an etltics of care, 
and therefore to strategic or moralistic trust, respectively. For example, if botli men and 
women have some etltics of care, tliose who are actively engaged in caring and supporting 
family and networks at tlie time of the interview might demonstrate an even higher care 
etltics tlian other groups. The resulting expectation would be tliat those who are in 
partnersltips, those who have dependent cltildren living witli tliem and tliose who have more 
tlian one generation of family to care for might display a higher etltics of care tlian 
individuals who are not in those groups. This is then expected to lead to tliese individuals 
having liigher levels of moralistic trust, as captured by tlie Tmsf vs. No tmst., Perceived fairness 
and Perceived helpfulness measures, than tlieit counterparts. In addition to tltis, given the 
gendered nature of care etltics, it is possible tliat women in tlie above groups (those witli
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more extensive caring responsibilities) have an even more developed etltics of care tlian men 
in those groups.
Another expectation that tltis chapter will test is tliat women who are employed in male- 
dominated work environments may demonstrate levels of risk aversion tliat are closer to 
men in general tlian to women in different work environments. However, the causal 
mechanism here is unclear — less risk averse women may be more successful in such 
environments, creating a selection bias, or, alternatively, women in such jobs may leam to 
take more risks. Either way, tlie expectation is tliat women in full time employment in the 
professional and managerial positions will be less risk averse tlian other women, and will, 
therefore, be more trusting in relation to strategic forms of trust, namely Tmsi vs. Caution and 
Trust in Neighbours.
Overall it is hoped Üiat the evaluation of tlie ways in wlticli gender intersects witli socio- 
demograpliic experience to affect trust may go some way to refining the hypotheses of 
gender differences in forms of interpersonal trust. The next section of the chapter explains 
tlie data selection, followed by an outline o f the metliods used to examine die questions of 
interest. The chapter then tests differential trust associations between sub-groups of men 
and women. It closes witii reflections on the extent to wlticli sub-group analysis using 
interaction terms provides additional insight into the under-researched association between 
gender and various forms of interpersonal trust.
5.2 Data
Chapter 4 drew on 7 data sources to develop a comprehensive overview of tlie aggregate 
gender effect on various forms of trust. Tltis chapter selects a reduced set o f these sources 
that nevertlieless allows for a sub-group analysis using one exemplar of each trust measure. 
Tlie criteria for data selection were twofold. Firsdy, die data source needed to have 
demonstrated effects o f gender on trust in Chapter 4 that were broadly in Une with the 
majority of die odier sources. Secondly, die data source needed to have a sufficiently large
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sample size for sub-group analysis. The combination of tlie GB 2002, 2004 and 2006 waves 
of the European Social Survey provide a robust set of data for analysis of tliree measures of 
trust, namely Tmst vs. Caution, Perceived fairness and Perceived helpfulness of otliers, as shown in 
Table 5.1. The British Election Study 2005 is chosen for analysis on tlie Tmst vs. No trust 
question and the Citizensliip Survey 2007 is chosen for analysis of Tmst in Neighbours.
Table 5.1: Data sources used for sub-group analysis on interpersonal trust questions
Data source Trust question Unweighted N
Eutopean Social Survey 2002, 2004, Trust vs. Caution 6326
2006 Perceived fairness 6313
Perceived helpfulness 6319
British Election Study 2005 Trust vs. N o Trust 4150
Citizensliip Survey 2007 Trust in Neighbours 9020
5.3 Method
Tlie focus of the chapter is to document die degree to which particular groups o f men and 
women differ in terms of dieir trust. Chapter 4 showed, for example, that education is an 
important predictor of every measure of trust when controlling for the full range of socio- 
demograpliic characteristics. Yet diis finding did not allow for reflection on whether die 
importance of education for trust is in fact die same for men and women across the different 
survey questions. Following die format of Chapter 4, die analysis in diis chapter examines 
die men and women of different ages, educational attainment, partnersliip status, caring 
responsibilities for children within a household, economic status, occupational class, and 
income. Tlie analysis examines whetlier gender interacts with diese socio-demograpliic 
characteristics to predict die various measures of trust.
This chapter explores die interactions between gender and socio-demographic variables and 
how diese impact upon trust in two ways. First it repeats die analyses presented in Chapter 4 
except that it examines the effects of all socio-demograpliic variables on men and women’s 
trust separately. Doing so higlilights die differences in trust amongst sub-groups of men and
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women, as well as comparing how much variability in tlreir tnrst is due to socio-demograpliic 
factors. Secondly, the chapter formally tests die moderation of die association between 
socio-demograpliic variables and trust measures by incorporathig interactions between 
gender and each socio-demograpliic variable. The results highlight where men and women’s 
individual socio-demograpliic background is differentially or similarly important in 
influencing tlieir level of trust. The interaction between gender and each socio-demograpliic 
variable is tested separately, controlling for die full range of socio-demograpliic factors. This 
means diat die interactions presented for gender and economic status, for example, are not 
conditional on the interaction of gender and occupational class. Table 5.2 shows die 
construction of bodi parts of the analysis. Model 1 repeats die analyses found in Chapter 4, 
yet separately for men and women, wliilst Model 2 extends the analyses found in Chapter 4 
by testing for significant interactions between gender and each socio-demograpliic variable 
separately. Bodi models are applied to each of die trust measures in turn, and only die 
significant interactions at p<0.05 level found in Model 2 are reported.
M odel 1 
(split by 
gender)
Table 5.2 Two m odels exam ining interactions between gender and socio-dem ographic factors and 
their impact upon measures o f trust 
M odel 2
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii)
Gender Gender Gender Gender Gender Gender Gender
Age Age Age Age Age Age Age
Education Education Education Education Education Education Education
Partnersliips Partnersliips Partnerships Partnerships Partnersliips Partnersliips Partnerships
Children Children Cliildren Cliildren Children Children Children
Economic Economic Economic Economic Economic Economic Economic
Status Status Status Status status status status
Occupational Occupational Occupational Occupational Occupational Occupational Occupational
class class class class class class class
Income Income Income Income Income Income Income
Age* Education* Partnerships* Children* Econ status* Occ class* Income*
Gender Gender Gender Gender Gender Gender Gender
Age
Education
Partnersliips
Children
Economic
status
Occupational
class
Income
Tlie models run are eitlier multiple linear or ordinal logistic regression models. They use 
centred variables in order to guard against problems of multicollinearity (Aiken, West et al. 
1991). The data are weighted to adjust for unequal selection probabilities, as was seen in 
Chapter 4. Estimates presented are unstandardised. The results are presented for each of tlie
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5 tmst questions in turn, beginning witli tlie Tmst vs. Caution question and using a 
comparable format to tliat in Chapter 4.
5.4 Men and women’s social background and T rust vs. Caution
Tlie European Social Survey asks die most firequendy used trust question in social surveys: 
''Generally speaking  ^muldyou say that most people can be tmsted or that you can’t be too careful in dealing 
with people'?’, and die answers are placed on an 11-point scale. As seen in Chapter 4, women 
are less tmsting dian men according to tliis trust measure and it was argued tiiat contrasting 
trust with caution, as diis question does, appears to reduce women’s trust relative to men’s.
Table 5.3 provides die estimates from Model 1, where tmst in people in general is predicted 
by a range o f socio-demograpliic characteristics separately for men and women. Two issues 
are o f particular interest. Firsdy, whedier the same socio-demographic characteristics 
significandy predict Trust vs. Caution for men and women. Secondly, are tiiere any groups of 
men and women tiiat seem to differ substantially in their tendencies to prioritise tmst over 
caution?
Table 5.3 indicates that tmst is more variable by age for women than it is for men. Older 
women, in particular, prioritise moralistic foundations of tmst over dieir aversion to risk 
when answering die Tmst vs. Caution question. Older men, however, do not do tliis any more 
dian younger men. It is not possible to untangle whedier diese findings are age effects or 
cohort effects. Putnam (2000) has provided some evidence to back-up die cohort effects 
diesis, arguing diat tiiose individuals who experienced die Second World War, the ‘civic 
generation’ as he calls them, are particularly community-focused. Women of tliis generation 
are also more kkely to have assumed traditional caring roles tlian women in subsequent 
generations. This may have resulted in a larger discrepancy between men and women’s level 
of an ediics of care, leading to older women’s higher levels of moralistic trust, relative to 
women in subsequent generations and relative to men.
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Table 5.3 Predicting Trust vs. Caution for men 
2002-2006,11-point scale)
and women (Source: European Social Survey
* p<0.05 ** p<0.01
Men W omen
Variable Categories Estim ate S.E Estimate S.E
Constant 5.32 0.06 ** 5.14 0.05 **
Age in years Under 24 -0.13 0.21 -0.19 0.21
25 to 34 -0.33 0.15 * -0.50 0.14
35 to 44 (ref)
45 to 54 -0.06 0.14 -0.06 0.14
55 to 64 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.18
65 to 74 0.15 0.26 0.57 0.25 *
75 to 84 0.09 0.29 0.97 0.30 **
Over 85 0.27 0.50 0.96 0.51
Education No qualifications -0.62 0.15 ** -0.55 0.16 **
GCSE, 0-Ievel or equivalent -0.48 0.13 ** -0.32 0.14 *
A-level, NVQ -0.44 0.13 ** -0.30 0.14 *
Degree (ref)
Partnership Status Single -0.09 0.14 -0.15 0.14
Divorced or separated -0.39 0.16 * -0.10 0.14
Widowed 0.04 0.24 -0.27 0.19
Married (ref)
Presence o f  children N o (ref)
under 16 in tlie household Yes -0.07 0.11 -0.09 0.11
Econom ic status Full-time paid employment (reQ
Part-time paid employment 0.30 0.17 0.21 0.10 *
Unemployed but searching -0.07 0.24 0.20 0.39
Unemployed not searching 0.40 0.42 -0.73 0.45
Full-time student 0.35 0.28 0.42 0.24
Housework/ caring -0.78 0.39 -0.11 0.13
Sick/ disabled -0.27 0.22 -0.46 0.25
Retired 0.10 0.22 -0.01 0.19
Occupational class Salariat (reQ
Intermediate employee 0.05 0.13 -0.39 0.13
Small employers /se lf  employed 0.01 0.15 -0.36 0.24
Lower supervisory /  technical 0.11 0.22 -0.38 0.15
Routine /sem i-routine -0.33 0.13 -0.51 0.16 *
Individual incom e Gross household income 0.03 0.02 0.06 0.02
R-squared 0.043 0.063
N 2215 2493
Education has the same positive effect on men and women’s answers to the Trust vs. Caution 
question. Divorced men are notably different from married men in tlieir answers to Tmst vs. 
Caution, being more likely to prioritise caution over trust. There is no such difference
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between women. Tliis is in line witii previous research tliat suggests that men who are 
divorced fare less well than divorced women (Arber, Davidson et al. 2003; liefbroer and de 
Jong Gierveld 1995).
Wliedier or not tliere is a cliild under 16 in tlie household is neither important for men nor 
women’s answers to Tmst vs. Caution. The extension of the etliics of care theory developed in 
Chapter 3 suggested tliat focus on others and their well being may foster a more 
interconnected ratlier tlian individualistic outlook, resulting in a strengthened ethics of care. 
It was argued tliat tlie Tmst vs. Caution question taps into bodi morahsric and strategic trust 
and diat dierefore part of the answer depends on die respondent’s ediics o f care. The lack of 
gender difference in die effect diat having a clidd in the household has on tliis trust question 
is, dierefore, surprising.
Neither men nor women’s answers to Tmst vs. Caution differ much with respect to dieir 
economic status. For men, die key distinction is between those who are employed full-time 
and die very small (n=33) sub-group whose main activity is housework and caring. Tlie small 
group size means diat the test is not very reliable, yet the indication is tiiat men primarily 
engaged in housework and caring, radier dian in full-time employment, are much less lilcely 
to trust others in general, and are more likely than diose in full-time employment to prioritise 
caution in dieir dealings with odier people. Interestingly, women who record dieir primary 
activity as part-time employment are more trusting and less risk averse dian women who 
work friU-time. Uniting tliis back to dieoiies o f risk aversion and ediics of care, it is possible 
diat part-time paid employment allows women to reconcile their working lives widi dieir 
caring responsibilities more effectively dian full-time employment does. According to the 
ediics of care diesis, diis is a more important consideration for women dian for men. It is 
possible diat diese women have already prioritised an ediics of care, leading diem to part- 
time employment which allows diem time for caring, or diat part-time employment 
encourages a liigher ediics of care. Eidier way, women who are engaged in full-time 
employment prioritise caution over trust to a greater extent dian diose in part-time 
employment.
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Women who are in tlie liighest occupational class grouping, the salariat, are quite different 
from otlier groups o f women in terms of theit answers to tlie Tmst vs. Caution question. They 
are more likely tlian almost all otlier groups of women to prioritise trust over caution. There 
is less distinction between groups o f men of different occupational classes, witli only those 
in routine and semi-routine occupations differing substantially from tliose in the salariat. 
Tliis suggests tliat occupational class matters more to women’s tlian men’s answers to the 
Tmst vs. Caution measure. Compared to other groups o f women, those in tlie salariat deliver 
answers to the Tmst vs. Caution question that most resemble men’s answers. Professional and 
managerial jobs are still disproportionately held by men in the UK. Women who compete in 
tliis enviconment experience a veiy male-dominated work place. It is possible that tlie 
women who are successful in diese employment settings are less-risk averse than diek 
female counterparts in odier occupations, causing diem to answer more similarly to men on 
this trust question. Women widi liigher levels of gross household income are more lilcely to 
prioritise trust over caution. Tliis is not die case for men.
The R-squared of die models are small, yet paired widi the rest of die model diey suggest 
that women’s trust is more varied than men’s and diat gendered experience of socio- 
demograpliic characteristics explains more of die differences in Tmst vs. Caution for women 
dian for men.
Having interpreted die results from Table 5.3, wliich examined die importance of socio­
demographic characteristics for Tmst vs. Caution separately for men and women, the chapter 
now considers whedier the experience of being in a particular socio-demograpliic group was 
significandy different for women and men, using interactions between each socio­
demographic variable and gender. Significant interactions at p<0.05 are depicted in Figure 
5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Significant interactions between gender and socio-demographic variables 
predicting Trust vs. Caution (ESS 2002-06)
(i) Gender and Economic status
.5& ♦i
*
Full-tim e paid em ploym ent (Ref) Unem ployed, not looking
♦ M en 5.28 5.74
♦ W omen 5.13 4.35
E conom ic status
(ii) Gender and Occupational class
I.
7 n
$ ♦ «
# #
.
Salariat (Ref) Intermediate occupations Lower supervisory, technical and sales
♦ M en 5.34 5.39 5.47
♦ Women 5.21 4.84 4.81
O ccupational Class
In all three o f  the significant interactions reported, women are found to be significantly less 
strategically trusting and less moralistically trusting than men o f  the same group. Tliis
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upholds die theory diat risk aversion is more important to women in dieir answering of die 
Tmst vs. Caution question dian it is for men, but it also shows diat diere are groups of men 
and women for whom diis difference is even more pronounced dian for odiers. Namely, 
being in long-term unemployment reduces women’s moralistic trust foundation significandy 
more than it does men’s. Whilst neidier the men nor die women in diis group are 
significandy less trusting dian dieic counterparts in full-time paid employment, die effect of 
being unemployed is significandy greater for women dian it is for men. Similarly, being 
either an intermediary employee or in a lower supervisory or technical job radier dian in a 
professional or managerial occupation is significandy more detrimental to overall trust for 
women dian it is for men. Tliese findings are in fine widi expectations diat women in the 
salariat and in full-time paid employment are more similar to men widi respect to the way in 
wliich they prioritise between strategic and moralistic trust, whilst tiiere is a larger difference 
between men and women in other economic status groups and other occupational classes.
In summary, women are more diverse dian men widi respect to dieir answers to die Tmst vs. 
Caution question. Women’s trust varies gready by age and by occupational class, wliilst tliis is 
less the case for men. Surprisingly, only men’s trust differs on the basis of partnership status, 
and neither women nor men who have cliildren demonstrate liigher levels o f moralistic trust 
dian dieir counterparts. It was expected diat having dependents would stimulate individual’s 
care etliics, increasing dieir moralistically founded trust relative to diat of individuals widiout 
dependents. Only a few socio-demographic characteristics matter differently to men and 
women’s trust. In line widi expectations, there is litde difference in Tmst vs. Caution between 
men and women who are in fidl time employment and in professional and managerial 
positions. Lasdy, and also in line widi die ethics of care diesis, engaging in part-time 
employment radier dian full-time employment stimulated women’s moralistic trust A 
possible explanation for diis findings is diat working part-time allows women to furdier dieir 
care ediics by providing more time for a work-care balance.
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5.5 Men and women’s social background and T rust vs. N o  T rust
The second measure of trust in people in general removes tlie contrast witli caution found in 
tlie item explored in tlie previous section. Chapter 4 indicated that tlie effect of diis was to 
increase women’s trust in people in general relative to men’s. This section revisits diis issue, 
but explores potential group differences between men and women by modelling die effect of 
socio-demographic characteristics on Trust vs. No tmst separately for men and women, 
followed by testing for significant interactions.
The British Election Study 2005 provides die data for diis form of trust, asking respondents: 
On balance, would you say that most people can't be tmsted or that most people can be tmsted? Answers 
are distributed on an 11-point scale. Table 5.4 shows the unstandardised estimates from die 
linear regression of socio-demograpliic characteristics on Trust vs. No trust separately for men 
and women.
Tlie Tmst vs. No trust question, it was argued in Chapter 4, taps primarily into moralistic trust. 
It does not contrast trusting with caution and so die expectation is tiiat women’s heightened 
care ediics is not tempered by dieir heightened risk aversion on diis trust measure, resulting 
in women’s higher mean trust scores. Table 5.4 indicates that similarly to what was seen widi 
die Trust vs. Caution measure, women in different age groups provide a wider range of 
answers to tlie Tmst vs. No trust question than men of different ages do. Whilst younger 
groups of bodi women and men are less trusting dian older groups on diis and die previous 
trust measures, diis is particularly pronounced for women widi die Tmst vs. No trust question.
The significance of educational attainment is similar for men and women, widi those groups 
who gain degree-level qualifications being more trusting dian any odier group. Tliis result 
mirrors what was seen widi die Tmst vs. Caution measure.
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Table 5.4: Predicting T rust vs. N o  T rust for m en and w om en (Source: British E lection Study 05, 11- 
point scale)
M en W omen
Estim ate S.E Estim ate S,E
Variable Categories
Constant 6.30 0.10 6.20 0.07 **
Age in years Under 24 -0.76 0.31 ** -0.83 0.31 **
25 to 34 -0.36 0.20 -0.50 0.20
35 to 44 (re{)
45 to 54 0.13 0.21 0.53 0.21
55 to 64 0.38 0.26 0.99 0.26 **
65 to 74 0.55 0.39 1.43 0.35 **
75 to 84 0.04 0.45 1.90 0.39 **
Over 85 1.33 0.89 1.46 0.69 *
Education No qualifications -0.76 0.24 ** -0.76 0.25 **
GCSE, 0-level or equivalent -0.63 0.20 ** -0.59 0.20
A-levcl, NVQ -0.71 0.19 -0.40 0.20 *
Degree (ref)
Partnership Status Single -0.16 0.17 0.16 0.18
Divorced or separated -0.36 0.26 -0.09 0.23
Widowed 0.48 0.38 -0.14 0.26
Married (ref)
Presence o f children No (ref)
under 16 in the
household Yes -0.22 0.17 -0.07 0.17
E conom ic status Full-time paid employment (ref)
Part-time paid employment 0.20 0.32 0.41 0.18 *
Unemployed -0.02 0.32 0.75 0.45
Full-time student -1.87 0.45 * 0.99 0.35
Housew ork/ caring 2.21 » 0.85 0.15 0.22
Sick/ disabled 0.25 0.36 -0.65 0.37
Retired -0.30 0.33 -0.10 0.30
Occupational class Salariat (ref)
Intermediate employee -0.33 0.28 0.14 0.18
Small em ployers/ self emp 
Lower supervisory/ 
technical
-0.03
-0.01
0.24
0.19
-0.35
0.18
0.30
0.24
R outine/ semi-routine -0.63 0.21 -0.25 0.19
Individual incom e Gross household income -0.02 0.02 0.08 0.02
R -sq u ared 0.13 0.15
N 879 1023
a = There are only 5 individuals in tliis category. Inferential tests are ignored.
Partnersliip status and tlie presence of children are not important in determining eitlier men 
or women’s trust. Again, tliis result is somewhat surprising since Chapter 3 set up the
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expectation of tliose witli dependents having a heightened etliics of care. It was also 
expected tliat tliis mechanism would be particularly strong for women. Tlie absence of a 
significant main effect o f tliese two variables indicates tliat tliis is not the case. Those in full­
time paid employment are die most trusting group of men, wliilst women in bodi part-time 
employment and widi full-time student status are more trusting than dieir full-time paid 
employed counterparts.
Women and men of different occupational classes do not differ very much regarding dieir 
answers to Trust vs. No tmst. The only exception to diis is diat men who are in routine and 
semi-routine jobs are less trusting dian diose in professional or managerial positions. Income 
is, as was die case for Tmst vs. Caution, only important in distinguisliing between groups of 
women widi respect to trust.
The difference in R-squared between the models for men and women in Table 5.4 is small, 
yet in die same direction as seen above: socio-demograpliic characteristics explain a sHglidy 
liigher proportion of variance in trust in people in general for women than for men.
The second part of die analysis examines significant interactions between each socio­
demographic variable and gender in predicting Tmst vs. No trust.
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F igure 5.2 S ign ifican t in teraction s b e tw een  g en d er  and so c io -d em o g ra p h ic  variables 
p red ictin g  T ru s t vs. N o  TVi/sf (B E S  2005)
(i) G ender and A ge
.s
& 8 n «
#  * *«
Under 24 35-44 (Ref) 75-84
♦ M en 4.93 6.21 6.45
♦ W omen 5.90 6.27 7.71
Age in years
(ii) G ender and E co n o m ic  status
#
♦ ♦ ♦
♦
♦
Full-tim e paid 
em ploym ent (Ref) Full-tim e student S ick / disabled Retired
♦ M en 6.22 4.40 6.61 5.88
♦ W omen 6.27 7.16 5.52 6.23
E conom ic status
Being in younger age groups lowers trust less for women than it does for men, and being in 
older age groups increases women’s trust more than it--'does for men. It is possible that this
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finding reflects changing social norms of young women being socialised into caring roles less 
tlian previously, wliilst some older women who are already part of the civic generation are 
now responsible for caring for two generations of dependents.
Men and women in full-time employment are tlie most similar witli respect to their answers 
to tlie Trust vs. No tmst question. Being in full-time education, however, has a significantly 
different effect on women than it does on men. This question has been argued to tap into 
moralistic trust, indicating tliat being in full-time education as opposed to full-time 
employment increases women’s moralistic trust significantly, wliilst it decreases men’s. Being 
long-term sick or disabled as opposed to in full-time work has a strong negative effect on 
women’s trust but not on men’s, whilst the reverse is true for tlie effect of being retired. 
Possible explanations for tliese two findings are, firstly, tliat women who are long-term sick 
or disabled are less likely to be able to fulfil caring roles wliich in turn may reduce their own 
etliics of care. Tliis happens less for men since they are less lilcely to be involved in caring or 
to have caring as part of tlieir own sense of identity. Secondly, being retired may be more 
detrimental to men’s moralistic trust tlian to women’s since the latter often assume 
additional caring roles in retirement wliilst die former are seen to have fulfilled tlieir socially- 
prescribed caring role as financial provider
In summary, the intersection of gender and most of tiïe socio-demograpliic characteristics 
examined is not important in determining answers to Tmst vs. No trust. H ie notable 
exceptions are witli respect to age and economic status. With regards to economic status, the 
effect of being a sUident ratlier than a paid employee is very negative for men and very 
positive for women’s answers to Tmst vs. No tj'ust. Wliilst it is unclear how this relates to 
gender differences in moralistic trust, tiiere is a potential explanation for die otlier two 
interactions. Being sick or disabled and becoming an individual that needs care is particularly 
difficult for women’s moralistic trust since it effectively itnpairs women’s abüitjr to care for 
otliers and leaves tliem takers rather tlian givers of care. Men’s caring responsibility, on the 
other hand, may be more likely to take tlie form of financial support of others. The 
experience o f retirement for men, tlien, might be comparable to tlie experience of being sick 
or disabled for women in terms of tlieir effects on moralistic trust. Overall, answers to the
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Tmst vs. No tmst measure demonstrate a number of sub-group differences between men and 
women that reinforce the argument diat diis measure taps into moralistic trust.
5.6 Men and women’s social background and Trust in  N eigh bours
The tliird form of tmst investigated concerns trust in people in die respondent’s 
neighbourhood. Chapter 3 argued diat tliis question taps into strategic trust and analysis in 
Chapter 4 indicated that women are less likely to be trusting of as many of their neighbours 
as men are. Using the Citizensliip Survey 2007, die analysis presented in diis section seeks to 
ascertain whedier diere are group differences in trust diat are not captured in analyses of 
aggregate gender differences.
Table 5.5 shows the full model of socio-demographic characteristics and dieir associations 
with trust, separately for men and women. It is apparent diat age, education, parmersliip 
status and presence of cliildren are similarly important for men and women’s propensity to 
trust their neighbours. The exception to diis is diat die youngest group o f women trust 
significandy fewer of their neighbours dian die younger men (see Figure 5.3 (i)). This finding 
may well reflect a heightened concern with personal safety on the part of young women, 
leading diem to be more risk averse in comparison to the reference group dian dieir male 
counterparts.
As shown in Table 5.5, occupational class divides sub-groups of men and women, yet overall 
bodi male and female professionals and managers are likely to be trusting of more of dieir 
neighbours. There is more diversity in Tmst in Neighbours according to economic status for 
men than for women, widi part-time employed, full-time students and retired men trusting 
significandy more of dieir neighbours, whilst only part-time employed women are more 
trusting dian dieir full-time employed female counterparts. Tliis may be due to the fact diat 
women who work part-time spend more time in dieir neighbourhoods and are dierefore able 
to assess the risks involved in trusting dieir neighbours, reducing their risk aversion relative 
to diat of women working full-time.
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Table 5.5: Predicting T rust in N eighbours  for m en and wom en (Source: Citizenship Survey 2007, 4- 
point scale)
Men Women
Variable Categories Estimate S.E Estimate S.E
Age in years Under 24 -0.11 0.14 -0.56 0.13
25 to 34 -0.45 0,11 ** -0.51 0,11 **
35 to 44 (tel)
45 to 54 0.32 0.11 ** 0.27 0.11 *
55 to 64 0.50 0.13 ** 0.53 0.14 **
65 to 74 0.38 0.22 0.90 0.21 **
75 to 84 0.73 0.31 * 1.16 0.30 **
Over 85 1.22 0.44 1.03 0,36 **
Education O ther -0.41 0.23 -0.56 0.23 *
No qualifications -0.59 0.12 ** -0.94 0.13 **
GCSE, O-level or equivalent -0.16 0.11 -0.44 0.11
A-level, NVQ -0.27 0.10 ** -0.25 0.10
Degree (ref)
Partnership Status Single -0.21 0.10 * -0.24 0.10
Divorced or separated -0.45 0.13 ** -0.43 0.10
Widowed -0.59 0.21 ** -0.34 0.14 *
Married (ref)
Presence o f children No (ref)
under 16 in the
household Yes -0.02 0.09 0.01 0.09
Econom ic status Full-time paid employment (ref)
Part-time paid employment 0.43 0.14 Ht* 0.20 0.10
Unemployed 0.18 0.21 -0.06 0.22
Full-time student 0.61 0.20 ** -0.05 0.21
H ousework/ caring 0.05 0.32 -0.13 0.13
Sick/ disabled -0.19 0.17 -0.25 0.18
Retired 0.64 0.18 ** 0.18 0.17
Other (inc Gov training) 0.10 0.23 0.39 0.21
Occupational class Salariat (reQ
Intermediate employee -0.17 0.15 -0.33 0.10
Small employers/ self employed 0.02 0.12 -0.21 0.16
Lower supervisory/ technical -0.29 0.11 -0.19 0.14
R outine/ semi-routine -0.45 0.10 ** -0.53 0.10
Never worked/ long-term unemp -0.34 0.23 -0.54 0.16
Incom e Gross individual income 0.08 0.02 ** 0.00 0.02
Cox and Snell 0.11 0.12
N 3219 4039
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Figure 5.3 Significant interactions between gender and socio-demographic variables 
predicting Trust in Neighbours (CS 2007)
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Interestingly, and in direct contrast to w hat was seen with Trust vs. N o Tmst, w om en who are 
full-time students as com pared to in full-time em ploym ent are trusting o f  far fewer o f their 
neighbours than men in the same groups (see Figure 5.3 (ii)). Again, it is possible that this 
finding is related to risk aversion linked to personal safety concerns. In particular, the model 
does not take into account the type o f  accom m odation individuals inhabit. Full-time
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students may well be more likely to live in shared accommodation in less secure buildings. In 
addition to tliis, tliey are more likely to be transient residents in theit area, knowing fewer 
people. Botli of tliese factors may be linked to higher concern for personal safety, felt most 
strongly by women. In contrast it is men ratlier than women who differ in theit propensity 
to trust according to income. The pseudo R-squared measures in Table 5.5 indicates that 
tiiere is hardly any difference in the extent to which socio-demograpliic characteristics 
explain men and women’s variation in Tmst in Neighbours.
5.7 Men and women’s social background and P erceived  fairness
It was argued in Chapter 3 that die Petveivedfairness trust question taps into a more moralistic 
form of trust, wliich is prioritised to a greater extent by women dian men. This expectation 
was supported in Chapter 4 where analysis indicated diat in aggregate women are more likely 
dian men to feel odiers try to be fair. Tliis section examines whedier diese aggregate gender 
differences in Perceived fairness may be more nuanced when different groups of women and 
men are examined using data from the European Social Survey 2002-06.
Table 5.6 indicates diat again women are more divided according to age in how lilcely diey 
are to find odiers fair. Older groups of women are significandy more likely dian middle-aged 
women to feel odiers are fair. Men in diese age groups do not differ on dieir answers to this 
question. Interactions presented in Figure 5.4 (i) indicate that women between 75 and 84 
years old are significandy more likely dian men in die same age group to feel odiers are fair, 
as compared to die reference category. Tliese findings are in line widi die expectation that 
women who grew up in die first half of the 20*'' century are likely to have been socialised 
into more traditional caring roles dian subsequent generations of women, and than men in 
general. Tliis may have led diese women to develop stronger senses of an etliics of care, 
causing diem to have higher levels of moralistic trust, such as diat captured by die Perceived 
fairness measure.
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Table 5.6: Predicting P erceived fairness o f others for m en and wom en (Source: European Social 
Survey 2002 - 0 6 ,11-point scale)
Men Women
Variable Categories Estim ate S.E Estimate S.E
Constant 5.59 0.06 ** 5.76 0.05 **
Age in years Under 24 -0.55 0.20 ** -0.01 0.19
25 to 34 -0.39 0.14 ** -0.36 0.13 **
35 to 44 (ref)
45 to 54 -0.03 0.13 0.05 0.13
55 to 64 0.17 0.16 0.46 0.16 **
65 to 74 0.35 0.25 0.85 0.23
75 to 84 0.27 0.28 1.45 0.28
Over 85 0.81 0.48 1.57 0.48
Education No qualifications -0.41 0.14 ** -0.29 0.15 *
GCSE, O-level or equivalent -0.42 0.12 ** -0.27 0.13 -+
A-level, NVQ -0.25 0.12 * -0.08 0.13
Degree (ref)
Partnership Status Single -0.02 0.14 -0.29 0.13 *
Divorced or separated -0.49 0.16 ** -0.41 0.13 **
Widowed -0.01 0.23 -0.52 0.18 **
Married (ref)
Presence o f children No (ref)
under 16 in the
household Yes -0.06 0.11 -0.05 0.10
Econom ic status Full-time paid employment (reQ
Part-time paid employment 0.34 0.16 * 0.10 0.09
Unemployed but searching -0.10 0.23 -0.28 0.36
Unemployed not searching -0.45 0.40 -0.28 0.42
Full-time student 0.16 0.27 0.12 0.22
Housew ork/ caring -0.13 0.38 -0.13 0.12
Sick/ disabled -0.44 0.21 * -0.64 0.23 **
Retired 0.05 0.21 -0.07 0.18
Occupational class Salariat (ref)
Intermediate employee -0.05 0.12 -0.22 0.12
small employers/ self emp -0.03 0.15 -0.18 0.22
Lower supervisory/ technical -0.14 0.21 -0.55 0.14 **
R outine/ semi-routine occupations -0.21 0.13 -0.54 0.14 **
Individual incom e Gross household income 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02
R-squared 0.04 0.08
N 2212 2488
Partnership status seems to matter more to women’s perceptions of fairness than it does to 
men’s, with married women most likely to feel others are fair. Consistent witli previously 
examined trust questions, and contrary to expectations set out in Chapter 3, the presence of
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children in the household does not influence men or women’s propensity to feel others are 
fair. Interestingly, and in contrast to the other trust questions, men in part-time employment 
are more likely to think others are fair than men in full-time employment. The previous 
examples of trust questions showed this pattern for women, but not for men. Both men and 
women who are sick or disabled have a sense that people are less fair. We saw this pattern 
for women with respect to the Tmst vs. No trust question, but here it is the case for both men 
and women.
Figure 5.4 Significant interactions between gender and socio-demographic variables 
predicting Perceived fairness (ESS 2002-06)
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Interestingly, Figure 5.4 (ii) shows a significant difference between tlie effect of retirement 
on men and women’s perceptions of fairness, with it being a positive influence on men’s 
perceptions of others as fak and negative influence on women’s. Women’s perceptions of 
fakness are also more variable by occupational class tlian men’s. In contrast to tlie other 
trust questions, income is not found to be a significant predictor of perceptions of fairness, 
either for women or men.
Tlie R-squared of tlie models indicate tliat women’s perception of otliers’ fakness is more 
influenced by socio-demograpliic characteristics tlian is the case for men. This mkrors what 
was found witli respect to Tmst vs. Caution and Trust vs. No tmst.
5.8 Men and women’s social baclcgfound and P erceived  helpfu lness
In contrast to what was expected. Chapter 4 indicated that according to tlie European Social 
Survey 2002-06 women are no more Hlcely tlian men to feel that otliers try to be helpful as 
opposed to mostly looldng out for tliemselves. However, die Health Survey for England 
2006 did show tliat women perceived otliers as more helpful dian men. In spke of this lack 
of consistency in main effect across these two data sources, the analysis conducted here on 
the ESS win seek to go beyond die aggregate gender effect to shed light on any group 
differences widi regard to this form of trust.
Table 5.7 shows that helpfulness of odiers is less dependent on die age of die respondent, 
whedier male or female, widi die exception o f an interaction between age and gender 
regarding groups under the age of 24 and diose in die reference category o f 35 to 44 years 
old. Figure 5.5 (i) indicates that tiiere is hardly any difference between women’s trust across 
diese two ages, wliilst men who are under 24 are significandy less hlcely dian men aged 35-44 
to feel people try to be helpful.
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Table 5.7: Predicting Perceived helpfulness of others for men and women (Source: European Social 
Survey 2002 - 06,11-point scale)
Men Women
Variable Categories Estimate S.E Estimate S.E
Constant 5.55 0.06 5.54 0.05
Age in years Under 24 -0.52 0.20 ** 0.06 0.20
25 to 34 -0.32 0.14 * -0.34 0.13
35 to 44 (ref)
45 to 54 0.19 0.13 0.21 0.13
55 to 64 0.09 0.16 0.18 0.17
65 to 74 0.32 0.25 0.03 0.24
75 to 84 0.37 0.28 0.61 0.28 *
Over 85 1.16 0.48 * 1.04 0.49 *
Education No qualifications -0.54 0.14 ** -0.17 0.15
GCSE, O-level or equivalent -0.36 0.12 ** -0.12 0.13
A-level, NVQ -0.29 0.12 * -0.14 0.13
Degree (ref)
Partnership Status Single -0.02 0.13 -0.22 0.14
Divorced or separated -0.28 0.15 -0.30 0.13 *
Widowed 0.01 0.23 -0.05 0.18
Married (ref)
Presence of children No (ref)
under 16 in the
household Yes -0.03 0.11 -0.12 0.11
Economic status Full-time paid employment (ref)
Part-time paid employment 0.10 0.16 0.25 0.09 **
Unemployed but searching -0.53 0.23 * -0.02 0.36
Unemployed not searching -0.31 0.40 -0.37 0.42
Full-time student -0.43 0.26 0.12 0.23
H ousework/ caring -0.24 0.37 0.14 0.12
Sick/ disabled -0.39 0.21 -0.32 0.24
Retired 0.23 0.21 0.32 0.18
Occupational class Salariat (ref)
Intermediate employee 0.01 0.12 -0.22 0.12
Small employers/ self employed 0.15 0.15 -0.10 0.23
Lower supervisory/ technical 0.17 0.21 -0.24 0.14
R outine/ semi-routine occupations 0.10 0.12 -0.44 0.15
Individual income Gross household income -0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02
R-squared 0.05 0.04
N 2214 2493
Botli women and men differ in tlieir assessment of die helpfulness of odiers according to 
education, partnership status, economic status and occupational class. Men’s perception of 
helpfulness depends to a significant degree upon their level or education, widi less educated
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men being more sceptical of others’ helpfulness. Women with different levels of educational 
qualifications, however, are not divided on their propensity to think others are helpful. So 
for women in general this form of moralistic trust seems not to be affected by education, 
whilst it is for men.
Figure 5.5 Significant interactions between gender and socio-demographic variables 
predicting Perceived helpfulness (ESS 2002-06)
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Part-time employment distinguishes women from their counterparts in full-time 
employment, whilst it does not do so for men. This is in line with three of the other trust 
questions where women’s trust, and not men’s, was higher if they were in part-time 
employment. As seen with Trust vs. No Trust, and contrary to what was seen with Trust in 
Neighbours, men’s perception of helpfulness of others is negatively affected, whilst women’s 
is positively affected, by being in full-time education as opposed to being in full-time 
employment (Figure 5.5 (ii)). Again we see that being in routine and semi-routine 
occupations as opposed to the salariat does affect women’s assessment of the helpfulness of 
others, and this time to a significantly higher degree than it does men’s (Figure 5.5 (iii)).
The R-squared of the models in Table 5.7 are verj  ^ similar, and in fact variation in men’s 
perception of the helpfulness of others is slightly more determined by socio-demographic 
characteristics than that of women.
5.9 Discussion
Chapter 4 provided insight into the aggregate gender differences in various forms of trust, as 
well as confirming how a range of socio-demographic factors are associated with these 5
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trust measures. This chapter modelled die same associations separately for men and women 
on one exemplar of each of the 5 trust items previously examined. Some of die results back 
up previously set up expectations, wliilst odiers go against diese. Due to die exploratory 
nature of die analyses, a proportion of the results lack dieorised explanations.
Turning to die unexpected findings first, die presence of dependent children, for example, is 
not significant in determining levels of any form of trust for eidier men or women. This is 
contrary to expectations, given die impact diat having children in die household was diought 
to have on die perception of risk as well as die heightening of an ediics of care, especially for 
women. In addition to diis, being in a partnership or not was less important in determining 
trust for bodi men and women than originally thought.
The chapter set up die expectation diat women in fuU time employment and in die 
professional or managerial positions wiU be less risk averse dian other women, and wdl, 
dierefore, be more trusting dian their female counterparts in relation to strategic forms of 
trust, namely Tmst vs. Caution and Trust in Neighbours. Results in part confirmed diese 
expectations, including die fact that working in full-time employment is associated widi very 
similar Trust vs. Caution and Trust in Neighbours levels for men and women. Women who hold 
professional and managerial jobs are more similar to men than their female counterparts in 
any odier occupations on die Trust vs. Caution measure.
However, analyses found additional sub-group differences in strategic and moralistic forms 
of trust. For example, women who engage in part-time employment are more trusting dian 
those who engage in fuU-time employment according to die moralistic trust measures. Trust 
vs. No Tmst, and Perceived fairness, as well as according to the strategic form of trust, Tmst in 
Neighbour the hybrid measure o î Tmst vs. Caution. Regarding die moralistic forms of trust, 
die suggested rationale beliind diese results is diat women who work part-time are able to 
reconcile dieir working lives with their caring responsibilities more effectively dian women 
working full-time, allowing them to maintain a liigher relative care ediics, and dierefore 
higher levels of moralistic trust. Regarding die strategic forms of trust, die higher Tmst in 
Neighbours amongst women working part time may be explained by die fact diat these 
women have more time widiin their neighbourhood to get to know tiieir neighbours. Tins
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would allow tliem to make a rational assessment of die risks involved in trusting neighbours, 
which may lead diese women to be willing to extend dieir trust to more of their neighbours 
dian women who work fuU-time.
An additional source of sub-group variation in trust is die age of the respondent. Women 
over 75 are significandy more trusting dian younger women and than men in general when it 
comes to moralistic trust. It was suggested diat diis may be due to a change over time in die 
degree to wliich women are socialised into developing an ediics of care. Recent generations 
of women are more Ultely to remain childless and unmarried for longer, as weU as being 
more likely to pursue careers, eidier instead of, or in addition to, assuming caring 
responsibilities. This may result in generational differences in die extent to which women 
prioritise an ediics of care.
Noteworthy findings that neidier prove nor disprove previously set up expectations include 
that education is just as important for men’s trust as it is for women’s trust, widi die 
exception of die case of perceived helpfulness. Socio-demograpliic characteristics explain 
more of die differences in trust for women dian for men, except widi respect to Trust in 
Neighbours and Perceived helpfulness, where these characteristics are equaUy important for men 
and women’s trust.
Overall die chapter provides mixed results. It has succeeded in gaining additional insight into 
die under-researched association between gender and various forms of interpersonal trust. 
Seeldng to establish whether diere are gendered dimensions to trust beyond die essentiaHst 
differences between men and women is a crucial step in the overall aim of the diesis. 
Neverdieless, numerous findings from die chapter remain unexplained. Furdier dieoretical 
work into understanding the mechanisms beliind die associations between trust and socio­
demographics variables would aid gready in die interpretation of some of die results 
presented here.
Having examined men and women’s answers to the trust questions used in social surveys 
across die UK, bodi from an aggregate and a sub-group perspective, die next chapter 
examines whether men and women interpret the different trust questions in die same way.
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Most survey questions are deliberately vague about who trust is being extended to. The 
general assumption is that respondents answer the questions widi an ‘unknown other’ in 
mind, but diere is some debate about die extent to which diis expectation is realistic. 
Specifically, diere is concern diat respondents might think of different sets o f people when 
diey answer die questions, diereby interpreting die questions differendy. MetiiodologicaUy, 
diis is important, since robust research into trust must be able to rely on respondents being 
given die same stimulus as far as possible. Chapter 6 examines diis issue.
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6 GENDER AND INTERPRETATION OF TRUST 
QUESTIONS
6.1 Introduction
In Chapters 4 and 5 a range of interpersonal trust questions found in recent sweeps of large- 
scale social surveys across tlie UK were compared with a view to documenting gender 
associations with trust. Existing research has tended to assume comparability between trust 
measures, ratlier than critically examining tire potential repercussions of differences in 
question wording. Chapter 3 argued tliat it is unhkely that this assumption of comparability 
holds and results presented in Chapters 4 and 5 supported tliis expectation, indicating drat 
diere is substantial diversity in association between gender and trust across the survey 
measures used. It is not surprising, dierefore, diat previous studies have largely delivered an 
inconsistent and inconclusive account of die gendered nature of trust, rather dian 
recognising die range of differentiated associations.
Chapters 4 and 5 examined substantive differences in trust between men and women, linking 
diese to gender differences in ethics of care and risk aversion as stimulated by diversity in 
trust measures. Tliis chapter adds to bodi die substantive and methodological discussions in 
die diesis by exarnining whedier asking men and women die same survey item ensures 
comparable answers to trust questions. Drawing on insights from die cognitive aspects of 
survey mediodology literature relating to die survey response process (Tourangeau, Rips et 
al; 2000), the chapter explores an additional way in which women and men’s interpersonal 
trust, as measured by social surveys, may differ. In the process of answering trust questions, 
men and women may make sense of die items in different ways. I dierefore examine die 
evidence for differences in interpretation of trust questions by men and women. Triangulating 
analysis tecliniques, diis idea is tested in two different, yet complementary ways. First, a 
nested multiple group confirmatory factor analysis allows for an examination o f whether
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diree commonly-used trust questions are equivalent for men and women. Second, data from 
a diink-aloud experiment is used to examine whether men and women refer to similar 
groups of people in answering questions on trust and whedier doing so has die same effect 
on men and women’s trust. If trust questions are interpreted similarly by men and women, 
we would expect to find that they are equivalent in the multiple group analysis and diat men 
and women to draw on similar frames of reference in die answering process of each item.
The chapter begins by setting out the idea of substantive versus interpretative differences in 
trust and touches on how any such differences may account for some of die range in 
associations found between gender and trust across survey measures. Thereafter, the data 
and mediods by wliich interpretative differences are examined are set out. Presenting die 
results from die two tjqjes of analyses, I reflect on the extent to which diey indicate diat 
differences in how questions are interpreted, rather than substantive differences in trust, help 
us to account for and understand the range of associations found between gender and trust 
in surveys across die UK.
6.2 Substantive and interpretative differences in trust
Previous chapters have shown a variety of gender differences across trust measures. Two 
possible explanations for these differences are considered in diis thesis. The first, akeady 
discussed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 is diat die various survey questions tap into substantively 
different forms of trust, namely strategic trust and moralistic trust. Gender differences are 
expected to exist in bodi of these conceptualisations of trust. As argued in Chapter 2, men 
and women’s strategic trust differs due to women’s liigher risk aversion, wliilst their 
moralistic trust differs due to women’s comparatively greater ediics of care. Tlie implications 
of diis ‘substantive differences’ explanation for further analysis is that researchers need to be 
clear which form of trust they are measuring, and not to confound different forms in dieir 
analysis. Having done so, it follows that any gender differences can be interpreted as ‘real’ 
and substantive, radier dian as methodological artefacts.
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A second possible explanation for gender differences across survey measures of trust, 
explored in tliis chapter, is tliat the items may mean different things to men and women 
because tliey are interpreted differently, as a result o f question wording. Borrowing tlie 
distinction from Tourangeau, Rips and Rasitiski (2000:24), it is variation in interpretation 
resulting from semantic, ratlier than syntactic ambiguity tliat I am interested in here. 
Syntactic ambiguity originates in structural or grammatical ambiguity wliich may result in 
several readings of one question. Semantic ambiguity, on the otlier hand, originates in 
problems of meaning, where individual words within a survey question have more tlian one 
meaning or have “imprecise ranges of application” (Tourangeau, Rips et al. 2000: 24). This 
then leads to a variety of gender differences across measures tliat are caused by differences in 
men and women’s reading of tlie meaning o f tlie question, rather than differences in trust 
per say. The implication of tliis ‘interpretative differences’ explanation for further analysis is 
tliat in order to get at any substantive differences in trust for men and women, researchers 
need to take account of additional factors in their models, factors tliat underlie tlie 
differences in interpretation.
Substantive differences and interpretative differences in how men and women respond to 
trust questions may exist side-by-side. Strategic trust may well, for example, be higher 
amongst men than women, wltilst tlie reverse may be true of moralistic forms of trust. Yet 
tliese gender differences might be amplified by men and women employing different 
cognitive frames in answering the question, leading, for example, to women being more 
likely tlian men to feel tliat questions tapping into strategic trust are really questions about 
risk. So die perceived gender differences across die forms of trust would be comprised of 
two components: real differences between strategic and moralistic trust for men and women 
and differences diat are the result of men and women interpreting the various questions in 
different ways.
Distinguisliing die substantive and interpretive gender differences across survey measures 
from each other would require data diat is not currendy available. Ideally, one would obtain 
sufficient trust items and group diem into forms of trust using factor analysis. Items widiin 
die same factor could then be examined separately from odier forms of trust. Tliis would 
allow for a separate investigation of substantive gender differences across forms of trust and
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possible differences of interpretation by men and women of individual trust items. Instead, 
survey data on trust relies on a mere handful of trust measures that rarely coexist witliin one 
dataset. We can only group tliem into different forms of trust, as was done in Chapters 3, 4 
and 5, by relying on theoretical insights and existing research. Yet these groupings cannot be 
formally tested witli currently available data beyond tlie sorts of analyses presented in 
Chapter 4 and 5. So wltilst salient tlieoretical arguments can, and have, been put forward for 
die existence of several forms of trust amongst die survey items, and wltilst comparative 
analyses across die various survey questions provide some degree of evidence diat diese 
forms of trust are differentially gendered, we cannot empirically confirm or reject whether 
die range of gender differences across survey measures are due to substantive differences 
between forms of trust.
We can, however, go some way to exploring die possibility that men and women interpret 
particular trust questions differendy. In diis chapter I will test for such diversity in 
interpretation in two ways. Firsdy, I examine whether men and women’s answers to different 
survey measures are equivalent in terms of the extent to wliich diey are driven by an 
underlying propensity to trust. Tliis is done using nested multiple group confirmatory factor 
analysis. Secondly, I examine whether, despite being given die same cues, men and women 
dtink of different people in answering trust questions, indicating diat diey interpret the 
questions to be about different groups. This is done using data from a dtink-aloud 
experiment asldng respondents who diey diought of when diey answered trust questions. 
Each of diese mediods is explained below.
If part of die gender differences diat have been found across items is due to differences in 
question interpretation, we would expect die nested multiple group confirmatory factor 
analysis to indicate diat men and women’s answers to the trust questions are driven not only 
by their trust, but also by additional factor(s) that causes them to interpret die question 
differendy. Tliis would manifest itself in less than fuUy equivalent models for men and 
women, as discussed in Section 6.3.2. Similarly, if differences of interpretation are driving 
gender differences in trust, we may expect men and women to diink about different groups 
of people when answering identical trust questions, as discussed in Section 6.4.2.
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It is helpful to examine potential differences in question interpretation using die two 
mediods presented here since each has advantages and disadvantages diat complement one 
anodier. Examining equivalence using nested multiple group confirmatory factor analysis 
provides a statistically rigorous way o f diagnosing differences in interpretation by providing 
die structure for a formal test of die null hypodiesis diat diere is no difference between the 
extent to wliich men and women’s answers to die trust questions are determined by their 
underlying level of trust. The method, however, is a ‘black box’ in that it does not provide 
any insight into what respondents are diinking when they answer die questions, meaning diat 
die mediod might diagnose that diere are differences in interpretation but not come closer 
to understanding what diese differences might be. Examining data on frames of reference 
used in question answering, on die odier hand, provides a more transparent approach in so 
far as it direcdy addresses one possible cause for differences in interpretation, namely that 
men and women diinlc o f different tilings in answering die same trust questions. The 
disadvantage of diis approach is that it is based on self-reports of respondents, meaning diat 
we are relying on what diey say diey are diinking. There is substantial evidence to suggest 
that self reporting can endanger data validity (Campbell and Fiske 1959; Schwartz 1999). 
Tlius it is beneficial to combine die two approaches to examining potential differences in 
question interpretation, radier dian relying solely on one.
6.3 Testing for differences in question interpretation; measuring 
equivalence
6.3.1 Data
Testing the equivalence of survey questions across groups requires multiple items diat can 
reasonably be said to tap into a similar concept. Interpersonal trust research using survey 
data only has a handful of questions at its disposal. Widi regards to population surveys in die 
UK, die European Social Survey (ESS) brings togedier the largest number of trust questions, 
and is, therefore, die fkst choice of data for this form of analysis. I have combined die
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weighted British ESS data from 2002, 2004, and 2006, each wave providing tliree 11-point 
trust items: Trust vs. Caution, Pemivedfairness and Perceived helpfulness.
Chapters 4 and 5 have found tliat the Trust vs. Caution question is tapping into a different 
form of trust to the Perceived fairness and Perceived helpfulness questions, as evidenced by 
significantly different associations witli gender. This chapter examines whether, regardless of 
tlie form of trust a particular question is measuring, it is possible to say that it is being 
interpreted in the same way by men and women. The analysis is, therefore, concerned with 
evaluating equivalence of die questions for men and women, a concept diat is discussed in 
more depdi below.
6.3.2 Method: Nested multiple group confirmatory factor analysis and 
equivalence testing
The idea of equivalence, or invariance, o f a survey question across groups has received 
extensive consideration in bodi methodological and substantive literatures (Byrne, Shavelson 
et al. 1989; Cheung and Rensvold 1999; Reeskens and Hooghe 2008; Steenkamp and 
Baumgartner 1998; van der Veld 2007). Increased attention to statistical rigour in survey 
design and analysis, as well as a burgeoning interest in cross-cultural comparative data 
sources has been bodi a product of and a cause for specialist methods addressing die issue. 
At die most basic level, the search for equivalence is die search for survey questions diat 
elicit comparable data fcom different groups, in our case, from men and women. Equivalent 
survey questions allow for mean group differences to be treated as substantively meaningful. 
In die context of diis chapter, measurement equivalence of the trust questions for men and 
women would suggest that gender differences are indeed substantive, rather dian being die 
result of measurement error such as differential interpretation of questions.
Not only is measurement equivalence important widi respect to comparing answers from a 
single survey item across groups, but it is also relevant widi respect to die validity of 
composite scales. When several survey items are combined into an additive scale, as die ESS 
trust questions often are, it is essential for responses to the items to be equivalent across 
wliicliever groups die research is comparing. Tliis is due to die fact diat such use of
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composite scales relies on the comparison of mean scores, which are distorted in die absence 
of measurement equivalence (Steenkamp and Baumgarmer 1998).
Interpersonal trust measures have been die subject of much examination with regards to 
measurement equivalence across countries (Brunton-Smidi and Sturgis 2009; Reeskens and 
Hooghe 2008; van der Veld 2009), yet no work has been done on whether the items are 
equivalent for men and women widiin or between diese countries. Widi perfect equivalence 
often difficult to acliieve (MiUsap and Meredidi 2004) die field has explored the implications 
of adopting a liierarchy of equivalence as well as levels of partial equivalence diat can be 
tested widiin a structural equation modelling framework (Byrne, Shavelson et al. 1989; 
Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1998). Tliese levels of equivalence allow for an examination of 
each trust question, indicating whedier it is likely to be prone to interpretative differences for 
men and women. Tliis hierarchy of equivalence is discussed in more depth below.
In order to test measurement equivalence widiin a structural equation framework die shared 
variance of multiple questions is modelled as a parameter in itself and the measures are 
conceived of as being indicators of die resulting underlying latent construct; in diis case, 
interpersonal trust. The diree proposed indicators of the latent construct of interpersonal 
trust are die Tmst vs. Caution, die Perceived helpfulness and die Perceived fairness questions in die 
ESS. This part of die mediod is Imown as confirmatory factor analysis and it is used to set 
up a basic measurement model of die concept of trust (Byrne 2010:6). A ‘multiple group’ 
component to the analysis dien tests die assumption of equivalence: diat respondents firom 
aU groups (here, both men and women) associate die indicators with the same underlying 
latent construct and ascribe the questions comparable meanings (Cheung and Rensvold 
1999). In cases where diis assumption does not hold, it is lilcely diat respondents are 
interpreting the survey questions differendy. Yet, as seen above, several levels of such 
equivalence can be defined, leading to ‘nested’ multiple group confirmatory factor analysis. 
Before explaining the interpretation of each of die levels of equivalence, it is helpful to 
examine a grapliical representation of the model.
Figure 6.1 shows the nested multiple group confirmatory factor analysis of interpersonal 
trust in the ESS using path diagrammatic notation. Two confirmatory factor analysis
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measurement models are presented, one for men and one for women. Tliese models consist 
of the three trust questions (depicted by rectangles), which are caused in part by die latent 
variable of interpersonal trust (depicted by an ellipse) and in part by error (depicted by 
circles). The interpretation of this padi diagram is diat respondents’ answers to die Tmst vs. 
Caution, Perceived helpfulness and Perceived fairness questions are determined by dieir level of 
interpersonal trust, but also by unmodelled factors captured in die error terms (Bollen 1989).
Bodi of die confirmatory factor analysis padi diagrams display sets of labelled parameters. 
Parameters labelled ‘b’ correspond to die factor loadings from die trust questions onto the 
latent variable interpersonal trust. One o f diese pathways is set to 1 to set the metric of die 
latent variable (Blunch 2008:77). Each model also provides three parameters labelled T. 
Tliese correspond to the intercepts of die regressions of the trust questions onto die latent 
variable of interpersonal trust. Alongside diese intercept estimates die diagrams each display 
one parameter labelled ‘m’. These correspond to the mean of the latent variable 
interpersonal trust.
In order to evaluate whedier men and women interpret die diree trust questions in die same 
ways, we examine whedier die corresponding pairs of estimates are die same across groups. 
To do diis die different levels of measurement equivalence become relevant. In a case where 
diere is perfect equivalence, factor loadings, intercepts and error variances corresponding to 
die labelled parameters for men would not be significandy different from diose for women 
(bl_men = bl_women, b2_men=b2_women, etc.). The interpretation o f such perfect 
equivalence would be that not only are men and women’s answers to die three questions 
related to their underlying interpersonal trust to die same extent, but diat dieir answers to 
each of the diree questions are attributable to die factors in die model. This allows for a 
comparison of mean trust across groups. In such a situation, once we have controlled for 
differences in latent means between men and women any differences in means of die 
observed items should also be accounted for. These results would indicate that all diree 
questions are interpreted in the same way by men and women and diat any differences 
between men and women’s answers to diem are substantive differences.
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Figure 6.1 Graphical representatioa of nested multiple group confirmatory factor analysis of 
interpersonal trust
Men
i1 men
Trust vs Caution
i2_men
b1 meninterpersonal Trust Fair
i3_men
b2_men Helpm1_men,
Women
i1 women
12 women
T_womenInterpersonal Trust
13 women
b2 women e3m1_women,
Trust vs Caution
Fair
Help
Yetj as stated earlier, latent constructs do not always demonstrate perfect equivalence. As à 
result, a hierarchy of several less restrictive forms of equivalence is commonly adopted in 
evaluations of invariance. Ordered from least to most restrictive, tliese levels are referred to 
as configurai invariance, metric invariance and scalar invariance (van der Veld 2009). If a 
latent construct satisfies tlie requirements for configurai invariance across groups it means 
tliat tlie indicators load onto the same latent variables (Byrne 2010). Referring back to Figure 
6.1, configurai invariance in tliis chapter is demonstrated if all three trust questions load onto 
the latent variable of interpersonal trust for both men and women.
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Metric invariance builds upon tlie essential foundation of configurai invariance by imposing 
parameter restrictions on the model. Specifically, metric invariance means tliat the pairs of 
factor loadings represented by bl_men, bl_women and b2_men and b2_women are not 
significandy different from each odier. If  die latent construct satisfies configurai and metric 
invariance it means diat a unit change in a man’s underlying level of latent trust wül result in 
die same change in liis answers to die diree trust questions as would be die case for a 
woman (Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1998; van der Veld 2009). Wliat diis level of 
equivalence does not allow is a comparison between men and women’s mean latent trust. 
Scalar equivalence is requited for diis additional step (Sorbom 1974; van der Veld 2009).
Scalar equivalence is attained if die model still fits when the intercepts of die regressions of 
the trust questions onto die latent construct are constrained to be equal (il_men = 
il_women, i2_men = i2_women, and i3_men = i3_women). Tliis restriction implies diat 
mean differences between men and women are due to dieit mean differences in latent 
interpersonal trust.
If scalar equivalence is rejected, however, it means that men and women’s answers to the 
diree trust questions are not purely determined by their actual level of trust, but rather by an 
additional, umnodeUed factor. Linking diis back to the aims of the chapter, scalar invariance 
is required to conclude that gender differences across die trust questions can be considered 
substantive radier dian methodological. If  scalar equivalence is rejected, however, it suggests 
diat diere are differences in die way that men and women answer die trust questions, 
differences diat may well involve variations in question interpretation. The next most 
restrictive model in die equivalence hierarchy is what is referred to as ‘strict’ invariance, 
where the factor structure, factor loadings (b’s), intercepts (i’s) and error variances are 
constrained to be equal. The aims of diis chapter do not require strict invariance, and wdl 
dierefore focus largely on the middle two levels: metric invariance and scalar invariance.
Latent variables can have any number of indicators and work has been done to explore the 
extent to wliich it is necessary for die relevant parameters of all die estimates to demonstrate 
invariance. This has resulted in discussions around die possibility of partial invariance 
(Byrne, Shavelson et al. 1989; Mülsap and Kwok 2004; Steenkamp and Baumgarmer 1998)
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and its implications. First, the source of inequality in tlie model is identified. This is usually 
individual indicators of a latent construct tliat do not demonstrate equivalence (eitlier metric 
or scalar) across groups. Second, such parameters are tlien left to vary across groups, 
resulting in a partially equivalent model. Steenkamp and Baumgartner argue tliat two 
indicators with invariant loadings and intercepts are sufficient for mean comparisons (1998). 
The appropriateness of comparing means on the basis of a composite scale constructed 
from a set of questions that demonstrate only partial equivalence continues to be debated 
(Nfiilsap and Kwok 2004; Mdlsap and Mereditli 2004). The mulfiple-group confirmatory 
factor analysis of men and women’s interpersonal trust makes use of the levels of 
equivalence discussed in tliis section, as well as of the concept of partial equivalence.
This chapter aims to examine whedier diere is evidence for men and women interpreting 
trust questions differendy, leading to gender differences across die measures. Testing diis in 
a structural equation modelling framework using levels of equivalence as explained here, the 
estimates are generated by die statistical software package AMOS 7. Set up in stages, the 
models are evaluated using bodi exact and adjusted model fit indices reviewed below.
6.3.3 Assessing model fit
Wliedier die various levels of equivalence hold widi respect to a multiple group confirmatory 
factor analysis is assessed on die basis of whedier each of die models fits die data. Studies 
vary widi respect to whether they proceed from die least restrictive model of configurai 
invariance to die most restrictive model of scalar invariance, or vice versa. Tliis chapter 
adopts die former approach. It tests die model fit at each level of equivalence widi an aim of 
examining whether the construct o f interpersonal trust demonstrates equivalent factor 
loadings and intercepts for men and women. If diis most restrictive model fits die data 
according to die fit statistics reviewed below die interpretation is that diere is no difference 
with respect to how men and women interpret Trust vs. Caution, Perceived helpfulness and 
Perceivedfairness.
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Exact fit statistics: Chi-square model fit
The exact model Et test compares the variance covariance matrix diat is implied by die 
model widi die observed variance covariance matrix that stems Eom the sample data. The 
difference in log-Hkelihood between die two matrices is distributed as clii-square (Byrne 
2010:75).
If die clii-square is non-significant (p > 0.05) die analyst can conclude diat diere is no 
difference between die estimated and observed matrices, indicating diat the specified model 
fits die data well. As well as providing information about die overall model fit, clii-square 
also tests how well one model fits as compared to anodier model. In order for this to work 
die models need to be nested, each model adding one or more parameter constraints dian 
die last. In diis sense, each subsequent model is a special case of die previous model. If die 
change in clii-square’s p-value is above 0.05 the newer model does not fit die data 
significandy worse dian die previous model did, and die more heavily constrained model is 
preferred.
Given diat clii-square is very sensitive to sample size (Bender and Bonett 1980; Byrne 2010; 
Joereskog 1982), a number of adjusted fit statistics have been developed diat try to take into 
account sample size as well as parsimony (how many parameters diere are to estimate, with 
fewer being preferred) in theit assessment of model fit. A combination of exact and adjusted 
fit statistics shall be used, in accordance widi recommendations firom die literature (Hu and 
Bender 1999). In addition to die exact fit statistic oudined above, a brief explanation of each 
of the adjusted fit statistics used, as well as a guide to their interpretation, is provided here.
Comparative Fit Index (CFI)
Tlie CFI compares die hypodietical null model which has a covariance matrix of zeros widi 
the observed covariance matrix. It is recognised to be particularly effective at providing 
accurate estimates of goodness of fit where die sample size is small (Byrne 2010). This 
statistic has a range from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating a perfect fit. As widi aU fit indices, where 
the direshold for ‘good’ fit lies is disputed, and BoUen (1989) concedes diat diese cut-off 
points are largely arbitrary. In die case of die CFI the accepted cut-off point is 0.95, widi any
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statistic of tliat magnitude or liigher indicating a good model fit (Carlson and Mulaik 1993; 
Hu and Bentier 1999).
PootMean Square Enor of Approximation and PCEOSE
lilce tlie CFI, die RMSEA is less likely dian odier fit statistics to overestimate die goodness 
of fit in cases where die sample size is small. It also takes into account model complexity, 
advantaging models where fewer parameters are being estimated (Byrne 2010). Widi an 
RMSEA of zero being a perfect fit, Hu and Bender (1999) argue diat an RMSEA of equal to 
or below 0.06 indicates satisfactory fit, but traditionally die cut-off point has been 0.05 
(Byrne 2010:80). Tlie PCLOSE test is available to establish whedier die RMSEA is reliable 
or not. It tests die null hypodiesis that die RMSEA is not above 0.05. If the PLCOSE is 
below 0.05 we reject the nuU hypodiesis and conclude that the RIVISEA is in fact above 0.05, 
and diat dierefore we do not have a satisfactory model fit.
Re/ative Chi-square (CMIN/DF)
Tlie relative chi-square, sometimes called the normal clii-square, is die clii-square statistic 
divided by the degrees of freedom. Tlds goodness o f fit index seeks to reduce the sensitivity 
of clii-square to die sample size. The desired range for die CMIN/DF is between 1 and 5, 
aldiough more conservative use suggests diat is should be between 1 and 3 (Marsh and 
Hocevar 1985:567).
6.3.4 Results
Results of the multiple group confirmatory factor analysis are presented in Table 6.1. Tlie 
table examines various levels o f die hierarchy of equivalence, indicating die analytical 
benefits of each, as well as setting out die parameter constraints associated widi each level. 
Tlie parameter labels used correspond to diose in Figure 6.1. The table also provides bodi 
exact fit and adjusted fit indices for each of die models, in addition to comparative fit 
measures.
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Table 6.1 Multiple group confirmatory factor analysis o f latent interpersonal trust for m en and wom en 
(ESS 02-06) N =  3442 wom en, 2899 m en
Levels o f equivalence
1) Metric 2) Full scalar 3) Partial scalar I 4) Partial scalar II
Analytical benefit Comparing covariances Differences in Differences in Differences in
means estimated means estimated means estimated
comparing means Comparing means
Constraints
Latent means m l_m =0 m l_m =0 m l_m =0 m l_m =0
m l_w=0 ml_w=estimated ml_w=estimated m l_w —estimated
Equivalent factor b l_m = b l_  w b l_ m = b l_ w b l_  m =b l_  w b l_  m en=bl_ women
loading structure
b2_ m =b2_ \v b2_ m=b2_ w b2_ m= b2_ w b2_ men= b2_ women
Equivalent intercept i l_  m& il_  w=estimated il_ m =  i l _ w il_  m& il_  w = estimated i l_  m& i l_  w = estimated
structure
i2_ m &i2_ w=esdmated i2_ m= i2_ w i2_ m& i2_ w=estimated i2_ m -  i2_ w
i3_ m& i3_ w=estimated i3_ m= i3_ w i3_ m= i3_ w i3_ m -  i3_ w
Exact model fit
X2 4.57 27.77 4.57 5.17
df 2 4 2 3
p-value 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.16
Comparative m odel (Ref for Models 2 & 3) (Ref for Model 4)
fit
AX2 - - - 0.6
Adf - - - 1
p-value - - - 0.44
Adjusted m odel fit
X V df 2.29 6.94 2.29 1.72
RMSEA 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01
PCLOSE 1 1 1 1
CFI 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
W omen’s latent - -0.03(0.04) 0.02(0.06) 0.05(0.05)
mean trust
(Men =0)
Interpretation o f
results Interpersonal trust Men and women Men and women Men and women
is related to each o f die do not interpret interpret Perceivedfairness interpret Perceived iairness
3 questions in all 3 questions in the same way. & Perceived \selpjulness
the same way in the same way in the same way.
for men and women.
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With similarities of question intetpfetation as tlie focus of tlie analysis, tlie model liieraïchy 
tested here progressed from tlie least constrained model to full scalar equivalence. Whilst the 
latter would indicate tliat men and women do indeed interpret tlie tliree trust questions in 
tlie same way, any departure from such fuU scalar equivalence calls this into question. 
Estimates for the basic configurai invariance model, where no equality restrictions are 
applied to tlie latent construct for men and women, is not included in Table 6.1. In order for 
tlie model to converge and produce model fit indices, it is necessary for diere to be eidier as 
many, or more, known parameters relative to unknown parameters to be estimated. In die 
case o f diis 3-indicator multiple group model, dais requirement is not fulfilled. The 
configurai invariance model is, therefore, unidentified, meaning diat no estimates are 
produced for tliis level of equivalence. Tliis is unproblematic, given diat die analysis is only 
dealing widi diree indicators, aU of wliich load significandy onto a single latent construct for 
bodi men and women. Tlie test for configurai invariance is particularly important when die 
analysis deals with more indicators and where it is possible that particular indicators load 
onto different latent constructs for different groups. Tlie simplicity of the model dealt widi 
here makes configurai invariance less problematic.
Evaluating die least constrained model in Table 6.1 first (Model 1), we see that metric 
equivalence of die interpersonal trust construct holds for men and women. Constraining 
each of die regression weights between the trust questions and the latent construct of 
interpersonal trust to be die same for men and women produces a clii-square value of 4.57, 
widi 2 degrees of freedom. This results in a p-value o f 0.1, wliich is above die direshold for 
good fit. In addition to diis exact fit test, all four of the adjusted fit indices also suggest good 
model fit. Thus far, we can say that men and women’s answers to the diree trust questions 
are associated widi their underlying latent trust in the same way. Tlierefore, an increase in the 
latent level of trust wiU lead to die same adjustment in answers to die diree trust questions 
for men as it wül for women.
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Tliis metric invariance does not, however, provide sufficient equivalence to constitute 
comparable question interpretation. For diat we require scalar invariance: diat the intercepts 
of the regressions (in addition to the regression weights tested in die metric model) of each 
of the three trust questions onto die latent construct of interpersonal trust are die same for 
men and women, conditional on die latent mean. Model 2 presented in Table 6.1 
corresponds to a full scalar equivalence model, testing whedier men and women’s 
interpretation of all three of die trust questions examined are die same. Tlie factor loadings 
and intercepts are constrained to be die same for men and women. Tlie difference in latent 
means between the groups is also estimated. Women’s latent trust is estimated to be lower 
dian men’s (-0.03, s.e 0.04), aldiough not significandy so. Examining model fit indices, we 
find that, according to die clii square test, and relative chi-square, it in fact fits poorly in 
comparison to die metric equivalence model. It is not possible to formally determine 
comparative fit of die fuU scalar model widi the metric model given diat the former is not 
stticdy nested witliin die latter.
Tlie interpretation of diis result is diat diere is evidence to suggest diat men and women do 
not interpret the Tmst vs. Caution, Perceived helpfulness and Perceivedfairness questions in die same 
way. Tlie finding does not, however, indicate which of die questions are interpreted 
differendy. Assessment of die equivalence of die individual items is acliieved by returning to 
die metric equivalence model and testing for partial equivalence of die intercepts.
Since diere are diree questions, and dierefore three possibilities for differences in question 
interpretation, die intercept constraints are added one by one onto die metric model, starting 
with Perceivedfairness in die partial scalar equivalence I model (Model 3 in Table 6.1). Bodi the 
exact and adjusted fit indices suggest good model fit. These indices are identical to diose 
generated in Model 1. The number of parameters estimated in bodi models is die same, widi 
Model 3 constraining die intercept associated widi Perceivedfairness for men and women, but 
seeldng to estimate die difference in latent means between men and women, a parameter 
diat had been fixed in Model 1. The results from die partial scalar equivalence test in Model 
3 suggest diat men and women interpret die Perceivedfairness question in die same way. Metric 
equivalence and single-item scalar invariance are not sufficient for a reliable comparison of 
latent means (Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1998), yet a brief look at die latter shows diat
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unsurprisingly, the model indicates that there is no significant difference between men and 
women’s mean latent level of trust (men fixed at zero, women 0.02 s.e 0.06). Chapter 4 
showed tliat the tliree indicators each have a different association witli gender when 
examined separately. Tliese gender differences are cancelled out when the questions are 
combined in tlie form of a latent variable.
The next level of partial scalar equivalence is tested in Model 4. Tliis time the intercepts of 
botli Perceivedfairness and Perceived helpfulness are constrained to be equal for men and women, 
in addition to tlie regression weights from Model 1. Again we find that tliis additional 
constraint on tlie model does not reduce fit significantly. Tlie chi square statistic is 5.17 over 
df 3, with a p-value of 0.16. The adjusted fit indices are essentially unchanged from tlie 
previous model. The chi square comparative fit statistic (A X”= 0.60, Adf = 1, p-value 0.44) 
suggests tliat the partial scalar equivalence model II does not fit significandy worse dian the 
partial scalar equivalence model I. From diis we can conclude diat men and women interpret 
bodi the Perceivedfairness and Perceived helpfulness questions in die same way. Any differences in 
their answers to diese two questions are due solely to substantive differences in dieir trust 
levels, as represented by die latent construct. Having established that the model 
demonstrates metric equivalence as well as scalar invariance on two out of diree indicators, it 
is possible to reliably compare differences in latent mean trust for men and women. Widi the 
diree indicators and dieir different gender associations, diere is still no significant difference 
in latent mean trust by gender (men fixed at zero, women 0.05 s.e 0.05).
Tlie estimates for Model 2 correspond to the test o f equivalence in Interpretation of die 
Tmst vs. Caution measure, in addition to the odier two measures. As seen above, die full- 
scalar model does not fit as well as die metric model. Comparative model fit indices between 
Model 4 and Model 2 test the progression between die partial scalar invariance as found in 
Model 4 and full scalar invariance as found in Model 2. These comparative fit statistics (A 
X“= 22.60, Adf = 1, p-value 0.00) indicate diat die full scalar invariant model (Model 2) fits 
significandy worse dian the partially scalar invariant model (Model 4), suggesting that men 
and women interpret die Tmst vs. Caution question differendy.
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Results presented in this section inform die aims of dûs Chapter in so far as they question 
whedier differences in interpersonal trust between men and women are real, or die result of 
differences in interpretation o f the questions. In addition to contributing to tlûs aim, 
however, the analyses have also tested whedier die measurement model of latent trust 
consisting of Trust vs. Caution, Perceived helpfulness and Perceivedfairness is equivalent for men and 
women. Tlûs informs research seeking to use multiple indicators of trust in the context of 
gender. Tlie analyses do not find full scalar equivalence of die interpersonal trust construct 
for men and women, wlûch suggests diat using die construct widi the aim of comparing 
latent means or creating composite scores may be problematic. As discussed in section 6.3.2 
above, however, diere is a literature that suggests diat partial equivalence of a latent 
construct across groups is sufficient for it to function effectively in structural equation 
modelling analyses (Byine, Shavelson et al. 1989; Cheung and Rensvold 1999; Meredidi 
1993). This is because die non-equivalence is captured, and therefore controlled, by die error 
term for die offending indicator (Trust vs. Caution) and die remaining two indicators are 
strong enough to carry die construct and allow for a comparison of means, bodi latent and 
diose resulting from composite scores (Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1998). For example, 
Cooke, Kosson and Miclûe (2001) argue that only partial intercept equivalence does not 
preclude us from making use of a latent construct in a multiple group comparison. Despite 
dûs, I still choose to use die tmst questions separately when analysing gender, radier than 
togedier in the form of a partially equivalent construct. Whilst diere are significant 
advantages to combining die power and variance from several indicators in a single latent 
variable, and wliilst such an approach is flexible in its ability to adjust for measurement error, 
I believe diat diere are advantages to examining each indicator separately in dûs diesis. Tlie 
work represents the first attempt of its kind to understand die ways in wlûch the trust 
questions are different and similar, and how dûs affects dieir association widi gender. I have 
found diat diey differ in substantively interesting ways, shedding light on die complex 
relationslûp between gender and trust.
6.3.5 Summary
Chapters 4 and 5 documented substantial diversity in gender-tmst associations across survey 
measures o f trust in the UK. In seeking to explain this diversity, die argument was put
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forward diat survey questions tap into several distinct forms of trust, each widi separate 
associations widi gender. In diis section an additional explanation for diis range in gender- 
tmst association is explored: diat variations in question interpretation, rather dian 
substantive diversity are driving gender differences in trust. Section 6.3 tested diis idea by 
using nested multiple group confkmatory factor analysis of European Social Survey data. O f 
die diree trust questions available in this survey, two demonstrated equivalence of meaning 
for men and women. Tlius, when asked whedier diey diought most people would try to take 
advantage of diem if diey got a chance or whedier they would try to be fair, bodi men and 
women’s answers were driven by tiieir latent trust, indicating diat diey interpreted die 
question in comparable ways. The same goes for when diey were asked whedier they 
diought most of die time people try to be helpful or whedier diey think people are mosdy 
looldng out for diemselves. As Chapters 4 and 5 showed, women are more lilcely dian men 
to perceive others to be fair. The results from diis chapter suggest diat diis gender difference 
is indeed substantive, radier than being due to a difference in men and women’s question 
interpretation.
The results of Section 6.3 also liiglilighted, however, diat one of die diree questions in the 
European Social Survey is not interpreted in die same way by men and women. Wlien asked 
whether they think diat most people can be trusted or whedier diey think diey can’t be too 
careful in dealing with people, men and women’s answers are driven in part by factors odier 
dian trust. Chapters 4 and 5 showed diat women are far more lilcely dian men to prioritise 
trust over caution. The results of this section highlight the possibility diat diis gender 
difference is driven, not only by substantive differences in trust between men and women, 
but also by differences in interpretation.
Aldiough die analysis presented so far in diis chapter has allowed a diagnosis of potential 
differences in question interpretation for men and women with respect to the Trust vs. 
Caution question, it does not provide any indication of how diese may come about. From a 
survey mediodology point o f view, gaining insight into the source o f differences in 
interpretation may be seen as important. As discussed in Tourangeau et al. (2000), 
differences in semantic understandings of questions endanger die accuracy o f survey data, 
and ought, dierefore, to be minirnised. Similarly, pin pointing die underlying reason for any
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interprétative differences is also in the interest of fortlier research into trust and gender since 
it would assist in tlie process of getting at die substantive gender differences in trust.
6.4 Testing for differences in question interpretation: Self-reported 
frames of reference
There are a range of possible sources o f interpretative differences between men and women 
widi respect to die trust questions examined in diis diesis. One such possible explanation is 
examined in diis section, namely whether men and women diink of different people when 
asked die trust questions, and whedier doing so affects dieir answers. Linking diis back to 
die results from Section 6.3, men and women using different frames of reference when diey 
answer die questions may be one possible reason why they interpret the Tmst vs. Caution 
question differendy.
Survey organisations dedicate substantial resources to researcliing and monitoring the ways 
in which respondents answer survey instruments, focussing upon problems of 
misinterpretation, difficulty widi recall and estimation, and the process o f formatting 
responses. Concern regarding these factors arises from the recognition diat die cognitive 
process involved in answering questions is a crucial consideration in question design and 
data reliability (Sudman, Bradburn et al. 1996; Tourangeau 1984; Tourangeau, Rips et al. 
2000:21). Most dieories of survey response recognise four components to the process: 
‘comprehension’, ‘retrieval’, ‘judgment’, and ‘reporting’ (Groves, Fowler et al. 2004). The 
first of diese four stages includes “attending to the question and accompanying instructions, 
assigning a meaning to the surface form of the question, and [...] identifying die information 
sought” (Tourangeau, Rips et al. 2000). It is this stage of the answering process that is of 
interest in tlûs chapter, in line widi die focus on question interpretation. Methodological 
research interested in die response process makes use of cognitive interviewing techniques, 
consisting of “the practice of adrninistering a survey questionnaire while collecting additional 
verbal information about the survey responses... [which is] used to evaluate die quality of 
die response or to help determine whedier die question is generating the sort of information
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tliat its author intends” (Beatty 2004). The additional information can be collected using 
scripted interview protocols, or using principally non-scripted probes (Fitzgerald, Widdop et 
al. 2009). The advantage of the former is that they help to keep interviews consistent and 
allow for focus on a particular aspect of the cognitive process. Non-scripted probes, on the 
otlier hand, allow for a wider exploration of tlie respondents’ diought processes.
Cognitive interviewing techniques have been used in relation to survey measures of 
interpersonal trust in tlie work of Uslaner (2007; 2002) and Sturgis and Smith (2010). 
Uslaner’s study was based upon data from the 2000 American National Election Study Phot 
Survey in wliich subsamples of respondents were asked to teU the interviewer everydiing 
diey were diinking, from die time diey first heard die trust question (diey were asked die 
Trust vs. Caution question, as well as die Perceived fairness and Perceived helpfulness questions), until 
they decided what their answer would be. Uslaner reported upon die extent to wliich 
individuals referred to personal experiences, a general worldview or no content at all in their 
answering of the questions. From die results he argued diat die Trust vs. Caution question 
“brings up general evaluations of society to many people, wltile issues of helpfulness bring 
up specific incidents [and the] fairness question is right in the middle” (Uslaner 2002:73). 
Whilst these results are interesting widi respect to wider insights into die Tmst vs. Caution, 
Perceived helpfulness and Perceived fairness questions, die data are not specific enough for our 
purposes. They are generated by what are essentially non-scripted probes, radier dian 
focussing specifically on who die respondent thinks of in answering die questions. In addition 
to this, die data are based on an American sample, radier dian the UK population, as well as 
being the result of telephone interviews, radier dian face-to-face interviews. I have chosen to 
avoid die potentially confounding influences of culture and mode differences diat an analysis 
of diese data may have brought to die examination of gendered question interpretation. 
International comparisons of gender differences in trust would require consideration o f a 
range of issues, including diversity between women’s roles and participation in the labour- 
market, as well as insights into die welfare regimes in die two countries. As a result, I have 
chosen to focus my analysis o f question interpretation on die data used by Sturgis and Smidi 
(2010), discussed in Section 6.4.1.
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6.4.1 Data and Background
The data was collected as part of die Ipsos-MORI General Public Omnibus survey, fielded 
in November 2007 and February 2008. Tliis is a multi-stage CAPI survey, covering a broad 
range o f topics. Aldiough the Omnibus does not foUow a random design, die sample does 
match die general mainland British population on socio-demographic characteristics. 
Embedded widiin diis survey is an experiment, designed by Sturgis and Smith, on frames of 
reference used by respondents when answering two distinct trust questions (Sturgis and 
Smith 2010). Tlie experiment randomly assigned respondents to one of two conditions. In 
die first, die respondent was asked die Trust vs. Caution question:
Generally speaking would you say that most people can be trusted, or that you can't be too careful in dealing 
ivith people?
a. Most people can be tmsted
b. Can't be too careful
In die second condition respondents were asked about trust in people in dieir local area. The 
format of die question is slighdy different from die Tmst in Neighbours questions analysed in 
Chapters 4 and 5 in so far as it asks about people in die respondents’ local area rather than 
about neighbours specifically, but also in diat it focuses on die degree to wliich people are 
trusted rather than on die proportion of people who are trusted.
How much do you tmst people in your local area?
a. a lot
b. a fair amount
c. not vety much
d. not at all
Direcdy after answering each trust question, respondents in both conditions were asked to 
teU die interviewer who came to mind when they were thinking about ‘most people’ or 
‘people in dieir local area’ and dieir answers were recorded verbatim. In total 481 
respondents provided an open-ended answer to die Tmst vs. Caution question and 509 
respondents provided an answer to die trust in people in your local area question (hereafter
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referred to as tlie Juocalana question). Tlie data do not allow for a tliorough follow-up to die 
analyses presented in Section 6.3 in so far as die Petvemd fairness and perceived helpfulness are not 
asked. However, given diat the Tmst vs. Caution question demonstrated die difference in 
interpretation for men and women, it is most important for diat to be examined regarding 
potentially gendered frames of reference.
Sturgis and Smith (2010) determine that when answering die Ijocal area questions 
respondents are more likely to diink of people diey know dian diey are to diink of unknown, 
‘generalised’ odiers, whilst die reverse is true widi respect to the Tmst vs. Caution measure. In 
addition to diis, dieit results indicate diat diose respondents who do diinlc of people diey 
know when answering diese questions report liigher levels of both types of trust. Building 
upon dieir findings, tliis analysis seeks to determine whedier men and women differ in die 
frames of reference diey use to answer die two trust questions. If diey do not, we can 
conclude diat diey interpret the trust questions in a similar manner with respect to whom 
diey conceive die question to be about. Given die results from die multiple group 
confirmatory factor analysis however, we know that men and women do not interpret at 
least one of die questions - Tmst vs. Caution — in die same way. As stated in Section 6.3.5, 
using different frames of reference is one possible way in wliich respondents might differ in 
dieit interpretation of the questions. If diis is die case, we would expect women to use 
frames of reference diat might reduce their trust relative to men’s in order to explain dieir 
lower scores on Trust vs. Caution. If women are more Hltely to diink of groups of people diat 
might present higher levels of risk to eidier women themselves, or to the individuals in dieir 
social networks this may cause such discrepancies.
Before proceeding onto analysis of die use of frames of reference. Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 
show die associations between gender and die Tmst vs. Caution and Ijocal ana items in diis 
dataset. Table 6.2 radicates diat there is no significant difference between men and women’s 
responses to Tmst vs. Caution. Tliis finding is unusual; Chapter 4 established that diere are 
significant gender differences in Tmst vs. Caution across most probability sample datasets, 
with women being less trusting dian men. The small gender difference found here (2% fewer 
women dian men feel ‘most people can be trusted’) is in die expected direction, yet is not a 
significant gender effect. Tliis anomalous absence of die expected gender difference in die
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Omnibus data calls for caution with respect to lessons drawn from the results more 
generally. The Omnibus data was not collected using a random sample, as was tlie case widi 
the otlier population datasets used in the thesis. In addition to this, Sturgis and Smith 
(2010:80) found diat die proportion of respondents choosing die trusting option, as 
opposed to die caution option, is higher in diis dataset dian in odier data sources. It is 
possible diat die survey design leads to biased response rates in favour of liighly trusting 
women, given diat it is Ulcely to have applied less stringent refusal conversion techniques 
needed to capmre hard-to-reach respondents” . These hard-to reach respondents are more 
ükely to be young and in sliift work, often consisting o f employment in lower occupational 
classes. Bodi of these groups are likely to be less trusting, though diis is particularly the case 
for women, as found in Chapter 5. Groups who are liltely to be over-represented include 
retired and older individuals who spend less time outside of die home. These groups were 
also found to be particularly tmsting. Tliese discrepancies between die Omnibus survey 
design and other population surveys may account for die absence of a gender difference on 
this question and for die liigher aggregate level of trust in die sample.
Table 6.2 Gender differences in responses to the Trust vs. Caution item (Source: Ipsos- 
MORI General Public Omnibus N ov 2007)
Generally speaking, would 
you say: % Men N %Women N
Chi-square
difference
Most people can be trusted 51 116 49 113
Can't be too carefiil 49 123 51 129
Total 100 239 100 242
Pearson Chi-Square 0.16
P 0.69
Trust in people in the respondent’s local area, however, does demonstrate significant gender 
differences, widi women being significandy more trusting of diose in dieir local area dian
Ipsos-MOM does not record refusals data, so it is not possible to report the refusal rate for tliis survey.
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men (Table 6.3). Chapter 4 found that men were trusting of a larger proportion of people in 
their neighbourhood tlian women, although tlie gender difference was smaller tlian tliat 
found in tlie Tmst vs. Caution measure only two out of tlie tliree tlie data sources 
demonstrated tlie gender effect. It was suggested that asking about ptvpotfions of people the 
respondent tmsts is different from asking about tlie degree to which tlie respondent trusts 
people. linking tliis to the insights into gender provided by die ethics o f care and risk 
aversion theories discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, we should expect women to be more trusting 
of people in dieir neighbourhood or local area due to die importance they place upon 
networks o f support (Lowndes 2000), but also that women are likely to be more discerning 
in dieir placement of trust, excluding particular individuals or groups on die basis of die risk 
diat trusting diem might present to die woman’s network. Thus it is not unexpected diat 
Chapter 4 found women to be trusting of a smaller proportion of dieir neighbours dian 
men, wliilst the Ipsos-MORI experiment finds women to be more trusting o f die people in 
dieir local area. The difference between die intensity or degree of trust placed in individuals 
and how wide die coverage of trust extends across a group of individuals is a subde one. Yet, 
we have come across substantial evidence to suggest that die distinction may well be 
important, particularly in relation to die different ways in wliich men and women place dieir 
trust iu odiers.
Table 6.3; Gender differences in responses to the Local Area item (Source: Ipsos-MORI 
General Public Omnibus N ov 2007)
H ow much do you trust people in your local area? Vo Men N %Women N  Estimate
N ot at a ll/ not very much 24 59 17 46
A fair amount 60 145 59 158
A lot 15 37 24 64
Total 100 241 100 268
Ordered Logit: gender effect (women =1) 0.49***
*** p<0.01
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6.4.2 Men and women’s use of frames of reference when considering trust
Pursuing the idea tliat gender differences in trust are possibly due in part to variations in 
question interpretation and tliat tliese are potentially caused by respondents tliinldng of 
different groups of people, tlie first analyses examine whetlier men and women do indeed 
use different frames of reference in answering trust questions. Section 6.4.3 then turns to an 
examination of whether tlie use of tlie same frames of reference might have different effects 
on men and women’s trust. The data collected by the Ipsos-MORI experiment provides 29 
basic codes representing groups of people tlie respondent reported having thought about 
when answering tlie two trust questions. Tlie full range of these codes is provided in Sturgis 
and Smith (2010). For tlie purpose of tliis analysis, tlie codes have been grouped fuitlier into 
6 broader ‘frames of reference’ that differ slightly from those used by Sturgis and Smith. The 
primary difference between the coding used in tliis thesis and tliat used by Sturgis and Smitli 
concerns tlie open-ended responses referring to neighbours. Sturgis and Smith considered 
tliat respondents who reported tliinking of neighbours whilst they answered the question 
were referring to ‘loiown otliers’ in the answering process, whilst tlie analysis presented here 
considered such respondents to be referring to their ‘local community’. The rationale beliind 
my re-code was that neighbours are not always known to the respondent. Neighbours that 
are Imown to the respondent could also be categorised as ‘friends’, but in referring to these 
individuals as ‘neighbours’ tlie respondent is defining their association to tlie individual 
primarily in terms of their location witliin the community. Appendix B sets out my recoding 
of respondents’ answers in detail. Table 6.4 provides an overview of tlie frames of reference 
used, a description of the groups of people in each category, and the percentage o f men and 
women who referred to each code. Respondents were not limited to providing one answer 
to die diink-aloud question, resulting in multiple frames of reference for a substantial section 
of respondents, and hence die column totals do not sum to 100%.
In line widi common expectations of the question tapping into a ‘generalised’ or ‘diin’ form 
of trust (Putnam 2000) die most frequently referred to frame of reference in answering die 
Tmst vs. Caution question were ‘unlmown others’. However, although it was die dominant 
frame of reference, only 33% of men and 38% of women actually used it. Sturgis and Smidi 
(2010) discuss the relevance of this finding for trust dieory, arguing diat it demonstrates diat 
Tmst vs. Caution is not capturing as ‘generalised’ a form of trust as is often assumed. Anodier
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important frame of reference for tlie Tmst vs. Caution question is ‘known otliers’, such as 
family, friends and colleagues. Trust in these individuals would be deemed to faU into a more 
particularised, or ‘diick’ form of trust, and are referred to by 20% of men and 18% of 
women. A surprisingly high proportion of men and women (23% and 25%, respectively) 
report not having drought of anyone, or not knowing who diey drought of when answering 
die question, suggesting diat diese respondents may weU have been engaging in ‘satisficing’ 
behaviour, providing answers to die trust questions wliilst short-cutting the cognitive 
processing required for a considered answer (Krosnick 1991).
Clii-square tests of independence find diat men and women do not differ significandy in the 
frames of references diey evoke when answering die Tmst vs. Caution question. Tliis finding 
indicates diat die difference in interpretation of the Tmst vs. Caution question diat was 
suggested in Section 6.3 does not appear to be due to men and women thinldng o f different 
groups of people. Further research is needed to explore alternative sources o f semantically 
gendered question interpretation regarding die Tmst vs. Caution question. It is possible, for 
example, that die concept of ‘trust’ and the concept of ‘caution’ have different meanings for 
men and women, or diat the social desirability bias operating m die presence of the 
interviewer in face-to-face data collection modes affects men and women differentiy (Kuran 
and McCaffery 2008).
Given diat die Tocal area question was not present in die European Social Survey, it was not 
part of die nested multiple group confirmatory factor analyses examining item equivalence in 
Section 6.3. This means that no information yet exists about potential gender differences in 
question interpretation of diis question. The Ipsos-MORI General Public Omnibus 
November 2007 data does include die Tocal ana question, allowing for a search for 
differential use of frames of reference, as shown in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4: Comparing men and women’s use of frames of reference when answering two
trust questions (Source: Ipsos-MORI General Public Omnibus Nov 2007)
Frame of reference'-* Description of category
% of respondents who used frame of reference * 
Trust vs. Local 
Caution Area
Men Women Men Women
Known others Friends, family, colleagues
20 18 16 13
Unknown others Everyone, anyone, people
in general, foreigners.
strangers, children 33 38 10 8
Authorities Named jobs, professionals
etc 9 11 8 13
Community Local community,
neighbours 11 10 48 61 **
Otlier Other, not mentioning
objects of trust, e.g. you
have to trust people 13 15 14 10
No frame of reference No-one, don’t know, not
stated 23 25 21 18
Weighted N 239 242 240 267
a see Appendix B for coding of frames of reference
b Weighted percentages, multiple answers per respondent mean % do not sum to 100. 
* p50.05 ** p<0.01
In contrast to what was seen with tlie Trust vs. Caution question, when asked about how 
much tliey trust die people in dieit local area, men and women do differ: a significandy 
liigher proportion of women dian men report having thought about dieit local community 
and theit neighbours in answering die question (61% of women, 48% of men). The second 
most common response was for respondents to report not having drought o f anyone, or not 
knowing who diey drought of (21% of men, 18% of women). The proportion o f men and 
women reporting having drought of ‘known odiers’ widi regards to die Tocal area question is 
smaller dian it was widi regards to die Tmst vs. Caution measure (16% of men and 13% of 
women, as compared widi 20% and 18%, respectively).
Respondents were able to report using more dian one frame of reference in formulating 
dieit answers to die trust questions. Tlierefore, in addition to drinking of different groups of 
people when answering diese trust questions, it is possible diat men and women differ in
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how many frames of reference they employ. Tliinking of multiple groups o f people ratlier 
than just a single group may constitute a different way of interpreting a tmst question. 
Testing for tliis. Table 6.5 shows diat diere is no difference in die number of frames of 
reference diat men and women use when answering die tmst questions. All respondents are 
most lilcely to have provided a single frame of reference to the interviewer, though diis is 
more so widi respect to the Trust vs. Caution measure than die Tacal ana measure. In both 
cases women are slighdy more likely than men to have provided multiple references, but the 
difference is not significant.
Table 6.5: Comparing numbers of frames of references used by men and women in
No. of frames of 
reference
Trust vs. Caution 
Men “ (%) Women (%)
Local Area 
Men (%) Women (%)
1 153 (91) 151 (89) 188 (84) 209 (82)
2 13(8) 17 (10) 32 (15) 42 (16)
3 1(1) 2(1) 2(1) 5(2)
Pearson's chi-square 0.85 1.34
P 0.65 0.51“ Weighted N
Analysis of die diink-aloud data presented in diis section suggests diat diere is some 
difference in men and women’s use of frames of reference widi respect to the Ijocal area 
question, but not in dieir answering of the Trust vs. Caution question. An alternative 
explanation for die differences in interpretation explored in Section 6.4.3, is diat particular 
ftames of reference affect men and women’s tmst differentiy. Exploring diis possibility is die 
third aim of this chapter.
6.4.3 The effect of frames of reference on trust
In line with expectations under the ethics of care thesis, Blinking of individuals widiin dieir 
local community might be more important in boosting women’s trust than men’s due to the 
relative importance of these individuals for women’s more connected and relational lives
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(Lowndes 2000). Finding differing effects of particular frames of reference on trust for men 
and women may shed light on the difference in interpretation found in Section 6.3.
Testing tlie hypothesis of differing effects of particular frames of reference for men and 
women witli regards to botli Tmst vs. Caution and Ijocal area trust, a binary logit model and an 
ordered logit model are fit to die data (Table 6.6 and Table 6.7). The models control for a 
range of socio-demograpliic characteristics as well as for die different frames of reference 
used when answering die trust questions. Tliese models are run separately for men and 
women to explore how die different frames of reference affect trust scores. In addition to 
diis, interactions between each of die frames of reference and gender are tested in order to 
determine whedier particular frames of reference affect men and women’s trust differendy.
Table 6.6 shows that for bodi men and women diinking of ‘known others’, as opposed to 
‘unknown odiers’, when answering the Tmst vs. Caution question significandy increases dieir 
likelihood of saying diat people can be trusted, as opposed to saying that you can’t be too 
careful when dealing widi people. Similarly, respondents who reported not knowing who 
diey had diought of, or diat they had not diought of anyone when answering die question, 
are significandy more trusting on diis measure. Tliis latter finding is in Hne widi satisficing 
dieory since one of die indicators of such survey response behaviour is acquiescence bias 
and social desirability bias, both of which would result in a trusting radier than a cautious 
answer to die question. There is a notable difference, however, between die effect diat using 
community and neighbours as a frame of reference has on men and women’s trust. Men 
who diink of community as opposed to ‘unknown odiers’ when answering die question are 
not significandy more hkely to trust people in general. Women who diink of community and 
neighbours, in contrast, have a 13 times higher odds ratio than women who diink of 
‘unlmown odiers’ to report diat people can be trusted. This gender difference is confirmed 
by a significant interaction. However the analysis compares die 24 women who used 
‘community’ as dieir frame of reference to the 27 men who did so. Tliis limited group size is 
a result of die diinlc-aloud experiment’s small sample size, relative to that found in 
population surveys. The finding diat thinking of ‘community’ has a different effect on men 
and women’s answers to the Trust vs. Caution question is, therefore, tentative, requiting 
furdier analysis widi larger sample sizes.
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Table 6,6: How frames of reference affect men and women’s answers to the Trust vs. Caution item
(Source: Ipsos-MORI General Public Omnibus Nov 2007, OLS regression)
Variable Categories
B
M en
S.E. Exp(B)
Women
B S.E. Exp(B)
T est of 
gender 
difference
Constant -2.05 0.69 *** 0.13 -2.46 0.7 *** 0.09
Age group Under 24 -0.24 0.70 0.78 0.86 0.62 2.37
25 to 34 -0.58 0.51 0.56 -0.24 0.53 0.78
35 to 44 (ref)
45 to 54 -1.22 0.54 ** 0.30 0.31 0.52 1.37
55 to 64 -0.91 0.55 * 0.40 0.78 0.53 2.18
65 to 74 -0.82 0.67 0.44 0.51 0.69 1.66
Over 75 0.31 0.66 1.36 0.93 0.91 2.55
Education N o qualifications (ref)
GCSE or above 0.22 0.45 1.25 0.05 0.42 1.05
Degree 1.04 0.56 * 2.82 1.30 0.55 ** 3.66
Partnership
Status
Single, never married 
(ref)
Divorced or separated 1.43 0.84 * 4.18 0.22 0.71 1.24
W idowed 1.25 1.00 3.48 -0.32 0.83 0.73
Married 1.06 0.54 2.88 0.20 0.49 1.23
Econom ic
status Longstanding illness 0.61 0.52 1.84 0.32 0.62 1.38
Social class ABC" 0.86 0.35 *** 2.36 1.22 0.37 *** 3.38
Who came to 
mind?*> Unknown others (ref)
Known others 2.26 0.45 *** 9.58 1.88 0.49 *** 6.57
Authorities -0.52 0.59 0.59 -0.41 0.54 0.66
Community 0.75 0.52 2.12 2.57 0.68 *** 13.10
Other 0.28 0.50 1.32 0.40 0.47 1.50
N o frame of reference 1.13 0.40 *** 3.09 1.00 0.40 2.72
N 219 269
* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01 
Estimates are logits
“ Based on the National Readership Survey classification o f social grade, where groups A, B and C broadly map onto upper middle 
class, middle class and lower middle class.
Coded as in Appendix B.
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Table 6.7; How ftames of refeience affect men and women's answers to the L oca l Area item
(Source: Ipsos-MORI General Public Omnibus Nov 2007)
Variable Categories M en
Estim ate S.E
W omen 
Estim ate S.E
T est of 
gender 
difference
Constant 0.08 0.69 0.72 0.71
3.68 0.75 ** 4.30 0.77 **
Age group Under 24 -0.03 0.53 -0.64 0.60
25 to 34 -0.97 0.49 -0.04 0.47
35 to 44 (ref)
45 to 54 -0.18 0.46 -0.04 0.46
55 to 64 1.27 0.51 ** 0.52 0.51
65 5074 0.80 0.55 -0.16 0.55
Over 75 1.41 0.76 -0.31 0.65
Education N o  qualifications (ref)
GCSE or above 0.15 0.42 0.11 0.36
Degree -0.28 0.51 1.34 0.47 **
Partnership Status Single, never married (ref)
Divorced or separated -1.15 0.81 0.43 0.60
W idowed -1.21 0.79 2.32 0.64
Married -0.32 0.40 1.14 0.44 **
Econom ic status Longstanding illness 0.01 0.48 0.55 0.41
Social class ABC 1.60 0.33 0.14 0.30
Wlio cam e to mind? Unknown otliers (ref)
Known others 0.87 0.41 * 1.40 0.44 **
Autliorities 1.21 0.55 * -0.67 0.41 *
Community 0.99 0.43 * 1.63 0.42 **
Other -0.45 0.53 0.99 0.53 *
N o  frame of reference 0.56 0.51 0.17 0.50
N 223 275
* p<0.05 ** pSO.Ol estimates are logits from an ordered logit model. 
Coded as in Appendix B
Using particular frames of reference when answering the Lj)cal area question affects men and 
women differently, as evidenced by Table 6.7. Men who tliink of people in specific jobs or 
professions (‘autliorities’) are significantly more trusting of people in theic local area tlran 
men who report thinking of unknown people. There is no such difference between women 
who think of named jobs or professions (‘authorities’) as opposed to women who think of 
‘unknown otliers’. Table 6.4 showed tliat women are significantly more likely than men to
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tliink of community when answering tlie Ljocal area question. The significant interaction 
depicted in Table 6.7 confirms that doing so actually increases women’s trust of people in 
their local area significantly more than it does men’s, a finding that mirrors results from Trust 
vs. Caution.
6.4.4 Summary
Data generated by a think-aloud experiment has provided insight into a specific way in 
wliich trust questions might be differentially interpreted. The Tmst vs. Caution and Ijocal area 
questions ask respondents to diink about ‘most people’ and ‘people in your local area’, 
respectively. Inviting respondents to recount who diey had thought of when answering bodi 
questions is a way of evaluating whedier die stimuli provided by each question are specific 
enough to generate comparable answers. Analyses in Section 6.4 show notewordiy 
differences between die two trust questions. Whilst ‘most people’ are in fact more liltely than 
not to be people diat die respondent knows, diis is die case for bodi men and women in 
answering the Tmst vs. Caution question. However, whilst a similar proportion o f men and 
women interpret ‘most people’ to mean ‘community and neighbours’, this particular 
interpretation has different consequences for men and women’s trust. Thinldng of their 
community and neighbours boosts women’s trust in ‘most people’ to a greater extent dian it 
does men’s trust in ‘most people’. Aldiough based on small group sizes, this finding is in line 
with expectations under die ediics o f care diesis, where die assumption is diat women are 
more ‘other’ focussed and invested in networks of support than men are. It is not surprising, 
therefore, diat women who think of ‘most people’ as their community and neighbours are 
also women who are more trusting and less cautious.
In slight contrast to what was seen widi die Tmst vs. Caution question, die Tocal area question 
results in men and women interpreting ‘people in your local area’ somewhat differentiy from 
each odier. Women are far more Hlcely dian men to diink of people in dieir community and 
neighbours when answering die question. In addition to this, die effect of diinking of tliis 
group is, similarly to what was seen in die Trust vs. Caution question, far more positive for 
women dian men in terms of generating a trusting response. Although men and women are 
just as Ulrely to interpret ‘people in your local area’ to mean people working in particular
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autliorities and professions, doing so is far more positive for men tlian women in terms of 
generating a tmsting response. This may be due to men being more active in tlie ‘public’ 
sphere than women.
6.5 Discussion
Tliis chapter has explored tlie possibility tliat some of tlie range in associations between 
gender and tmst demonstrated in population surveys in tlie UK is due to gender differences 
in question interpretation. In doing so, the chapter has examined the need to qualify the 
analyses presented in Chapters 4 and 5 in so far as they rested upon tlie assumption that tlie 
gender differences in tmst found are wholly substantive. The chapter contributes to tlie 
diesis by widening die systematic examination of die association between interpersonal tmst 
and gender. With its overall aim being to explore in what ways and to what extent women’s 
interpersonal tmst, as measured by social surveys, is different to men’s, die thesis must 
highlight die importance of differentiating between substantive gender differences and diose 
that are results of inaccuracies of measurement. Wliilst diis chapter has limitations regarding 
how die data allow us to examine such inaccuracies, it nevertheless provides a number of 
important insights into the role diat differential interpretation plays in die generation of 
responses to trust questions.
By combining different approaches, die chapter examined tliree central issues, Firsdy, 
whether diere is evidence to suggest diat men and women interpret tmst questions 
differentiy. This first issue is addressed using nested multiple group confirmatory factor 
analysis. Unfortunately, only a maximum of 3 out of die 5 trust questions examined in 
Chapters 4 and 5 are ever co-present in a dataset, so die examination of diis initial issue 
covers only the Trust vs. Caution, Perceivedfairness and Perceived helpfulness measures as found in 
die European Social Survey. The analysis highlighted differences in men and women’s 
interpretation of die Tmst vs. Caution question in particular, but found none widi respect to 
die Perceived fairness and Perceived helpfulness measures. This suggests diat gender differences in
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the second and tliitd survey items are substantive, wliilst gender differences in the first are 
due in part to measurement error.
Tlie second central issue examined in tliis chapter is whether there is evidence tliat men and 
women interpret trust questions differently due in part to which groups o f people tliey tliink 
the questions are referring. In otlier words, is it due to men and women using different 
frames of reference when answering die questions? This issue was examined by analysing 
data from a diink-aloud experiment. Tlie experiment only contained 2 out of die 5 trust 
questions, namely Trust vs. Caution and a slighdy modified version of die Trust in Neighbours 
question. The analysis highlighted diat die differences in interpretation between men and 
women of Tmst vs. Caution found in die nested multiple group confirmatory factor analysis 
was not due to men and women thinking of different groups of people when answering die 
question, since die frames of reference used were very similar. The analysis did find, 
however, diat men and women use different frames o f reference when answering the Ijocal 
area question. Women are more lilcely than men to diinlc about dieir community and 
neighbours when answering die survey question.
Tlie ways in wliich diis difference in use of frames of reference affects trust estimates for 
men and women was explored by die diird central issue in die chapter. Are die effects of 
using each of the frames of reference die same for men and women’s trust? This question 
was answered by examining whether die use o f particular frames of reference interacted 
significandy widi gender to affect trust estimates. Tlie analysis demonstrated diat women 
who refer to dieir community and neighbours have far higher trust in ‘most people’ and in 
‘people in dieir local area’, relative to men. Referring to people working in named jobs and 
professions is associated widi a liigher increase in trust in ‘people in their local area’ for men 
dian for women.
What are the implications of diese gender differences in interpretation of die trust questions 
for future research? First, more needs to be known about die source of gender differences in 
interpretation of the Tmst vs. Caution question. Gendered use of frames of reference do not 
account for diese sufficiendy. Further research to identify die source of gender-specific 
interpretative differences in diis widely-used trust measure is important. Once researchers
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can take these measurement differences into account, diey will be able to make more reliable 
contributions to the understanding of substantive differences in trust for men and women. 
Second, Imowing diat women are more likely dian men to diink o f people in dieir 
community and dieir neighbours when answering questions about trust in people in dieir 
local area, and Imowing diat tlûs in fact increases dieir trust more dian it does men’s is 
useful. It is helpful to be aware diat men are not as likely as women to be diinldng of die 
group that the question is focussed on (‘people in your local area’) and that the gendered 
nature o f die difference in interpretation of the Tocal a?va question does introduce 
measurement error. In order to understand, and dierefore attempt to take diis into account, 
more needs to be understood about die importance of neighbourhood in the formation of 
trust for men and women.
The repeated finding of a positive connection between women’s trust and dieic neighbours 
cliimes widi gendered notions of ediics of care and risk examined in earlier chapters of diis 
diesis. A prioritisation of support networks, reciprocal relationships of responsibility and 
‘other-focussed’ connectedness is likely to manifest itself in part through a heightened 
neighbourhood-level focus for women, relative to men. This suggests diat furdier research 
into die connection between trust, neighbourhood and gender would be a fruitful 
endeavour.
Overall, die chapter has answered questions about the importance of gender differences in 
item interpretation, and has raised new questions regarding the place of neighbourhood in 
die development of trust. Specifically, how much, in terms of tmst, does it matter wliich 
neighbourhood an individual lives in? Is neighbourhood actually more important to women’s 
trust dian to men’s trust? Also, what is it about die neighbourhood diat matters to trust? Tlie 
next chapter pursues and develops this Hne of interest by examining die role that 
neighbourhoods and differences between diem have to play widi regards to men and 
women’s tmst.
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7 GENDER, LOCAL CONTEXT AND TRUST
7.1 Introduction
Focussing on measurement rather tlian on substantive insights about trust, Chapter 6 
examined tlie issue of question interpretation and presented evidence to suggest tliat tliere 
are gender differences iu interpretation across trust measures, specifically with respect to 
Trust vs. Caution and Trust in Neighbours. The chapter examined cognitive frames evoked when 
respondents answer trust questions in British surveys and results suggested that 
neighbourhoods and neighbours have a particularly influential role to play in deterruining 
trust levels, especially for women.
Building on tlie impact that thinldng of tlie neighbourhood has on responses to trust 
measures, this chapter explores how tlie kind of neighbourhood an individual lives in may 
affect tlieir trust. Previous chapters have only focused on differences in trust tliat stem from 
individual-level factors. In contrast, this chapter models tlie degree to wliich living in a 
particular neighbourhood contributes to an individual’s estimation of trust, and to what 
extent tliis process is gendered.
Tliis chapter sets up and tests a range of expectations regarding tlie importance of 
neighbourhood for tlie association between trust and gender. Some of diese expectations 
apply to bodi trust measures examined here, namely Trust vs. Caution and Trust in Neighbours, 
others examine possible differences between die two trust measures. It is expected diat a 
proportion of an individual’s trust is determined by the area in which they live and diat diis 
will be more strongly die case for women dian it is for men. Women being more embedded 
in dieir neighbourhoods is set out as baclcground to diis expectation. It is also expected diat 
particular area-level characteristics contribute to the individual-level experience of living in 
an area and diat these neighbourhood-level characteristics affect individual-level trust. 
Specifically die level of socio-demograpliic disadvantage in die area, how urban die area is,
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how residentially mobile tlie population is, what type of housing is found diere, the crime 
level and the age profile o f the area are explored with regards to dieir contribution to 
individual-level trust. It is also expected that, due to women’s heightened aversion to die risk 
diat diese area-level factors present, dieir effect on trust is stronger for women than for men.
It is also expected diat Tmst vs. Caution and Tmst in Neighbours demonstrate some differences 
widi respect to dieir sensitivity to differences between neighbourhoods. It is expected diat a 
liigher proportion of an individual’s answers to Trust in Neighbours, as compared to answers 
to Tmst vs. Caution is determined by where they live. This expectation rests on the argument 
diat die two trust questions are based on different ‘radii’ (Delhey 2009; Realo, AUilc et al.
2008), widi respondents drawing upon wider cognitive frames of reference for the Trust vs. 
Caution question dian for die Tmst in Neighbours question, as seen in Chapter 6. The frames of 
reference respondents draw upon for die Tmst in Neighbours question are likely to be linked 
more closely to die individuals widiin dieir neighbourhood, and therefore the responses to 
die Tmst in Neighbours question are Hkely to be more affected by differences between 
neighbourhoods dian die responses to die Trust vs. Caution question. In addition, it is 
expected that area characteristics may not affect men and women’s responses to Trust in 
Neighbours in the same way, leading to differences in gender effects across neighbourhoods. 
The difference between men and women’s answers to the Tmst vs. Caution question, 
however, is not expected to fluctuate as much by area, given diat die perception of risk 
associated with trusting ‘people in general’ is less likely to be different between 
neighbourhoods.
Examining die impact of neighbourhood characteristics on trust, and testing the more 
detailed expectations outlined above is facilitated by die use of multi-level modelling 
techniques to take into account variation in trust at both the individual and die 
neighbourhood level. Tlie chapter introduces the fundamentals of multi-level modelling 
prior to setting out information about die data and covariates used in die model. Beginning 
widi Trust in Neighbours and following on to Tmst vs. Caution, die chapter examines the 
importance of neighbourhoods for men and women’s trust, testing die expectations 
developed.
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7.2 Neighbourhoods and interpersonal trust
If one considers the amount of scholarsliip tliat has recently been dedicated to die study of 
local areas, communities and neighbourhoods die sheer volume su^ests diat the question of 
\vhy would neighbourhoods matter?’ ought to be rephrased into ‘why would 
neighbourhoods matter?’ With die launch of New Labour’s initiatives on social exclusion 
over a decade ago (Blair 1997) bodi academic and policy attention has been directed at local 
areas and neighbourhoods as die level at wliich social inequality and divisions are manifest 
and perpemated, and where a program of national renewal might best be targeted. The 
current coalition government’s Big Society vision continues this focus on die importance of 
“localism, localism, localism” (Department o f Communities and Local Government 2010). 
As a result, much work has been done to develop a greater understanding of the profiles of 
neighbourhoods diat are deemed to be in need of renewal and to explore how characteristics 
of such areas are connected to individual outcomes for die people who live diere.
Alongside diis surge of interest in issues of social exclusion and their connections to 
neighbourhoods, debates about die nature and survival of community have arisen. Most 
notably, diere has been a tendency to frame die neighbourhood and die relations it 
encompasses as being in dux, or even crisis. Focus has been placed on change radier dian 
continuity, against die backdrop o f changing patterns of employment, domestic and leisure 
activities (Putnam 2000). Tliis tendency is also reflected in die social capital literature widi its 
focus on changes - primarily reductions - in civic engagement at a macro-level. Debates have 
emerged about the ways in which die nature of the neighbourhood has changed. Tliere is 
contention about whedier diese spaces still map onto social identities or whedier their 
residents primarily inhabit networks diat are no longer attached to geographical areas (Weiss 
2007). Commentators place diemselves between these two alternatives, and there is some 
consensus that “the neighbourhood [is] a social arena which continues to perform an 
important [...] role” (Forrest and Kearns 2001:2133) although “die extent to which 
traditional bonds of kinsliip and ties of community and neighbourhood are being replaced or 
simply complimented by new forms of association remains unclear” (Forrest and Kearns 
2001:2125).
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Tlius tlie neiglibomiiood is still seen as a meaningful way in which to group individuals. It is 
generally die case diat people living in die same neighbourhood are more similar on a range 
of criteria dian individuals randomly selected from across die whole country. Tliis is bodi 
because die profile of die neighbourhood shapes die experiences and attimdes of its 
inhabitants, but also because individuals are likely to Hve in neighbourhoods diat already 
house people who have similar characteristics to diem. Tlius die contention is diat 
individuals’ trust is not randomly distributed in die population, geograpliicaUy spealdng. 
Radier, die assumption is that neighbourhoods represent clusters of people widi more 
similar trust levels and diat certain neighbourhood-level attributes promote greater trust 
wliilst others reduce it. Testing diis assumption later in die chapter will allow us to see what 
proportion of variation in an individual’s trust is attributable to their own individual 
characteristics, and what proportion is attributable to neighbourhood level characteristics.
I make use of two trust questions in diis analysis: Trust in Neighbours followed by Trust vs. 
Caution, Chapters 3, 4 and 5 suggested these questions bodi tap into a strategic 
conceptualisation of trust, aldiough die latter question also taps into moralistic 
conceptualisations. Tlie Trust in Neighbours question demonstrates a slighdy different link to 
strategic trust dian die Trust vs. Caution question. In die former the respondent is given a very 
particular indication of whom he or she is evaluating in relation to trust. In diis sense, diis 
type of trust is ‘particularised’ (Uslaner 2002). Trust in people in general (Tmst vs. Cautioti), 
however, is measured in a way diat explicidy contrasts trusting widi caution, diereby 
invoking ideas around the risk associated widi trust.
Due to diis difference in question wording, I expect that an individual’s answer to Tmst in 
Neighbours is determined by neighbourhood characteristics to a greater extent dian an 
individual’s answer to Tmst vs. Caution. This is because, as Chapter 6’s think-aloud 
experiment indicated, individuals are more likely to tliink of their neighbours and people in 
dieir community when diey answer die Trust in Neighbours question dian when diey answer 
die Trust vs. Caution question. In doing so, respondents are anchoring their responses to die 
neighbourhood and, by extension, to its characteristics. Thus, it is reasonable to expect 
differences between neighbourhoods to be more important in people’s assessment of dieir 
neighbours dian of people in general. Tlie link in both survey questions to strategic
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conceptualisations of trust suggests that differences in trust across neighbourhoods is likely, 
in part, to be the consequence of neighbourhood-level characteristics that may be perceived 
of as risk-factors. This expectation is tested via tlie introduction of several neighbourhood- 
level characteristics that distinguish between neighbourhoods.
In addition to examining the extent to wliich people’s responses to Trust in Neighbours and 
Tmst vs. Caution are affected by tlie neighbourhood they Hve in, tlie chapter aims to develop 
an understanding of die extent to wliich these neighbourhood influences differ for men and 
women.
7.3 Neighbourhoods and their influence on men and women’s trust
The extent to which neighbourhoods are meaningful demarcations in terms of identity and 
Hved experience is die subject of much debate. Despite diis, there are Hkely to be people for 
whom the neighbourhood is more important dian it is for odiers. People who spend more 
time at home, who work and who sociaHse in the neighbourhood are more Hkely to be 
embedded in diat area dian diose who spend a large proportion of dieir time outside the 
local area, eidier due to work or leisure patterns. Differences in gender roles in bodi 
employment and caring responsibiHti.es mean diat women and men are Hlcely to experience 
dieir neighbourhoods differentiy, with some groups of women being more embedded in 
diem and therefore impacted by dieir characteristics to a greater extent dian men.
Women are stiU far more Hkely dian men to carry out die majority of caring and domestic 
responsibiHties in a household. As primary care-takers of cliildren, women are also more 
likely to be part of networks of other modiers and carers. The Hkelihood diat children are at 
a local school is liigh, and die evidence for informal cliild-centred networks developing 
between individuals in a neighbourhood is extensive (Guest and Wierzbicki 1999; Lister 
2005; Lowndes 2000; 2004). Eighty-two percent of single parents are women (Gingerbread 
2010), and diey rely heavily on informal networks of support. These factors mean diat
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women are more likely than men to be impacted by eidier positive or negative characteristics 
of a neighbourhood in the course of dieir caring and domestic responsibilities.
Women are still less likely dian men to be in full-time employment, and far more lilcely dian 
men to be in part-time employment. In die first quarter of 2010, die Labour Force Survey 
estimated diat 36% of full-time work is undertaken by women, wliilst women perform 75% 
of part-time employment (Office for National Statistics (ONS) May 2010). Wliilst being in 
paid employment generally means not being at home, it does not necessarily mean being 
outside die neighbourhood. However, diere is evidence to suggest diat commuting is 
increasingly becoming an integral part of employment (MacDonald 1999). Thus we would 
expect individuals who are in paid employment to spend less time in dieir local areas overall, 
widi diis being die case for part-time workers too, aldiough to a lesser extent (Lowndes 
2004). Even when diey are full-time workers, women on average do shorter hours and are 
less lilcely to do overtime dian men (Kodz, Davis et al. 2003), meaning diat dieir time away 
from dieir neighbourhood is less, relative to men’s. Again, this means diat women’s working 
lives leave them with more exposure to, and influence from, dieir neighbourhoods dian men 
are likely to experience.
Women make up a majority'' of die retired and older population (ONS May 2010) since diey 
are Hkely to outHve dieir male counterparts. People of school age and people of retirement 
age are more Hlcely dian diose of other ages to be embedded in dieir local area (Guest and 
Wierzbiclci 1999:109). For example, retired people are less Hkely to own a car and are 
dierefore on die whole less mobile dian younger cohorts. Tliis makes diem more Hlcely to 
rely on local resources and create social networks widiin the neighbourhood (Forrest and 
Kearns 2001). Thus many of die people who experience dieir neighbourhood in a relatively 
immediate way as a result of dieir older age are women.
Gendered experiences of caring, employment and ageing therefore mean diat women are 
Hlcely to be more direcdy embedded in, and impacted by, die characteristics of die 
ne^hbourhood diey Hve in. Wliere diese characteristics are relevant in die formation of Trust 
vs. Caution and Trust in Neighbours, we are Hkely to see diat women’s individual level of trust is 
more affected by dieir neighbourhood than men’s trust is.
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Section 7.6 sets out how the chapter tests tlie expectation that both Trust vs. Caution and Tmst 
in Neighbours are likely to be affected by neighbourhood characteristics, that the latter is lilcely 
to be less affected than tlie former, and tliat women’s trust is Hlcely to be more sensitive to 
neighbourhood differences than men’s trust. The chapter also tests the idea tliat tlie gender 
difference in responses to Tmst in Neighbours might vary across neighbours because of tlie 
gendered perception of risk associated witli particular neighbourhood factors.
Tlie expectations laid out in this section cannot be tested using conventional linear 
regression models. Instead, models that allow for the incorporation o f a higher — 
neighbourhood — level are needed. Multi-level modeUing provides such a framework.
7.4 Multilevel modelling; an introduction
Multilevel modeUing techniques originated in educational research (Hox 2002) where it was 
recognised that achievement o f pupils was more similar between pupUs from the same 
school or classroom and therefore tliat there was an element in the variabiHty of pupil’s 
scores tliat could meaningfully be attributed to differences between schools or classrooms. 
Tlierefore, multilevel analysis counteracts tlie assumption, inherent in single level models, 
tliat individuals’ trust is entirely determined by individual-level characteristics. Instead, it 
aUows for tlie possibUity tliat tliere may be a significant proportion of vaiiabUity in trust that 
is shared by individuals who Hve in tlie same neighbourhood.
Multilevel analysis’” reHes on a set data structure in order to estimate individual (Level 1) and 
liigher level (Level 2, 3, 4 ...etc) variation. Respondents, for example, are clustered witliin
*- I have chosen to keep the description o f the multi-level modelling method to a minimum here. Should the 
reader desire a fuller explanation tlian that provided here, please refer to one o f  the many dedicated texts in this 
field: Goldstein, H. (2003). Multilevel Statistical Models. London: Arnold, Hox, J. (2002). Multilevel A.naljsis: 
Techniques and Applications. Mahwah, New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. Or, alternatively, the manuals 
accompanying the IVILwiN multi-level modelling software.
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Level 2 units, as depicted in Figure 7.1. In single level models tliis multilevel structure, 
inherent in die data, is ignored and it is often found diat observations from individuals 
widiin die same neighbourhood are highly correlated. Wlien diis occurs, it is no longer- 
possible to assume independence between observations, wliich is necessary for ordinary least 
squares regression (Rasbash, Steele et al. 2009) and standard errors are generally 
underestimated, leading to Type I errors (Hox 2002: 5).
Figure 7.1 Illustration of a multi-level structure
Level 2
Level 1
n3n2
Multilevel analysis explicidy models this more complex hierarcliical structure in die data. In 
addition to setting out die regression coefficients in a model, multilevel modelLLng provides 
an indication of die residual or unexplained variance and estimates what proportion of diis 
lies at die individual level and the neighbourhood level in turn. In the case of the 
examination of trust, diis provides an indication of how important neighbourhood is to an 
individual’s trust responses.
Single level regression analysis provides an estimate of die association between an outcome 
and a series of independent variables, such as socio-demograpliic characteristics. Tliis 
regression line represents die best fit of association between diese variables across all
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individuals in tlie sample, regardless of wliich Level 2 unit they belong to. Modelling 
individuals’ responses as nested at Level 2 allows multilevel analysis to effectively run the 
same regression but separately for each of the Level 2 units, resulting in tlie same regression 
slope for each Level 2 unit (tlie association between trust and tlie socio-demographic 
characteristics is modelled as remaining tlie same witliin each neighbourhood) but allowing 
each Level 2 unit to have a different intercept (the average trust for each neighbourhood is 
allowed to vary). Tliis gives a sense o f how much Level 2 units differ on average on tlie 
outcome variable (between area variation), as well as how much individuals differ (between 
individual variation). Tliis model is referred to as tlie random intercept model.
Expressed in the form of equations, multi-level modelling on two-level data extends single- 
level linear regression from equation [7.1] to equation [7.2], where y refers to the dependent 
variable, x to tlie independent variable, [3q refers to die constant intercept, and e refers to the 
residual, or error term. Subscript ‘i’ refers to Level 1, whilst subscript j refers to Level 2. The 
presence of both subscripts means diat die item varies between Level 1 units and across 
Level 2 units. Where only the ‘j’ subscript Is found, the item varies across Level 2 units but is 
constant among Level 1 units witliin a Level 2 unit. Where no subscript is provided, diis 
signifies that the item is constant across Level 1 as well as Level 2 units.
yhj =
[7.1]
[7.2]
In die context of diis chapter, equation [7.2], for example, allows for trust (y) and die effect 
of gender (x) on trust to vary across neighbourhoods, as well as between individuals. Part of 
die multi-level analysis approach is to conceive of higher level units as being a random 
sample from a population of units, for example a random selection of neighbourhoods from
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all neighbourhoods in the UK. Tliis means tliat the effect of tlie neighbourhood has a 
variance. Here, ‘jSg’ is a constant, or intercept, of the average Level 2 unit and ‘uj’ represents 
the departure of the j’th Level 2 unit from that constant. The latter corresponds to die Level 
2 residual. An important part of multi-level modelling is die estimation of die variances of u^  
and ejj, denoted cr^ o and , respectively. These parameters, bodi assumed to be 
independent and normally distributed with a mean of 0 and variances of a\o and 
indicate how much unexplained variance in y exists at Level 1 a\g and how much exists at 
Level 2
Extending diis random intercept model into a random slopes model allows for die effect of 
the independent variables, X;, to vary across Level 2 units. To indicate diis, equation [7.2] is 
extended as shown in equation [7.3]. The effect of Xj, ‘Pu’, previously fixed across Level 2 
units, now varies across these, resulting in an average effect, p ,^ and the departure of the j’th 
Level 2 unit from diat average Ujj.
[/•3]
Poj = & + « ;
^Ij =  +  « y
Substituting die equations back into die original, single level equation produces equation 
[7.4]. There is now one individual level error term, e-, with a variance of a\g, a residual term 
associated widi die intercept, Uj, widi a variance of a“„g, and, additionally variation around the 
regression coefficient P,, represented by Ujj, widi a variance of a'^,.
yij =  &  + (i-v ^ [7.4]
"Estimation procedures
Tlie multi-level framework provides a number of estimation procedures, die choice of wliich 
to adopt stemming largely from die type of data used. Trust in Neighbours is modelled as a
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continuous variable using maximum HlcelUiood iterative generalised least squares estimation 
procedure (IGLS). Tmst vs. Caution., a dichotomous variable, is modelled using a penalised 
quasi-maximum HkelUaood estimation or ‘2’"* order PQL’ procedure (Rasbash, Steele et al
2009).
Model testing
Wliere possible, model fit is determined using change in logHkeHhood from model to model. 
However, die logit models diat are employed to fit the Tmst vs. Caution question use only 
quasi-Hcelihood functions, meaning that diey instead rely on a Wald test in order to 
determine model fit.
7.5 Defining neighbourhoods: the use of Middle Layer Super Output 
Areas
In order to explore how variations in trust are affected by bodi differences between 
individuals and differences between neighbourhoods, it is necessary to operationalise what 
constitutes a neighbourhood. This issue has been die subject of substantial debate, widi a 
lack of consensus between dieoretical conceptualisations and empirical operationalisations 
(Lupton 2003). Community studies regard die neighbourhood as both a geographical and a 
social space, defined by experiences and perceptions that are unique to each individual 
(Weiss 2007), wliilst more quantitative approaches seek to develop more generalisable and 
comparable frameworks of neighbourhoods, where categorisation and belonging is 
externally, rather dian internally, defined.
Multilevel analysis requires individuals to belong to a neighbourhood the boundaries of 
wliich are shared among aU die other individuals classed as belonging to diat 
neighbourhood. Tliis limitation means diat neighbourhoods cannot be self-defined by every 
individual in die survey. Neverdieless, die extent to wliich a neighbourhood classification 
maps onto meaningful experiences and perceptions of diat area is relevant. Expectations set 
out earlier in die chapter concerning how important neighbourhood characteristics are for
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men and women’s trust rely heavily on individuals’ conceptualisation of ‘their 
neighbourhood’ matching with die way in wliich diey are grouped in the data. Tlie analysis 
in diis chapter uses a mediod of neighbourhood definition diat is closest to addressing bodi 
die empirical and theoretical concerns.
UK residents have historically been grouped into geograpliically defined units in several 
ways. Most commonly, electoral wards, postcode sectors and regions have been used to 
demarcate between areas. These have been widely criticised (Gibbons, Green et al. 2005; 
Lupton 2003; MacaUister, Johnston et al. 2001; Vickers 2006), die principal concerns being 
variation in size of die areas, die prioritising of political boundaries over diose matcliing 
lived experiences, die frequent re-drawing of boundaries and the analytical and etliical 
difficulties resulting from detailed area specifications. The 2001 Census, however, saw die 
introduction of a new form of geograpliical demarcation in England and Wales called Super 
Output Areas (SOAs). By clustering what were previously Imown as enumeration districts 
(die lowest grouping of census data) according to population size and social homogeneity, 
the SOAs cover a small area, or neighbourhood, diat is stable over time (ONS 2006). In so 
doing, tiiis classification can be seen as a more dieoretically informed way o f measuring 
neighbourhoods, capturing bodi geograpliical proximity and social homogeneity^ (Martin 
2001).
Tlie SOA classification system operates on three levels, each of differing size (ONS 2006). 
Tlie lowest level divides die population of England and Wales into 34,378 groups of 
approximately 600 households (a minimum of 1000 individuals) each. Tliese Lower Super 
Output Areas (LSOA) hold so few individuals that analysis at this level is restricted in die 
interest of respondent confidentiality. LSOA are dien grouped to form Middle Super Output 
Areas (MSOA). Tliere are 7,193 MSOA across England and Wales widi a rniniinum of 5000 
individuals per area. These areas were drawn up in collaboration with local audiorities and 
residents in die area in order diat diey map onto meaningful geographical spaces. The largest 
grouping in die classification scheme are the Upper Super Output Areas, wliicli are still 
under construction at die time of analysis.
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7.6 Data and method
Tlie National Survey of Culture, Leisure and Sport (2006-07), a population survey of 
England also known as tlie Taking Part Survey, is used in order to explore die importance of 
die neighbourhood for individual responses to two trust questions. Trust in neighbours is 
measured on a 4-point scale and is modelled as a continuous variable, wliilst trust in people 
in general is measured in a dichotomous manner and is modelled using a logistic link 
function. In die Talcing Part Survey 2006-07 diere are 10996 individuals who answered the 
Trusf w. Caution question. These individuals are nested in 2623 neighbourhoods, or MSOA’s, 
widi a range of between 1 and 24 surveyed individuals per neighbourhood. A total of 11459 
individuals nested in 2261 neighbourhoods (MSOAs) answered die Trust in ISSeighbours 
question. Chapter 4 indicated diat tiiis data source demonstrates gender effects broadly 
consistent with those found in other surveys asking die same questions: women are 
signidcandy less trusting and more cautious of people in general dian men are. Yet there is 
htde gender difference in how trusting individuals are of their neighbours in die Taking Part 
Survey 2006-07, unlike what was found in the General Household Survey 2005-05 and in die 
Citizenship Survey 2007 (Section 4.7).
Tlie survey has an ethnic minority booster sample witliin it and die cases from diis booster 
are removed in die current analysis. AH covadates in the models, except gender, are grand 
mean centred'^ in order to ensure that die interpretation of die intercept across all models is 
meaningful (Snijders and Bosker 1999). Leaving the gender variable uncentred results in die 
reference category for die model being men. Tliis makes the interpretation clearer in the 
light of die research aims being specifically gender focussed.
Grand mean centring centres each value o f a variable around its sample mean.
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7.7 Covariates
Tlie models developed in tiiis chapter make use of individual-level covariates, such as those 
found in tlie previous models in the tliesis, but they also include several neighbourhood-level 
covariates, to examine contextual effects.
Individual level covariates
Tlie analysis includes a number of socio-demograpliic characteristics tliat have eitlier been 
shown to be important determinants of an individual’s trust or that have theoretical 
relevance to an exploration of the associations between gender and trust. The individual- 
level covariates included are age, education, partnership status, presence o f cliHdren in tlie 
household, economic status, occupational class and income. For a discussion o f the selection 
of these covariates please refer to Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1.
'Neighbourhood level covariates
Tlie multilevel models used in tMs chapter allow individuals to be linked to their 
neighbourhood, and therefore also to characteristics of that neighbourhood. Trust in 
Neighbours and Trust vs. Caution both adopt strategic conceptualisations. The former focuses 
on ‘particularised’, rather than ‘generalised’ trust (Uslaner 2002) due to its’ specificity 
regarding the object of trust, and the latter highlights risks associated with trusting. WliHst 
neighbourhoods differ in countless ways, selected covariates represent neighbourhood-level 
risk factors that are expected to be particularly relevant in tlie formation of trust in people in 
general and trust in neighbours. Given gender differences in risk aversion discussed in 
Chapter 2, tiiese are also neighbourhood characteristics tiiat are likely to have different 
effects on men’s trust than on women’s trust. The chosen characteristics cover a set of issues 
tiiat have been found to impact upon individuals’ fear of personal crime (Hale, Pack et al. 
1994) and as such can be hypotiiesised to tap into conceptions of risk.
Developed by Brunton-Smitii (2008), using a factorial ecology approach of relative 
neighbourhood differences of a number of characteristics collected by the 2001 Census, the 
neighbourhood-level covariates used in tiiis chapter are indexes of socio-economc disadvantage,
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population mobility, urbanisation, bousing ptvfiles of neighbourhoods, ana age profiles and morded 
aime levels. Details of tlie creation of these variables can be found in Appendix C.
Each neighbourhood level factor is a score derived from the combination of several 
characteristics. A neighbourhood tliat scores liiglily on die socio-economic disadvantage index has 
liigher levels of unemployment, income support, proportion of lone parent families, local 
authority housing and lower incidence of owner occupied housing and car ownership 
(Brunton-Smitli 2008:132). Chapter 4 showed tliat unemployment and low income are 
negatively associated witli trust when experienced by an individual. Wlietlier individuals’ 
trust is affected by die level of socio-economic disadvantage experienced by others in their 
neighbourhood will be examined here. Fear of personal crime is found to be higher in areas 
with higher levels of socio-economic disadvantage and it is hypotiiesised diat tiiis is due in 
part to die neighbourhood not having sufficient resources to address disorder (Brunton- 
Smitii 2008:134). It is probable tiiat living in such an area would also have adverse effects on 
people’s assessment of trust.
A neighbourhood is characterised as an area of high population mobility if it has a liigh 
proportion of people moving in and out of it, as well as higher levels of overcrowding and 
single-person non-pensioner households. This indicator of population mobility is likely to 
capture liigher levels o f young, mobile workers (see Appendix C). We might expect this type 
of neighbourhood to be one in wliich Trust in Neighbours is difficult to develop, but that tliis 
might not have an adverse effect on Trust vs. Caution if it is less geograpliically-dependant.
High scores on tlie urbanisation index capture areas of high population density as well as less 
space for, and fewer individuals engaged in, tlie agricultural industries. High urbanicity has 
been found to be associated witii higher fear o f personal crime (Putnam 2000) and we might 
expect it to have a negative effect on trust too, although, again, it is more likely to affect 
Trust in Neighbours since tlie latter may well be more easily developed in a neighbourhood 
where there are fewer people and individuals might know each otiier by name and be part of 
closer social networks.
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High scores on the housing profile index indicate an area witli a higher proportion o f terraced 
housing, vacant housing or flats. Such housing is indicative of people Hving in close 
proximity to each other but can also be an indicator for less affluent areas. It therefore 
captures elements of what is covered by tlie socio-economic disadvantage index and die 
urbanisation index.
Higher levels of recorded crime are expected to negatively influence individual’s trust in botli 
people in general and neighbours given that tlùs is likely to heightened the respondent’s 
sense of risk.
The age profile of an area is measured by die proportion of under 16 year olds and over 65 
year olds resident there. Higher scores on tliis index refer to areas where diere are 
proportionally more cliüdren and fewer older people. It is thought diat diis measure is 
associated widi higher levels of fear of personal crime due to die perception tiiat groups of 
young people engage in anti-social behaviour and youtii gang culture.
Stemming from social disorganisation theory'- tiiese contextual characteristics of 
neighbourhoods have been hypotiiesised to tap into signs of the atomisation of 
communities, breaking down of organisational structures and a cycle of increased fear and 
disorganisation witliin an area (Shaw and McKay 1942). These macro-level effects are very 
likely to affect individuals’ trust formation and in so doing inform us about ways in which 
differences between neighbourhoods are important and whether women’s higher risk 
aversion may mean tiiat tiiese neighbourhood-level factors affect men and women’s trust 
differently.
7.8 Neighbourhoods and their influence on responses to T rust in  
N eighbou rs
Having set out tlie relevant specifications for tlie multilevel models, this section now turns to 
exarnining answers to Trust in Neighbours. Section 7.2 suggested that die degree to wliich an
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individual places trust in odiers may well be influenced by where diey Hve and die 
characteristics of die area, and diat diis is particularly likely to be die case when diey are 
asked about people in their neighbourhood as opposed to people in general. As a result, this 
section begins by exploring die degree to wliich individuals’ trust in neighbours varies 
systematically by neighbourhood. It dien moves on to testing whetiier men and women’s 
trust in neighbours is differentially dependent on area characteristics. The expectation, as set 
out in Section 7.3, is that area matters more to women’s trust in neighbours than men’s due 
to women being more embedded in, and likely to be influenced by dieir neighbourhood. 
Seeldng to explain bodi overall, and gender-specific, variation in trust, the range of 
potentially important neighbourhood-level factors described in Section 7.7 is examined: 
socio-economic disadvantage, population mobility, urbanisation, housing profiles of 
neighbourhoods and recorded crime levels. This allows us to determine whether 
neighbourhood-level variation in trust is due in part to diese liigher-level characteristics. We 
also expect women to be more affected by the risk tiiese contextual factors represent. 
Women are expected to be both more affected by their area, wliich would manifest itself in 
their area level variance being liigher tiian men’s, and also more prone to being risk averse. If 
tiiese contextual factors indeed affect women’s trust more tiian men’s, tliis would manifest 
itself in significant interactions between contextual factors and gender. And once controlled 
for, we should see a reduction in trust differences between men and women.
7.8.1 Trust in Neighbours: partitioning the variance between individuals and 
neighbourhoods
The model depicted in Table 7.1, partitions the variation in trust in neighbours between tlie 
individual level and the neighbourhood level. Only if a significant proportion of this 
variation lies at tlie neighbourhood level is a multi-level modelling approach needed for the 
analysis of tlie data.
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Table 7.1 Individual and neighbourhood-level variance in Trust in  N eighbours
Level 1:
INDIVIDUAL
RESIDUAL
Level 2:
NEIGHBOURHOOD
RESIDUAL
Estimate a~^ S.E Estimate o\ q S.E VPC N
-2*
Logükelihood
Total sample 0.63 0.01 0.15 0.01 0.20 11459 29869
Men 0.62 0.02 0.17 0.01 0.21 ** 5041 13181
Women 0.59 0.01 0.18 0.01 0.24 ** 6418 16621
*p<(.05) **p<(.01)
Source: Taking Part Survey, 06-07
Tlie first column of Table 7.1 corresponds to tlie unexplained variance in trust at die 
individual level. Tliis estimate, is accompanied by a standard error, shown in column 
two. The third column corresponds to tlie unexplained variance in trust (or error) at the 
neighbourhood level. Tliis estimate, o'^ q, is referred to as the random intercept, since it 
captures tlie extent to wliich average trust varies across areas. Given tliat tlie model does not 
include covariates, the estimates examined here refer to tlie total variance in Trust in 
Neighbours partitioned at each level. As covariates are added to die model, diese estimates 
change in accordance with how effectively the covariates ‘explain’ individual and 
neighbourhood level variation in trust.
The ‘variance partition coefficient’ (VPC), calculated in using formula [7.5] determines what 
proportion of the total unexplained variance in trust lies at each level.
Variance Partition Coefficient (VPC)
Wliere:
crpQ is the variance of tlie individual level residual. 
cr^ Q is die variance of die random intercept.
[7.5]
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Applying formula [7.5] to tlie otiier estimates in Table 7.1 we get a sense of what proportion 
of tlie total variance in Trust in Neighbours is attributable to differences between 
neighbourhoods, and tliis is recorded in tlie column of Table 7.1 entitled VPC. Table 7.1 
indicates that a significant 20%, o f die variation in Tnrst in Neighbours is actually attributable 
to where respondents live.
Table 7.1 also shows the partitioning of variance across areas for men and women separately. 
As outlined in Section 7.3, it is expected diat women’s trust is more variable by area dian 
men’s due to women being more embedded in their neighbourhoods, and more alert to risks 
found widiin them. Results support diis expectation, although die difference is small, widi 
24% of women’s trust in neighbours being dependent on where they live, as compared to 
21% of men’s trust.
These estimates are unconditional upon any odier characteristics, and Chapter 4 and 5 
indicated diat, individuals’ socio-demographic circumstances do have a part to play in 
determining differences in trust. The next step in die model building, therefore, is to 
incorporate these individual-level variables into die model to see what die effect o f doing so 
is on the variance estimates. Once diis has been done, the model can be extended by 
allowing the effect of gender on trust to be different across areas. In doing so, the model wHl 
test whedier die difference in area-level variation between men and women found in Table
7.1 is in fact significant.
7.8.2 Are differences between men and women in their trust in neighbours 
the same across areas? Random intercepts and random coefficient 
models
The socio-demograpliic variables are entered into die empty two-level model o f Tmst in 
Neighbours. It is expected that entering diese individual-level covariates into die model wiU go 
some way towards explaining individual-level differences in Trust in Neighbours, reducing the 
proportion of residual variance at die individual level and the neighbourhood level. 
However, diinkkig back to findings from Chapter 4, die group of socio-demograpliic 
characteristics used in diis diesis actually explain litde variation across most measures of
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trust, including Tmst in Neighbours (between 11% and 16%). However, tlie interaction 
analyses in Chapter 5 indicated tliat socio-demographic circumstances are more important in 
deterinining women’s trust than men’s trust.
Table 7.2 is composed of two models. Model 1 is an extension of the unconditional model 
seen in Table 7.1 for the whole sample. There is no difference between men and women’s 
trust in tlieir neighbours. The socio-demographic characteristics all behave as expected in tlie 
model, witli the exception of education, where individuals with GCSE or equivalent, and A- 
level or equivalent are found to be more trusting than tliose with degree-level qualifications. 
This was also in tlie single-level model of Tmst in Neighbours too, but not in die model of 
trust in people in general (Chapter 4). Once we take these individual-level characteristics into 
account, area-level differences in Tmst in Neighbours are slighdy less important dian diey 
previously were, at 17% of die total residual variance. This is Hlcely to be due in part to a 
sample composition, where neighbourhoods diemselves differ in dieir socio-demographic 
composition so that controlling for diis goes some way to explaining differences in trust 
between neighbourhoods. Tlie drop in -2*loglikeliliood between die unconditional model 
for die whole sample in Table 7.1 and diat of Model 1 in Table 7.2 is 7003 for 29 df 
(p<0.000) indicating diat the individual-level socio-demograpliic characteristics are 
significant in explaining variation in Trust in Neighbours.
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Table 7.2 Random Intercept and Random Coefficient Models for Trust in  N eighbours
Model 1: Model 2:
Random Effect
FIXED EFFECTS Effect SE VPC Effect SE VPC Variance SE Covariance SE
Gender
Female 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.09 0.02 ** -0.05 0.01 **
Male (ref)
Age in vears 
Under 24 -0.10 0.05 * -0.11 0.05 *
25 to 34 -0.19 0.03 -0.19 0.03
35 to 44 (ref) 
45 to 54 0.14 0.03 0.14 0.03
55 to 64 0.23 0.04 0.23 0.04
65 to 74 0.29 0.05 0.29 0.05
75 to 84 0.25 0.06 0.25 0.06
85+ 0.20 0.09 0.20 0.09 *
Education
No qualifications 
GCSEor equivalent
-0.08
0.04
0.02
0.02
-0.09
0.04
0.02
0.02
A-level, NVQ 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.02 *
Degree (ref)
Partnership Status 
Single -0.10 0.03 -0.10 0.03
Divorced or separated -0.16 0.03 -0.16 0.03
Widowed -0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04
Married (ref)
Presence of children
No -0.04 0.03 -0.04 0.03
Yes (ref)
Economic status
Full-time employment (ref) 
Part-time employment 
Unemployed 
Full-time student
0.08
-0.24
0.10
0.03
0.06
0.09
0.07
-0.24
0.09
0.03
0.06
0.09
Housework/ caring 
Sick/ disabled
-0.09
-0.12
0.05
0.05
-0.10
-0.12
0.05
0.05
Retired 0.07 0.04 0.07 0.04
Other (inc Gov training) -0.04 0.06 -0.04 0.06
Occupational class 
Salariat (ref)
Intermediate employee -0.03 0.03 -0.03 0.03
Small employers/self emp 
Lower supervisory/ tech
-0.07
-0.13
0.04
0.03
-0.06
-0.13
0.04
0.03
Routine/semi-routine -0.21 0.03 -0.21 0.03
Never worked/unemp 
Not classed
-0.21
-0.21
0.06
0.07
-0.20
-0.20
0.06
0.07
Income
Gross individual income 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00
Intercept 3.10 0.02 3.10 0.02
RANDOM EFFECTS
Neighbourhood
Individual
0.12
0.58
0.01
0.01
0.17 0.14
0.56
0.12
0.01
VPC Men 0.20
VPC Women 0.19
loglikelihood 22866 22845
*p<(.05) ** p<(.01) Source: Taking Part Survey 2006-07, n=9095
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Model 2 o f Table 7.2 introduces two new parameters by relaxing the assumption that die 
gender difference in Tmst in Neighbours is die same across neighbourhoods and instead 
allowing it to vary. The first of die two new estimates is die random variance of gender 
across neighbourhoods, and the second is die covariance of diis random effect of gender 
with die random intercept term in die model. The final four columns of Table 7.2 show diat 
bodi of diese new estimates are significant. This variation in die gender effect on Trust in 
Neighbours is 0.09, widi a standard error of 0.02. This confirms die expectation that the main 
effect of gender on Trust in Neighbours varies significandy across areas. So, whilst the average 
difference between men and women’s trust across areas, as shown by the random intercepts 
model, is 0.04 with a standard error of 0.02 (indicating women are no more or less trusting 
of dieir neighbours men), when we allow each area to have its own gender difference in trust 
it in fact varies significandy from this mean.
Tlie covariance between the two random effect is -0.05 widi a standard error of 0.01. A 
significant negative covariance such as diis indicates tiiat in neighbourhoods widi a higher 
dian average level of Tmst in Neighbours diere is a smaller dian average difference between 
men and women’s trust levels. Conversely, areas in wliich diere is lower than average trust, 
die gender difference increases. The inclusion of diis random gender coefficient in Model 2 
of Table 7.2 reduces the -2*logHkeliliood by 21, distributed over 2 degrees of freedom, a 
significant improvement to the model.
In order to get a sense of the range of gender differences in Tmst in Neighbours across areas, a 
mediod employed by Snijders and Bosker (1999) allows for die calculation o f gender effects 
for die middle 95% of neighbourhoods. Tliis range, presented in Table 7.3, is calculated 
using die gender effect and the variance of diis estimate in die following manner:
Lower limit = gender effect — 1.96*Vvariance o f gender effect 
Upper Limit = gender effect + 1.96*"Vvariance of gender effect
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Table 7.3 Variance in T rust in  N eighbours across Middle 95% of Neighbouthoods
Lower Effect Upper
limit size limit
Women (ref men) -0.55 0.04 0.63
Source: Taking Part Survey, 06-07
Table 7.3 shows tliat the difference between men and women’s Trust in Neighbours varies 
considerably depending on wliich area tliey live in. The range includes both positive and 
negative effects of gender, indicating that tliere are areas in wliich women are significantly 
less trusting of their neighbours dian men, but also areas in which they are significandy more 
trusting dian men. Tliis is a striking finding wliich may have considerable implications for 
further research on gender and Tmst in Neighbours. Fitsdy, it suggests that aggregate gender 
differences, as explored in Chapters 4 through 6, mask a substantial degree of heterogeneity 
in die association between diis form of trust and gender across neighbourhoods. It raises die 
question of what factors might be responsible for such a range of gender differences and 
strengdiens die case for die modelling of Tmst in Neighbours in a multilevel framework where 
neighbourhood differences can be explored.
In order to partition die unexplained variance in Trust in Neighbours between the individual 
and the neighbourhood level for men and women separately in a random coefficient model, 
a variadon on formula [7.5] is used. This variation uses die random intercept term, a"„o, as 
before, but also die random variance, and die covariance between diem, as well as
die residual individual-level variance, It is called die variance function (VF) and is 
depicted in formula [7.6].
’VF = T  +  0 ^ ) /  tJgQ -f (<t5) +  [7.6]
Where is two times die covariance between die random effect and die random
intercept, and is die random coefficient.
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Given tliat the gender variable was left uncentred in the model the random intercept 
corresponds to the neighbourhood-level unexplained variance for men (coded 0, and set as 
the reference category), meaning tliat tlie original VPC equation outlined in [7.5] can be 
applied. To get women’s neighbourhood residual variance, however, the full VF is used. 
Having calculated this for Model 2 o f Table 7.2, differences between areas are found to be 
responsible for a reduced proportion of total unexplained variation in women’s Tmst in 
Neighbours, down to 19% from 24% in the empty model. The difference is much smaller witli 
men’s change in VPC between tlie empty model and tlie random coefficient model (from 
21% to 20%). Again, part of diis drop for women may be to do with sample composition of 
neighbourhoods. It is notewordiy diat once we control for socio-demograpliic cfrcumstances 
and once we allow die effect of gender on Tmst in Neighbours to vary across areas, women’s 
unexplained variance in Trust in Neighbours is no longer larger than men’s. Given that no 
actual neighbourhood-level variables have been entered into die model this larger drop iti 
VPC would suggest diat sample composition is more important for women’s than men’s 
trust, echoing die findings from Chapters 5 that indicated that socio-demograpliic 
circumstances are more important in women’s trust than men’s.
Having established that a significant proportion of variation in Tmst in Neighbours is indeed 
due to difference between neighbourhoods diemselves, as well as having confirmed diat the 
difference between men and women’s trust varies significandy by area, it now remains to be 
seen whedier any of die area-level variables outlined in Section 7.7 play a part in determining 
neighbourhood variability in diis form of trust.
7.8.3 Trust in neighbours and neighbourhood-based contextual effects
It was argued diat level of socio-economic disadvantage in an area, how urban die area is, 
how mobile it’s population is, what type of housing is found there, the crime level and the 
age profile of die area are all likely to be important factors in determining how likely men 
and women are to trust dieir neighbours. This section tests whedier this is indeed the case. It 
also notes whedier taking diese factors into account reduces die wide range of differences 
between men and women’s trust that is seen to exist across neighbourhoods.
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Table 7.4 presents estimates for tlie model containing all six contextual variables as well as 
the random effect of gender. Incorporating these, the -2*loglikeliliood o f the model falls 
from 22845 (as found in Model 2 of Table 7.2) to 22407, distributed over 6 degrees of 
freedom (p<0.001), indicating diat accounting for differences in die neighbourhood 
characteristics significandy improves model fit. As expected and discussed in Section 7.7, 
increased socio-economic disadvantage in a neighbourhood is associated widi lower levels of 
individual Trust in Neighbours for die people Hving diere. Similarly, liigher population density, 
higher population mobility and higher levels of crime in a neighbourhood also negatively 
predict an individual’s trust in dieir neighbours. Lasdy, areas where a higher proportion of 
the population is under 16 and a lower proportion is over 65 are characterised by lower 
levels of individual Tmst in Neighbours as well. The only contextual variable diat is not 
significant in influencing individual trust levels is housing profile. These results confirm diat 
an individual’s Tmst in Neighbours is affected by die presence or absence of neighbourhood 
level characteristics, suggesting diat tliis trust measure does indeed function in part as a 
strategic conceptuaHsation.
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Table 7.4 Random Coefficient Model for Trust in N eighbours-^t\x  Contextual Variables
Effect S.E Variance S.E. Covariance S.E
FIXED EFFECTS
Gender Female 0.03 0.02 0.10 0.02 ** -0.06 0.01 **
Male (ref)
Age in years Under 24 -0.12 0.04 **
25 to 34 -0.17 0.03 **
35 to 44 (ref)
45 to 54 0.12 0.03 **
55 to 64 0.19 0.04 **
65 to 74 0.25 0.05 **
75 to 84 0.22 0.06 **
85+ 0.13 0.09
Education No qualifications -0.07 0.02 **
GCSEor equivalent 0.02 0.02
A-level, NVQ 0.03 0.02
Degree (ref)
Partnership Status Single -0.07 0.03 **
Divorced or separated -0,14 0.03 **
Widowed -0.03 0.04
Married (ref)
Presence of children No -0.03 0.03
in the household Yes (ref)
Economic status Full-time employment (ref)
Part-time employment 0.05 0.03
Unemployed -0.20 0.06 **
Full-time student 0.07 0.09
Housework/caring -0.08 0.04
Sick/ disabled -0.08 0.05
Retired 0.06 0.04
Other (inc Gov training) -0.04 0.06
Occupational class Salariat (ref)
Intermediate employee -0.02 0.03
Small employers/self emp -0.06 0.04
Lower supervisory/tech -0.10 0.03 **
Routine/semi-routine -0.17 0.03 **
Never worked/unemp -0.11 0.06
Not classed -0.15 0.07 *
Income Gross individual income 0.01 0.00 *
CONTEXTUAL EFFECTS
Socio-economic disadvantage -0.13 0.02 **
Urbanisation -0.13 0.01 **
Population mobility -0.02 0.01
Housing profile 0.00 0.01
Local recorded crime -0.06 0.02 **
Area age profile -0.07 0.01
Intercept 3.10 0.02 **
RANDOM EFFECTS
Neighbourhood level 0.10 0.01
Individual level 0.56 0.01 **
VPC Men 0.15
VPC Women 0.13
loglikelihood 22407
<'p<(.05) ** p<(.01) Source: Taking Part Survey 06-07, n= 9095
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Controlling for tlie contextual variables in Table 7.4, tlie random effect variance of gender is 
largely unaffected. The fact that Trust in Neighbours is differentially predicted by gender across 
neighbourhoods indicates tliat there are particular neighbourhood characteristics tliat affect 
men and women differently, causing their trust to vary across tlie areas. Modelling the 
interactions between the neighbourhood level characteristics and gender in Table 7.5, allows 
for a test of this. These types of interactions are referred to as cross-level interactions given 
that they interact characteristics tliat vary at tlie individual level in one case and at tlie 
neighbourhood level in tlie otiier.
Table 7.5 shows tiiat men and women’s trust is differentially associated with the age profile 
o f a neighbourhood. Whilst an area with a younger age profile negatively affects botii men 
and women’s trust, it does so significantly more for women tiian men. None of tlie otiier 
neighbourhood characteristics in the model interact significantly witli gender.
This cross-level interaction does not change tlie variance estimates hi tlie model, indicating 
tiiat tlie reason behind differences in gender effects on trust across neighbourhoods remains 
unexplained by tlie model. Whilst men and women’s trust in their neighbours is affected by 
tlie level of socio-economic disadvantage in the area, how urban the area is, the level of 
mobility of its population, what type of housing is found tliere, the crime level and the age 
profile of the area, these factors affect, and whilst tlie last of tiiese affects women’s trust 
more than it does men’s, we still see significant fluctuation between neighbourhoods in the 
difference between men and women’s trust.
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Table 7.5 Random Coefficient Model for T rust Jn N eighbours'w ith  Cross-Level Interactions
Effect S.E Variance S.E. Covariance S.E
FIXED EFFECTS
Gender Female 0.03 0.02 0.10 0.02 ** -0.06 0.01 **
Male (ref)
Age in years Under 24 -0.12 0.04
25 to 34 -0.17 0.03 **
35 to 44 (ref)
45 to 54 0.12 0.03 **
55 to 64 0.19 0.04 **
65 to 74 0.25 0.05
75 to 84 0.22 0.06
85+ 0.13 0.09
Education No qualifications -0.07 0.02 **
GCSEor equivalent 0.02 0.02
A-Ievelj NVQ 0.03 0.02
Degree (ref)
Partnership Status Single -0.07 0.03 **
Divorced or separated 0.14 0.03 **
Widowed -0.03 0.04
Married (ref)
Presence of children No -0.03 0.03
in tlie household Yes (ref)
Economic status Full-time employment
Part-time employment 0.05 0.03
Unemployed -0.20 0.06 **
Full-time student -0.07 0.09
Housework/caring -0.08 0.04
Sick/ disabled -0.08 0.05
Retired 0.06 0.04
Other (inc Gov training) -0.04 0.06
Occupational class Salariat (ref)
Intermediate employee -0.06 0.03 *
Small employer/ self -0.06 0.04
Lower supervisory/ tech -0.10 0.03 **
Routine/semi-routine -0.17 0.03 **
Never worked/unemp -0.11 0.06
Not classed -0.15 0.07 *
Income Gross individual income 0.01 0.00 * -
CONTEXT AND CROSS-LEVEL INTERACTIONS
Socio-economic disadvantage -0.13 0.02
Urbanisation -0.13 0.01
Population mobility -0.02 0.01
Housing profile 0.00 0.01
Local recorded crime -0.06 0.02 **
Age profile -0.05 0.02
Age profile*Female -0.04 0.02 *
Intercept 3.10 0.02
RANDOM EFFECTS
Neighbourhood level 0.10 0.01 **
Individual level 0.56 0.01 **
VPC Men 0.15
VPC Women 0.13
loglikelihood 22403
Number of cases 9095
*p<(.05) **p<(.OI) Talcing Part Survey 2006-07, n= 9095
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Table 7.6 shows tliat the range of gender effects across neighbourhoods has actually increased 
marginally in the presence of tlie contextual effects and the cross-level interaction.
Table 7.6 Variance in Trust in Neighbours across Middle 95% of Neighbourhoods in the 
presence of cross-level interactions
Lower Effect Upper
limit size limit
Female (ref male) -0.59 0.03 0.65
Source: Taking Part Survey 06-07
7.8,4 Summary
In summary, Tmst in Neighbours has been shown to vary between individuals but also between 
neighbourhoods, confirming tlie expectation that common experiences of neighbourhoods 
result in a certain degree of similarity in trust between the people who Hve tliere. Witli 
between 13% and 24% (depending on the covariates in the model) of tlie total unexplained 
variance in Tmst in Neighbours being attributable to differences between areas, this analysis 
suggests tliat single-level models do indeed faH to model an important source of variance in 
tliis form of trust.
We find that women’s Tmst in Neighbours is no more neighbourhood-dependent than men’s 
once socio-demograpliic variables and die random coefficient of gender are expressly 
modeHed. Tliis finding is contrary to expectations set up at the outset of the chapter. It was 
thought tliat due to their higher relative embeddedness in tlie areas in wliich they Hve, 
women’s answers to the Trust in Neighbours question would be more dependent upon their 
neighbourhood than men’s. There is no evidence here to suggest that women’s trust is more 
affected by dieir area than men’s.
Aldiough women’s trust might not be mon affected by area than men’s, diere is certainly 
evidence to suggest that area of residence affects men and women differently. A significant 
random coefficient of gender and a wide range of gender effects across neighbourhoods
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reveals that experiences of die neighbourhood shape between 19% and 20% of men and 
women’s trust in their neighbours, respectively. Widi the introduction of contextual effects 
we find diat socio-economic disadvantage, population mobility, urbanisation and recorded 
crime levels in neighbourhoods have important associations widi Trust in Neighbours, but diat 
dieir importance does not differ markedly between men and women. The age profile of a 
neighbourhood, on die other hand, does affect men and women’s Tmst in Neighbours 
differendy. Specifically, high proportions of children under 16, and low proportions of over 
65’s is particularly concerning to women, lowering their trust more tiian it does men’s.
Tliis gendered experience of die neighbourhood does not reduce die variation in the gender 
effect across areas, however. There are still neighbourhoods where women are significandy 
more trusting dian men of dieir neighbours, and neighbourhoods where die reverse is the 
case. Further research is required to determine additional contextual factors tiiat may explain 
tlie variation in gender effects across neighbourhoods. It is possible, for instance, diat there is 
an association between interviewer characteristics and reported Tmst in Neighbours. Given diat 
interviewers generally carry out a number of interviews and are assigned to addresses widiin 
close proximity of one anodier, what seems to be neighbourhood-level variation in answers 
to die trust question, may, in part, be variation resulting from clustering of respondents 
widiin interviewers. More exploratory data collection and analysis may provide additional 
alternative explanations. Interviews designed to examine die ways in which respondents think 
about dieir tmst in dieir neighbours and the extent to wliich characteristics of dieir 
neighbourhood are formative widiin that would help to identify furtiier contexmal variables 
to explain die variation in gender differences in Trust in Neighbours across neighbourhoods.
A total of 21% of men’s and 24% of women’s Tmst in Neighbours varies according to wliich 
neighbourhood diey live in. These proportions were reduced to 15% and 13%, respectively, 
by accounting for socio-demograpliic characteristics of the individual and the socio-economic 
disadvantage, population mobility, urbanisation, age profile, urbanicity and recorded crime 
levels found in a neighbourhood. Therefore, diese neighbourhood characteristics account for 
6% and 11% of men’s and women’s total Trust in Neighbours, respectively.
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7.9 Neighbourhoods and their influence on responses to T rust vs. 
C aution
Having established that neighbourhood characteristics influence Trust in Neighbours to a 
significant degree tliis section examines whether tlie same can be said for answers to Trust vs. 
Caution. It is expected tliat the neighbourhood an individual lives in is likely to be less relevant 
to their estimation of trust in people in general tlian it was to tliek Tmst in Neighbours. Trust in 
people in general and trust in neighbours have been tlieorised as having different radii 
(Delhey 2009), or as tapping into different frames of reference. Chapter 6 showed that in 
answering die Tmst vs. Caution question, respondents are more likely to think of unknown 
odiers and less likely to diink of neighbours and dieir local community than when diey 
answer the Local area question. Therefore we would expect Tmst vs. Caution to be less tied to, 
or variable by, neighbourhood dian Tmst in Neighbours.
Structuring tliis section similarly to Section 7.8, it begins widi an empty model of trust in 
people in general, partitioning the total variance between die individual and die 
neighbourhood levels. Thereafter individual-level socio-demograpliic characteristics, as well 
as a random coefficient for gender, are introduced.
7.9.1 Trust in people in general: partitioning the variance between individuals 
and neighbourhoods
From die partitioning of variance between die individual and neighbourhood level presented 
in Table 7,7, it is again apparent diat trust in people in general is significandy influenced by 
where people live. For binary response variables die calculation of die VPC is slighdy 
adjusted and a logistic distribution widi a variance of 7i^/3~3.29 is applied in die place of 
(Rasbash, Charlton et al. 2009: Chapter 9). This means that die VPC is computed as follows:
VPC_* = <îVKo+ 3-29) [7.7]
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Slighdy less of die total variation in Trust vs. Caution exists at die neighbourhood level in 
comparison to diat seen widi Trust in Neighbours (18% as compared to 20%), however the 
approximate variance of die logistic distribution used in the calculation of die 
means tiiat the two estimates are not direcdy comparable. Again women’s trust in people in 
general is slighdy more variable by neighbourhood than men’s (17% of die total variation as 
compared widi 15%). A Wald test indicates that trust in general does vary significandy by 
area, both overall and for men and women separately.
Table 7.7 Individual and neighbourhood-level variance in Trust vs. Caution
RANDOM INTERCEPT: Neighbourhood level
Estimate
S.E VPC Wald test df N
Total sample 0.70 0.04 0.18 324 1 ** 10996
Men 0.58 0.05 0.15 138 1 4837
Women 0.67 0.05 0.17 199 1 ** 6159
*p<(.05) ** p<(.01)
Estimates are logits
Source: Talcing Part Survey 06-07
7.9.2 Ale differences between men and women in their trust in people in 
general the same across areas? Random intercepts and random effect 
models
Introducing the individual-level socio-demograpliic characteristics in Table 7.8, we see diat 
women are significandy less trusting of people in general than men are, in Hne widi findings 
presented in Chapter 4. The other covariates behave as expected. Model 1 shows that die 
proportion o f total variance in trust in people in general attributable to the neighbourhood 
level has declined marginally, from 18% to 16% in die total sample. Tlie Wald test statistic of 
212, approximately chi-square distributed across 30 parameters (p<0.001) indicates that tliis is 
still a significant proportion of the overall residual variance in trust in people in general.
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In Model 2 the effect of gender on Tmst vs. Caution is allowed to vary across neighbourhoods. 
As a result, the variance of the random effect of gender and its covariance with the random 
intercept are estimated. Contrary to what was seen witli Tmst in Neighbours, tlie effect of 
gender on trust in people in general does not vary significantly by area (0.02, s.e 0.12). This 
means that women are significantly less trusting of people in general tlian men, regardless of 
tlie neighbourhood they Hve in.
The variance estimates in Model 2 of Table 7.8 indicate that a significant proportion of 
unexplained variation in trust in people in general is stiU due to differences between 
neighbourhoods. Using formula [7.5], substituting (tlie variance of the individual level 
residual) widi die approximate logistic distribution of 3.29, die VPC for men and women are 
calculated as 20% and 13%, respectively. This represents an increase, from 15%, for men and 
a decrease, from 17%, for women. Women’s trust in people in general is less area-dependent 
once die composition of die area is taken into account and once we control for their 
lilcelihood of being embedded in die neighbourhood. Men’s trust in people in general, 
however, is more neighbourhood-dependent once composition of the area is taken into 
account. It is unclear why diis should be die case.
The final analysis in diis chapter considers die effect of socio-economic disadvantage, 
population mobiHty, urbanisation, area age profile and recorded crime levels in a 
neighbourhood on trust in people in general.
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Table 7.8: Random Intercepts and Random Coefficient Models for Trust vs. Caution
M odel 1:
Random Intercepts
M odel 2:
Random Effect
FIXED EFFECTS Effect S.E Effect S.E Variance S.E
Gender
Female -0.18 0.06 -0.17 0.06 ** 0.02 0.12
Male (ref)
Age in vears
Under 24 -0.04 0.12 -0.04 0.12
25 to 34 -0.23 0.08 -0.23 0.08
35 to 44 (ref)
45 to 54 0.00 0.09 0.01 0.09
55 to 64 0.18 0.10 0.18 0.10
65 to 74 0.27 0.14 0.27 0.14
75 to 84 0.71 0.16 0.72 0.16
85+ 0.50 0.23 * 0.50 0.23
Education
N o qualifications -0.19 0.06 -0.20 0.06
GCSEor equivalent -0.09 0.05 -0.09 0.05
A-level, NVQ 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05
Degree (ref)
Partnership Status
Single -0.22 0.07 -0.22 0.07
Divorced or separated -0,31 0.08 -0.31 0.08
Widowed -0.07 0.10 -0.08 0.10
Married (ref)
Presence o f children
N o -0.02 0.07 -0.02 0.07
Yes (ref)
Econom ic status
Full-time employment (ref)
Part-time employment 0.17 0.08 0.17 0.08
Unem ployed 0.11 0.16 0.11 0.16
Full-time student 0.82 0.23 0.84 0.23
H ousew ork/ caring -0.27 0.12 -0.27 0.12
Sick / disabled -0.26 0.13 -0.26 0.13
Retired 0.06 0.12 0.06 0.12
Otiier (inc Gov training) -0.10 0.17 -0.10 0.17
Occupational class
Salariat (reÇ
Intermediate employee -0.20 0.08 * -0.21 0.08
Small em ployers/self emp -0.17 0.10 -0.17 0.10
Lower supervisory/tech -0.47 0.09 -0.47 0.09
R outine/ semi-routine -0.49 0.07 -0.49 0.07
Never worked/unem p -0.23 0.16 -0.24 0.16
N ot classed -0.40 0.17 * -0.40 0.17
Income
Gross individual incom e 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.01
Intercept -0.02 0.04 -0.02 0.04
RANDOM  EFFECTS
Neighbourhood 0.62 0.04 ** 0.81 0.06 **
Wald test (chi square) 212 ** 20.71
Total VPC 
VPC Men 
VPC Women
0.16
0.20
0.13
*p<(.05) ** p<(.01) 
Estimates are logits
Source: Taldng Part Survey 06-07, n= 10996
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7.9.3 Tmst in people in general and neighbourhood- based contextual effects
Table 7.9 provides die estimates for all individual-level socio-demograpliic characteristics 
wliilst in the presence of die neighbourhood-level contextual variables. There are a few 
differences between diese effects and diose found in Model 2 o f Table 7.8. Urbanisation is 
not a significant predictor. Also, living in areas widi liigher proportions of terraced houses, 
flats and vacant properties is associated with lower levels of trust in people in general. 
Population mobility, defined as liigher turn around of residents, higher overcrowding and 
higher proportions of non-pensioner single households (see Appendix C), negatively 
influenced an individual’s level of trust in neighbours, but here it is found to have a positive 
influence on trust in people in general. The model does not control for individual mobility 
and therefore this result might be capturing die fact diat people in areas of liigh population 
mobility may well be mobile diemselves. It was noted in Section 7.7 diat such individuals 
may well also include young mobile workers, a group diat may odierwise have higher trust 
levels anyway.
Incorporating diese neighbourhood level characteristics resulted in a slighdy reduced 
proportion of die residual variance in trust in people in general diat exists at die 
neighbourhood level for women from 13% to 10%, wliilst for men die reduction was only 
from 20% to 19%. Tiiese results suggest that the combination of socio-demograpliic 
characteristics and die specific neighbourhood-level risk factors examined here are more 
important to women’s trust in people in general, than to men’s.
Tlie final step in the analytic process, namely examining whedier particular features of die 
neighbourhood affect men and women’s answers to Tmst in Neighbours differendy, is not 
appropriate widi respect to die analysis of answers to Tmst vs. Caution. As Table 7.8 and 
Table 7.9 indicated, diere is no significant variation in die gender differences in Tmst vs. 
Caution found across neighbourhoods. Cross-level interactions, such as diose tested in Table 
7.5 are primarily interested in explaining variations in gender differences across areas. Given 
diat these are not significant in die case of Trust vs. Caution, such an analysis is unnecessary.
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Table 7.9 Random Coefficient Model for T rust vs. Caution with Contextual Variables
Effect S.E Variance S.E.
FIXED EFFECTS 
Gender Female 
Male (ref)
-0.19 0.06 ** 0.10 0.12
Age in years Under 24 -0.03 0.12
25 to 34 -0.20 0.08 *
35 to 44 (ref)
45 to 54 -0.02 0.09
55 to 64 0.13 0.10
65 to 74 0.23 0.14
75 to 84 0.67 0.16
85+ 0.40 0.23
Education N o  qualifications -0.15 0.06 *
GCSEor equivalent -0.09 0.06
A-level, NVQ -0.01 0.05
Degree (ref)
Partnership Status Single -0.20 0.07 **
Divorced or separated -0.27 0.07 **
Widowed -0.05 0.10
Married (ref)
Presence o f children N o -0.04 0.07
in the household Yes (ref)
Econom ic status Full-time em ploym ent (ref)
Part-time employment 0.13 0.08
Unem ployed 0.15 0.16
Full-time student 0.78 0.23 **
H ousew ork/ caring -0.26 0.12 *
S ick / disabled -0.19 0.14
Retired 0.04 0.12
Other (inc Gov training) -0.12 0.17
Occupational class Salariat (ref)
Intermediate em ployee -0.19 0.08 *
Small em ployers/ se lf emp -0.15 0.10
Lower supervisory/technical -0.40 0.09 **
R outine/ semi-routine -0.39 0.07
Never worked & unemp -0.11 0.16
N ot classed -0.37 0.18 *
Incom e Gross individual incom e 0.03 0.01 *
CONTEXTUAL EFFECTS
Socio-econom ic disadvantage -0.22 0.04
Urbanisation -0.04 0.04
Population mobility 0.12 0.03
H ousing profile -0.14 0.03 **
Local recorded crime -0.20 0.06
Area age profile -0.05 0.03
Intercept -0.02 0.04
RANDOM  EFFECTS
Neighbourhood 0.77 0.06
Wald test (chi square) 26.24
VPC Men 0.19
VPC W omen 0.10
*p<(.05) ** p<(.01) Source: Taking Part Survey 06-07, n= 8762
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7.9.4 Summaiy
Wliich neighbourhood an individual lives in makes a difference to tliek answers to Tmsf vs. 
Caution. Just under a fifdi of tlie variance in tlris trust measure is due to neighbourhood 
differences for the total sample, and we see diat women’s trust Is slightly more 
neighbourhood-dependent than men’s trust. The incorporation of individual-level socio- 
demograpliic characteristics reminds us tliat women are significantly less trusting of people 
in general than men, yet when we model tins effect as varying across areas it is evident that 
the difference between men and women’s trust in people in general is a stable phenomenon 
across different neighbourhoods. Tliis absence of a significant random effect o f gender does 
not, however, diminish the interest in potential explanations for neighbourhood differences 
in trust in people in general, and a range of contextual variables are examined for their 
explanatory power. We find tliat socio-economic disadvantage, liigher proportions of 
terraced housing and fiats as well as Irigher crime rates all negatively affect individual’s trust 
in people in general. Overall tire contextual effects go some way to explaining variation in 
Tmst vs. Caution., yet a significant proportion remains unexplained.
Women’s trust in people in general is more affected than men’s trust by the specific 
neighbourhood-level factors examined. Tlris matches expectations, given that women are 
argued to be more averse to the risks that these factors represent.
7,10 Discussion
Tlris fiiral empidcal chapter picks up on results from Chapter 7 suggesting that when 
respondents assess tire proportion of people tirey trust in tireic neighbourhood as well as the 
extent to which tirey trust people in general, many tlrink about tlreir neighbours and 
community. This suggests, therefore, that tire nature of neighbourhood is potentially 
important in influencing individuals’ levels of both trust in people in general, and trust in 
neighbours. The results presented in this chapter confirm that tlris is tire case. In addition to
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this, tire chapter examined whether neighbourhood is differentially important to men and 
women’s trust. It formd that for both trust measures, socio-demographic characteristics and 
die level of socio-economic disadvantage in tiie area, how urban tire area is, how mobile its 
population is, what type of housing is found tliere, the crime level and tire age profile of the 
area are more important in determining women’s trust levels tlran men’s.
Answers to tire Tmst in Neighbours and Tmst vs. Caution questions are significantly affected by 
the neighbourhood in which an individual lives. Differences between neighbourhoods 
explain a slightly larger proportion of variation in Tmst in Neighbours, as was expected. In 
addition to tlris, tire average difference in trust in neighbours between men and women 
actually flucmated substantially from neighbourhood to neighbourhood. Tire difference 
between men and women’s trust in people in general, however, is stable across areas. In an 
effort to gain some understanding of potential factors causing neighbourhood differences in 
tlrese two types of trust, 6 neighbourhood characteristics were examined. Socio-economic 
disadvantage and higher levels of recorded crime were significant negative predictors of both 
individuals’ trust in people in general and tlreir trust in neighbours. The age profile o f an area 
was particularly important to women’s trust in neighbours, wlrilst this was not tire case for 
men’s trust in neighbours. Altirough tlrese neighbourhood characteristics added insight into 
tire differences between trust in people in general and trust in neighbours, they only went 
some way to explaining differences hr tlrese two types of trust by neighbourhood. Furtirer 
research is needed to identify wlriclr neighbourhood characteristics are responsible for tire 
remainhrg 10-19% of unexplained variation in individual’s trust hr neighbours and in people 
in general, but also to determine wlrich of tlrese characteristics cause tire difference in men 
and women’s trust hr neighbours to vary so much across areas.
There are a number of implications of tlrese findings. Fhstiy, tirey s u re s t tirat it is important 
to take into account characteristics of neighbourhoods when trying to document and 
understand gender differences in answers to tire Trust vs. Caution and Tmst in Neighbours 
question. Ignoring this additional source o f variation, as hr single-level models, means that 
analyses of gender and trust fail to pick up on nuances in associations across areas by 
aggregating them to the whole sample. This chapter Iriglrhghts tirat such over-simpHfication
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is likely to prevent further research from being able to develop a systematic and accurate 
image of the relationslxip between gender and trust in England.
Secondly, risk factors such as socio-economic disadvantage, urbanisation, population 
mobility, housing profile, recorded crime levels and tire age profile of an area, significantly 
affect botir how much people trust their neighbours, and tire extent to wlrich they prioritise 
trust over caution when dealing witir people hr general. In the context of neighbourhood 
renewal programmes, community policing initiatives and attempts to devolve responsibility 
to local areas, tlris research confirms that such risk factors are rightfully the focus of policy 
targets. Further research identifying what aspects of urbanisation, population mobility and 
tire presence of young people are specifically detrimental, or indeed beneficial to trust 
between neighbours and trust in otirers in general may help in tire development of policy 
initiatives aimed at social cohesion at tire local area level.
Thirdly, it is still unclear what drives differences between men and women’s trust in 
neighbours at tire neighbourhood level. The range of gender differences found across 
neighbourhoods in England is considerable, and it is not the result of socio-demograplric 
differences between respondents, nor is it tire effect of variation in socio-economic 
disadvantage, urbanisation, population mobility, housing profile, recorded crime levels or the 
age profile of an area. This means tirat policies aimed at addressing these risk factors would 
result in an increase of both men and women’s trust. They would not, however, address the 
gender-trust gap, except witir respect to the age profile of tire area, where tire risk is 
perceived highest by women. Further research is needed to identify underlying 
neighbourhood-level explanations for variations in gender differences.
Previous chapters in tire tiresis have examined and attempted to explain inconsistent 
associations between trust and gender across several diffemit interpersonal tmst questions. It was 
considered tirat these items tap into substantively different forms of trust, and tirat each of 
tlrese has Its own association witir gender due to gender differences in tire adoption of etiiics 
of care and in the aversion to risk. In addition, it was considered tirat gender differences 
found across tire trust measures may be the result of measurement error, specifically 
differences in interpretation o f tire questions. Some evidence was found for botir the
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‘substantive’ differences and ‘interpretative’ differences explanations. In tlris chapter tire 
tiresis moved on to further explore the substantive differences between men and women’s 
trust across two trust measures. In particular, the focus moved beyond individual-level 
factors tirat affect trust, exploring instead tire possibility that some of tire gender differences 
in tire two forms of trust is due to people’s experiences of where tirey hve. In doing so, the 
chapter discovered tirat tlrere is a need to explain tire wide range of associations between 
trust in neighbours and gender tirat were found within a single interpersonal tmst question but 
across different neighbourhoods. Tire discovery of tlris neighbourhood-level variation in 
gender-trust association would not have been possible using single-level models in which 
several measures of trust are used interchangeably.
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8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Researching trust is not a lonely business; it is an extensively-ploughed field widi a lattice of 
furrows carved by tliose who have come before. Some of tlrese are deeper than otirers, and 
very few lie parallel. Specifically addressing the question of how and to what extent women’s 
interpersonal trust, as measured by social surveys across dre UK, is different to men’s, the 
tiresis justified its existence in tire already crowded landscape of trust research by bringing 
togetirer interpersonal trust and gender, hitlrerto largely unconnected sociological topics.
In recent decades trust has been tire object of extensive academic study and debate, as well 
as receiving a great deal of attention from poHcy makers, both nationally and internationally. 
Academic debates surroundhrg trust have informed policy drives, in particular via tire 
influential concept of social capital, and governing bodies are recognising tire potential 
importance of tlrese issues for social cohesion, well-being and economic development (Cote 
and Healy 2001). Declining voter turn-out in botir local and parliamentary elections 
(ukpoHticaLinfo 2010), collapsing confidence in banks and other financial institutions 
(Peston 2009) and public outrage regarding anonymity of individuals previously convicted of 
crime (BBC 2010) are all recent examples of Irighly publicised issues that have been linked to 
trust; and more specifically to its absence. There are widespread concerns over trends in 
declining trust, botir in the UK and abroad, and over what tire implications of tlris might be 
for civil society and democracy in tire future.
In tire context of existing work on trust, the foundation of this tiresis originated in the idea 
tirat wlrilst national trends in trust can be used for tire purposes of aggregate level 
comparisons, it is valuable to develop a more nuanced understanditrg of tire distribution of 
trust in society. In particular, tire tiresis sought to fill a gap in tire literature concerning tire 
association between gender and interpersonal trust across tire UK at the start o f tire 2T* 
century.
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8.1 Aims and findings of the thesis
This chapter concludes the thesis by revisiting tlie aims and main findings of die work. 
Tliese sections are structured according to several general contributions tliat the thesis has 
made to the field. Section 8.1.1 revisits the rationale behind, and the evidence for, tlie 
importance of generating theoretical tools to aid understanding and interpretation of 
empirical data on tlie relationship between trust and gender. In Section 8.1.2, I review tlie 
original aims and progress made in die development of an empirically founded evidence base 
on die nature of the relationsliip between gender and trust. In addition to this, I argued tliat, 
currently, trust research falls short of integrating theoretical insights into trust with empirical 
findings and found that linking tlieories of trust to individual survey-based trust questions 
assists notably in tliis process (Section 8.1.3). As Section 8.1.4 indicates, tlie examination of 
tlie impact of measurement in relation to trust and its relationsliip witii gender is a fourdi 
aim examined tiiroughout die diesis, and its contributions to die wider field of empirical 
research on trust using survey data are reviewed. Lasdy, die diesis aimed to reflect on trust 
and its place witiiin die wider concept of social capital. Insights gained from f in d in g s  are 
reviewed in Section 8.1.5.
8.1.1 Generation of theoretical approaches
Tlie diesis aimed to tap into existing dieoretical scholarsliip in order to develop a framework 
widi wliich to understand differences between men and women’s trust. Wliilst interpersonal 
trust is die focus of much theoretical work, diese contributions rarely extend to 
understandings of differences between individuals and dieir levels of trust. As a result, I 
sought to su re s t  ways in which both trust dieory, and wider dieories of gender can be used 
to make sense of men and women’s trust.
Trust has been extensively dieotised. Chapter 2 reviewed tills vast field, highlighting 
characteristics that differentiate one dieory of trust from anodier. A key distinction is made 
between political trust and interpersonal trust, the former being related to Vertical’ 
relationsliips of trust between individuals and institutions, including government, politicians
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and other authority figures, wliilst the latter refers to a more ‘horizontal’ form of trust 
between fellow citizens in society.
Even witliin tlie study of only interpersonal trust, much work, it was argued, concerns itself 
witli definition, widi intense debate surrounding die issue of what constitutes interpersonal 
trust. Tlie diesis reduced die substantial diversity in conceptualisations by grouping dieories 
according to specific characteristics. I built upon die distinction between ‘strategic’ and 
‘moraUstic’ forms of trust, as discussed in Chapter 2. Key elements of strategic trust, I 
argued, include the belief diat trust is a rational, interest maximising response (Coleman 
1990; Hardin 1996) negotiated in the context of a set o f specific actors and tasks (Ermisch, 
Gambetta et al. 2009). It is seen as being information, risk and experience dependent 
(Lulimann 2000; Yamagislii and Yamagislii 1994) and largely develops between individuals 
who belong to communities in wliich knowledge and reputation are a premium in the 
negotiation of repeat interaction. There is no nostalgia for strategic forms o f trust, nor any 
concern regarding any potential decline in society, since strategic forms of trust are never 
seen as goods in tiiemselves (Hardin 1996).
Key elements of moralistic trust contrast widi those of strategic trust in diat die former is 
seen as a good in itself (Mansbridge 1999; Putnam 2000), based on ethical convictions rather 
tiian self-interest maximising principles. The potential decline of moralistic trust in society is 
a cause of substantial concern (Cote and Healy 2001) given tiiat it is tiiought to be key in 
connecting individuals in inclusive, radier than exclusive ways. This form of trust is believed 
to be largely stable wldiin individuals across tiieir lifetime (Uslaner 2002), and is drought not 
to fit easily into neoLLberal society where emphasis on rationality and self-interest mean diat 
overly trusting individuals are easily classified as ‘suckers’ (Mansbridge 1999). Having put 
forward these two possible conceptualisations of trust in Chapter 2 ,1 used this classification 
to facilitate understanding of trust tiiroughout the rest of die work.
In addition to tliis, dieoretical frameworks witii which to interpret gender differences in both 
strategic and moralistic forms of trust were sought. Drawing on risk dieory and ediics of 
care theory, bodi of wliich address gender differences more broadly, I applied diem to 
conceptualisations of trust in a novel way. Theories of risk perception and aversion were
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argued to be relevant to gender differences in strategic trust. Specifically, Chapter 2 
highlighted the importance of risk in strategic conceptualisations of trust (Lulimann 2000; 
Yamagislii and Yamagislii 1994). The higher tlie perceived risk in a given exchange, tlie more 
potentially costiy, and tlierefore unlikely it is diat trust will be extended. Existing research 
indicates diat risk aversion is gendered, widi women being bodi more perceptive of, and 
averse to risk (Boliokn 1998; Gove 1985; Gustafson 1998; Miller and Stark 2002; Powell and 
Ansic 1997; Veevers and Gee 1986). As a result, it was argued, diat women are likely to be 
less trusting tiian men where strategic conceptualisations o f trust are concerned.
Seeldng to understand potential differences in men and women’s levels of moralistic trust, I 
drew on the dieory of moral development developed by GiUigan (1982). Entitied the ‘ethics 
of care’ diesis, GiUigan’s work argued diat caring is socially engendered in women more dian 
in men and that, dierefore, women live more connected and relational lives tiian men do, 
causing tiiem to prioritise die maintenance of relationships tiirough time, and to be more 
‘other-focussed’. Tliis ethics of care is contrasted by Gdligan, witii ethics of justice in which 
obligations and rights, procedure and impartiality are prioritized ÇFlanagan and Jackson 
1987). Chapter 2 argued tliat moralistic trust is likely to be more important to tiiose who 
prioritise ediics of care over ediics of justice, and diat, dierefore, women are likely to be 
more trusting than men when moralistic conceptualisations of trust are concerned.
The classification of trust theories into ‘strategic’ and ‘moralistic’ conceptualisations of trust, 
and die Hnldng of risk dieory and die ethics of care dieory to tiiese conceptualisations are 
contributions to the theoretical field. The remainder of die thesis sought to evaluate tiiese, 
and in subsequent chapters I reflected on the extent to wliich these dieoretical frameworks 
facilitate an understanding of die gender differences in trust found in die analysis chapters. 
In addition to tliis. Chapter 2 set up two related testable expectations. The first was diat in 
die context of strategic trust, women would be less trusting than men in part due to their 
higher perceptions of, and aversion to, risk. The second was tliat in die context of moralistic 
trust, men are less trusting dian women in part because tiiey have lower relative commitment 
to an ediics of care.
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Figure 8.1 Proposed categorisation of survey-based trust questions and their empirically 
validated association with gender (Chapters 2, 3, 4)
Form of trust 
Moralistic
Survey Question
Trust V No Trust: On balance, 
would you say that most people 
can't be trusted or that mostpeople 
can be trusted?
Expected gender 
association
Women more 
tmsting
Findings
Expectation
confirmed
Perceivedfairness: Do you think 
that most people would try to take 
advantage of you if they got a 
chance or would they try to be fair?
Women more 
tmsting
Expectation
confirmed
Perceived helpfulness: Would you 
say that most of the time people try 
to be helpful or are they mostly 
looking out for themselves?
Women more 
tmsting
Expectation
confirmed
Strategic
Trust in Neighbours: Would you 
say that many of the people in your 
neighbourhood can be trusted? 
Some can be trusted? A  few can be 
trusted? Or that none of the people 
in your neighbourhood can be 
trusted?
Unclear Women less tmsting
Both
moralistic and 
strategic
Trust V Caution: Generally 
speaking  ^would you say that most 
people can be trusted or that you 
can't be too careful in dealing with 
people?
Unclear Women less tmsting
Whilst most of die tmst questions mapped onto eidier strategic tmst or moralistic tmst, as 
discussed in Chapter 3 and summarised in Figure 8.1 one of die most frequendy used trust 
measures, die Trust vs. Caution question, was found to tap into bodi moralistic and strategic 
forms of tmst. Aldiough Chapter 2 recognised diat die two forms of tmst are not mutually 
exclusive, die dieoretical framework did not consider die potential repercussions of strategic 
and moralistic trust being juxtaposed and it did not develop expectations as to how 
individuals might prioritise between the two. If women are hkely to have lower levels of
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strategic trust tlian men, but higher levels o f moralistic trust, tlien one may have expected 
tliat a question tapping into botli types o f trust would lead to a cancelling out o f die gender 
differences, resulting in men and women’s answers to die question being die same. 
However, die empirical finding of women’s trust being lower than men’s on die Tmst vs. 
Caution question suggests diat individual’s level of strategic trust over-rides dieir level of 
moralistic trust when die two are in direct competition. Fuitlier dieoretical and empirical 
work is required to understand the dynamics between strategic and moralistic forms of trust.
8.1.2 Development of an evidence base
An additional aim of die diesis was to address die lack of consensus regarding die empirical 
association between trust and gender. Empirical work on interpersonal trust, as reviewed in 
Chapter 3, has largely focussed on identifying die strongest, most stable, and most politically 
relevant predictors o f trust. Amongst die strongest positive correlates of trust are education 
(Had 1999; Nie, Junn et al. 1996; Putnam 2000), good health (Kawachi, Kennedy et al 
1999a; Rose 2000) and employment widiin professional occupations (Hall 1999; Li, Pickles 
et al. 2005). Negative predictors include being divorced (Patterson 1999) and being 
unemployed (Brehm and Rahn 1997). Tliere is some debate about the association between 
age and trust, specifically widi regards to whedier cross-sectional studies in the 1990’s and 
early 2000’s indicate age or cohort effects when showing lower trust among younger 
individuals, and higher trust amongst older people (Had 1999; Putnam 2000; Rahn and 
Transue 1998). Tliere is a general pattern diat people who are trusting are also people who 
are generady in positions of relative social advantage; “society’s winners” (Newton 
1999:185).
However, an overview of die dterature also indicated diat diere is a mixed picture widi 
regards to die association between gender and trust, widi some studies finding no significant 
differences between men and women’s propensity to trust (Beldcers 2006; Burns and Kinder 
2000; Chavez, Wampler et al. 2006; Gross, Aday et al. 2004; Had 1999; Hooghe and 
Reeskens 2007; Lowndes 2004; Mdler and Mitamura 2003; Norris, Lovenduski et al. 2004; 
Rotter 1967; Yamagislii and Yamagislii 1994), whdst odiers find women to be more trusting
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tlian men (Claiboum and Martin 2000; Coultliard, Walker et al. 2002; Hooghe, Reeskens et 
al. 2006; Rahn and Transue 1998; Sturgis and Smith 2010), and yet odiers find men to be 
more trusting tiian women (Naef and Schupp 2009b; Norris and Inglehart 2003), as outlined 
in Table 3.1. Audiors rarely provide explanations for die gender effects diey find. Reliable 
comparison between die studies is hampered by variations in data sources used, countries 
examined, and covaiiates included.
Chapter 4 addressed this gap in die literature by developing the first systematic evidence base 
of die difference between men and women’s trust. Tlie chapter tested diese gender 
differences in a comparable manner using data from multiple examples (16) of die 5 most 
widely-used trust questions across 7 surveys, variously coveting England, Wales, Scodand 
and Nor diem Ireland. For each exemplar of each available trust question, I focussed the 
analysis on die overall difference between men and women’s trust, as well as examining the 
extent to which diis difference changed once socio-demograpliic variables were included in 
die models. Attention was paid to whedier a consistent association between gender and trust 
emerged across different trust measures and surveys.
The analysis covered in Chapter 4 provided diree key insights into die empirical association 
between gender and trust. Firsdy, it mirrored die state of die existing empirical literature on 
trust and gender in so far as it showed no single pattern of association between gender and 
trust across aU measures and surveys. Tliis was die case despite the analysis having 
standardised die models used to generate as comparable results as possible. Secondly, results 
indicated diat aldiough diere is no one overall pattern o f association between gender and 
trust across all measures, there is a high degree of consistency in die associations found using 
multiple examples of the same trust measure. This indicated that radier dian tiiere being no 
consistent ‘story’ to teU about gender and trust, there are in fact several different ‘stories’ to 
be told, according to wliich measure o f trust is being used. Thirdly, die analysis tested 
whether die associations betw^een gender and trust are dependent on an individual’s age, 
education, partnership staUis, parental/child carer status, economic status, occupational class 
and income. I found diat die differences between men and women’s trust is diminished only 
very shghdy once these socio-demograpliic and socio-economic variables are taken into 
account. Overall, diese results contribute to existing empirical literature on trust by
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suggesting that gender is a consistent predictor of different fomts of trust Specifically, tlie 
results suggest that tlie difference between trust measures has implications for substantive 
findings on gender and trust.
As well as providing an overview of the aggregate differences in trust between men and 
women, die diesis aimed to examine die extent to wliich groups of women and men differ 
from each other widi regards to dieir trust levels according to dieir socio-economic and 
socio-demograpliic characteristics. Going beyond tlie aggregate gender gap in this way was 
deemed to have been important in so far as it helped to avoid essentialist conclusions based 
on grouping aU men and all women together. Analyses of ‘sub-group’ differences according 
to age, education, employment status, and a variet}  ^ of otiier characteristics has been 
recognised elsewhere as providing significant additional insight into the experiences of men 
and women (Campbell 2006).
Examining men and women’s trust separately, as well as testing for significant interactions 
between gender and socio-demograpliic characteristics, die analyses in Chapter 5 presented 
mixed findings with regard to die importance of sub-group differences in trust. I expected 
diat particular groups of women would differ from odiers in die extent to which they are 
‘odier-focussed’ and relationship-focussed. In otiier words, die extent to which tiiey 
prioritise ediics of care. According to die theorised association between ediics of care and 
‘moralistic’ forms of trust presented in Chapter 2, it was expected that groups of women 
who are Hlcely to prioritise ediics of care, including those who care for partners or 
dependents, would have significandy higher levels of moralistic trust, as compared to odier 
women and men. Tliis was not found to be die case. Tlie presence of cliddren in die 
household had, overall, very litde effect on eidier men or women’s trust, wliich was 
surprising.
Sub-group differences did matter, as expected, widi respect to employment status and 
occupational class. Women working part time were found to differ substantially from men 
and women in full-time employment. It was argued diat women in part-time employment 
were Hkely to be able to combine dieir woiidng fives widi dieir caring responsibilities more 
effectively tiian individuals in fidl-time employment, allowing diem to maintain a higher
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relative etiiics of care. Women who hold professional and managerial jobs are more tmsting 
tlian their female counterparts in other occupations, possibly due to such jobs naturally 
selecting for less risk averse individuals. Interpreting significant sub-group differences in 
trust was found to be challenging. In particular, die scarcity of theoretical explanations for 
the association between trust and socio-demograpliic variables led to difficulties in robust 
findings being drawn. As a result. Chapter 5 called for further theoretical research to support 
interpretations of empirical outcomes.
In relation to building up an empirical evidence base of die association between gender and 
trust, I also explored die contention, put forward in much of die social capital literature 
(Putnam 2000; Chapter 18), diat tmst is a property of communities and not only of 
individuals (Brelim and Rahn 1997). Chapter 7 tested this idea by using multi-level analysis 
to assess die extent to wliich individuals’ levels of tmst are determined by where tiiey live. It 
also extended diis line of enquiry to ascertain whether the importance of neighbourhood 
characteristics for tmst is die same for men and women. Budding on research evidence diat 
indicates that women are more embedded in dieit communities dian men (Lowndes 
2000;535), and diat therefore dieit trust and social capital is likely to be more affected by 
dieir surroundings, die diesis aimed to substantiate diis assertion using multi-level modelling 
techniques.
Findings suggested tiiat, in line with social capital theory, respondents’ answers to two of die 
most firequendy used tmst-related survey items, die Trust vs. Caution and Trust in Neighbours 
questions, are significantly affected by die neighbourhood in wliich tiiey live, aldiough diis is 
more so die case widi die Trust in Neighbours question dian widi die Ttyrst in Caution question. 
Tliat die neighbourhood an individual lives in matters more to dieir trust in neighbours dian 
to dieir tmst in people in general supports die dieoretical idea that diese two tmst measures 
have different ‘radii’ (DeUiey 2009), with individuals’ answers to die Trust vs. Caution question 
being determined by a wider frame of reference tiian dieir answers to Trust in Neighbour's. 
Chapters 2 and 3 argued tiiat Trust vs. Caution taps into bodi moralistic and strategic 
conceptualisations o f tmst, whilst Trust in Neighbours Is primarily strategic (as summarised in 
Figure 8.1). Tliat the former question is less sensitive to location chimes widi tliis
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categorisation of tlie questions, given that specific context is less likely to affect moralistic 
forms of trust than strategic forms.
Budding on research evidence that indicates diat women are more embedded in dieir 
communities than men (Lowndes 2000:535), and diat therefore dieit trust and social capital 
is likely to be more affected by dieir surroundings, Chapter 7 tested die relative influence of 
neighbourhood factors on men and women’s trust. No difference in the importance of 
neighbourhood was found between men and women.
The results of Chapter 7 also indicated diat die difference between men and women’s trust 
in their neighbours varies substantially according to die neighbourhood in wliich diey live. 
Aiming to explain diis variation in differences between men and women’s trust across areas, 
I examined die role played by socio-economic status of a neighbourhood, how urban it is, 
the transience of the resident population, die age profile, the housing profile and die level of 
locally recorded crime, in influencing trust in neighbours. Whdst most of diese factors were 
found to be important in determining individual differences in Trust in Neighbour's, diey did 
not explain why the difference between men and women’s trust in their neighbours varies 
gready across areas. Aggregate gender differences in Trust in Neighbours, as explored in 
Chapters 4 through 6, mask a substantial degree of heterogeneity^ in the association between 
Trrrst in Neighbours and gender across neighbourhoods. Chapter 7, dierefore, highlighted die 
need for furtiier research to pinpoint area-level causes for gender differences in trust in 
neighbours.
No such variation in gender differences were found across areas with respect to responses to 
die Trust vs. Caution item. So aldiough die neighbourhood an individual fives in affects dieiir 
level of trust in people in general, the difference between men and women’s responses to 
Trust vs. Caution remains a constant across areas of die country. Chapter 3 argued diat, due to 
question wording, a respondent’s answer to die Trust vs. Caution question was filcely to be die 
result of a weighing up of strategic trust and moralistic trust. A respondent’s response to 
Tmst in Neighbours, however, was argued to result primarily from dieir level of strategic trust. 
Results from the multi-level modelling analyses presented in Chapter 7 suggest, dierefore.
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that the extent to wliich strategic trust varies amongst men and women is more affected by 
area differences dian die extent to wliich moralistic trust varies amongst men and women.
8.1.3 Integration of theoretical knowledge and empirical tools on trust
A tliird aim of die diesis was to link die dieoretical insights gained, and expectations 
developed in Chapter 2, to the empirical tools used in interpersonal trust research. Chapter 3 
reviewed existing empirical research on interpersonal trust as well as examining die five 
items most frequendy used to measure interpersonal trust in social surveys. Careful attention 
to question wording indicated some key differences between die measures. The first of tiiese 
related to die subject of trust and die second to die presence of competing values. Budding 
upon criteria developed in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 grouped die questions according to whedier 
diey were deemed to measured strategic or moralistic forms of trust.
Chapter 2 introduced the notion of a ‘grammar’ of trust (Potter 2002; Uslaner 2002) 
consisting of diree components: A , B and X. Focussing on reliance of information and 
consideration of risks arising in specific situations, strategic conceptualisations are argued to 
combine die components as follows: A  trust(s) B to do X. Moralistic conceptualisations of 
trust, on the odier hand, use only one, or sometimes two, of die components, since their 
focus on values and attitudes is less dependent on factors external to die respondent. 
Therefore, moralistic trust takes die form of eidier A  trust(s) or A  trust(s) B. Applying tliis 
‘grammar’ of trust to the 5 trust questions. Chapter 3 argued that all but one of the trust 
questions define B in very general terms, asking die respondent about dieir trust in “most 
people”. Only one of die trust questions employs a ‘particularised’ (Uslaner 2002) approach 
to defining B, specifically asking about die respondent’s trust in “people in tiieir 
neighbourhood”. On diis criterion, I argued diat die four questions asking about trust in 
“most people” tap into moralistic trust, whilst the question asking about trust in “people in 
your neighbourhood” taps into strategic trust.
Tlie second key difference between the trust measures concerns die juxtaposition of trust 
widi odier competing values or interests. Again one question was argued to stand out from
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die rest by die fact diat it asks die respondent to prioritise between trusting odier people and 
being cautious of odier people. I argue, in line widi Miller and Mitamura (2003), diat this 
particular contrast leads to a dual focus of die question. Raising die potential need for 
caution liigldiglits die importance of risk in relation to trust, which, I argue, results in 
responses based on evaluations of strategic trust.
In summary, reviewing the 5 trust questions in relation to strategic and moralistic trust, I 
argued in Chapter 3 tiiat the trust items can be grouped as shown in Figure 8.1. Linking 
strategic and moralistic trust to the dieori.es of risk aversion and etliics of care reviewed in 
Section 8.1.1, die chapter also set up expectations regarding the association diat each trust 
item is likely to have with gender, as illustrated in Figure 8.1. In Chapter 4, tiiese 
expectations were tested using multiple examples of die questions across several surveys 
across the UK. Further, Chapter 5 tested whedier diese expectations held for sub-groups of 
men and women. As seen in Figure 8.1, each of die expectations were met, and additional 
information was gained regarding die Trust vs. Caution measure, which is argued to tap into 
bodi strategic and moralistic trust, and responses to die Trust in Neighbours question, wliich, 
despite not tapping into risk-aversion were found to be lower among women dian men.
Integrating dieoretical knowledge and empirical tools on trust allowed this diesis to make 
contributions to bodi die substantive and mediodological literatures on trust and gender. 
These elements of inquiry were found to be symbiotic here: we could not make reliable 
inferences about die association between gender and trust without critically evaluating die 
way in wliich the concepts are measured. Equally, particularities in the measurement of trust 
were specifically liiglilighted by a gender-focused analysis.
8.1.4 Examination o f survey measures o f trust
Tlie diesis sought to develop general insights about existing measurement tools used to 
study trust. As reviewed in Chapter 3, research on interpersonal trust relies on empirical 
indicators, most of which are found in the form of either trust ‘games’ or survey questions. 
Focussing solely on survey-based measurement o f trust, I analysed 5 frequendy used trust
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questions. Tlie survey-based measures of trust have earned some degree o f confidence 
amongst researchers. Comparative data across countries conducted over time, such as tlie 
World Values Survey and the European Social Survey has confirmed that die trust items 
demonstrate enough stability over time and enough constant patterns across countries that 
diey are widely accepted to be tapping into a stable construct, and to be doing so 
consistendy. Despite diis, I identified various concerns across die measures, including 
potential social desirability bias and skewed distributions in the Trust vs. No trust question, 
lack of focal clarity in die Perceived fairness and Perceived helpfulness questions, insufficiendy 
distinguished response categories in die Trust in Neighbours question and juxtaposition of 
priorities diat are not opposites in the Trust vs. Caution question. These findings are 
summarised in Figure 8.2.
The diesis also sought to determine whether die choice of trust question used in empirical 
research has implications for likely substantive outcomes. As seen in Section 8.1.2, diere is 
substantial evidence to suggest tiiat tiiis is indeed die case, in particular in relation to 
outcomes about gender. Unlike existing work wliich argues for one trust question, or several 
trust questions to be used over others (Uslaner 2002), diis diesis has demonstrated some 
differences between die questions, equipping future researchers widi additional information 
to choose dieir preferred measures.
Tlie extent to which social desirability bias may be affecting responses to die Trust vs. No trust 
question, for example, may become evident in die comparison of responses to die item 
collected in different modes. Self-completion questionnaires, it is widely accepted, suffer 
from lower levels of social desirability bias than face-to-face or telephone metiiods of data 
collection (DilLman 1978), providing a testing ground for die extent of social desirability on 
diis measure.
Trust in Neighbours is argued to tap into strategic trust, given diat it is specific widi respect to 
who die respondent is or is not trusting. This allows die respondent to evaluate die risks 
involved in such an action. Tliis clarity of conceptual grounding is a strengtii o f diis measure, 
yet it has disadvantages, too, specifically widi respect to its answer categories. The question 
usually provides respondents with 4 options. These are not well labelled, widi ‘some’ and ‘a
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few’, tlie middle categories, being substantively largely indistinguishable, and tliey provide a 
less robust set of data for linear modelling. Metliodological research designed to test 
different response categories for tliis measure may address tliis concern.
Similar to Tmst vs. No tmst. Perceived fairness and Perceived helpfulness are argued to tap purely 
into moralistic conceptualisations of trust. Yet neither question uses the word ‘trust’, 
opening them botli up to criticism that tiiey are not relevant indicators of die concept of 
trust (Uslaner 2002). Think-aloud protocols designed to examine how respondents think 
about diese two measures may help future researchers determine the extent to wliich tiiis 
lack of explicit focus on trust affects die measures’ ability^  to capture die concept of interest.
The most prevalent question. Trust vs. Caution, is argued to be tapping into two different 
forms of trust at once. By contrasting die act of trusting ‘people in general’ with die need to 
be cautious, it contrasts a moralistic conceptualisation of trust widi a strategic one. Tliis 
leaves much room for differences in interpretation, which is indeed what is found in Chapter 
6. Tliink-aloud protocols may assist future researchers to determine die extent to wliich 
respondents perceive die question to be about trust or about caution, and whether die 
juxtaposition of diese two priorities results in less valid data.
In addition to evaluating each trust measure in die context of best practice in survey 
methodology, the thesis examined whedier die repercussions of using any one measurement 
tool are similar for different sub-groups of die population. Tliis issue was examined widi a 
particular focus on die possibility diat men and women interpret die trust questions in 
different ways, for example diinldng of different groups of individuals when answering die 
questions. Findings presented in Chapter 6 indicate tiiat two of the survey items, the Tmst vs. 
Caution and Trust in Neighbours questions, are interpreted differendy by men and women. 
Exainining whedier diis difference in interpretation is due to men and women using 
different frames of reference in answering of these questions, I found diat diis explanation 
only applied to die Trust in Neighbours question. Women were far more likely dian men to 
actually diink of people In dieir communities during die answering process, suggesting diat 
die neighbourhood is an important location for die formation of diis tyq^ e of trust. That 
frames of reference used do not explain men and women’s differences in interpretation of
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tlie Tmst vs. Caution question suggests the need for alternative explanations. Suggestions were 
made, including that women may be drawing on fears regarding personal safety, wliilst tliis 
may not be tlie case for men. Due to data restrictions, tlie analysis did not test alternative 
explanations for differences in interpretations of tliis item, but suggestions for further 
research in tlie area are presented in Section 8.4.
Figure 8.2 Categorisation of survey-based trust questions, their association with gender, and 
general evaluation of question design
Form of 
trust
Moralistic
Survey Question
Tmst V No Tmst
Expected
gender
association
Women more 
trusting
Findings
Expectation
confirmed
Evaluation
Social desirabdity bias. 
Distribution of data.
Perceivedfairness Women more 
trusting
Expectation
confirmed
No mention of ‘trust’
Perceived helpfulness Women more 
trusting
Expectation
confirmed
No mention of ‘trust’
Strategic
Tmst in Neighbour's: Unclear Women 
less trusting
Insufficiendy 
distinguished response 
categories
Both
moralistic
and
strategic
Trust V Cautio n : Unclear Women 
less trusting
Juxtaposition of 
priorities tiiat are not 
opposites
It is important to note that this level o f iasight into tlie strengths and weaknesses in each of 
tiiese frequendy used survey measures of trust would not have been uncovered had diey 
been modelled using a latent variable approach. Whdst diere are significant advantages to 
combining the variance from several indicators in a single latent variable, and whdst such an
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approach is flexible in its ability to adjust for measurement error, there were advantages to 
examining each indicator separately in this diesis. The work represents die first attempt of its 
kind to understand the ways in wliich die trust questions are different and similar, and how 
diis affects dieit association widi gender. I have found that they differ in substantively 
interesting ways, shedding light on die complex relationsliip between gender and trust.
8.1.5 Contribution of interpersonal trust in the context o f social capital
Much of die interest in interpersonal trust stems from its integral part widiin social capital 
dieory, in which it is argued to facilitate die development of networks and civic participation 
(Putnam 2000). The Office of National Statistics and die OECD define social capital as 
“ ...networks togedier widi shared norms, values and understandings diat facilitate co­
operation witliin or among groups..." (Cote and Healy 2001:41). Insights into trust are, 
dierefore, also relevant to social capital dieory. Tliis diesis examined trust separately from 
social capital in order to gain clarity on die worltings o f die concept in its own right, yet die 
diesis also aimed to connect findings back to die social capital literature, where relevant.
Framing trust in die context of “shared norms, values and understandings” (Cote and Healy 
2001:41) social capital relies on moralistic trust. Yet in practice much empirical social capital 
research, including Putnam’s seminal contribution Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Kevival of 
American Community (2000) relies on trust measures diat I have argued have strong strategic 
elements to diem. These include die Trust vs. Caution question and die Trust in Neighbours 
question. The diesis contributed to die social capital literature by examining these two 
frequendy used indicators of trust and evaluating whedier diey behave as social capital 
dieory expects diem to.
In addition, the thesis aimed to determine whedier, as a pivotal component of social capital, 
interpersonal trust is a property of communities as well as of individuals (Putnam 2000: 
Chapter 18). Wliilst die associational component o f social capital naturally takes into account 
networks and communities based on social interaction, die interpersonal trust component is 
measured at an individual level. Chapter 7 examined diis link between trust and community
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using multi-level modelling to determine to what extent individual’s trust levels, as measured 
by die Tmst vs. Caution question and die Tmst in Neighbours question, are affected by where 
people live.
Results confirmed expectations: interpersonal trust, as measured by Tmst in Neighbours and 
Tmst vs. Caution, are affected by both individual characteristics of respondents and by the 
community in which an individual resides (Putnam 2000). However, contrary to expectations 
from gender-focussed research into networks and community; which has suggested diat 
women are more embedded in dieir neighbourhoods dian men (Lowndes 2000), women’s 
trust was not found to be more affected by where diey live. It is possible that women are 
tapping into support networks and communities diat are not aligned widi demarcations of 
neighbourhood, as modelled by Chapter 8, which would account for tiiis unexpected result.
Findings did indicate however, that die difference between men and women’s answers to die 
Tmst in Neighbours question varies substantially according to die neighbourhood in which 
diey live. Tlieory (Putnam 2000; Sampson, Raudenbush et al. 1997) liighHghts a range of 
factors diat are deemed to be influential widi respect to levels of social capital in a 
neighbourhood, yet when diese factors were taken into account, die variation in gender 
effects on trust across neighbourhoods remained considerable. These results indicate diat 
gender differences in trust vary from area to area, even when we take into account die socio­
economic status o f a neighbourhood, die level of population turnover, the age profile, 
whether it is urban or rural, die reported crime level and die housing profile of die area in 
which they Hve. Overall, die multi-level analysis contributed to both trust literature and social 
capital literature more generally by confirming that people’s surroundings are important in 
dieir formation of trust. However, it did not substantiate existing claims diat women are 
more embedded in their neighbourhoods dian men (Lowndes 2000).
Tlie findings discussed in the diesis have implications for social capital research widi respect 
to die measurement of trust. The considerable influence of social capital dieory over the past 
decades is Hkely to be due in part to die dieory’s reUance on empirically-grounded research. 
Putnam’s work alone (Putnam 1995; 2000) provides a wealdi of evidence to substantiate its 
claims about die importance of social capital for communities and individuals. Scholars
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examining the concept since tiien (Grenier and Wright 2006; Hall 1999; Li, Pickles et al. 
2005) have continued to draw upon tlie empirical measures of associational behaviour and 
interpersonal trust, wliich are widely accepted to operationalise social capital. Tlie results 
presented in diis thesis highlight die importance of measurement in relation to interpersonal 
trust, illustrating diat die 5 most frequendy used survey questions yield considerably different 
substantive results in die context o f gender. The thesis thereby confirms that awareness of 
the impact of measurement is necessary for die development of conceptually and empirically 
robust research on trust, and dierefore, also for future social capital research.
Gender-focussed critiques of social capital have largely addressed die associational, network- 
based component to social capital, radier dian examining interpersonal trust. These critiques 
have argued diat social capital theory; prioritises the public sphere and formal networks of 
association in wliich men are most hkely to interact (Arneh 2006; Franklin 2005; Lowndes 
2000; 2004). However, doing so omits informal association diat takes place widiin die 
private sphere, much of which is done by women. Men, it is posited, primarily contribute to 
social capital via formal association widi odiers, whilst women are more actively engaged ia 
informal networks. Therefore, tiiere is evidence to suggest diat social capital is gendered widi 
respect to the associational, network-based component o f die dieory. Tliis diesis provided 
evidence to suggest diat die interpersonal trust component of social capital is gendered, too. 
Framing trust in die context of “shared norms, values and understandings” (Cote and Healy 
2001:41) social capital relies on moralistic, rather dian strategic forms of trust. Both the 
dieoretical and empirical examinations in diis diesis argue diat women contribute more 
moralistic trust to society dian men, wliich cliimes widi existing research (Grenier and 
Wright 2006) in so far as it indicates diat women’s contribution to social capital may have 
previously been underestimated. The diesis, therefore, provides furtiier evidence that gender 
is a crucial variable in die context of social capital.
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8.2 Policy implications
Much policy interest in trust relates to social capital formation. In particular, tliere is an 
emphasis on the positive ‘side effects’ of trust on community cohesion, general well-being 
and even economic development (Cote and Healy 2001). Trust is seen as an asset to be 
nurtured and, if at all possible, increased. Evidence presented in diis thesis calls for a 
questioning of diis approach on two counts. Fitsdy, it is suggested that once we make a 
disdncdon between strategic and moralisdc forms o f trust, it becomes evident that only die 
latter can reasonably be seen to be a public good. Increasing people’s propensity to trust 
strategically would require diem to extend trust in sltuadons where diere may be good 
reasons to widihold it, opening individuals up to exploitation and vulnerability. Thus, die 
thesis supports Hardin’s (2006) argument that where strategic forms of trust are concerned, 
it is unwise to tliinlc of trust as sometiiing to be cultivated.
Secondly, and building on die first point, die diesis contends that die most frequendy used 
measure o f trust, die Trust vs. Caution question, confounds strategic and moralistic forms of 
trust. This means that nations widi higher scores on this item are nations in which 
individuals, on average, prioritise dieir luoralistic trust more dian dieir aversion to risk in 
general. Wliilst risk taking has been associated widi positive outcomes in relation to business 
development (Cote and Healy 2001), there are clear policy drives to heighten individuals’ risk 
awareness in relation to issues of terrorism, healdi, personal safety and financial exchanges. 
The diesis indicates diat existing policy interest in increasing die trust level of die nation as a 
whole may well be in contrast to otiier initiatives diat seek to raise awareness of risks at die 
same time.
Subject to the provisos above, substantive results have indicated diat die focus of successive 
governments on die importance of neighbourhoods as key loci for the furthering of trust 
may well be appropriate. The diesis confirms diat die neighbourhood is indeed a powerful 
driving force for trust, bodi in odier neighbours and in people in general. Socio-economic 
well-being of neighbourhoods, lower levels of over-crowding, a balanced age distribution 
and lower crime rates are all consistendy associated widi liigher levels o f trust in neighbours, 
lower levels of risk aversion and higher levels of trust in people in general. There is scope for
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furtiier research into additional neighbourhood-level sources of variation in trust in 
neighbours, in particular to explain tlie substantial heterogeneity of gender differences in 
trust across areas.
8.3 Limitations of the study
Interpersonal trust is a complex concept. Its lay meanings are subjectively defined and its 
academic meanings hotly contested. The tliesis draws conclusions about gender and trust, 
yet it relies on ‘secondary’ data and survey instruments to measure trust. It has not been 
possible, witliin the scope of this project, to examine what trust means to men and women 
in Britain, given tliat die remit of die Social and Political Trust Project was to apply a range 
of statistical modelling techniques to die UK’s wealth of secondary data, diereby imposing a 
boundary on die data diat could be used in die work. However, die diesis touched upon 
issues diat may have benefitted ftom insights provided by qualitative data. In particular, the 
work provided evidence diat men and women differ in diek interpretation of two of die 
most frequendy used trust questions. The data generated by survey-based diink-aloud 
protocols (Chapter 6) allowed for exploration of diese issues up to a point, yet qualitative 
interviews or focus groups examining what men and women think of when answering diese 
questions would have allowed for furdier insight into the differences in interpretation. The 
remit of die project, however, did not cover diese qualitative approaches.
Neverdieless, examining die association between gender and interpersonal trust using survey 
data from across die UK has considerable advantages. Tliis approach has allowed me to use 
larger sample sizes and representative sampling techniques which opened up possibilities for 
die use of inferential statistics, allowing for generalisations to the whole of die British 
population. Subject to differences in design, surveys can be expected to generate comparable 
data, allowing for die validation of particular findings using a range of data sources.
Witliin die boundaries of survey data, die diesis limited itself to generalisations to the 
English, Scottish, Welsh and Northern Irish populations, variously, radier dian exploring the
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association between tmst and gender intemationally. Seeldng to provide dieoretical 
explanations for gender differences, die analysis benefitted from addressing a reasonably 
homogenous population. Analyses of data from more countries would have required an 
examination of potentially confounding factors such as differences between women’s 
participation in the labour market, welfare provision and women’s roles. As a result of die 
decision to limit the analysis to UK data, die extent to wliich die proposed explanations are 
applicable outside of die UK context remains unknown.
Wliilst die diesis was able to document consistency widi respect to associations between 
gender and similar tmst questions, a few instances of anomalous findings across different 
datasets and times suggested diat the comparability of die analyses may have been 
compromised. Firsdy, die data examined in die diesis were not collected widiin the same 
year; diey spanned firom 2002 to 2007. In addition to diis, the validity of findings would have 
been improved had I been able to control for design issues such as question order effects, 
interviewer effects and context effects, all of wliich may have represented confounding 
factors, distorting die gender-tmst picture. It would have been possible to include diese 
factors in some of die models, yet far from all of die data sets provide information on diese 
details.
The task of evaluating the implications o f having multiple measures of tmst would have 
been simplified had survey research relied on a wider range of different trust questions dian 
it currendy does. Firsdy, data for all 5 tmst questions were available for analysis in Chapters 
4 and 5, but not for die analyses conducted in Chapters 6 and 7. Tliis means diat wliilst die 
multiple group confirmatory factor analysis and the data from the diink-aloud experiment 
examined in Chapter 6 provided insights into gender differences in question interpretation 
for most trust items, this does not include the Trust vs. No trust question, simply because die 
data sources used did not ask tiiis question. Secondly, where multiple tmst items were 
available, and where these were grouped according to their conceptual foundations, die 
analysis would have been strengdiened considerably had I been able to model each type of 
tmst as a latent variable, radier than examining 5 separate tmst questions. A comparison of 
die association between gender and two different latent constmcts, one representing 
morahstic concepmahsations of tmst and one representing strategic conceptualisations.
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would have provided a more robust test of tlie theoretical explanations for gender 
differences in trust. In a sense, and as shown here, surveys using a variety of different trust 
items compHcates die field, yet if diis practice persists, it would be beneficial for all surveys 
tiiat seek to measure trust to include all trust items, and, perhaps, even to develop a few 
more additional ones.
Altiiough tiie work developed novel ways of theorising tiie association between trust and 
gender, tiiis association was not empirically tested. Only very few surveys provide data on 
botii interpersonal trust and risk perception. Given its origin in developmental psychologj^, 
ratiier tiian in sociolog} ,^ the etiiics of care thesis is also not usually operationalised using 
survey instruments. Tliis means tiiat whilst tiie application of tiiese two tiieories to trust 
research has proven to be a valuable contribution to understanding gender differences in 
trust, tiie thesis has not been able to operationalise and test this contribution empirically.
8.4 Avenues foi* further research
The tiiesis represents tiie first systematic examination of interpersonal trust and gender in 
Britain. It has suggested tiieoretical approaches with which to understand differences 
between men and women’s trust and has documented these differences across a range of 
data sources. Building on the first two analysis chapters, tiie diesis followed two additional 
lines of inquiry, namely an examination of potential gender differences regarding the 
interpretation of trust questions, and an exploration of tiie importance of neighbourhoods 
for the formation of men and women’s trust. Tliese chapters contributed to tlie 
methodological, specifically measurement, literature surrounding trust, as well as to literature 
on neighbourhoods and social capital. However, they also raised a number of additional 
questions which could not be examined witiiin the remit of tiiis tiiesis. This section sets out 
tiie avenues for further research which this tiiesis highlights.
Trust researchers are confronted witii a particularly tiiomy issue with respect to the potential 
discrepancy between what survey items intend to measure and what tliey actually tap into.
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The subjectivity of references to 'trust’ in common parlance and the disagreement 
surrounding academic definitions of the term exacerbate tliis common measurement issue. 
Survey questions are always only indicators o f die concept of interest, yet diis is particularly 
apparent widi respect to trust research. As a result, tliere is scope for future research to 
exphcidy examine what men and women tliink about in answering tlie trust questions, as 
well as what they understand by die concept of trust. Currendy, research examining these 
issues has employed diink-aloud protocols widiin a survey setting (Sturgis and Smidi 2010; 
Uslaner 2007). These findings could be complemented by more extensive research into 
individual’s understandings of trust and how these relate to their responses to die trust 
questions.
Future research using interviews would also be able to add to die proposed dieoretical 
approaches developed in this diesis by further exploring die roles of risk aversion and etliics 
of care in relation to men and women’s trust levels. In dûs diesis it was not possible to 
effectively operationalise diese two tiieoretical explanations for gender differences in trust. A 
more in deptii interview process would have allowed for an investigation into how women 
and men’s trust is linked to their prioritising of networks and relationships and how men and 
women relate trusting to risk taldng. In addition to tlûs, die empirical finding of women’s 
trust being lower tiian men’s on the Trust vs. Caution question suggests tiiat individual’s level 
of strategic trust over-rides their level of moralistic trust when die two are in direct 
competition. Further tiieoretical and empirical work needs to be done to clarify the dynamics 
between strategic and moralistic forms of trust.
The scarcity of tiieoretical explanations for die association between trust and socio- 
demograplûc variables, such as education and occupational class, led to difficulties in 
interpretations of empirical outcomes, particularly witii respect to differences in trust 
between sub-groups o f men and women. Wlûlst much empirical research into trust has 
documented that more educated people and those of lûgher occupational classes are more 
trusting than otiier groups, tlie literature is still lacldng in tiieoreticaHy-informed 
understanding of tiiese associations. Interaction analyses in Chapter 5 also found that older 
cohorts of women are more trusting than younger cohorts and, in an effort to tiieorise tlûs 
finding it was suggested that tiie former may well have a more pronounced etiûcs of care
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tlian younger generations due to tiieir cohort being socialised into more traditional caring 
roles and division of labour. Furtlier research on the etliics of care and changes over time 
would allow for tliis explanation to be tested. Overall, furtlier tiieoretical work is needed in 
order to explain various empirically-documented relationships.
Future research on interpersonal trust would benefit substantially from systematic testing of 
trust questions to evaluate their weaknesses. Factors such as social desirability bias, question 
order effects, context effects and problematic response categories can be corrected or 
controlled for in analyses, provided diey are diagnosed. Wliilst very little is understood about 
dieir effects on the validity of interpersonal trust data, tiiese issues are recognised as being 
potentially problematic (Berent, Bulloch et al.)
8.5 Final reflections
Concerns over die healdi of civil society are not new. Wliüst die tools available to monitor 
such macro-level social changes across nations are formidable, using diem effectively is a 
delicate task. Resources provided by die Economic and Social Research Council, which 
allowed me to carry out diis piece of research, are an example of the commitment diat is 
being made to increased use of social survey data to widen understandings of population 
trends and processes. Reflecting upon die place of diis thesis widiin die wider landscape of 
current policy and research priorities, I have become increasingly convinced of the following: 
die value o f insights into macro-level social dynamics is dependent upon insights into the 
micro-level building blocks upon which diey are founded. Tlieoiies of civil society, for 
example, are only as good as die individual indicators witii which tiiey are evidenced. The 
social capital thesis is a powerful idea that has gathered momentum and generated wide­
spread interest. Yet it rests upon die foundations of empirical indicators that are tiiemselves 
still under-researched. Exarnining survey questions on interpersonal trust witii respect to 
gender, for example, has shown tiiat there is much still to be understood about what we are 
acmally measuring and how tiiis affects different groups witiiin die population. I found tiiat 
the measurement instruments in use today tell different stories of men and women’s trust.
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that men and women interpret some of tlie questions differently, and tliat national averages 
of gender differences in trust do not always hold at the local level. Insights such as tiiese, 
along witii other work carried out by the 2-year Social and Political Trust Project (University 
of Surrey 2009) allow for incremental progress to be made witii respect to the effective use 
of survey measures. These steps are crucial elements of the wider goal of informing macro- 
level social tiieories.
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APPENDIX A: POPULATION DATASETS
Tlie tiiesis makes use o f a number of UK data sources. Tliis appendix outlines key 
information regarding each o f tlie datasets used.
British Election Study (BES) 2005
(BES 2005)
Dates of Fieldwork: Post-election survey: 6 May 2005 - 4 July 2005.
Country: Great Britain
Spatial Units: Westminster Parliamentary Constituencies (UKJ 
Observation Units: Individuals
Population: Electors resident in Great Britain during 2005.
Time Dimensions: Cross-sectional study
Sampling Procedures: Multi-stage stratified random sample.
Number of Units: Post-election: 2,959.
Method of Data Collection: Face-to-face interview; Telephone interview; Self-completion 
Weighting: Weighting used to correct for unequal selection probability as well as post­
stratification population cahbration.
British Social Attitudes Survey (BSA)
(BSA 2006)
Dates of Fieldwork: June 2006 - September 2006 
Country: Great Britain
Spatial Units: Government Office Regions (GORs)
Observation Units: Individuals
Population: Adults (18 and over) living in private households in Great Britain (excluding 
tlie 'crofting counties' nordi of the Caledonian Canal).
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Time Dimensions: Repeated cross-sectional study. The BSA survey is conducted annually. 
Sampling Procedures: Multi-stage stratified random sample. Sampling is conducted in fom* 
stages and is drawn from tlie Postcode Address File.
Number of Units: 4,290 cases. The Tmst vs. Caution question was asked of 1077 cases. 
Method of Data Collection: Face-to-face interview (CAPI)
Weighting: Weighting used to correct for unequal selection probability.
Citizenship Survey 2007
(CS 2007)
Dates of Fieldwork: April 2007 - March 2008
Country: England and Wales
Spatial Units: Government Office Regions (GORs)
Observation Units: Individuals
Population: The survey covered adults aged 16 years and over, resident in England and 
Wales during 2007.
Time Dimensions: Repeated cross-sectional study. Conducted biennially. The survey 
moved to a continuous design from 2007.
Sampling Procedures: Multi-stage stratified random sample. Tlie survey is conducted with 
a nationally representative sample.
Number of Units: AU quarters: 14,095 cases, includes a booster sample which was removed 
from the analysis in tliis thesis.
Method of Data Collection: Face-to-face interview
Weighting: The data are weighted to correct for unequal sampling probabilities and non­
response by subgroup. The weighting ensures tiiat tiie sample matches tlie census population 
figures in terms of tiieir age, sex and regional distribution. Non-response weights are derived 
using a logistic regression model approach including the same set of covariates at each 
quarter.
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European Social Survey 2002- 2006 (ESS)
The data files for diree consecutive sweeps of ESS data were combined, merging data from 
2002, 2004 and 2006.
2002
Dates of Fieldwork: September 2002 — February 2003 
Country: United Kingdom
Spatial Units: Government Office Regions (GORs)
Observation Units: Individuals
Population: The survey covered people aged 15 years and older, resident in England, Wales, 
Scotland and Northern Ireland.
Time Dimensions: Repeated cross-sectional study.
Sampling Procedures: Multi-stage stratified random sample. Sampling is conducted in 
diree stages and is drawn from the Postcode Address File.
Number of Units: 2052
Method of Data Collection: Face-to-face interviews using CAPI.
Weighting: The data are weighted to correct for unequal sampling probabilities.
2004
Dates of Fieldwork: September 2004 — March 2005 
Coimtry: United Kingdom
Spatial Units: Government Office Regions (GORs)
Observation Units: Individuals
Population: The survey covered people aged 15 years and older, resident in England, Wales, 
Scodand and Nordiern Ireland.
Time Dimensions: Repeated cross-sectional study.
Sampling Procedures: Multi-stage stratified random sample. Sampling is conducted in 
three stages and is drawn from tlie Postcode Address File.
Number of Units: 1897
Method of Data Collection: Face-to-face interviews using CAPI.
Weighting: Tlie data are weighted to correct for unequal sampling probabilities.
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2m .
Dates of Fieldwork: September 2006 — January 2007 
Country: United Kingdom
Spatial Units: Government Office Regions (GORs)
Observation Units: Individuals
Population: The survey covered people aged 15 years and older, resident in England, Wales, 
Scotland and Northern Ireland.
Time Dimensions: Repeated cross-sectional study.
Sampling Procedures: Multi-stage stratified random sample. Sampling is conducted in 
tluree stages and is drawn from the Postcode Address File.
Number of Units: 2394
Method of Data Collection: Face-to-face interviews using CAPI.
Weighting: The data are weighted to correct for unequal sampling probabilities.
General Household Survey 2004-2005 (QHS)
(GHS 2004 -2005)
Dates of Fieldwork: 01 April 2004 - 31 March 2005 
Country: Great Britain
Spatial Units: Countries; Government Office Regions (GORs); Standard Regions 
Observation Units: Individuals; Families/households 
Population: Private households in Great Britain 
Time Dimensions: Repeated cross-sectional study
Sampling Procedures: Two-stage stratified random sample using postcode sectors and 
addresses within these.
Number of Units; 8,700 households, 20,421 individual interviews, 8,700 of tiiese 
individuals were also asked questions pertaining to social capital, amongst wliich were tlie 
Tfust in Neigbbou7's and Ttmt vs. Caution questions.
Method of Data Collection: Face-to-face interview
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Weighting: Weighting used to adjust for non-response. The sample is also grossed up to 
match known population distributions.
Health Survey for England 2006 (HSfE)
(National Centre for Social Research and University College London; 2006)
Dates of Fieldwork: January 2006 - May 2007 
Country: England
Spatial Units: Government Office Regions (GORs); Healtli Authorities (England) 
Observation Units: Individuals
Population: Adults (aged 16 and over) in tlie general population, living in private 
households in England during 2006.
Time Dimensions: Repeated cross-sectional study. The survey is conducted annually. 
Sampling Procedures: Multi-stage stratified random sample.
Number of Units: 21,399 cases (individual file), 30,068 cases (household file).
Method of Data Collection: Ti'ust vs. Caution.^  Perceived fairness and Perceived helpfulness are 
measured using self-completion booldets.
Weighting: Tlie weights used are a combination of die household weight tiiat corrects tiie 
distribution of household members to match population estimates for sex/age groups and 
GOR, and tiie individual weight which adjusts tlie sample to reduce bias from individual 
non-response witiiin households.
Taking Part Survey 2005 — 2007 (TPS)
2005-2006
(Department for Culture, Media and Sport, 2005-2006) 
Dates of Fieldwork: July 2005 - October 2006 
Country: England
Spatial Units: Government Office Regions (GORs) 
Observation Units; Individuals
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Population: Adults (16 or over) living in a representative cross-section o f private 
households in England during 2005-2006.
Time Dimensions: Repeated cross-sectional study 
Sampling Procedures: Multi-stage stratified random sample.
Number of Units: 14,306 individuals asked tlie Ttust in Neighbours question 
Metliod of Data Collection: Face-to-face interview
Weighting: The data are weighted to correct for unequal sampling probabilities as weE as 
non-response.
2006-2007
(Department for Culture, Media and Sport: 2006-2007)
Dates of Fieldwork: July 2006 - September 2007 
Country; England
Spatial Units: Government Office Regions (GORs)
Observation Units: Individuals
Population: Adults (16 or over) living in a representative cross-section o f private 
households in England.
Time Dimensions: Repeated cross-sectional study.
Sampling Procedures: Multi-stage stratified random sample using the small-user Postal 
Address file
Number of Units: 12,333 asked the Trust in Neighbours c^csûon, 12,333 asked tlie Ttustvs. 
Caution question.
Method of Data Collection: Face-to-face interview
Weighting: The data are weighted to correct for unequal sampling probabilities as well as 
non-response.
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APPENDIX B: CODING OF Ipsos-MORI GENERAL 
OMNIBUS SURVEY FRAMES OF REFERENCE DATA
In 2007 Sturgis and Smitli commissioned space on the Ipsos-MORI General Omnibus 
survey and fielded tlie following questions:
Generaiy speaking, would you say that most people can be tirnted, or that you can't be too careful in dealing with 
people'? (Trust vs. Caution)
a. Most people can be trusted
b. Can't be too careful
How much do you tmst people in your local area? (Hocal A.rea)
a. a lot
b. a fair amount
c. not vety much
d. not at all
Half of die sample was asked the Tmst vs. Caution question, wliilst die odier half was asked 
die TocalArea question. Immediately after answering tiiese two questions, respondents were 
asked a follow-up question:
In answering the last question, who catm to mind when you were thinking about "most people”!  "people in 
your local area”?
Answers were recorded verbatim by tiie interviewer and coded into 29 codes describing tiie 
range of answers obtained. These codes were further grouped by Smith and Sturgis (2010) 
into six liigher order codes representing frames o f reference used when answering. Chapter 6 
in tiiis tiiesis uses tiiis data, but codes tiie 29 original codes slightly differently than Sturgis 
and Smith did, notably, references to neighbours were coded as part of tiie 'Community’ 
frame of reference, rather than as part of the ‘Known others’ frame of reference. Table AB.l 
shows these groupings.
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Table AB.l Coding of thinkaloud responses into frames of reference
Original codes Sturgis & Smith (2010) 
frames of reference
This thesis Ch 6 
frames of 
reference
1. Colleagues/ex-colleagues
2. Family/family member
3. Friends Known odiers Known otliers
4. Most people I know/meet
5. General public/people in general
6. People from my church
7. Anyone/all people
8. Everyone/everybody
9. Foreigners/ethnic minorities Unknown others
10. Neighbours Unknown others
11. Children/young people
12. No-one in particular
13. Strangers
14. Local community/people in this town/village Local Community Community
15. Doctors
16. Officials/authority figures/professionals
17. Police 1 Named job/ profession Autliorities
18. Politicians/political parties
19. Salesmen/sales people
20. Tradesmen
21. Don’t know these days/not like it used to be
22. Identity theft
23. You have to place trust in people
24. People always interested in themselves I Other (not relevant) Otlier
25. People mostly trustworthy
26. Trust people until they upset me
27. Trusting is naïve
28. Other answers
29. Don’t know/not stated t Don't know/ no answer
No frame of 
reference
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APPENDIX C: FACTORIAL ECOLOGY APPROACH AND  
THE CREATION OF NEIGHBOURHOOD-BASED 
CONTEXT VARIABLES
Chapter 7 models variation in responses to the Tmst vs. Caution and Tmst in Neighbours 
questions, as found in tlie Taking Part Survey 2006-07, using a multi-level framework. The 
analyses include individual-level variables, consisting of socio-demograpliic characteristics, as 
well as neighbourhood-level variables, consisting of 5 contextual factors tliat were derived 
from 2001 census and Office of National Statistics data by Brunton-Smitli (2008) using a 
factorial ecology approach. These structural indices summarise strong correlations between a 
set of neighbourhood characteristics. Five factors are identified using principal components 
extraction witli an orthogonal rotation, as shown in Table AC.l. The factor loadings indicate 
how strongly each neighbourhood measure is correlated with each extracted factor.
In addition to tiiese 5 factors, the analyses in Chapter 7 examine levels of recorded crime as 
a neighbourhood-level characteristic. Tliis index measure is part of tlie index o f multiple 
deprivation (Noble, Wright et al. 2004) and incorporates details from 33 types of offences 
that have occurred in the local area o f approximately 500 households around die 
respondent’s home. Table AC.2 sets out the types of offences tliat are included in the index. 
Tlie incidence of each type of crime tliat occurs witiiin a local area is combined to create an 
overaU score. Areas are then compared in terms of theic relative crime rate, to produce the 
final index of relative level of crime. Brunton-Smitli (2008) uses this index alongside tlie 5 
factors identified in Table AC.l, and die same approach is taken in Chapter 7 of diis diesis.
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Table AC.l Creation of neighbourhood contextual variables; Rotated factor loadings from 
factorial ecology approach. Replicated from (Brunton-Smith 2008:131)
Neighbourhood Measure Socio-economic
disadvantage
Urbanicity Population
Mobility
Age Profile Housing
Profile
Working population on income 
support
0.890 0.245 0.191 0.138 0.092
Lone parent families 0.847 0.222 0.002 0.263 0.153
Local autliority housing 0.846 0.064 -0.009 0.146 -0.168
Worlting population unemployed 0.843 0.293 0.173 0.118 0.125
Non-Car owning households 0.798 0.417 0.363 -0.01 0.057
Working in professional/managerial 
role
-0.787 0.002 0.153 0.146 -0.368
Owner occupied housing -0.608 -0.249 -0.349 -0.572 0.053
Domestic property 0.104 0.921 0.165 0.052 0.112
Green-space -0.214 -0.902 -0.18 -0.011 -0.043
Population density (per square KM) 0.245 0.824 0.262 0.15 -0.135
Worlting in agriculture -0.126 -0.663 -0.006 -0.183 -0.03
In migration -0.074 0.102 0.916 0.069 0.071
Out migration -0.019 0.162 0.903 0.119 0.134
Single person, non-pensioner 
households
0.355 0.364 0.743 0.134 -0.092
Commercial property 0.378 0.432 0.529 0.019 -0.093
More than 1.5 people per room 0.428 0.472 0.507 0.197 -0.326
Resident population over 65 -0.052 -0.21 -0.271 -0.892 -0.021
Resident population under 16 0.427 0.04 -0.464 0.635 0.19
Terraced housing 0.323 0.263 0.102 0.274 0.689
Vacant property 0.319 -0.118 0.485 -0.173 0.53
Flats 0.453 0.359 0.489 0.008 -0.524
Eigen Value 9.3 3.3 1.9 1.4 1.3
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Table AC.2 Components of the ‘Local recorded crime’ variable
Major Crime Type Offence
Burglary Burglary in a Dwelling 
Aggravated Burglary in a Dwelling 
Burglary in a Building other tlian a Dwelling 
Aggravated Burglary in a Building other than a Dwelling
Theft Aggravated Vehicle Taking 
Theft from die Person of Another 
Theft from a Vehicle
Theft or Unauthorised Taking of Motor Vehicle 
Veliicle Interference and Tampering
Criminal Damage Arson
Criminal Damage to a Dwelling
Criminal Damage to a Building other than a Dwelling
Criminal Damage to a vehicle
Other Criminal Damage
Racially-aggravated Criminal Damage to a Dwelling 
Racially-aggravated Criminal Damage to a Budding odier than 
a Dwelling
Racially-aggravated Criminal Damage to a Vehicle 
Racially-aggravated other Criminal Damage 
Threat etc. to Commit Criminal Damage
Violence Murder 
Manslaughter 
Infanticide 
Attempted Murder
Causing Death by Aggravated Vehicle Taking 
Wounding or other Act of Endangering Life 
Other Wounding 
Harassment
Racially-aggravated other Wounding 
Racially-aggravated Harassment 
Common Assault
Racially-aggravated Common Assault
Robbery of Business Property
Robbery of Personal Property____________
Source: Noble et al., (2004)
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